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IMPACT ON U.S. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
PliOPOSAL TO WITHDRAW FROM UNESCO

THyRSDAY, MARCH 8, 1984

Co
House OF REPRESEXTATI'VES,

° ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL. RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE d ,

REmr.ARCII AND ENVIRONMENT,
. Washington, DC

The/ subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1 p.m., in room.. 2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer
(chairman of the subcommittee) preqiding.

...)

Present: Representatives Scheuer, Reid, Micshael A. Andrews,
Leach, McGr4h, Tom Lewis, and Joe Skeen. .

Mr. ":Scilzu .A. The Subcommittee ou Natural keso.uries, Agricul.
ture Reseirch and Environnent will, come to order.

We are very happy to welcome the American Ambassador' to
Unesco, Ambassador Jean Gerard, to help us in our oversight obli-
gations with Unesco.

. A.

We're going to go out of order for just a moment. Our colleague,
Congressman Jim Leach, has to make a platie at 2 p.m., so before we
commence the normal order of events, I'm going to recognize Con-
gressman leach for a statement. . ,
STATEMENT OF HON. JIM LEACH, 4 11.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM

THE STATE OF IOWA

Mr. *LEACH. Thank you, Mr..Chairman.
, I have a very lengthy statement. I'd like to request it be submit-

`about
for the record, and just would like to make a couple commments

about it. ,)
Let me just begin by noting that Congress has keen concerned

with ,two issues, overwhelmingly,-with Uneecb. One rel4tes to the
Israeli participation issue; the other with the free press. In the last
2 years, partly cause of the strong leadertihip of Ambaceador
Gerard, we havibeen quite successful in obviating some of the'oon-
cerns that we have had priorly on this. I. personally feel very
strongly that we're going to have to ask the administration our-
selves whether we can go forth with an "empty chair" diplod'acy -
and, triore.riuccessfully, defend Israel 'as well as our concerns in the
freec_press in the future. I find that very, very difficult to compre-
hend.

Second, I would like to strfte that the history of Unesco is one in
whiCh we as. a Congress approved participation by a joint- resolu-
tion, and the administration has taken 'what I think is a rather

II)
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.
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strong step toviard a unilatekl Executive privilege in determining
that we-should withdraw without anything except minimal consul-. tation with Congress. Accordingly, I have introduced legislation
today to require the President to seek specific authoriziition from
Congress should an Executive recommendation be made to termi-
nate our participation in Uriesco itself.

Finally, let me just sti-ess that I appreciate very much the leader-
ship that yiau have brought to the issue and particularly the con-
cerns that have been reflected about some of the executive manage-
nrnt issues at Unescti. But I think we ought to be.very careful, as

. we look at Unesco, to realize that the bigger issue is not the foibles
of its managemeht knit .the role it plays in the world, and that prob-
lems associated with' human foibles certainly have to be rooted out;
but let's not allow qne director's mismanagement style to mask ourrather largewhat I would consider to be ideologiCalzpouting
here at home.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I apologize to make a statementand then depart.
.[The prepared statement of Mr. Leach follows:]

a
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CONOISISNAK JIM LIAO

before the
Subcommittee es lateral Reeserces, Agriced.tecel Research

sad lerireseeet
Committee sea !Weser sod Techmelogy

U.S. loses of- Itypiesseetiwe

Notch S, 1164

Otte -pair liplemecy is MSC;

Sttomeet t7 .g

' 0

1.

Sr. *mimes I spyrseiste the apperteoity to swear before yes end collesSurs

(nth. eveleceeiciUme teas efteemeemeemd west cumemllyee for yew is

halides these hominy.

The U.S. detites to leave the [bated 'haloes , Sciaotific sod Cultural

Oegesieetiee (01.00) hes amsememli philosophical se mil ea practical implicatiame

for the fsespleppeltcgoi the Drifted States. .It is threloco immodest es Coopoes .

to revise the Aiellelidhitioe's decisions carefully mid peened attaaratilne poragesc-
tiro, if mercested. o .

As foams deletete to the 11.11. 'teemed Atessbly, I have pitemeeld first -Mesa the of

romp tea is rh...:errieChet planes the 11.11.. system tedry.. Americas rapcornetativee
bete a responsibility ie sterol e toverslesrely sot sat, for YJ. istereets but far

the pcistiee of rational dialogic. Set In diploma sr be sports, it demi matter

Imery's play the Ono. sod 1 se approtteraivat that jotatuS too etridently is Mts.-

gusts weed sits7 at the D.7. is pot day ismatere but y cosohozpradoc-

tive. Sere profoundly, deserting a principal D.B. ageeey at this time to be

as unjustified reepoese to an omespersted problem).
.

Quittios is sot the Americas Way. it the eireemetemees, it implies that we cse't

stet' the beet is the crucible of North-lough and Sgt-Ilwat debate.
e.

As its sew, implies. UNESCO deals Wiecipelly with isteduetiosel salt-sties idea-
tific sad ci".tioral .secestee. lit oar dimities to 'bombs ship boa eatrooriioary
strategic *mit:otiose. leased, it sight well he erpmed that the Adoluistretiso's

tiswlogicsl sot -sod -era policy irierils U.S. security. Afder all, is the 20th

cautery, is settee is am Weed. Security is colleCtive rotted this self-willed.

is imerienes, we simply mosteome to grips withthe reality that the 'bated States

does sot ea,. ow will it weer gds, elehe es groat e poreaotahn of the eer/d'y

scommete sea military might as it did at the moll of 11.411hurp, doe the Dotted

time system wee established. Basco, to s very practical eesse our metieme;e1

t7 today moires that prestos emphasis sad amseltivity be

eau.

eiresewiehe States sea tamps intornatioesal iretitutiere such as the UI. Is s

eerld which appear. to bane Shifted, as Pepe 'ohs Peel II recastly warmed, from

"post-ears to a "pre-war" esstalivy, responsible goversesets
hove is oblisatioa to

seek to streegthee rather them deprecate the CO. mud its affiliate ocgaiisetiess,

like ONES0.0. 1r

lb. Administration sisal opperestly tb be reeboded that the 111610)withdresel

decision is beteg mods st the precise time U.S.-Seviet tameless have retessed.te

coldest leacele sod esjer hil arse control talks have bees eue-

ler rages is too parts of the Male lent fa Ailemites, im Central.

and is vital asses of Africa.
leteeestiesel termini's is as the rise

platimg the internal securitty of soy amides to jeopardy. Is addition, lhsllt

talle us that some 40,2400 childres will.perIsh daily frog lack of adegests diet mid

eseitory driebieg ester. The scale of buret rafter/oh. partleelsr17 toddy

is stegserteg. ,
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Congress has been fully col:Mime of the problems is UNESCO as in nosy other U.N.
agencies and in the ceners1 amicably itself. It is precisely because of this sesames*

and concern that Congress has, by law, authorised the Administration to take action

if Israel is illegally expelled or in any other faskios dented her right to porti-

"Pate. of at MSC° haPloaesits all policy or procedure which has the effect of '

licensing lah. amination or umyosing censorship or restrictions ou the free flow of

intormasa In the ease of the fire. acrsecio. involving Israel, Congress has

authorized he U.N. to sasponi its part' ipation sod withhold. payment of its

enessed-ccntribution u ^mil . Actien i,gainst Israel is reversed. In the

tie of the second scesarn, in whieb ,actions might be takes against free press.

U.S. fending to cr:nce to to be summated

Because Congressional concern is so deem ss to be reflected in statute it is
instructive to exams...where 171tr.S.11 stand,. on these twinges at present. .

In iLe case of th. 1.raeli twenties, Assistant Secretary of State Gregory Newell

acknowledd-4 at a liemias b-Id sy the Subcommittee on lumen Rights and International

Ocganirstiins on F:brusry 7. IN», that. the laceell question wee mot, probleo for

the U.S. sod the this particular (tweet' was not a reason for,the U.S. withdrawal.

In vv.'''. to toco.cres in February 1983 (required ender Section LOS of P.L. 97-241)

the :tininistratis state that while there have been a number of unacceptable cesspits-

:Arms on !fiddle Last gebstions, "'the worst eareimes have been avoided." It further

said test efforts to Zeuy Israel-her right to participate, such as bad takes place

.a tte IAEA. "have not prospered In'recent years is UNESCO." Eby/ tersely, the

report esplains, beets'se of the "forceful presentation of U.S. Goverameme Heirs,
skittful diplomaticsoterventioi by the Director General, and kelp of moderates is

the uncap of 77." Clearly, an this major issue, the U.8.-bas forcefully presented

its .ase and successfully carried the day. s. .

i assld like to add that not only h.a UNESCO moderated os the Israeli issse: but,

A..tordicg td a ismary article in tor Membetter Geordies, "The Israeli Government,

iesc2rited shout ch. threat to its own einSen7ii47-sode strenuous efforts to stop the

United States leatioa IME4C0." the lor,41i cnocein, the article went on to say,

"was raised in a co ideiltsal 'action ersominius' sent to the Secretary of Stan.

Hr. George Shultz. -L Pe. isher 16, List year. . . .1elater the article says, is

quoting th- sem- tet04a0100. "'The IsPaelis have expressed concern that with the

United States ahs,'!it., lira -1 ,meld :..,eistually be ejected from UNESCO.'" As owe

well-ieformed Coiosat observe!. 'iii 0.S. decision to withdraw places Israel is

particularly *Immo losition. israell mottles ace alwayaooktag for ways to desip

it participation' in iLternational.,reoffsatioss; consequently, Israeli policy is

premised on'ojects viten strenuous, to join and stay seas many s passible. but.

if ter C.S. decides .. the end of ls year to withdrew, sod lamel hods itself,

forced by cl.cnrctsures to tub s, it will Lave a far more difficult time rejoining

'WES40 in the f-mse Ass will the U.S.

Is is uncl,ff to me.h no the Visited Suns can actively defend our own interests, let

Alone the right of Israel to participate is UNESCO. free an empty chair.
. .

.
.

. .

With respect to iseuea of a free press and f of tommnsicstfon. which is the

second area in which Congress has taken a firm nod, nod, the Admintrstios reported to

Congress just laot week that "tie Departiest o Poste concludes that UNISCO is mot,

at this time, Act44eiy implemestins any policy Of procedure pr scribed by Section

109 of Public Lew 97-291. Now of the programs lahluded is thi Seeded Medium Term.

Piss (adopted in late 1982) or approved in the Program and Budget for 1989-115 poses

any active, direct threat to free press." ,Section 109 of FL 97-241, as my col-

leagues will recall, states that U.S. foods cannot be used for payments to UNESCO

"if that orgooknatioo impliteeste say policy or procedure the effect of which is to

license journa l-ants or their publicsnens, to censor or otherwise restrict the free

flow of imformstios withn or among comstries, of to impose mood/tory codes of

journalistic ftactice or ethics,'

.
lbw AdmiontrAtion's February 1014 repdrt rentinues by saying:that marginal gains

were male At the 2204 UMW° General Cootereoce is the anmmusintsoes sector:

"Os the ideological level, nui view that any NWICO is an evolving, comtinoons

process,' sot an established, defwed order, was accepted. Al.. accepted vas

our contention that any study of a 'right' to communicetelenst take ion scrosest

traditional Meson tightm(es opposed fb collective. second generation rights).

br successfully intreduced new Oodles to the work proves for 1984 -15 cowers- mi

ens the 'watch-dog" role of the plane, the role of the pelmet@ media, roomer-

ehip mid self-censorship, .cod ways to strengthen' freedom of information. We

were.stso sug,essful ip eIsmnatime projects caring for studies of the 'tasks'

of the Jodie, safety of jdoesalists sad greats to journalist organisation to

study 'codes' of conduct, eud,isplemeontion of the lass Media neCIST0ti00."

$ , 9
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g Is the Admialbtrities's "0.4./UNISCO Policy Review", the Admialstraties also admitted
' that the retest 22nd ONSICO &moral Conference debennithis subject "gave evidence

of a new and welcome degree -of moderation."
Although questions maim whether that

moderstise will inresse or dingieh, ic doesn't tape skilled gedswerk to fieire
set that the hand of the Soviets and Third Mid rodicile will be atmegtheeed if
the preeedeest advocate of demecratic values Anne itself from &tre &bete.

Dana Ssllm, executive secretary of the Weld Press Sends. Committee, which opens
for.verion free press oressisatine in the West. wee also looted is the New Yeeh
Timms es. Sonnet 17, 1983, as wigs, "le anytime fe Ionia' for as anis& am the'
isaaa at this essfereece anion gesegh to justify limited State, withdrawal. they
wee't tied it."

We must keep is perspective that UNIC000 did sot ingot cedborship, an the ides of a
stets-comtrelled pews. Nether, it hes become a forms for a debate am these prac-tices. Am suck, we should an shy away from the mortality tie isatiteties pro-
vides to were few our 'elm -- for sr fees and freedom of espressice. Asactivist Won rights policy, one would would include active advocacy the
PC1Octples embedded is en Sill of liens, lie Addentratin is correct to Air
-- an ebjectAmmememely -- to effects to sanction cestrols es a free posse.
to retreat ghee proper advocacy is progenies string men =NCO ohneven as me
ironic, if-ast cometsrprodintive, strategy.

It weld also appear'seement thine for tie U.S. to object too stnememily to the
peliedeisagias of 111000-411e.lso 'Meeting freedom of anniestial sad freedomof einem es. It woulibe contrary to Venom tradition and desecootie priscipise
to imply that fair -- peehaps eves seine -- en:Acing of the U.S. and the best
,esrhd met be tolerated is istenatieeel esentestione. der Creditless as codified

Sill out Rita are based one the pewees of Themes Jefferson than is thesiclme if vine, truth would triumph sew error. behave setae to be
encerned, eves ma need at tines, ever the excessive political rhetoric

thelP.S. system, pertiemlerly the of the U.S., ts anise amd
die -played

by same of its sere radical members. Set men to participate is
=SCR meld well nod *resew that the U.S. is Marten to relTT as the encase
of theopegoime bottle of weed, nand that we are set ma nn out
panties will penal. Seem mieht also conlede that the flip side of refining to
do bottle with weeds is menially macessin reliance em military seems to
resolve iaterestioral disputes.. 7

We must all,angrowledeo that altheash the U.S. may be the tarps of cossideralle
criticise that lochs junificatiam there is as element to that kind of free segtee-
sin of views that is gnu healthy. 14 repent pin mode in * different me-
te& senior, it is difficult to understand how se can more effectively protect"'
set motional icteresto to a free press en the free flew of infecestios from as
empty choir.

Likewise the Admisistratin also object, to ether "(statist" cements &inn st
UNI800 sorb es the "New Istneettemel Scomene Oder' sad the "riehts Of peoples."
The merits of err pentise aside, I fail to esderstaad how the U.S. will defend the
istarests of its hominess connity, promote the idea of s free sestot an stand up
for its helm

prisciples if it Assets itself from the very form free nickti are dented.
0

"fieelly,lose corsets gm the budget ions are is-seder. 14444 restraint is the
e nclosed themildlys ie Neningraa an trend the world. Mover, it is onion to
mote diet obile'the Anientratige is correct im clergies UNISCO with program peon,
the Admisistratioa's budget firing show as novel *lime nines 13 paten is
UNIS00's 1914-85 biennium se calculated is mien dollars. MOOR hoe dome a '

better job to restrains' its budget is the last toe leery then the Men noir
istratiosnld Cameron hove on ems.

It is also impertost'uo mete that tree budget growth has an ben as "morestraim4"
an the Administratios asserts. The orient Mew proposed by II CO called for as
incense of some 18 pertmat in proves growth bet due to saints by member notes to
befog that growth rate deem, a "Nordic Compromise" wee fisally accapkad by theMersa essferehee inch Women the growth rate dept to the 3.8 -5.5 perces/ ramp.It is precisely Weave of %Inset commis. espresoed by the U.S. an other siesifi-
net dossers that UNESCO modented its pnitios. Awls it would appear we are
fatting sod rosin, despite oulartial moms is pities on soy.

1 .0
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It should slow be pointed lot that WOOD mpeediteren emder Indent have sigma-

lomat pia -off benefits for the U.S. the Administration UM gem that
"fellowships to Spericome ad foreign steads etallying to the limited Statione'pememe-
moot of U.S. equipmeet, mod camalteet's foes sou payments to American daft, emend
to gout 40 perceet'd the veiled of the U.S. ceetribetim, Siedlonly, United States
'reminisce to SISOCO's edam* sad adocetime octant creates markets for B.S. seise-
Lifts end educational prodecta mad arterials.

Mr. Cimino, it is difficult to understand whet commod Administratdom to take

so drastic au adios as to serve motto of its idiot to teneinde memberehdp As
1111000. indoor %Met other altereetinee -- sheet of total withdrawal mob
cosidesed ally they want rejected is favor of-this radical opting.

Is the report to-Cameos last year steseired ceder SectienISS API f7-241, we was
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,IN THE HOUSE _OF REPRESENTATIVES,. .

.

Mt. LEACH of Iowa intros ced .bill; ithich was

e referred to the Canal
-

--;

A BILL

TO AMEND THE JOINT usournos aziOnic:To UNITED STATES 1ARTICIPATION

IN THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL

ORGANIZATION. . W

.

1 enactedby the Senate and HouieNeepreseniativss

2 of the United States of Aierica irceepgress assembled,.

That the Joint resphition entitled.!'Joint Resolution

2 providing for membership and participation by.thclnited

3 States in the United Nationle'Educationkl, Sfieptific and
.

.4 Cultural Organize and for other purposes'', approved

5 July.30, 1946 (22 .C. 287m-- 287t), is amended by adding.-
.

6 at the endthereof the following: 4.

7 "SEC. 9. The United States shall'not terminate its

8 meMberthip in, or otherwise suspend its participation in and

9 contributions to, the,Organization, unless such action is

-10 requires! by. section 115 of the Department of State

11 Authorization Act, fiscal Years .1484 'and 1985 (relating to

12 suspension
ofUnitediStatet participition in the United

13 Nations if Israel is illegally expelled) or by section 109

14 of the. Department of State AuthorizStion Act,' Fiscal Years

15 1982 and 1983 (relating to the imposition of restrictions by

16 the Organization on freedum of the press and the free flow.

1/. of information), or,unless such action is specifically

t

19 authorized by law.
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Mr. SCHEUSR. Thank you, Congressman.
I have also a letter here from Congressman Dante Fascell, chair-_ man of the. Foreign Affairs Committee,"evivessing regret at notbeing able to join us and pledging continued cooperation in thejoint investigation carried on aby the Foreign. Affairs Committeeand the Science and Technology Committee. There' being go objec-tion, I'll put this in the' record along with Congressman Leach'sstatement. .,

[Letter from Mr. .Fascell follows:1
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The Honorable James Schemer

Chalmers
Subemenitee on Natural Resources,

and Enviroement
-Committer on Science 'and Technology

&ow 366 Souse Annex 02
Washington, D.C. 20515
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em

Cosmos of tht tbdttd gots
Committa, fonign 2ffkirs

I twist 41 Riproaceites .

less#00, Bt am
March 6: 1984

1

Agriculture ResearCh

Dear Jim:

Thank you for your Olpitation.to participate in your subcommittee's

4oversight hearing on UNESCO with the Bon. Jean-Gerard, .13,S. Ambassador to

UNESCO on Thursday, /larch 8. A pievlovis commitment to,meet with the U.S. -

CanSdian Parliamentary Group in Puerto Rico prevents ay being able to Join you.

1 did, however, want to let you know how important I consider your hearing

with Ambassador Gerard for our continoing.overmight of U.S. policy in U8E800

chili year. U.S. relations with UNESCO have been a major concern of both the'

Committee on Foreign Affairs and the Consadtteison Science and Technology.

appreciate, your recant efforts to gain a commitment from Director-General M'Wow

to allow a GAO study of the Organisation. Staff have net with the GAO and

hopefully the GAO will begin ire review within 4-5 weeks. In this Regard,

several colleagues and I have written to the Secretary of State asking his to

instruct Ambassador Gerard to provide the GAO with'every assistance in order to

facilitate that study. A.copy of the letter to the Secretary is enclosed.

The Committee on WorthgatAlfatra discussed the issue of U.S. withdrawal'

last Thura4ey and adopted an amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1984

calling on the President to create a bipartisan panel of experts to evaluate

and monitor U.S.-UNESCO relations over the next year and report to the Congress

their findings by October 1, 1984; to upgrade the U.S. Mission to UNESCO and to

consult with the Congress before mating any final decision on UNESCO.

With best wishes for a successful hearing, I am

D8F:pg.i
Enclosure
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Mr. SCHEU ER. This hearing will be the first of several hearingsthat will -be conducted by the Science and Technology Committeeand the Foreign Affairs Committee on the subject of American par-ticipation in Unesco, the United Nations Educational, .Scientific,and Cultural Organization. This subcommittee hasa long history ofinvolvement with Unesco programs, particularly those involving
environmental research and Ascivice in general. For example, lastyear our subct;nanittee held a hearing on Unesco's excellent manand the biosphere program. y

We are, privileged to ha here this afternoon the distinguishedAmerican Ambassador to Unesco, Jean Gerard.
Ambassador Gerard, during her 3 years at Unesco, has estab-lished a well-desepted reputation for candor and fbr effective advo-cacy of American' views. The position of Ambassador to this 161 -member international organization is one which-requires tugves of .steel and a commitment to ,principle that is tested daily. She hasthese qualities, and she's earned the respect and admiration of theinternational diplom die. community, friend and foe alike.
Ambassador, your appearance here today represents the firstsuch appearance at a congressional hearing since the fleagan ad-ministration formally announced American withdrawal fromlinesco effective the end of 1984. One of the major reasons given bythe administration for withdrawal is familiar to all of us, thit theorganization has become overly politicized, Iseeiningly obsessed withvirulent-ant -Western and blatantly, viciously anti-American activi-ties. We don't intend to dwell here this afternoon on such offensiveprograms as the new world information ordek4roviding for the li-censing of news reporters and seen by many as ,a guise for state'control over a free presS. We and many of our Western allies, andeven many Third World countries, are clearly uncomfortable Withsuch activities and *their obvious incompatibilities with the noblegoals of ltnumco, the goals of Ming cultural, scientific, and edu-cat ional cooperatfon between \ he developed and undeveloped na-

tions of the worid. We will be ddressmg these concerns in otherforums, forli, on other days.
Another major area of conce with Unesco's activities falls intothe area of budgkary and rsonnel practices. There have been se-rious charges raised by ponsible persons in many different coun-tries that the financial' d personnel management of Unesco hassimply gotten out of contr I. A perceived lack of accountability tomember states and a trust ting kick of access to such simple andrellimentary matters as the ay-to-day operating activities of theft dtganization budget and th ike. have given rise to some fairlyugly speculation as to what is actually being done with the organi-zation-s funds. It should he unnecessary to point out that we inConexss have an obligation and a duty to look into these financial

questions Our country contributes percynt of Unescos budget.
The American taxpayers: contribute. each year. more than $0 mil-lion to rneso's operation.

sIt was' lily concern. fia ithe ntegrity col Unesco's financial oper-ations and the obvious Ititervst .of the American taxpayer. that ledinc to propbSP to the organization's Director-General, Atnidou\lahtar NI'Mnv. that Congress conduct an independent review intothe management and personnel practices of tyesco.
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With the fictive support of Representative Dolt Fuqua, chairman of
the hill .Science and Technology Committee, and of our colleagues
on the Foreign Affairs Committee, Congressman Dante Fascell,
Congressman Dan Mica, and Congresssman Gus Yatron and others,
we were able to conclude an agreement with Unesco. ThiSagree-
ment will provide for a team of professionals from the General Ac-
counting Office who will 6ommence a thorough. in-depth review of
Unesco's financial, fiscal, management, aria personnel practices.
For his part, the Director-General of Unesco,.. Mr. Know, has
pledged his cooperation in providing GAO with full access to the
organization's financial and personnel records and full access to
staff at every level for such interviews as GAO wishes to carry out.

Representatile Dante Fascell, chairman of the Foreign. Affairs'
Committee, subcommittee Chairmen Gus Yatron and Dan Mica,
Chairman Don Fuqua and I have jointly signed the formal request
.to GAO to activate the review process. We have heard from them;
it is going ahead.

Qur subcommittee is pleased with the role we halve played in fa-
clitating this investigation and we look forward to supporting our
Foreign Affairs Committee colleagues as they assume, properly. the
leadership in the implementation of this ongoing investigation.

It is expected that the G4.0 investigating teamwill be on site in
Paris within the next feiv weeks. We have outlined our specific
areas of'concern to. them and have charged them with completing a
ithorough review, expeditiously, so that we may have the benefit'of
their analysis well in advance of the date for American with-
drawal, namely. Deeembei- of this year. We have also asked
them to supply us with interim reports so that their preliminary
findings can become part of.the delibtrative, process between now
and the end of this year.

We have been assured that these uncompromising professionals,
known and admired for their expertise and dedication, will exj)nd
whatever effort is necessary to ferret out al of the details, to.dis
pens with all of the major allegations, and to give us the unvar-
nished facts with which to proceed.

I am very much looking forward to Ambassador Gerard's testi-
mony here. today. She is, in a unique txksition to give us the back-
ground on the process that was followed by the administration in
reaching its withdrawal decilion. She can also give us the benefit
of her observations on the lefol of cooperation our independent in-
vestigation, our independent congresional investigation is likely to
receive from the' administration. We will also be interested to hear
her views on the reaction of our allies and. possibly, our adversar

to the investigation itself
Now, in the order in which they appeared actually. even before

lunch Congressman Ray MO;rath from New York, my distin-
guished colleague from the Empire State.

Mr MGuAti. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
meet` first congratulate you on holding these hearings and

making a iisonal trip to Paris to investigate the jiroblen* that we
read about and see on the media with regard to Irnesco.

I,et me ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks.
and to welcome you. Ambassador Gerard. We have all heard of the
vrublems which preeded the administration's announcement of

4,, 1.,4 ' 0
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possible pullout of tined We are very much aware, in our owncongressional districts on fierce, America-first philosophy, let'stake care of our own situation first and maybe we'll worry aboutthe world's somewhere down the line,, and we're concerned aboutthe !politicization of the agency. We understand our contributionand what we perhaps do or do not get out of that contribution. Weare somewhat concerned of the amount of money that's being spentof the total budget in Paris and the number of personnel that,arebased in Paris as compared to what ought to be tround the world.So we have many, many issues that we would like to discuss andperhaps get somp insights and highlights on from you, and we aredelighted that you are here to testify before our subcommittee. Iwant to thank you for coming.
Mr. ScHEUER. CongresSman Tom Lewis of Florida.
Mr. LEWIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.Madam Ambassadbr, we are glad to have you with us today. Ihave been concerned for a number of year about the deteriorationof the U.S. position with Unesco and certainly have not been anadvocate of Unesco over a number of years; so 'later on, if some ofmy questions seem of an adversarial role, you'll understand. ButI'm sure they're not, in any intent, used to look at your leadership
- as something less than the greatest.

.Over the years I. have watched the degradation of Unesco, andfeel"that the United States' should not have been a member overthe years. Maybe..from what the GAO has to say and vhat comesout of this hearing. I may be able to change my mind.Thank yutt. Mr. Chairman.
Mr: SclIEUER. Thank you.
Congressman Mike Andrews of Texas.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement.Mr. Scipartat. All right.
Ambassador Gerard. the floor is yours. Your statement will he'printed in full in the record, so why don't you just sit back andrelax and chat with us informally, tell us what's on your mind, andtake such time as you may need. We have no other witnesses todayso we're under no time pressure. and when you're finished I amsure we'll all have questions for you.I want to express again our joint. deep 'pietist/1e in having youwith us, and we look forward to your remarks.

STATEMENT (H BON. JEA. GERAR, U.S. AMBASSADOR TO

M., hi...u,sito I think if I may, I would like to read my statementand then, of course, I would be happy to answer as well as Lcanan% t1lliti(111,-. that you have. .
Mr Chairman. dist inguished members of the committee. I opineclaw the opport unity to testily before' you My own perspective onI Ilf.SCO. and American interests there. is that of close observee andparticipant Our relations with the orgarmation and our effort tomake the most of our mentherhip and investment there have beento% daily proccopation for three years now
Next week. when you hear A,.--.1,41;ust .4-44.roary of State' Newell...,iii will wivi. the upportunit v to address Hoesco imiliev issues in

18
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their-I:woad framework. My approach necessarily is from the Paris
perspective. I hope it will prove a useful addition to the other infor-
mation and insight you- will receive in the course of your hearings.

I shall attempt to deal, again from the Paris viewpoint, with two
questions in this statement. .First, on what grounds have we con-
cluded that Unesco no longer serves the U.S. national interest, the
interests of the free world? Second, what drove us to the conclusion
that Unesco could not be rehabilitated by continued U.S. member-
ship? .

In answering the first question, I shall highlight problems which
illustrate the ingompatibility of Unesco with U.S. interests. I shall
by no means attempt to present a complete list of Unesco's failings.
My public statements and statements addressed in various Unesco
fora over the past 2 years present a more comprehensive icture.
Criticisms we have made in Paris are exceedingly well documented,
and they have been consistent.

Unesco has failed, first of all, to restrict its activities to those
which fall within its traditional, agreed purview, within its consti-

, tutional mandate. Consequently, its resources intellectual, mana-
gerial, financial are spread too thinly across too wide a aid of ac-
tivity. example of this expanding purview is Unesco's entry into
peace nd disarmament activities: for which Unesco has, for 1984-
s:), bu eted in excess of $1 million. Unesco is not the appropriate
forum for peace and disarmament. These questions are properly
dealt with elsewhereat the Conference on Disarmament in
Geneva, in the 11. N. General Assembly in New York, as well.as ,in

' more restricted (bra like the Conference on Disarmament in

r Europe in Stockholm.
In addition to straining the organization's resources am! trespass-

ing on the' work of other international fora. Unesco's disarmament
activism converges dangerously with the goals of the Soviet
Iinion's "pi.ace offensive.- The disaramMent programs are aimed;
for the, nmst part. at sensitizing public opinion. For example, the
I inf'S(70 draft program arid budget for 19S.I-8 announces its inten-
tion to make certain categoties of students. -such as future re-
searchers and those training for posts of responsibility, aware of
their rightful role in averting threats of war.- Clearly, the only
students who will be made aware of their "rightful role"-will Ix.
those who study in free societies. It is also clear that it is these' stu-
dents who have no need of such ;instruction, since they already
have access to information of all kinds, as well as views across the
ideologicalspectrurn. It is stAidents in the Soviet Union and its.sat
ellites who truly need such access. and their governments will
assure' that they do not get it Thus fine,:co's involvement in this
issue, where it does not belong in the first place, is doubly wrong-
headed.

The most well.publicized of If tipsco's anti-Western tendencies,
and youve mentioned its already, has been its crustide to estab-
lish a new world ii *nnation and communication order, known in
its acronym as ..NWIt .o.- It is true Vial I tnesco has been toiled so
fin- in its attempt. to draw up an international code of conduct for
journalists That. however. is- only a very small'part of OW Story
Irnesco's debates. studies and declarations on the subject over the
course of W' than a decade have sliaken the conceptual tOmula
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Lions upon which rest the, western notion of a free press. Unesco
has devised, a formula which substitutes for the traditional profes-

, sional responsibilities of a journalist to seek out and report facts, a
newly:minted series of social and ethical responsibilities for ridding
the world of its evils. In its application, the formula leaves the
press open to state intrusion into the content of news.

To cite concrete examples; one Far Eastern country's decision in
,June l9S3 to prohibit international news agencies from distributing-
directly to its newspapers was justified as an "exercise in national
sovereignty;" and as an effort to "help correct the imbalance in the
flow" of information between the developed and developing coun-
tries. These phrases are popular refrains of the campaign at
Unesco for a NWICO and are familiar to {Anyone who has had .even
minimal exposure to the Unesco press debate. The state- controlled
news agency in a Western Hemisphere nation, which claims as its
standard of journalistic practice the 1978 Unesco mass media decla-
ration, provides a compelling example of how that document may
be used to suppress the reporting of facts iti. favor of the propaga-
tion of a nonfactual "revolutionary truth." These are only a few
pieces of an alarming body of evidence indicating that Unesco has
directly inflgiced antifree press policies and legislation. I beligve,
sadly, that repercussions of Unesco's drive for a new world in-
formation communications order Will be felt in the world for a long
time to come.

A second Major problem, in the management area, is the inad-
equacy of pr/gram performance information furnished to govern-
ments who ar, of course, charged with oversight of the programs.
During each regular 2-year prograM cycle, both the Executive
Board and the General Conference are inundated with material
which reflects favorably upon whatever Unesco undertaking is dis-
cussed therein! Rarely, however, is information given about pro-
grams which are Jailing and not fulfilling their objectives; or pro-
-grams which are inefficiently executed; or which areelitically mo-
tivated; or which are just wasteful. Cost effectiveness analysis at
finest° is jlist unknown. Such analysis does not exist to any extent:
there is a system-wide reticence against it. The results of this cru-
cial management deficiency are, one, widespread inefficiency in
program execution and, two, continuous manipuhktion by the Secre-
tariat of member. states, which are thereby incapable of discharg-
ing their constitutional) responsibilities. It is the member states
who should be setting the program priorities.
A third serious problem has been Unesco's,unwillingness to exer-
ise budgetary restraint. The U.S. administration decided in 19K1
that, gimn economic rezilities then prevailing in the world, and
given the &termini:44 efforts of narions throughout the world to
curb government spending. it would be advisable for U.N. systOltn
organizations to restrict themselves to zero net program growth in
_their budgets. Many countries came, to similar conclusions. We do
not think that this was an unreasoriable imsition. The fact is that

f.t her r.N family organization has come Much closer than
Tnesco to meeting the challenge of zero net program growth, and

in some, even had pri.grain decreases. I Tnesco. by contrast, ap-
proved a 19s.1 budget at its November General Conference call-
iNg for 3 percent real program growth this figure according to

4
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the Secretariat's own -calculation. We ourselves calculate u figure
of ;&$ to 55 percent real net growth. This was down from an origi-
nal proposed increase of 9.7percent. That reduction was interpret-

. ed by some as representing a major concession by the Unesco Di-
rector General. We thought that the budget increase still was Ois-
proportionately high, and we voted against it. Ten other counties
expressed their nonsupport by abstaining. These 11 countries pay
almost ,half of Unesco's budg4.

These problems, thenthe entry into highly contentious arras
such as disarmament, the drive foi. a new world information and
communications order, the lack of necessary management informa-
+ion, the straining of organizational resources, irresponsible budget- .

ary growth -are only a representative part of what has gone wrong
at Unesco. Yet, the question remains, "Why can't the United
States work for reform froM within the organization?" We have re,
luctantly concludtkl that all our effOrts to 'achieve significant
reform were foredoomed by the institutional deficiencies and mat-
funet inning of Unesco.

The governing bodies of Unesco, no longer work its they were de/
signed to. A redistribution of power has taken place a ng the gov-
erning organs of Unesco. Power has been usurped or transferred
from its representative bodies (the General Conference nd the-Ex-
ecutive Board] by the administrative arm; the Direc r General
and the Secretariat. -

The General Conference is, in theory, the supreme legislative
and policy body of Unesco. tinder the constitution, it is supposed to
"determine the policies and main lines of work" of the oirganiza:
t ion. It has not and it doefk not do so. Furthermore, it is not able to
do so. It has become hopelessly dependent upon a Director General
and a Secretariat which sets its agenda, controls its pace, drafts its
resolutions and in other ways arrogates unto itself functions and
responsibilities which should he discharged by the General Confv-
ence. The General Conference has become an institution which
rubber stamps polity rather than formulating it.

The Executive Board is charged with responsibility for examin-
ing 'the program: and budget of the organization, submitting it to
the General Conference, and overseeing the execution of the pro-
gram. Smaller than the General Conference, the Executive Board-
which has 1 members nowwkitk meant to be an instrument for
t he. detailed review of program and budget formulati9n and execu-

.
Goa; of senior personnel Appointments; and of a variety of °trier
matters. But the Executive Board, like the General Conference, has
lapsed into a condition of excessive dependence Ilion the' Secretar-
iat.. Normally, the' Hoard does not directly question senior policy-
making personnel. Too often it complacently accepts the program
and budget documentation 'provided by the Secretariat without de-
manding the further information necessary for effective oversight.
Requests for specific information not contained in the documenta-
tam can 1K ignored. There Is often a sort of straw-vote on whether
a given request Mr information is even proper fbr the asking. -Re-
plies to these requests are given in prepared statements which are
no; subject to further inquiry. There iS none of the infbrmal give-
andtake over helgetary and other matter ; customary in plirlia-
mentary systems. Above' all,- the pressures .1 time and a bill

ti
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y .agenda serve to stifle any initiative intended to break tills pattern
of complacency.

.., Now, Mr. Chairman, let Me turn to the three points you inquired
'about in your letter to me. the first concerns the courses of action
being pursued by the' U.S. 'government and by other member na-tions to improve programs and management at Unesco. I have in-
terpreted this question in the broadest possible nner to include
not only efforts directed at the preparation of proms and budget

tri

and their Method of review by Unesco's organs, but also efforts di-
rected at reform of the Secretariat itself in its structure, personnel

7 administration, allocation of funds, and execution of the program.
Trie United States has been in the forefront of efforts to improve

Unesco's budgetary, program, and management practices. It hap
done so both by introducing initiatives-and by encouraging its west-
ern colleagues and others to propose reforms of their awn. Let me.illustrate. .

.

In11979 the United States volunteered to undertake for the Exec-
utive Board a study which eventually bore the name, the relation
of planning, programing, budgeting, and evaluation to thq imple-
mentation of the program of the Organization.lt was prepared by
Dr. Stuard Partner, former Assistant Secretary for Management of
the Organization of American States..The Fortner study noted that
Unesco utilized processes of*planning, programing, budgeting, and
evaluation, but said that life time had come for refinement of these
proces.Aes to make them more meaningful tools of management for
the governing bodies and the Secretariat. To this end, it offered.
some 1:i ,specific, technical recommendations to improve Unesco's
programmatic and budget practices. As far as we can ascertain, the
report was, filed and its recommendations largely ignored.

. In 1980 in Belgradi., at the 21st Unesco Gen6ral Conference se s -'
ibsion, Ni.;w 7,ealand, after extensive onsaltations with the United

States and other Western nations, introduced a major resolution
-requesting the Unesco Executive Board iater alia "to evaluate the
budgeting techniques, of the Organizatiorf for the efficient impll,-
mentat ion of the second medium-term plan of Unesco." This resolu,lion met with the following strong riposte from the Director Gener-
al in his closing speech:

I am struck by the way in which this resolution puts together budgeting. manage-
ment and program techniques. on the one hand. and the constitutional responsibil-di; of the governing bodies and the Director General. on the other hand Ishould like to tuned out that, while the governing bodies are responsible tor taking
decisions concerning the 'migrant and budget, it k the constitutional responsibilityitt the Ihre-tor t ;Portal to tannage the rerrusurce.,; made available tee the. Organization
r'' cArry it the program and to repro t thereon tee the governing bodies

At the Extraordinary Session of the General Conference in 1982,
the United K. ini2,110m, again after consultation with the United
States and other Western countries, introduced a major resolution
on evaluation, outlining in considerable detail measures which the
Organization might pursue to improve' its, program efficiency. After
considerable discussion, the resolution was for all practical pur-
poses shelved. During the same' meeting, the U.S. cosponsored with
Western countries three other resolutions concerning the' methodsof work of the t;enerar Conference and the preparation of thefuture form of the program and budget of the Organization. The

A
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Dire G1ctor en Tars comments on them are replete with the strong-
est objections. Although the resolutions eventually passed, most

notthem were stripped of their innovative provisions and have riot
been complied with.

In 1983, at the 22d Unesco General Conference session, the
United States submitted a resolution inviting the Director General
to seek the assistance of the U.N. joint inspection unit t(examine
Unesco's budgetary techniques and to repbrt its recommendations
on the applicability of these techniques for consideration by the
23d General Conference session. The resolution was soundly defeat-
ed because of the opposition of the Director' General.

In addition to 'these efforts at reform of program, budget, and
management, our permanent delegation has over the past 3 years
made a rwmber of important policy statements bearing otr-im-
provements in Unesco. For example, liaid out in lengthy critiques
at the Executive Board sessions of September 1982 and June 1983,
the U.S. position on each major Unesco program for 1984-85 and on

\ significant management and budgetary issues. Particular attention
and criticism were directed at communications, human rights and
budget issues as well as at questionable policy proposals related to

. eflection on world ,problems, disarmament, philosophies of devel-
opment, and management. The language was forthright. I stated
that I did not believe that support for Unesco would be forthcom-
ing without significantly greater budgetary restraint. I noted that
most of the proposals for Unesco's major program of strategies for
development were prime candidates for budget pruning. I warned
that the program on peace and human rights would move the Or-
ganization in increasingly contentious directions far beyond Unes-
co's competence. These remarks were supplemented at the 22d

)
General-Conference session by a score of presentations in the work-
ing commissions and through the submission of a down draft reso-
lutions expressing ti S. opposition to specific program actions and
to the budget as a whole. As you know, the United States was the
only country to vote against the overall budget.

Let me turn now to ;i second question posed in Congressman
Scheuer's letter, the status of tint 1$.S. Government's evaluation of
the' conditions necessary for its continued participation in Unesco.

As,you know, Mr. Chairman, the United -States has announced
its firm intent to withdraw from Unesco at the end of 1984 and.
therefore. has not elatwated on conditions which would cause us to
remain. The administration's decision is evidence that it did not
judge a turn-around in, Unesco a likely pmsibility in the short
term Nonetheless, we will in' attentive to significant structural
and programmatic rhanges over the coming months, and -indeed
are actively encouraging such change. ,

Although we have no list of conditions for reconsideration of our
withdrawal decision. 1 TrleSCO can be in no doubt as to our objections
and wellfOunded complaints about the Organization. There are a
nundw of possible remedies for those complaints. Some should he
obvious. such as the adoption of a budget of zero net program
vowth. Others may he less obvious to the outside observer. but
would include things like reduction of program support for disar-
mament and the so-called new world information and communica-
tion order. endorsement of the primacy cif individual human rights
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vis-a-vis so- called "collective" rights, rule changes to permit in-
creased democratic.voting and deliberating methods, such as use of
secret votes.

Perhaps I can further illustrate what kinds of changes are neces-
sary. in 1.1fiesco by describing some of the preliminary views of one
of bur close allies. A partial list of that country's suggestions in-
cludes the following.

The implementation of the current program must take account
of continu1ng. United States and other countries concerns about
freedom of the press, human rights, and peace and dishrmtiment.
The draft progrAm for 1986-87 should give greater priority to the
core programs in education, science and culture. c'

There are other recommendations that the various countries are
coming up with, and I think it's importantand I've stressed this

.to the delegates from the other member countriesthis must be all
of us, working together, not one country or one.group which shduld
set the pattern.

Because of time limitation I have jumped' over some of these
things because'l thittk you want to get down to the questions.
. The third specific area that the chairman has requested that I
address in my testimony is the need for comprehensive review or
audit of alleged mismanagement of Unesco personnel, program ad-
.ministration,, budgeting and finance. I have already outlined the
administration view that there are considerable problems. 'in this
area, and more detail 'can he found in the U.S./Unesco policy
review which we have just issued. Whether or not further review
In this area is necessary and required is for the judgment of the
Congress.

I welcome most heartily such important and far-remhing initia-
tives. I note in this regard with satisfaction that Vongremmen Fas-
cell; Yatron, and Mica, in e letter to Secretary Shultz of February
29, 1984, indicate that GAO has been requested to begin immedi-
ately a review of U.S. participation in Unesco, with special refer-
ence to budget and management issues. A related GAO review ini-
tiated within the past year remains underway. t of course stand
ready to lend the fullest cooperation to these and any further ef-
forts of the Congress.

Mr. ('hairman, it is with gratitude that I clue this statement:
gratitude for the oppiirtunity to discuss our efforts and challenges
at Ilnesco and my work of the past 3 years. It is, after all, in the
minds of men that the ultimate battle for freedom will he won.-In
the wads of Thomas Jefferson, the price of freedom is eternal vigi-
lcince.

Thank you
!The prepared statement of Ambassador Gerard fll(iws: I

24
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TESTIMONY OF

AMBASSADOR JEAN BROWARD SHEVLIN GERARD

dr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee.

appreCiate the opportunity to testify before you. My own
perspective on UNESCO, and American interests there, is.that of
close observer and parWipant. Our relations with the
organization, and our effort to make the most of our membership
and ,investment there, Have been my daily preoccupation for
about three years now. Next week when you hear Assistant
Secretary of State Newell, you Will have the opportunity to
address UNESCO polity tastes in thek broad LrasIttugrk. My )

Oproach necessarily is fiom thellatis perspective. I hope
will prove a useful addition to the other information and
insight you will receive in the course of your hearings.

I ,shall attempt to deal, again from the Paris viewpoint, with
hwb questions in this statement. First, on what grounds ha/e
we concluded that UNESCO no longer serves the U.S. national .

interest? Second, what drove us to the conclusion that UNESCO e
could not be rehabilitated ty continued U.S. membership?

In answering the first question, I shall highlight problems
which illustrate the incompatibility of UNESCO with U.S.
interelts. I shall by no means attempt .to present a complett
list of UNESCO's failings. My public statements and statements
addressed in various UNESCO fora over the past two years
present a more comprehensive picture. Criticisms we have made
in Paris are exceedingly well documented.

UNESCO has failed, first of all, to restrict its activities to
those which fall within its traditional, agreed purview.
Consequently, its resources -- intellectual, managerial,
financial -- are spread too thinly across too wide a field of
activity. An example of this expanding purview is UNESCO's
entry into peace. and disarmament activities, for which UNESCO
has for 1984-85 budgeted in excess of $1,000,000. UNESCO is
not the appropriate forum for peace and disarmament. These
questions are properly dealt with elsewhere -- at the
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva and the United Nations
General Assembly in New York as well as in more restricted fora

like the Conference on Disarmament in Europe in Stockholm.

In addition to straining the organization's resources and
trespassing on the work of other international fora, UNESCO's
disarmament activism converges dangerously with the Vials of
the Soviet Union's "peace offensive. The disarmament programs
are aimed, for the most part, at public opinion. For example,
the UNESCO draft program and budget (1964-85) announces its

intention to make certain categories of students, 'such as
future researchers and those training for posts of
responsibility, aware of. their rightful role in averting

2 ;)
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threats .of war'. Clearly, the only students who will be made
aware of their "rightful role" will be those who study in free
societies. It is also clear that it is these students who have
no need of such instruction - since they already have access to
information of all kinds as well as views across the
ideological spectrum. It is students in the Soviet Union and
its satellites who truly need such access, and their
governments will assure they do not get it. Thus UNESCO's
involvement in this issue, where it does not belong in the
first place, is doubly wrongheaded.

The most well-publicized of UNESCO's anti-western tendencies
has been it crusade to establish a New-World Information and
Communication Order (NWICO}. It is true that UNESCO has been
foiled so far in one effort - to draw up an international code
of conduct for journalists. That, however, is only s very
small part of the story. UNESCO's debates, studies and
declarations on the subject over the course of more than'a
decade have shaken the conceptual foundations upon which rests
the western notion of a free press. UNESCO has devised a
formula which substitutes for the traditional professional
responsibilities of a journalist to seek outand report facts,
a newly minted series of social and ethical responsibilities
for ridding the world of.its evils. In its application, the
formula leaves the press open t'o state intrusion into the
contene of news.

To:cite concrete examples, one Far Eastern country's decision
in June 1983, to prohibit international newkagencies from
distributing directly to its newspapers, watt justgied as "an
exercise in national sovereignty" and as an efforE tot "help
coriect the imbalance in the flow" of information between the
developed and developing countries. These phrases are popular
refrains of the campaign at UNESCO for a NWICO and are familiar'
to anyone who has had even minimal exposure to the UNESCO press.'
debate. The state-controlled news agency in a Western
Hemisphere nation', which claims as its standard of journalistic
practice the 1978 UNESCO mass media.declaration, provides a
compelling example of how that document may be used to suppress
the reporting of facts in favor of the propagation of a
supra-factual 'revolutionary truthi" These are only a few
pieces in an alarming body of evidence indicating that UNESCO
has directly influenced anti-free press policies and .

legislation. I believe, sadly, that the repercussions of
UNESCO's drive for a NWICO will be felt in the world for a long
time to come.

Another theater of UNESCO operations against. Western ideals has
been Ote debate about human rights and the rights of peoples.
UN4SCrrchamplons the rights,of peoples. Examples of these are

ti
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the 'rights of solidarity,' 'the right to communicate" and even
the right to resist informatioln colonization."

The problem with these rights is that. they are apparently
possessed by the state as, the supposed embodiment of the will
of the people. So, instead of having governments compelled to
guarantee their citizens certain immunities from state power,
whith are human rights as we kstow them, governments would be
vented certain rights which might take precedence over the
rights of those who, unfortunately, could not claim to be

v .representing the people in general. Individuals who smpresent
particular interests without presuming to represent the
interests.of the people as a whole -- individuals, journalists,
labor leaders, entrepteneurs, or poets -- might be denied the
right to free expression, if this were thought. to conflict with
the right of the people to solidarity or tvultnral-identity.

At any rate, the unfortunate factiis that a great,many national
governments today cannot demonstrate that they have gained
power asphe result of the will of their people, and thus do
not, in any meaningful way, represent them. Hence, althoj.4h me.
all respect the right to self-determinatien and national
sovereignty, I am inclined to believe that'the nebulous "rights
of peoples'haVe about as much validity now as the 'divine
Aright of, kings.'

A Second major problem in the management area is the inadeguacy.
of program performaflge information furnished to governments,
who are of course charged with oversight of the - programs.
,During. ach regular two-year program cycle, both "the Executive
Board and General Conference are inundated with material which
reflects favorably upon whatever UNESCO undertaking is
discussed therein. Rarely, however, is information given about
programs which are not fulfilling their objectives; or programs
'which ace inefficiently executed; or which are politically
leotivated; or which are just silly, or hot air. Cost
effectiveness analysis at UNESCO means creative writing; it
meanmanalysis of those programs which justtfy'their costs, and
system-wide reticence with fegprd to those that don't. The
results of this crucial management deficiency, are: 1)

wide-spread inefficiency in program execution and 2)
manipulation by the Secretariat of member statese which are
thereby incapable of discharging their constitutional
responsibilities.

A third serious problem has been UNESCO's unwillingness to
exercise budgetary restraint. This Administration decided in .'

1981 that, given economic realities then prevailing in the
world, and given the determined efforts of nations throughout
the world to curb government spending, it would he advisable

fr
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for UN system organizations to restrict themselves to zero pet
program growth in their budgets. Other countries came'to
similar conclusions, We do not think that this was'an
unreasonable position. That it was not unreasonable is
demonstrated, I think, by the fact that every other UN family
Organization has come much closer than'UNESCO to meeting the
challenge of zero net program growth, and some even had program
decreases. UNESCO, by contrast, appro ed a 1984 -85 budget at
its November General Conference call 1 for 3.5 per cent real
program growth -- this figure accordi g to the Secretariat's0
own calculation. We ourselves calculate a figure of 5.5 per
cent real flkowth. This was down from an original proposed
increase of 9.7 per cent. That reduction was Oterpreted by
some as representing a major concussion by the UNESCO
Secretariat. We thought that the budget increase still was
disproportionately high, and, as you know we voted against it.
Ten other countries expressed their non-support by abstaining.
These 11 countries pay almost half UNESCOP% budget.

These problems, then -- the entry into highly contentious areas
of endeavor such as disarmament, the drive for a NWICO, the
lack of necessary management information, the straining of.
organisational resources, irresponsible budgetary growth -- are
representative of what has gone wrong at UNESCO. Yet, the
questibn remains, 'why don'Clye dig"in our heels and work for
reform from within the organization?' We have chosen not to,
because we concluded that efforts to achieve significant reform
were foredoomed by the institutional functioning of UNESCO.

The governing bodies of UNESCO no longer function as they were
designed to. A redistribution of power has taken place wow. ,
the governing organs of UNESCO. Power has been diverted from
its representative bodies (the General Conference and the
Executive Board) to its administrative arm (the Secretariat).

The General Conference is, in theory, the supreme legislative
and policy body of UNESCO. Under the constitution, it is
supposed to 'determine the policies and main lines of.work' of
the organization. It does not do so. It is not able to do
so. It has become hopelessly dependent upon a Secretariat
which sets its agenda, controls its pace, drafts its
«resolutions and in other ways arrogates unto itself
responsibilities which should be discharged by thelGeneral
Conference. The General Conference has become an Institution
which ratifies policy, rather than formulating it.

The Executive Board is charged with the responsibility for
examining the program and budget of the organization,
submitting dt to the General Conference and overseeing the
execution of the program. Smaller than the General

/1
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.. Conference, the Executiye Board(51 members) was meant to be a
precision instrument for the detailed review of program and
budget formulation and execution; of senior personnel
appointments; and of a variety of other matters. But the
Executive Board, like the General Conference, has lapsed into a

4:1;

condition of excessive dependence upon the Secre iat.
Normally, the Board does not directly question nior
policy- making personnel. Too often it complacen accepts the
program and budget documentation provided by theSecretariat
without demanding the further information necessary tq
effective oversight. Requests for specific information not
contained in.the doCumentation can be ignored, unless endorsed
by many members; there is thus often a sort of straw-vote on
whether a givehrequest for informationdis even proper for the
asking. Replies to these requests are given in prepared
statements wtiich are not subject to further inquiry. There is
none of the informal give-and-take over budgetary and othet
matters customary pin parliamentary systems. Above all, the
pressures of time and a fyll agenda serve to stifle any
initiative intended to break this pattern of complacency.

We are not interested in assessing blame for the,decline of
Q UNESCO's representativ'e bodies. Whether they have declined as

the result of abdication on the part of UNESCO )member states,
or as the result of a usurpation on the part of the Secretariat-
is sot of paramount importance. What is important is that they
are not now, in their current advanced state of docility,
plausible.engines of reform; reform which is so urgently needed
at UNESCO. We see little point in pursuing a course dependent.
on such weakened, and dulled, tools.
Now, Mr. Chairman, let me turn to the three points you asked,
in your letter of invitation to me, that I address
specifically. The first concerns the courses of action being
pursued by the United States Government and by other member
nations to improve programs and program management at UNE40.
L have interpreted this-question in the broadest possible
manner to include not only efforts directed at the
Secretariat's preparation of programs and budget (and their
method of review by UNESCO's organs) but also efforts directed
at reform,of the Secretariat itself in its structure, personnel
administration, allocation of funds, and execution of the
ptogram.

During the past decade, the U.S. has been iv the forefront of
efforts to improve UNESCO's budgetary, program, and management
pra(!tices. It has done so both by introducing initiatives and
by encouraging its western colleagues to propose reforms df
their own. Let me illustrate.

I
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In 1979 ,ke United Stites volunteered to undertake for the
Execistivrhoacd a study which eventually bore the name The
Relation of Planning, Programing, Budgeting, and EvaluatiZR to
the Implementation of the Program ofthe Organization. It was
prepared by Dr. Stuart Portner, former Assistant Secretary Cbr
Management of the Organization of American States. The Portner
study noted that UNESCO utilized processes of planning,
programming, budgeting, and evaluation, but said that the time
had come for refinement of these processes to make them more
meaningful tools of management for the governing bodies and` the
Secretariat. To this end, it offered some 15 specific,
technical recommendations to improve UNESCO's programmatic and
Budget practices. As far as we Can ascertain, the report was
filed and its recommendations largely ignored.

. In 1980 in Belgrade, at the 21st UNESCO General Conference
session, New Zealand, after extensive consultations with the
U.S. and other western nations, introduced a major resolution
reqpesting the UNESCO Executive Board inter alia 'to evaluate
the budgetAg techniques of the Organization for the efficient
implementation of the second medium-term plan of UNESCO.' This
resolution met with the following strong riposte from the
Director-General in his closing speech: 'I em struck by the
way in which this resolution puts together budgeting,
management, and program techniques, on the one hands and the
constitutional responsibilities of the governing bodies and the
Director-General, on the other hand...I should like to point
out that, while the governing bodies are responsible for taking
decisions concerning the program and budget, it is the
constitutional responsibility of the Dieector General to manage
the resources made available to the Organization to carry out
the program and to report thereon to the governing bodies.'

At the Extraordinary Session of the General Conference in 1982,
the United 'Kingdom, again after consultation with the United
States and other western countries introduced a major
resolution on evaluation, outlining in considerable detail
measures which the Organization might pursue to improve its
program effiviencg. After considerable discussion, the
resolution' was noted anti for all practical purposes shelved.
During the same meeting; the- United states cospons ed with
western countries threw other resolutions concernin the
methods of work of the (ieneral Conference and the pro aration
o/ the future form of tile program and budget of the
organization. the Director General's comments on them Ore
replete with objections. Although the resolutions eventually
passed, most of them were stripped of their innovative
provisions;.
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In 1983, at the 22nd UNESCO General Conference 'session, the
United States submitted a resolution inviting the Director
General to seek the assistance of the United Nations Joint
Inspection Unit to examine UNESCO's budgetary techniques and to
report its recommendations on the applicability of these
techniques for consideration by the 23rd General Conference
session. It was soundly defeated.

In adOition to these attempts at program, budgetary, and
management reform, our Permanent Delegation has over the past,
two years made a number of important policy statements bearing
on improvements id UNESCO. For example, I laid out to length
Critiques at the Executive Board sessions of September 1982 and
June 1983, the U.S. position on each major UNESCO program for
1984-g5 and on significant management and budgetary issues.
Particular attention and criticism were directed at
communications, human rights, and budget issues as well as at
questionable policy proposals related to reflection on world
problems, disarmament, philosophies of development, and
management. The language was forthright. I stated that Idid
not believe that support for UNESCO would be forthcoming
without significantly greater budgetary restraint. I noted
that most-of the proposals for UNESCO's major program of
strategies for development were prime candidates for budget
pruning. i warned that the program on peace and human rights
would move the Organization in increasineli. contentious
directions far beyond UNESCO's competence. These remarks were
supplemented at the 22nd General Conference session by a score
of presentations in the working commissions and through the
.submission of a dozen draft resolutions expressing U.S.
opposition to specific program actions and to the budget as a
whole. Indeed, the Unitgd States was the only country to vote
against the overall budget. .

ob.

Let me turn now to a second question posed in the letter of
invitation from congressman Scheuer: the status of the U.S.
Government's evaluation of the conditions necessary for its
continUed participation in UNESCO.

As you know, Mr. Gbairman, the United States has announced its
firm intent to withdraw from UNESCO at the end of 1984 add
therefore has not elaborated a list of conditions which would
cause us to remain. Thelact cf the Administration's decision
is evidence that it did not judge a,turn-around in UNESCO a
likely possibility 'in the short term. Nonetheless, we will be
attentive to significant structural and programmatic changes
over the coming months, and indeed are, encouraging such change.

Although we have no laundry list of conditions for
reconsideration of our withdrawal decision, UNESCo can be in no
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doubt as to our complaints about theOrganization. There are a
number of possible remedies for thoge complaints. Some should
be obvious, such as the'adoption ofl a budget of zero net
program growth. Others may be less obvious to the outside
observer, but would include things like reduction df program
support for disarmament and the New World Informatibn-and
Communication Order, endorsement of the primacy of individual
human rights vis-a-vis so-called 'collective rights, Oule
changes to-permit increased use of secret votes, and
transparency in the budget presentation..

The third specific area thlt the Chairman has requested I
address in my testimonylis the "need for a comprehensive review
or audit of alleged mismanagement of UNESCO personnel, plrogram
administration, budgeting and finance.' I have already
outlined the Administration view that there are considerable
problems in this area, and more detail can be found in the
U.S./UNESCO Policy Review we have issued. Whether or not
further review in this area is required is a'judgment which I
believe must be left to the Congress.

I note in this regard that Congressmen Fascell, Yatron, and
Mica, in a letter to Secretary ShUltz of February 29, 1984,
indicate the GAO has been mequested to 'begin immediately a
review of U.S. participation in UNESCO with special reference
to budget and management issues.' I Am also aware that a
related GAO review initiated within the past.year 'remains
underway. We, of course, stand ready to lend our customary
cooperation to these and any further efforts the Congress may
desire to undertake.

)11

Thank you.
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Mr. So-tamt. -Well. thank you very much". Madam Xmbassador,
for that eloquent statement "delivered so articulately. I'm sure.
were all impressed.

Now -to the hurly-burly part of the process. You undoubtedly.
know that last week,' five Members of Congress called for a CA()
investigation of Unesco on theseVlegations of corruption, mismhn-
agemt-nt, debasing of the U.N. civil service process, and the like.
:We did this following the exchange of letters between Mr. M'BoW'
and myself in which he agreed, and F assure in full, good faith, to
open up the books and records and files of the agency, and to pro-
vide full access to the investigators if they came to his"personnel at
all levels. The Members who signed this were Congressman Fascell,
chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee; Congressman Don
Fuqua. chairman of the great Science and Technology Committee;
myself; Congressman Dan Mica, and Congressman Gus Yatron, also
chairing subcommittees that are concerned with the jurisdictlen;-
over matters-deeply involved with Unesco.

Now. can you tell us, in your view, if this investigation is carried
out with diligence and with competence and with an unerring-in-
stinct for the facts, wherever they may be, for rooting out the facts,
what contribution could this make to two phenomena? First, to the
formulation of our final -decision at the end of 1984 as to whether
to.pull 'out or perhaps to defer that decision, as we could dothis is
a decision that the administration will have to finalize; they've
taken the first step. Apparently this is a two- stiage rocket; they
Made the decision to pull out, they gave notice at the end of 198.3,
and they've exhibited a commendable, in my view, degree of open-
mindedness by setting up a commission to scrutinize and evaluate
and measure the progress that is being made by Unesco. So they
are going to have a second look and a sober evaluation based on
whatever happens. Ilow could this survey affect that, provide some
input.fOr that, and how could it affect the decisions and the think-
ing of many of the Western countries who have looked by, with the
same feeling of frustration and dismay that you have exhibited. in
their decision as to how to react to the American withdrawal?

Ms. ( atmto. That' very interesting. It's a good question.
As far as its input into the 1984 December decit.iion, I think the

review is an encouraging step. I think it can be helpful. Of course
we have to see, No. 1, whether we get the full cooperation of the
EIrieseo Secretariat; that's extremely important. The Director' Gen-
eral has assured full access to the personnel and to the records and
(10CUMEMN. I trust that that will be the ease'.

Mr SeffEUER. Let. rue just interrupt you for a brief moment to
say that I have full confidence that the Director General who met
with me fur several hours on two successive days and gave us his
letter committing full access. both to records and to personnel, with
'total bona fides-- I expect him to follow through in good faith. I

have no douht about that, and I'm sure that he is a man of honor;
and if he hadn't intended to do it, he wouldn't have given us the
letter

Ms. ( :HARD. Ih. wouldn't have' agreed.
Mr. St.iimER I beg your pardon?
Ms GP:toutni \IPS, he wouldn't have agre'e'd

qn 1:,4 () HQ
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Mr. SCHELJER. He wouldn't have agreed, and I am totally relying
on his good faith.

Ms. GRRARli. But I Lam just saying that step one, obviously, is co-operation.
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes.
Ms. GEKAan. Step tw .1 they find any areas where they feel rec-

ommendations are in ocr e , Efien it's a question whether the Orga-
nization will accept those recommendations and whether they will
implement them. And sq, I say, it's an encouraging step but, again,
it's just the beginning.

On the other hand, of courser i-our concern in .the discussion of
mismanagement of Unesco is not just in the financial techniques,
theJack of accountability, the sort of appearances versus reality,
but also in the excessive politicization of the program where moreand more into the old areas of Unesco they are putting confronta-
tional programs. They are putting duplicative programs. An* sqthis would address a concern, but there are many concerns. None-
theless, I think it's a very useful step in the process and I think
other member countries will be ple . They will be watching to
see the results of. that review. And rtainly, you know, many,.
other countries' 'governments ask for management consultants tocome in and tell them what recommendations they might have andI think this is a thoroughly appropriate thing to do. We have done
similar things with the ILO, for example, and given them recom-
mendations; they adopted 90 percent of them, and they liked it so
much that they asked. us to come back the next year and make an-

,.

other review. Sol think it's constructive criticism, and its a goodthing.
As far as influencing decisions, I think we have to wait to wee

what the results are.
Mr..ScHsttsx. Well said.
Congressman McGrath.
Mr. MCGRATH. Thank you, Mr.,Chairman.
Madam Ambassador, I was a delegate to the International Par-

liamentary Union in , ul, Korea this past October and I couldn't
help from gleaning, si ing at those meetings, from time to titnethat it was sort of us ainst the rest of the world. We had veryfew friends in that international forum and we were- constantly
being criticized, along with other democracies in the world, by
Third World nations, Communist bloc nations, and whatever. I'm
just wondering whether or not that same kind of atmosphere exists
in Unesco, as I know it does in the United Nation'S?

Ms. GERARD. It certainly does. Not only in Unesco in the deliber-
ative bodies, but the d(xumentation Of Unesco is replete with abu-sive criticisms of free world values, and it's one-sided criticism.
They're not criticizing Marxism, they're not criticizing collectivism; .,
they're pushing collectivism. They're pushing that the media must
be an instrument of the state. They're pushing wanting to get into
content of messages, and I think it's about time we said, "Enoughof that.-

.

Mr. McGanTit. let nie throw you another softball. DOE'S Unescohave any value to us riqw
..ms (;ERARD. Certainl.t Pnesco has done, and is continuing to do.

smile very useful f h i rigs. Their programs, for example, in illiteracy
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are very useful. Adult education. The cultural heritage programs --
although even 'there, I feel they've become too diffuse. They now

7:have 26 international appeals gbinq for preservation of cultural
monumenti. That means that if you re to have any followthrougb,
you could have 2 weeks for each one during the year. I think they
should, again, set priorities and targets, maybe do 5 a year or 6;
but with 26, you raise expectations and then you don't deliver.

Mr. MCGRATH. Are we the only n\ember country of Unesco that
has given notice of intent to pull out?

Ms. GERARD. Yes, we are the .only one who has given notice.
There have been press reports that Great Britain, in reviewing its
participationI've seen the House of Lords debate on that subject,
which was extremely interestingand I think it would depend on
their review, what they are going to do. Of course, it's up. to each
member state.

Mg. MCGRATH. Let me ask you a queition about Mr. M'Bow. How
tong has he been Dilector General?

Ms. GERARD. He's been Director General for 10 years. He was
elected first in 1974, and reelected unanimously in 1980. He will
serve lentil 1987.

Mr. MCGRATH. That's all.
Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Mike Andrews!
Mr. Am-isms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

. We may reach a point where there may be good programs, like
the science program, but where it ceases to be a realistic, pragmat-
ic, cost- effective investment of our dollars. In your mind, Madam
Ambassador, when. do you reach the point where you Would say we
should no longer belong, in spite of the fact that there may be,
some good programs?

Ms. GERARD. Well, as you. know, I think we have reached that
point. I think because we take .seriously the business of Unesco
doing what it has been constitutionally'mandated to do. in help
and cooperation in education, science, communications,- that we
might try to.the best of our ability to see to it that for every dollar
that we put in, that it is used as'efficieatly and effectively as possi-
ble. This is just as we see to it that in other organizations, such as
OAS and UMW, our money is well spent. It's our duty.

Mr. Ailmaws. Let me ask you specifically about education. Can
the program survive without our participation?

Ms. GERARD. Without our participation? Of course, in the illiter-
acy program, for example, which I think is one of the most impor-
tant, along with adult education, we can continue through bilateral
aid. OECD has an educational sector. I think many of the other or-
ganizations do have or could have expanded sectors of education. I
think also we get a great deal of leverage through USIA fellow
ships. And this, I think, again, is an important exchange, in help-
ing 'people in the formulation of their careers as doctors, et cetera.
It's a cultural exchange as well.

ANnams. Thank you, Madam Ambassador, and thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ScitarEs. Congressman Tom Lewis.
Mr. Ltr.wis. Madam Ambassador, how visible to the outside has

the deterioration of the ITS. position of influence become?

4)0
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MN. GERARD. Well, of course, I can speak, mainly from my 3 yearsthere; but in looking back otter the records and the newspaper re-
ports and-such. there has been criticism for a long time. The prob-
lem has been there, and it's been growing. I think the attitude, un-fortunately, seems to have been somewhat in the past thatwell,
Wt.; true that some of them like to blow off steam. But it,seems to
me that if you're going to be partners, you'd better cooperate. It
doesn't help us to throW mud at each other, and the mud throwing
is one way.

Mr. Lims. And there are problems also with the insiders, the
people working at Unesco?

Ms. GERARD. Yes. There is a great deal of intellectual concern
with the deterioration of Unesco, with its becoming less and less
.effective, less and less diligent, and not doing its basic job, not help-
ing to develop the world the way it really is mandated to do. Also, I
think there is very low morale in the Secretariat. A recent staff
poll showed only 2.5 percent of the staff believe that proniotions
are based on professional efficiency.

Mr. LEwis. What is the problem with strategy and draft resolu-tions?
Ms. GERARD.' One of the problems here is the fact that most of

the resolutions are actually written lay the Secretariat. Those that
are written by member states are submitted with a typed notefrom the representativewhich .oinally--when we started
making these notations, only discussed the international implica-tions of the issue, but now goes 'much further into the substantive
question of whether this is acceptable, whether it isn't acceptable.And it is extremely difficult to get any substantive recommenda-
tion adopted because of that.

Mr. LEWIS. Do you find that other Western bloc nations tend to
appease and accommodate the Soviet Union?'

Ms. GERARD. I think that's a little strong, that way of putting it.
I -think that you could say that they have inn approach, at least
since I arrived at Unesco, of damage limitation; and fipm my point
of view. damage limitation is slowly sliding down the Will.

Mr. Lewis. One final question, Mr. Chairman.
Do you feel that the State Department has provided you with

adequate assistance over the years when you have faced difficult
and controversial resolutions, when you have not had the strong
vocal support that other Western bloc countries have had?

Ms. GEHAan. I think the State Department has tried its very best
to give us that kind of support. I've been surprised at the amount
of support, for example, that I've needed on the disarmament issue.
I spent 2 weeks negotiating disarmament resolutions at this last
general conference, and I' would have loved to have had, at that
point, someone from the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency;
and that, of course, is a ridiculous spending of your time and re-
sources away from the proper programs of the Organization. Again,
some of our allies are speaking up more. Referring to your previous
question, I don't think they're speaking up as much as I'd like to
see. but we're getting there'.

Mr. I,E;wis. What do you think can be done so th the Western
bloc nations are not always responding to the actin s of the East-
ern bloc nations?

36
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Ms. Gramm. I think what we have to do is what we've been
doing more and more ofintroducing our own resolutions, and a
variety of them, so that we're talking about our piece of paper, not
theirs; or at least you're talking about both, not just trying to
change a word or two. I think we should beobviously, We're proud
of our values and we should be speaking out about thempushing
programs which will help, for example, promote an independent
press. And also speaking out on the issues, and perhaps cutting out
some of the things thatfor example, one of. the education pro-
grams for over $1 million, saying to put that into a literacy pro-
gram where it can work.

Mr. LEwts. Thank you, Madam Ambassador.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER..Congressman Harry Reid.
Mr. REID. As I understood your testimony, you stated that the

administration would consider further participation if certain con-
ditions changed; is that right?

Ms. GERARD. That is correct.
Mr. REID. Why would there have beenas I understand it, our

contribution is some $50 million a year or thereabouts?
Ms. GERARD. Approximately.
Mr. REID. 'Wouldn't it be.better to say we are going to cut our

funding by percent?
Ms. GERARD. Well, I think that is a question for the administra-

tion. We have a legal obligation to pay our assessments so long as
we are a voting member. We have already cut out a percentage of
the program that goes to helping the PLO. That is a congressional-
ly mandated cut. But otherwise, we felt that since, in our analysis,
that there was more bad than good, it was too costly, basically, to
continue funding programs where the moneys were not being prop-
erly spent. and it also made us, really, an accomplice to pushing
these collectivist theories, et cetera, if we stayed.

Mr. Rim). One of the things that I think sometimes we, as. a
nation. fail to do is look out for our national interests. Now, it
seems to me that when we depend so much in various areas on pro-
grams that this Organization provides for usfor example, the
Navy currently receives, I. understand. some 60 percent of -their
oceanographic data from the International Oceanographic Commis-
sion, which is a component of Unesco. Where are we going to go to
get this information?

Ms. GERARD. Well, it happens that the Intergovernmental Ocean-
ographic Corninission is one which we can continue to be a member
of. and so in that particular instance there won't 131 a problem.

Mr. liEto. So our withdrawing does not affect that program?
Ms. GERARo. No. We can make voluntary contributions and, in

fact. increase our participation.
Mr. Riga. Has anyone to your knowledge talked to the Office of

Management and Budget as to whether or not this $50 million that
we now contribute to Unesco would be made available for similar
programs that the Congress would come up with or the administra-
tion would recommend that would cover these areas of education,
science, and cultural endeavors and concerns?

-Ms. (4:11ARo. We are certainly urging that they do so. but natu-
rally it is the prerogative of Congress to specify whether those
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funds will be maintained. I certainly would hope to see it so andwe've said that we intend to request it. I think certainly there aremany important things, such as saving Mohenjo Darr and many ofthe other programs, that it would be important for us to continueand try to find more effective waysmore helpful waysin which
to spend the money in those areas. .

Mr. REID; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER. Madam Ambassador, the investigation that thefive Members of Congress have initiated with the GAO was initiat-ed because of the widespread rumors of rampant corruption, mist,

management; fiscal irregularities on a very large scale, and total
corruption of the Civil Service System of merit appointments. Let's
assume for the purpose of the argument that the evidence accruesthat these allegations are substantially justified and that this con-dition does exist. Do you think that if the GAO report documents
this condition, that the Third World consensus, which really hasenabled the Director General to rule with very little accountability;
will remain? Will this consensus remain intact, both as to therampant wrongdoing, if that is proventhe systematic wrongdo-
ings and the corruption of the processand will this Third World
consensus which'has permitted these aberrational programstheseviciously anti-Western, antifreedorn, anti-Western values, going tothe heart of our Western value structure, going to the heart ofwhat a democracy is all aboutwill that consensus continue to,support these viciously destructive aberrational programs thathave run far from Unesco's original mission?

Ms. Gssmu) Of course, I cannot prejudge what the GAO willfind. I would think--
Mr. Sceistiss. I made that basic assumption.
Ms. GERARD. Yes. I just wanted to stress that I have seen, person-ally, evidence of what you might 'nicely call fiscal laxity. I would

hope that those things would come out, if there are such, and that
they would be corrected. I cannot speak for what other member na-tions would decide, but I would think that most member nationswould like Unesco to be as effective as possible if the reforms are
basically possible under the currgot Director General, but it's up tothem to decide who they want.4And he doesn't come up for reelec-tion until 1987.

Mr. SCHEUER. V guess what I'm asking is ifand this is a big ifif the GAO report identifies systematic and widespread irregular-
ities and patterns of corruption that we've repeated seferal timestoday, if that is well documented, do you think, that the consensusin the Third World that has really permitted one-:man rule atUnesco without the normal checks and balances that the other
U.N. agencies have, will that one-man rule and will those continu-
ing abuses, and will the programmatic abuses that we've heard
the anti-Western diatribes, the anti-free press orientation, the
whole thrust that goes against our Western value systemwill the
consensus that has supported those programs continue to prevail,or is it conceivable that the GAO report, if these allegations of
wrongdoing are identified and documented, could in effect shakethe cage of the entire system to the point where the Third World

.tiuillselves will take to join with the Western nations in 1)roducing
thorough reform? Not only a process, but a prdgram as well?
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Ms. GEtimin. I think it certainly could from the point of view
that they want the organization to be effective for them, too. And
when you think of cooperation, it's not just help* the developing
world; that helps the developed world, too, although I would say
that we're all developing. And so I would think that it is complete-
ly possible. Many of them that I have spoken with from all differ-
ent countries have said they would like to see the programs be
more practical. They'd like to see more decentralization, including
decentralization of authority. There is very. little delegation of au-
thority, and I think all of these things could make it..a.much better
organization.

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you think that this process we're initiating
could lead either to decentralization of authority at Unesco, or per-
haps a change in the top authority that would provide a more con-
genial atmosphere, a more. fertile terrain'for basic reform?

Ms. GERARD. I think it certainly is possible, and I would hope
that would be the case.

Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Tom Lewis?
Mr. I,Ewts. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
I would just like to state, Madam Ambassador, that I thought

that that was the most straightforward testimony that I've had the
opportunity of listening to since I've been in Congress, pnly 15
months.

Ms. Gie.smin. Thank you.
Mr. LEwts. Thank you.
Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Mike Andrews?
Mr. ANnams. No questions.
Mr. SCHELTER. Well, Madam Ambassador, you've given us a very

refreshing and very forthright statement of your views. You have
given us a great deal to think about as we commence this investi:

r gat ion. and we thank you very, very much.
We will hold the record open for 10 days to 2 weeks for members

to submit additional questions in writing if they so wish, and if you
wish to provide us with any further thoughts or to elaborate your
remarks in any way, wed be happy to have you do that.

Thank you very, very much for traveling the ocean and giving to
us of your views and your wisdom.

Ms. GERARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I'd be very happy,
as I said, to cooperate as fully as I know how, and my office staff,
too, with what you're doing.

Mr. SCUKUKR. Thank you very much.
This meet ink; is adjourned.
Whereupon. at 2:30 p.m.. the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vne at the call of t he Chair.
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IMPACT ON' U.S. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OF
PROPOSAL TO. WITHDRAW FROM UNESCO

THURSDAY. MARCH 15. 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITINE ONI SCIENCE, . RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY AND-SURCOMblItTEE ON NATURAL RE-
SOURCES, AGRICULTURE RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT,

Washingion, DC.
The subcommittees met, pursuant -to call, at 3:10 room

MIS, Rayburn 'House Office Building, Hon. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology).
presiding.

Mr. WALGREN. Let me call us to order and open' this joint hear-
ing with the subcomtnittee chaired by our distinguished colleague,
Jim Scheuer. As some of you may know who follow the major na-
tional news. Mr. Scheuer has had a longstatiding interest in
Unesco, and has recently taken some extremely important initia-
tives to review the broader aspects of the U:S. participation in that
organization, and the interest of 'his subcommittee and his personal
interest have put in motion some directions, particularly an audit
by the GAO,' a very close examination of Unesco that we are all
hopeful will clarify very substantilly where we are with respect to
that organization.

Today, however, we are focusing on a somewhat narrower issue:
The impact on the United States of our potential American with-
drawal with respect to science as a focus.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation was created as a specialized U.N. agency in 1946. It was
founded "for the purpose of advancing through the educational, sci-
entific, and cultural relations of the people of the world the objec-
tive of international peace and the common welfare of mankind."

Unesco was dedicated to the idea that calamities such as war
could he avoided through greater international understanding and
cooperation. "Since wars begin in the minds of men," its constitu-
tion begins, 'it is in the minds of men that tile 'defenses of peace
must by constructed."

The prowsal to withdraw the United States from Unesco would
be effective. on December 31, 1954. However, the President did say,
in announcing that action, that he would reconsider the proposal if
Unesco made clear progress in rectifying certain problems affecting
the agency.

'There is no question that Unesco has some serious problems
from the U.S. point of view. Ilowever, the purpose of this hearing,

t:17
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again.i want to emphasize, is not to question or review necessarily
the decision t'o withdraw, but to explore the effects of that with-
drawal on the U.S. scientific and technical community, a subject
which is particularly in the jurisdiction and interest, and indeed,
the responsibility of the Subcommittee on Science, Research and
Technology and the responsibility of the overall Science and Tech-
nology Committee, including that subcommittee chaired by Mr.
Scheuer.

Specific questions that must be explored today are: What provi-
sions can the United Sta .k.e to maintain Important interna-
tional science programs , .tween now and the time we pull out of
U.nesco; what is it goin' to cost for this transition now and in the
long term; what mechanisms will be used to fund, guide, and direct
these programs if we no longer maintain our membership in
Unesco: and if awe do withdraw, who, then, will set prioritigs for sci-
ence and technology programs in the international community that
are presently within Unesco?

The most general question . that must be asked of tie scientific
community is, is the U.S. participation in Unesco worth saving?
What 'contribution does it make to our national interests and to the
interi.sts, of mankind?

With that, I would like to recognize the joint Chair for these
hektrinO. the Congressman from New York, Chairman Scheuer.

Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I. think you have covered the landscape in your introductory re-

marks very- well, so I would simply like unanimous consent to put
a brief statement in the record.

Mr. WAIA.REN. Thank you. Without objection, that is the order
and are there other members who would like to make opening com-
ments or reserve any statements?

The opening statement of Mr. Scheuer follows:!
OPENING STATEMENT 1W HON ANE_~ 11. SeMEUER,

Thank you. Mr. Ultirman. This hearing is the second conducted by the Science
and Technology Committee on the subject of II.S participation in LINKS(%)

Our objective in holding these hearings is to establish an ongoing discutsion
throughout the rethainder of 1984 so that the Congeits may have the information
necessary to evaluate the Administration's decision. last week, the Subcommittee
on Natural Resources. Agriculture Research and Envinmment Willi privileged to
hear testimony from the tf_S Ambassador to UNE:4X). dean Gerard.

From her unique perspective. Ambassador Gerard presented an on-site appraisal
of UNESCO programs and management. highlighting those organization's policies
which in her view are incompatible with U.S. interests. and contrary to the goal of
promoting cultural. scientific and educational cooperation between developed and
less-developed nations Of particular concern to our subcommittees are the implicit-
two. that a (I S withdrawal from !INES( '0 will have on international scientific co

:and ora (' S scientific research
We are pleased. therefore. to have a distinguished group of scientists here today

to give their views on the value of 1INK:4'0's science programs and the likely con-
sequences on intern:nil/nal 5el41CP of our withdrawal from this organization. In Sep-
temer nt (933, the National Science Found:mem, at the request of the Department
of State organized it working group to review IIINgSrt Es science programs. The
views of the participating agencies were incorporated into the NSF' report. with the
levet:Ill recommendation that the If S should Nodality its membership in ITNESCO

Notwithstanding these recommendations from the scientific community. if the
withdrawal decision remains final. we must begin to explore oetions for continued
Amri ali -aipport of international cooperation cont.:ale at UNESCO The Admmis-
t rotate, and the scientific community- will need to work clasely in attempting to rees-
tablish a global scientific network for the US Such efforts might :whale initiating
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new hi- lateral and multilateral agreements, channeling funds into existing interna-
tional organizations and into other UN organizations distinct from UNESCO.

,We will also need to decide how these new programs will be managed and how
funding shall be allocated. I look forward to the testimonies and discussion bere this
afternoon In hope that we may begin to resolve some of these issues.

- Mr. WALGREN. Ma with that, we have today threeI am
sorryMr. Brown.

Mr. BROWN. No, Mr. Chairman..
Mr. WALC;REN. We have- day three witnesses to give us some

specific perspective on these issues. The subcommittee is going to
maintain its interest in this subject beyond this hearing an in
particular, explorations with the appropriate parties in the U.S.
State Department, but today, we have Prof. Paul Baker, who is the
head of Department of Anthropology at Penn State University.
Professor Baker is the chairman of the U.S. National Committee
for the Man and the Biosphere Program, and has a number of
other involvements on the international level and has , been the
chairman of the National Research Council's Subcommittee on
Unesco Science Programs, in addition to serving as a'consultant tc
Unesco in an earlier period. t

I would like to ask Dr. Baker to come ferWard at thiii point and
we.will proceed sequentially through the witness hit. We are very
glad you could come, Dr. Baker. Welcome to the committee and 'we-
appreciate your being a resource to the Congress.vely much.

Mr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
LG 45+1Mr. WAWREN. And let e say at the outae at Air written

statements and those of of witnesseswitnesses will be made pat of the
record automatically, almost hanically, and sou can feel free to
communicate to the committee" as you feel is nisa.effective in un-
derscoring the points that you would really like to m e.

STATEMENT OF PROF. PAUL T. BAKER, HEAD. DE RTMENT OF
ANTHROPOLOGY. PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVPRSITY. UNI-
VERSITY PARK, PA, CHAIRMAN; U.S. NATION COMMITTEE
FOR THE MAN AND THE BIMPHERE PROOMM.
PRESENT. VICE PRESIDENT. INTERNATIONAL
MAN AND THE BIOSPHERE PROGRAM, CHAIRM
RESEARCH COUNCIL'S SUBCOMMITTEE ON UN
PROGRAMS, JANUARY 1982-APRIL 1983, CO
UNESCO, 1972-82

NUARY 11.83-
OUNCIL FOR
N. NATIONAL

'0 SCIENCE
ITITANT TO

Mr. BAKER. Thank you. f -

I am very pleased to be able to testify on 'subject. At the
same time, t am very humbled by tht. fact that I really don't feel
that I. or perhaps the three witnesses, or many more of us, can pos-
sibly accomplish the task of assessing what the impact will be.

I felt that I might help the committees in their deliberations in
two ways: First, by covering, to the best of my ability,- an overview
of what the impact might be of our withdrawal on U.S. science, but
then perhaps of more benefit, to look at one program in depth
where I elm speak with a great deal more information than I can
on the whole subject.

On the overall impact. I think it is important to start with un-
derstanding in perspective what Unesco is and what we can expect
of it in relation to science. it is a unit that two-thirds of its budget
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is devoted to the sciences and humanities; thus in many regards, it
is similar to a large university and serves many of the functions of
a large university.

At the same time, it must be seen in financial perspective. With
its $200-million-a-year budget, it has a budget less than half as big
as my university, which is certainly not the largest university in
this country. So one must understand that the possible accomplish-
ments with this are not to be expected to be muchas great as
even' a.major American university.

As a matter of, fact, I can see a tremendous number of analogies
between Unesco 's science problems and funding problems and the
university's problems, but perhaps it is not too beneficial to go on
with this analogy. I wi I simply end it with one minor point. My
university is funded onl one-quarter by the State very much as
we fund one - quarter of Unescoand one asks, therefore, what

. would happen to the university if the State stopped funding?.
Obviotoly, wei'would not stop providing some science benefits to

the State of Pennsylvania, but just as obviously, also, they would
the benefits would go down to the State and to the Nation as well.

To be more specific, in the past fall when the State Department
began its 14th review of our participation in Unesco, a number of.
I was asked by the Unesco Commission, which I am Commissioner,
to give a point of view on the subject and I wrote a document
which I have appended in the written testimony. I don't find that
my opinions have changed too dramatically since then, but I think
there are four points that should be emphasized that I emphasized
then and I would like to dO so again.

First is the fact that we are unable, I think, to assess really the
impact of Unesco withdrawal on U.S. science. Straightforwardly,
the infprmation does not exist. I say this, of course, there are
other*ople have sources of information that I do not have avail-
able, but having attempted on behalf of the National Research
Council to overlook this question for a couple of years, and again
attempting to look at the question in relation to the UnescoThm-
mission. I find that there is no way we can assess that impact.

We can name the kipds of international organizations or interna-
tional scientific activities that Unesco is involved in and whether
or not we are involved, but we don't know the number of people
that are involved. We don't know the kind of money flow that
comes back to this country, to American science, from Unesco.

The reasons for that is because the 'money is not channeled
simply through those programs. There is a lot of direct contact and
there is no register of who is involved and so forth. So I think basi-
cally it was not an answerable question last fall, and I rather doubt
that at this moment, it is an answerable question still.

The second point I would like to emphasiw is that what assess-
ment was passible last fall. it seems to Me7suggested that there
werethere were inevitable damages that would occur to Ameri-
can science from our withdrawal and that no substitute mecha-
nisms were apparent at that time which could be adequately com-
pensatedcompensate for al1 these losses.

Now, at this point, I ought to add another piece of information
that I am basing this not only on what I had seen, but I also,
during the Call, was ahltilito Fief` the early draft provided by the corn-
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mittee organized by the National Science Foundation to respond to
what the impact might be. I also read the statements made by the
many scientific organization representatives to Unesco Commis-.
sion. So I had at least three sources of information.

All. of these said tfltthat there were inevitable-tcksts and I was
particularly impressed, as a member of an informal committee as-
sembled atrthe Academy, with the fact that when we looked at the
potential organizations that could take over the Unesco science
functions, we thought this was impossible.

Let me ge specific on why it is not possible. The most-obvious ex-
ample that one might think of is that the International Unions of
Science or the International Council for Scientific Unions might be
able to take it over, but we find that these organizations have ex-
tremely small secretariats of three to four people. They operate on
budgets of $2 to $3 million. One can well imagine that if the
United States attempted to bolster them too 'massively, it would
not be very successful. In other words, the other countries that pair-.
ticipate might feel that the United States was trying to totally
dominate if they said, "Now let us put in $10 'million into this to
cover some of these problems."

There is the fact, also, that the other international organizations,
such as 4CSU, have representatives from less than half as many..
countries as does Unesco. So these are the kinds of problems in
trying to find adequate substitutes.

Those reports that we made last fall also suggested that the defi-
ciencies of Unesco science programs, which we werecould uncov-
er did not necessarily come from any political aspects, but were
rather related primarily to the administrative policies of Unesco
and' second, to the fact that some of the Unesco staff were not very
well trained in science.

The last point I would like to emphasize is that the lack of U.S.
funds to support U.S. 'scientific participation in Unesco-related sci-
ence and technical activities, which has become increasingly severe
in the last decade, certainly has had the impact of "limiting our
ability to draw benefit from Unesco and to affect the directions of
Unesco science policy.

Now, having said that, I have just had the opportunity to read
the February 27 release by the State Department of the U.S.
Unesco policy review, and I carefully examined those sections that
were related to the science sector. I find that many of the points
that I hav just. made are not very fully reflected in this document.

First of all, the document gives the impression thatand it says
"The assessment that has been made really allows- us to know what
the impact is, what the impact of withdrawal would be On U.S. Sei-
VIICe.. I simply did not see' the documentation that made thaf possi-
ble. Perhaps there' were' many sources that I was unaware of'.

Second, I did not see' anywhere in the document something- that I
saw in all the other input, and that was.Vhat all the scientific input
suggested that Unesco was very valuable and that wr would
damage U.S. science by withdrawing.

Finally, the document suggests that we could continue to partici-
pate in intirnational science and technology at near oUr Present
level without I Inesco involvement. Again, unless there was input
that cliff not conic' from the initial NSF Committee review, did not
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come from the foreign secretary of the National Academy of Sci-
pnces, or did not some from the responses of the particular scientif-
ic body representatives to the Unesco Commission, if it didn't come
from there, I don't blow lihere it did come from, this optithism.

-Having said that, let rtturn to the Man and the Biosphere Pro-
gram, where I feel that I can say things with it greater degree of
certainty and a greater degree of knowledge. I have testified in the
past year before Dr. Scheeler's co/otmittee on the Man and the Bio-
sphere Program in the United States, and:I think it would be inap-
propriate for me to try and review this in any detail only a year
later to the same subcommittee. So I will talk mostly about the

s.international program and secondarily some of the events that
have occurred in the U.S. program since that testimony last year.

Perhaps it is enough if I will simply note. that the Man and the
Biosphere Program was a program created by the staff of Unesco
in collaboration with scientists from around the world. It was seen
as a follow-through, a more practical program to follow on what
had been the International Biological Program that Was then ter-
minated, and it attempt$ toto do a very broad problem-solving in
the environment field, and do that problem-solving withoutwith-
out trying to keep it a man-versus-environment question, but
rather one, how can human beings interact with the environment,
doing minimal damage and deriving maximal benefit for both.

As such, it is A unique program. There' is nothing else like it in
the world today. No other international organization has such a
program under way anywhere. It has been one of the most success-
ful programs as far asas a-mag.er of fact, I think I would go fur-.
ther than that and say that of the recent programs that Unesco
has initiated, it has had the widest acclaim on a worldwide basis.

In the world 105 countries have committees for the Man and the
Biosphere Program and it washas been extremely tghly en-
dorsed with all the general assemblies of Unesco.

The program gradually built during the 1970's, both internation-
ally and here in the United States, and in a sense, both the inter-

. national program and the U.S. program reached their peaks of suc-
cess in 1980. It was at that time that the decade review of the pro-
gram was undertaken and was very well received. It is one of the
few programs that Unesco has actually undertaken a review, a sci-
entific review of, and this, I think, shows both their confidence that
it was a good program and the desire to make this fact known.

It was also the peak in the U.S. program, at which time there
was about $1.5 million in direct funds available to the U.S. pro-
gram. Thereafter, a number of difficultitts have developed, both inthe international program and in the national one. At the interna-
tional level, the problem, again --I want to emphasize for much of
science, the problem in Unesco, the problems have not been politi-
cal, but have been related to the administrative structure and the

_administrative policies of Unesco.
Thus, the budget that was concentrated on the Man and the Bio-

sphere Program in the last 2-year budget was diffused across a
great number of the sections and divisions within Unesco. In
spite of increases its budget in other sections or the Unesco's pro-
gram, no budget increase was given to this program.

A.

1.
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So the combination made it a program that was really shrinking
in resources: Most serious of this was this diffusion-of money across
sections, not allowink .the central management of the prqgram. As
a matter of fact, the secretary general of the MAB program in
Paris protested. this strongly. The international bureau, which as
vice president I served on, protested this stnatigly. Weowere sup -
pdrted by a number of world leaders in science in the need for con-
solidating this program. Mr. M'Bow promised that action would be
taken to solve the problem. When it had not occured by January,
the Secret y General, who was a very important individual in
making this rogram successful, resigned.

So the pro lems are ones of policynot politics but administra-
tion in Unesc

In the Unit(a States, the causes for decline of the U.S. MAB Pro-
gram are not so clear to me, frankly. For whatever reason, tighten-
ing of money or what not, the moneys available to the program
shrank- dramatically, SU dramatically that as of the time that we
testified concerning the program last April, we were not sure that
it would continue.

At that time, a provision for continuing it. was made in the State

ssith a very small staff and essentially no ,operating
but I must note that again by October of this year, we

were faced
money,

At this point, NASA, the 'Department of Interior, through the
Park Ser-vice and the Forest Service in Interior have provided some
operating funds and we have operating funds at $3(X),000. Never-
theless, the national committee is on record as having noted that
the program cannot continue; there is no point in continuing it
unless additiomtl resources are made available, That would mean
the termination of the program as of October 1.

This attitude is reflected in our supporters. Thus, we had, in pro-
vidin, support from the Forest Service and the Interior, it was
noted in the letter of support that unless additional funds were
made7available thrAugh the State Department or through congres-
sional funds, they did not feel they could continue to support the
program beyond this year.

Therefore, as of the moment, this program will terminate in the
I inited States aS of September O.

Given these kinds of difficulties, then what can we do, or is there
going to ha. a continuity? Again, when I examined the re'view done
by the State Department, dated February 27, 1 get the impression
the NIAB was not an important international effort. Perhaps as
chairman of the program here, I am overemphasizing it. They may
be right. but certainly, they do not consider it a very major one as
far as the document was concerned.

I would point out that whatever happens to the IT.S. program,
11.5. withdrawal will undoubtedly have a serious effect on the
international program. One-quarter of the high-quality staff in
Paris of the nesco program are from the irn ited States and would
mithnibtedly not continue'. Therefore', the program would then he'
not only without its really founding and supporting director g-ener.-
al, it would have a loss of one-quarter of the high-quality staff that
exists in the' program.
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So internationally, I don't see how the program could help but
suffer, and I feel that we would suffer in'the process because the
questions that MAB addressed themselves to, like the welfare of
the forests of the world, the welfare of the !species, the development
of international biosphere reserves to protect species. These are
questions that are important to us, too, even though not.done in
this country.

In our own program, as inabout to terminate, weI also have
a document which is provided by the Sti ite, Department on ques-
tions and 'answers in relation to U.S. Man and the 'Biosphere Pro-
gram. The first quqition is,How will the withdrawal from Unesco,
affect the U.S. mah and the biosphere program? The answer: We
expect little substantive change to occur in the U.S. MAB Prbgram,
as a result of the U.S. decision to withdraw from Unesco. On the
contrary, we intend to intensify our efforts to strengthen and
expand this program, which we believe is an excellent, example of
effective public/private sector cooperation on important problems
in the field of environmental science.

I alsd find in the iame document, at the very last question, the
secretary's statement on withdrawal noted that we plan to uSe the
resources we presently devote to Unesco to support such other
means of cooperation. Does this mean that the Department of State
will allocate a portion of these funds to support directly the U.S.
MAB effort in the future? Answer: At this stage, such a judgment

No would be premature.
"The final decision." the last sentence, says, "The final decision

would be clearly based on the merits, relevance and needs of the
U.S. MAB Program at that time."

Now. I find this all very disturbing. Of course, let me point out
that I am the chairman of this program; it is housed in the State
Department. I am riot a State Department employee, obviously,
and not in any way related to Federal Government. I am% private
scientist. Therefore, I think I can say dearly that I find this very
disturbing. I find on the one hand that this program, which is
Unesco 's most successful, and which I think we can say has been a
major contribution to the United States, is about to collapse inter:
nationally. It is going to collapse nationally. It is going to collapse
on September 30 nationally, and we have had nothe national
committee has had no indication of any funds that will be available
at that time.

We have also had the question: Even if we pulled out of ['nese°.
would that funding then become available, and they say, well, per
haps. Well, "perhats;" wouldn't help. Even more seriously, even if
they decided to devote some of that money to the MAB Program at
that time, the program will ifien have been a year dead.. Is that
going to help it? I don't know. '

Anyway. I find these questions very disturbing questions at this
time.

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Mr. Baker tbilows:i
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Written Statement of
, Paul T. Baker

for the Subcanaittee o\Science, Research and Technology and the Subcommittee

on Natural Re-:mimes, A riculture Research and Environment, Cannittee on

Science and Technology.

March 15,

Mr. Chairman and memlfrs of
from the private sector of our SCi
to present my views on how our prd

N84

subcommittees. As a concerned scientist
tifft community, I Welcome this opportunity
ed withdrawal from UNESCO may affect

U.S. scientific and technical cooperative efforts-. My interaction with the

A.+ scientific e forts of UNESCO have been primarily limited to the Man and the

Biosphere p but as pAst Chairman of the National Academy of Sciences

subcommittee o UNESCD Science Programs and more recently as the Academy's

representative-to the U.S. UNESCO Comaissinn I have broadened my knowledge

of the interaction between UNESCO science proatam.and U.S. scientific

endeavors

During the past fall the decision by the State Department to,once ;gain

review LS. participation in UNESCO led me to cartfully review the available

info ionon on the adv Cages and disadvantages to U.S. science of our national

partic tics in Frankly, I found this a somewhat bizarre exercise,

since I am employed by a Pennsylvania State University where the State
governMentpcontributes about the same percentage to our total budget that

the U.S. contributes to UNESCO and I can't imagine how the scientific and

technological interests of Pennsylvania could not be seriously damaged by

the withdrawal of State participation. Since UNESCO in its functions so

closely resembles a U.S. university, the analogy is an obvious one and the

conflicts between what the.Stategovernments and the universities see as their

functions are also reminiscent Of the conflicts between our.,Statelepartment

and UNESCO. Thus, the rhetoric often becomes more important than the product

and the State administrator often forgets that the-University is funded by

and provides Alp-vices for many more constituencies than the State government.'"

More specifically to the issue before tie present subcommittees, I

produced in early November a set of written comments on the topic of UNESCO

and American science for the U.S. National Commission based on the format

provided by the State Department. -Nothing I have learned since that time

has substantially altered my views and I therefore include these comments

as part of my written testimony. Within those views I merely wish to

mempfmisi:x at this time four major points.

1. Because no one or combination of institutions has beenprovided1'

with the necessary resources for continual evaluation of the involvement

of the U.S. scientific establishment with UNESCO, we cannot properly evaluate

how seriously our withdrawal from UIESCO would affect U.S. science.

fi4 4
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2. Such dirmt and indirect benefits ai U.S. science derives frommitsco would inevitably be damaged by our wandrawal and no substitute
mechanisats exist which could adequately compensate for all potential losses.

3. The deficiences of the UhTSCO science program are primarily relatedto poor trwso) administrative policies and secondarily to thelow competencylevel of some UNINX1 employees.

4. The lack of 0.S. funds for .the support of U.S. scientists ip
maN.A) related scientific and technical activities has for the pastodecade
severelylimitedthe benefits derived by UNESCO activities and restricted theability of the U.S. scientific

community to affect the direction of UNESCOactivities.

BY December of 1983 the initial
reviews requested by the State Department.had been colleted and at that time I had the opportunity to read the initialdocument provided by the review committee of the National Science Foundation,the letter written by the Foreign Secretary of ffie National Academy ofSciences, and some of the responses sent to the U.S. National Commissionfor IIISCU by representatives of the scientific organizations currentlyincluded in the Commission. I found that the views represented were similarto the ones had previously expressed and on the basis of these views

prepared a further document for
consideration by the Executive Comaitteeof the ii. i. National Commission. As this document, which I include in my

testiminv,indicates there is strong support in the U.S. scientific commuaityfor our remaining in UNESCO. There is discontent for,the wdOi:the scientificprogram is administered in UNESCD, but it is generally believed that thisproblem could he resolved if the 11.5. would provide the support necessaryfor a fuller participation by U.S. scientists.

In reviewing the February 27 release by the Department of State ofthe U.S. UNESCO policy review, I find that manr,of these points are-not develOped.Thus the review gives the impression that we do indeed know how our withdrawalwould affect U.S. science but I for one an not clear haw such an evaluation
was possible given the input I an aware of. Second, I did not see included
anywhere in the docuMent that the s tific groups consulted believed almostuniversally that we should stay in I SO). Finally, the document suggestedthat we could continue to participat in international science and technologyat near our present level without UNESCO involvement. Again, unless there
was input which did not crime from the initial ltqF review, the Foreign Secretaryof the National Ncadany of Sciences or the responses of the scientific hddy
representatives to the U.S. [REND Commission, I do not know how this
optimistic view was derived.

adver;e ettecti of our withdrawal from MINX) are ones to which I
fletieve a large number of U.S. scientists could attest. It may, therefore,he much more helpful to rou for no to present testimony on the Man and the
Biosphere UNLsro'sciance program about which I can write with some expertise,:n d0 I participated in develqpment of

the international program and amcifirentiv chairman if the 11.;. 4A8 Committee. The Internatimal program mayhe .lour I bed 7IC 101 laws:

9
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The Man and the Biosphere Program was established in 1970

by UNESCO as a follow-up to the International Biological Programme.

Based on scientific research, it is an integrated, interdisciplinary

problem-solving approach to the management problems arising from

the interactions between human activities and natural systems.

MAB projects are often focused on regional and sub-regional levels

bringing countries together to work won problems of Common concern.

Seven of KCB's project areas involve particular kinds of geographic

areas (forests, grazing lands', arid lands, fresh water and coastal

areas, mountains and tundra), six address systems and processes

(major engineering works, demographic changes; urban systems,

pesticide use, envinmasental perception and pollution) and one

relates to development of an international network of "biosphere

reserves", areas protected for research, monitoring and conservation.

One hundred and five kations currently participate in MAB,

each planning and fumlingArts own research within a general program

.framework'defined at the international level. MA8 is guided and

supervised by an International Coordinating Council 1ICC), consisting

of 30 national representatives, and serviced by a 9 -amber permanent

secretariat at UNESCO headquarters. The chairman of the. U.S.

National. Committee (Paul T. Baker) is Vice Chairman of the ICC and

serves on its 5-member Bureau.

There are currently some 1000 MAB field projects in about 80

countries. *cording to the Secretariat, perhaps 30 percent woad
have come into being withoat MAB, 60 percent have been influenced

by MAB and 10 percent would not have existed without MO. Prfhrity

areas 'for MAB include the humid tropics, arid lands and human

settlements. The June 1982 session of the MAB Bureau decided to

concentrate on promoting coordinated and comparative studies linking

field prOjects in different countries with cooperative inputs frau

scientists and institutions of both developing and developed

countries.

Over.80 meetings in 1982 and 83 were organizeby NAB National

Committees and Secretariats or entailed a substantial input from the

MAB Programme. The MAB Bureau is also proposing a synthesis of results

generated by MAB projects to date, including individual projects and

A groups of projects. A. major achievement in developing publicity for

for MAB has been the production and distribution of 1000 copies of

a poster exhibit "Ecology in Action" in English, French and Spanish

versions, which has been highly successful and in gveat demand,

even in countries having little or no previous involvement in MAB.

The exhibit was presented in the rotunda of the Cannon House Office

Building, concurrent with.a.briefing on MAB before the. House Committee

on Science and Technology, April 15, 1983.

Certaintiv by the measure of international participation and endorsement

by national delegations this has been one of UNE5M's most successful recent

ft
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programs. The U.S. national program for NAB began in 1972 and continues,
at least through this fiscal year. Since I and others testified last year
on the U.S. NAB Program before the Subcommittee on Natural Resources,
Agricultural, Research and Environment, I will not reiterate the history and
accomplishments of this program but will instead concentrate on the .

international program and how U:S. wilidrawal from UNESCO might affect
the U.S. MAB Program.

The international program which was launChed as a UNESCO initiative to
follow the International Biological Program had excellent support.among
scientists throughout the world but U.S. participation was reluctant because
many U.S. scientists had hoped that the International Council of Scientific,
Unions (ICSi) which sponsored the International Biological Program would
support a follow-up program. Nevertheless, the U.S. National Committee,
'which was a large group of governmental agency and private organization
representatives, slowlysucceeded in developing a substantial program by
1980. Meanwhile the international program incorporated an increasingly
Large number of U.S. scientists including ones inside and outside of the
U.S. program. U.S. influence on the international program was most notable
in the Biosphere Program where the Park Service of the. Department of
Interior and the Forestry Service of the Department of Agriculture provided
Paris UNESCO Secretariat personnel for the development of the Biosphere
Reserve Project within MAB. The U.S. also hadn strong influence on
the Nbuntaiu Research Program and the Tropical Forest Program where the
UNESCO Central Secretariat sought out and utilized U.S. experts for the
development of the program.

The international MAB Program was most successful in 1980 and 1981, as
indicated by the 10 -year review which UNESCO voluntarily undertook. This peak
was incidentally concurrent with the peak of U.S. financial participation.
Immediately following 1981 both the international and the U.S. MAB programs
encountered difficulties. In the U.S. program funding declined from
1 1/2 million dollars in 1980 to a budget of 300 thousand this year. In
UNESCO the central Secretariat not only failed to receive any increased
funding for the intgrnational program but was also faced by a budget where
the funding was spread over many administrative units. As a consequence
the NAB Secretary General (Francisco DiCastri),Whohad been the dominant driving
force, resigned because he conid not control the financial resources necessary
to keep the program functioning properly.

In the U.S. the history of the NAB Program is equally disturbing., It was
the only program to somewhat successfully integrate a large number.of natural
and social scientific disciplines into an effort to control and understand
enviromaental problems. However, last year the program was about to be -
terminated. At the last moment the program which was under the supervision
of the U.S. UNF-SM Connission was continued by the transfer of its
secretariat from the International organization Section of the State
Department to the Oceans, Environment and Sciences Section. Nevertheless during
the current fiscal year the program is operating with a national committee
reduced to smw dozen private and government members, a stbff of 1 3/4 timbers

r
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and an action budget of less than 300 thousand dollars. Indeed, the National

Committee concluded in early fall that unless substantial new funds were

provided' by Congress or the State Department by the next fiscal year, the

U.S. MAB effort should be abandoned. This view of the U.S. MAB National

Committee is reflected by our other agency supporters who note that
unless their efforts are backed in the coming fiscal year by congres tonally

mandated funds or by markedly increased State Department monies would

not provide further funds. .

The history of the UNESCO and U.S. NAB efforts this does not seem to

support the Department of State's Review of UNESCO. I see a program which

was widely supported by scientists throughout the world and one which,

inspite of some early resistance in the U.S., was considered to have great

importance to this country. U.S. input into the international program had

a great influence, all of which benefited our interests. However, as our

commitment was reduced so was' the commitment of UNESCO. As a consequence the.

world is about to lose a program which is of major significance to the U.S.

and. the U.S. is about to lose a national program which for the first time

was addressing the national problem of our natural and human environment with

the broad perspective necessary if we are to survive as a species in this

complex biosphere.

The urgency and the importance of the prOblems which MAB is attempting

to solve is not conveyed in the Department of State review. One feels,

reading the review, that these are minor problems. Indeed it s suggested

that somehow the UNESCO science efforts.in NAB, while worthwhl e, are not
that important or that these efforts can be ssfully carri forward

without UNESCO support. Perhaps they could be tarried out but it is not

clear from the review how this would occur. As of the moment, U.S. NAB

will stop on October 1, 1984, and, even if it should contihue, I have no .

idea of how it would interact with most of the countries involved in the NAB

network. If the Department of State knows where the resources for the

continuation of U.S. MAB would come from or haw these would be made available

to U.S. NAB so that it could function as a proper scientific activity, this

information has not been made available to the U.S. National NAB National

Committee.
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Review of U.S. Participation in UNESCO

Comments by Paul T. Baker (National Academy of Sciences Representative)
for the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO. Prepared in the format requested
by the State Department review, November 1, 1983.

MY comments are based on my direct experienCe With UNESCO as a
recurrent consultant from 1972 until 1982, as Chainuan of the National
Research Council's "Sub-committee on UNESCO Science Programs" from January
1982 until its demise in April 1983, as Chairman of the U.S. Man and
Biosphere Program from January 1983 until the present tine, and on my
current status as Acting Vice Presiderit of the Intetnational Committee
for the Man and Biosphere Program. By profession, 1 an a Biological
Anthropologist. This specialty is considered internationally as a
Biological Science, but is in t U.S. categ zed as a subdivision of
a Social Science. The views I. w 11 express pIrsonml and do not
necessarily represent views ed either by the National Academy of
Sciences or the U:. National ittee for the Man and Biosphere
Program. Since my interactions with UNESCO and U.S. participation is
limited to the Natural Science and Social, Science sector, my comments
will be restricted to these sectors.

CI. Examination of Programs.

(a) A brief overview of program objectives in the various sectors
and U.S. attitudes towards them.

The program objectives of the Natural Science sector appear to be
generally compatible with the interests of U.S. scientists. .Nithin the
Social Science sector the goals are also generally compatible. However,
U.S. scientists do not agree on which of the goals are most useful in
this sector. This develops from the polarities within the social sciences
in both the U.S. and international scientific communities, i.e. polarities
from basic to applied science and from rigid scientific methodology to
heaanistic approaches.

fhf Specific identification of program activities of value, marginal
value, no value, and harm to U.S. interests.

tc, The specific benefits to the United States from the program.

From our current state of knowledge about U.S. participation in !WSW
activities these are unanswerable questions. The participation of U.6.
:cieetkt,. in IMSCO activities is primarily on an individual basis and not
through organized programs. Severely limited funds for assessing or promoting
our scientific relationship with ttirSal have prevented such groups as. the
National Academy of Sciences, the State Department or the U.S. UNESCO

unAion from determining the extent or impact of U.S. involvement in
0.i. science. The emblem of appraisal has been further complicated

in recent years by the tact that most U.S. scientists perceive-a hostility

V.
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to UNESCO involvement and this de-emphasize any relationship. Symptomatic.,

of this problem is the fact that U.S. congressional supporters of the

U.S.. and Biosphere Program believe that our connections with UNESCO

must be kept in the background in order to elicit congressional support

of a program winch walla generally be viewed as beneficial to U.S.

interests. Thus, in my opinion, it is impossible to accurately appraise

the relative value of any UNESCO science program to U.S. interests.

Further, any appraisal ts likely to under reportsthe extent to which

UNESCO activities influence or aid a program in its activities.

(di An analysis of the extent, nature, and impact of the

respective American professional communities on these activities.

in a UNESCO scientific activity a significant help in their U.S elated
Despite the fact that U.S. scientists no longer consider participation

scientific reputation, participation remains at a high level. Almost all

of the Natural Science sector programs contain U.S. staff members and U.S. el

consultants are heavily utilized. These participants continue to wield a

disproportionate influence on UNESCO science activities as a consequence of

the reputation of U.S. science and, from my experience, appear toibe highly

supported by the UNESCO staff. In my opinion, U.S. influence in the Natural

Science sector is stronger than it is in the Social Science sector.

(f) Consequences of U.S. non-participation in the work of each sector.

The consequences of U.S. withdemlal from the Science sectors are

rather clear. First, in the Social Science sectors, I believe that the

support for any research activities of direct interest to U.S. quantitatively-

oriented social scientists would disappear. Furthermore, I suspect that

support for many of the non-governmental organizations, such as the

International Social Science Council (ISSC), would he decreased or

eliminated,

In the Natural Science sector tie programs which approach basic

scientific problems of interest to U.S. scientists would probably be de-

emphasized and the programs designed to emphasize technological improvement

in the developing countries emphasized. Such a nave would also be likely to

decrease the financial support for the International Council of Scientific

Unions (N:3111 and its constituent unions.

(g) Alternatives for'promoting cooperation.gn sitters of co,icern

to the United States.
4

apathy ind Federal administrative antagebil= to

ItiLic) in recent vears the NCO scientists in the 'Li. have attemored to

bolster neeued iniormation exchanges and internationally Joorlinatea researi.11

programs through Mg(' and its constituent NCO affiliated ;sups. In

addition, bilateral scientific programs have been iupeorted. These

alteratives ro working thrrnighANE5i7 present several limitattqns and

expenses. First, many Jr the countrles in the -4orld lo nor have i iurfizien:
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number of scientists'to
assure participation in the ICSU related organizations.Mils, no cooperative efforts involving these nations can be mounted. Secand,a high percentage of the National Academies of Sciences and participating.scientists from other countries are, indeed, instrumentalities'or

employeesof their central governments. Thus, arrangements through ICSU aregovernment rather than NGO activities. Third. bilateral arrangements requirehigh U.S. governmental expenses. since the administrative expenses areshared by two instead of many countries.

As a consequence, it appears to me that the promotion of many.aspectsof U.S. scientific interests
would he better served by aft effective use ofUNESCO than they are by the alternative arrangements presently available.

III. Examination of Other Aspects of U.S. Participation in UNESCO.

Of the problems outlined in this section only seleCted ones bear arelationship to the interests of U.S. scientific communities. The problemsof budget and management of
U.S. participation in UNESCO deserve comment.

The current CIS prngram and budget document issued by UNESCO suggestsa particular problem.. The scientific
programs of importance to the U.S.,such as the Nast and Biosphere

Program, the Oceans program, and the otherinternational scientific efforts which have been strongly supported by thiscountry, have suffered relative to the total UNESCO budget. Almost allof the significant increases have been in area of little or no interestto U.S. science. This has occurred in spite of the fact that the
representations from this country and others, including a number of develop-iftg colUntriest have stated repeatedly that these are among the most usefulvanddesirable.

Perhaps more importantly,lthis section of the proposed report raisesthe question of "management of
the U.S. participation in UNESCO. As the1982 report, "A Critical Assessment of U.S. Participation in UNESCO" by theU.S. National Commission for UNESCO, points out, this management has beenalmost nonexistent. The problem of how to interact with and utilize UNESCOhasilkeen left entirely within the scope of the 10 section of the State

Department which was also given the responsibility of overseeing the
operations of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO. These programs have
operated in very limited budgets with no substantial congressional or
administrative mandates:

Almost incidentally the Rational Science Foundation and through '1SF
the National Academy of Sciences were asked to examine our scientific
relationships with UNEWO. Thus, the responsibility of any :vow has
been limited and our abilities to appraise our involvement with l'INU470
inadequate. We have not Invested funds commensurate with our Ales to
participate fully in UNESCO activities. As an inevitable consequence,
our ability to utilize UNESCO for our scientific or other purposes has
been minimal. Thus, if we are not deriving a benefit from !MK)
proportional to our =mai hues. then judged in terms of the ccleftie.seztor5.
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the exult lies not so much within UNESCO itself as it does with the
failure of the Federal government to provide the resources for exploitation
of scientific activities in relation to UNESCO.

IV. U.S. Policy Options.

In terms of the science sector, the options and their relative costs
to the U.S. appear obvious. One. if we withdraw, we will still have a
pressing need to solve many problems of great teportance to the welfare
of`the U.S. which are international in scope. If we could not use the
UNESCO structure, we would have totuse alternatives such as [csu or
bilateral Agreements. To obtain the funds forbroW to do the necessary
job, a sum equal to our UNESCO dues would be requifed; while bilateral
agreements would be much more expensive. Attempts to mount approptiate
international,cooperative programs of the scale demanded through ICSU would
require such massive U.S. financing and influence that many participating
countries would refuse to cooperate. Even if most countries represented
in ICSU did participate, many program would suffer, since, as noted earlier,
only a limited number of countries are members.

TWo. despite the fact that many national governments have a .distorted
or negative view of U.S. political goals, there exists a universal respect
for the quality of U.S. science. Therefore, we can exert strong leadership
in this sector of UNESCO, provided we mobilize the Federal funds necessary
for a strong infrastructure which supports U.S. participation in UNESCO
science activities and publicize the benefits derived by the U.S. in this

activity.

V. C.onclesiarts.-

In terms of the science sectors of UfESCd, the U.S. continues to exert
a strong influence and derive multiple benefits although the extent of
participation and benefits cannot be precisely defined at this time.
Withdrawing from UNESCO would inevitably be detrimental to U.S. scientific
needs, unless funds equal to or greater than UNESCO dues were expended.
In order to improve the benefits we derive from UNESCO participation,
increased Federal funds for assessing and increasing our involvement in
its scientific structure and its research programs are needed.
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U.S. Science and MOW) A positive need.

A statement of opinion prepared by Paul T. Baker for the Exeoutive
Comaittee of the U.S. National Commission.for UNESCO, Decedber IS, 1983.

United States participation in the United Nations-Educational.

Scientific and Cultural Organization is once again being questioned. As

the U.N. organization with the most diffuse of all mandates its actions

and its bureaucratic problem have often raised the ire of groups within

and outside the U:S. government. As a 5onsequence, thes'State Department

is currently conducting its fourth major review in the last 15 years of

U.S. participation in this organization. These frequent reviews and the

complaints which stimulate them increasingly promote the view that our

participationin UNESCO is a waste of money and effort. Indeed, In some

ways we have already decreased our participation since Federal funds to

support the ita,RliCommission and the National Science Foundation's program

for international affairs, which includes UNESCO, have been progre'ssively

reduced in recent years.

Should the U.S. withdraw from UNESTO or alternatively reduce its

commitment? The scientific interests in this country are respotaling, as

in the past, that we must not withdraw. The response from the National

Science 1:cumulation review of the Natural Science Sector:activities cites

eight international (N1S(X) science activities as "distinctly beneficial"

to the United States and notes, "No projects harmful to U.S. interests are

reported." The report continues by listing seven major benefits U.S. science

derive,, tr'sn participation in UNESCO and discusses the consequences of non-

participation in the organization's Natural Science Sector as follows:

The withdtawal of the United States from (WAD science activities
matild lead 'to a significant redUiction in the direct accerehe

-a.ientific connunitv now enjoys to important data bases,
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.localities, and scientific resources throughout the world.
Withdrawal fray UNESCO membership would result in a general
decline in the leadership position the U.S. now holds in
international. science and also contribute to the further
politicization of .t&S(D in ways detrimental to U.S. national
interests.

Similarly, the Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS1

responding to a State Department query reported:

Certain sciences, particularly those concerned with the oceans,
1 climate, the solid earth and the biosphere, depend critically on

international cociPeration. The assistance of governments is fre-
quently required or access to areas and data needed by U.S.
scientists working in these disciplines, and Unesco is a forum
in which such cooperation by governments can be achieved. There
is much criticism levelled at Unesco programs, structure and
management, but, in the area of/the sciences at least, there is
no real alternative to Unesco at the present time.

A third major organization, The American Association for the Advancement

of Science, responded to the U.S. UNESCO Comaission as follows:

HAAS supports the conduct of the policy review of UNESCO participation
by the U.S. and urges the'Interagency task force to make specific
recommendatio to strengthen the U.S. voice in UNESCO affairs.
The 11.5. shoi4d continueandenhance its active participation in
(EISalaffai

A very long list of such statements on the need for U.S. scientific

participation in (WSW has appeared. The social science professional

organizations, less satisfied with the UNESCO program than the natural

sciences, emphasize that as'a nation we must participate in UNESCO efforts.

Given these responses it is obvious that suggestions we should withdraw from

are nut supported-hy the scientific community.

Would reduction in commitment, in fact, improve our return from

contumied involvement in Iff.sCrr Again, the responses to the question are

unanimous in suggesting that improvement can he made not by reducing the

commitment but by increasing it. Thus, the NSF report states:

5 8
4.
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ThelUnited States' negative attitude to Its commitments,
responsibilities, and participation within UNESCO hinders
the achievement of U.S. national objectives.

and among its conclusions states,

'A stronger leaiership role in the United States is necessary to
''obtain maximal benefits from scientific participation in
treia). A high level commitment to the central management and
coordination of all U.S. participation, coupled with increased f"
resources to support programs of U.S. priority and interest,

essential steps to be taken to achieve national objectives
itkin UNESCO.

The Foreign Secretary of NAS summarized the problem in his response by

writing,

Without an appropriate and funded infrastructure to manage our
investment in Unesco, frustration is bound to continue.

For a change a U.N. related, policy question 'seems clearly answered.

The real question is whether the U.S. public and government can respond to

the answer.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Dr. Baker, for that review,
and let me turn to the gentleman from New York for initial ditkus-
sion and then we will proceed with other members.

Mr. &HEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Baker, it had been my understanding until your testimony

that withdrawal from Unesco on our part would not preclude con-
tinuation of o omestic Man and the Biosphere Program, but
both in your ortikend your written testimony, you seem to feel that
that program is grinding to a halt and by October 1 of this year, it
will be terminated because of the funds being closed off.

Why is this? Is it because the administration doesn't want a do-
mestic,program? Might there be a change on the part of the admin-
istrat ion if they decide to withdraw from Unesco; might they then
decide to substitute the fundssome of the funds that they would
have put in Unesco to our domestic Man and the Biosphere Pro-
gram? And if it isn't a question of funding. what are the objections
that we have to ato a healthy, productive domestic program, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that there at least looms over us the
possibility that the administration may stick to its decision and
pull out of the (Nies() Man and the Biosphere Program?

Mr. BAKER. Well, I wish I could offer an answer to this. I really
cannot. I can only really tell you what I know, what the nationat
committee knows. The national committee and I know that at this
moment, thene are no funds for continuation,. nor is there any
action on the books requesting that funds he made available, nor is
there any hill in Congress tq make funds available, and if there are
nn hinds, I don't see how we can have a program.
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Now,as to the question of would some of the funds after with-
drawal be devoted, again, I can't answer that. The answers that we
have available to us are the ones that are written here saying that.
as of the moment, there is no decision on that and it would have to
be reviewed at some friture time.

Mr. WALGRKN. Well, not to prolong this question, I am a very
keen supporter of the Man and the Biosphere Program, both the
Unesco program and the domestic program. Now I understand_, hat
our participation in Unesco may be imperiled; we may find a solu-
tion to that;. we may not, but it seems to me there would be merit
to continuing an even more fortified domestic program as a sort of
standby, fall-back, worst-case capability.

Would you like to see a congressional initiative reinvigorating
and fortifying the doinestic program on a sort of a standby basis to
be triggered if, per chance, we do follow through and withdraw
from the Unesco MAB Program'?

Mr. BAKER. Yes, of course there are a great many things we can
do. whether we are related to Unesco or not. There is no doubt
about that. It fills a particular niche. that is not filled by any other
program in this country, and that is because of its breadth. Almost
all other research and policy programs that work through the Fed-
eral Government tend to be rather discipline-specific or extremely
limited in mission, and it is the breadth of this program that is un-
usual. It is also the fact that. it attempts to tie the research to
policy advising on environment areas.

So, yes, of course we can do those things and I think we can do
them well. I think that we can maintain some international links.
What these will be like, I think the major problem is we could still
maintain perhaps contact with some of the other national MAB
committees, but of COUT^SC, one wonders what, the MAB 'committee
is going to look like anywhere else in the world under these condi-
tions.

Mr. SCliEUER. Well, it is my personal hope that we will be able to
find the justification to continue in the Unesco program by the end
of this year and that we will have good and solid justification for
doing that and that we will provide the rationhle, perhaps, for a
reversal of the administration decision.

We do have a 10-month open window and an open opportunity to
reverse some of the processes and some of the problems that have
been identified. But it seems tdkne that in any event, we ought to
have our domestic MAR program as a sort of.a standby capability
for an ongoing effort in which we would cooperate with other na-
tions through their national MAR programs and sort of- -well,
build a fallback structure and I will be talking with Congressman
George Brown and other members of this committee who I know
feel the same way as I do and perhaps we will find a way to pro-
vide some funding.

I appreciate your testimony very much.
Mr. BAKER. Thank you.
Mr WAUMEN Thank vou, Mr Chairman
Thank you. Mr. Scheuer
The gentleman from New York. Mr Mci;raili
Mr. Mil :KATII. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.

C
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Dr. Raker, I have to take some issue with your assertion that the
problems with Unesco are strictly administrative. When you see
and we have heard from our ambassadorand you have read in
the paper, and other governments have complained bitterly about
the anti-American resolutions that come out of there, the anti -Is-
raeli resolutions, the politiCal censorship of the press. Those things
are clearly not administrative. As far as the administrative con-
cerns are, when it comes to the lack ofand you mentioned it
yourself---the lack of accountability of the funds, the top-heaviness
of the Paris operation absorbing SOover 80 percent of the person-
nel and 80 percent of the budget, and the fact that they are
into areas outside of their own purview certainly suggests that
there may be more than just an administrative problem here.

. With respect to theyou mentioned in your testimony that very
little of theor there was no clear cost-benefit analysis available
regarding that $50 million contribution that we make as it applies
to U.S. scientists. Could you elaborate On that a bit?

Mr. RAKER. Yes. Let me make just one reply to your first com-
ment and that is that I was speaking only of the science programs,
that I am not speaking of the whole question of our involvement in
Vilest.° or anything else. I am,only saying that in science programs
such as MAR, politics are not the problem; the administration is.

Now, coming back to your second question on the accountability
or our ability to assess the impact, this has concerned all of us who
have looked at this question. I met with an ad hoc committee put
together by the foreign secretary of the National Academy of Sci-.
ence. We met in early February, and we were very concerned that
at this point, we were unable to assess this impact on science and
we felt that really we also were not able to rrke suggestions on
how to go about finding alternatives.

So the ad hpc committee asked the foreign secretary tq go to the
governing board of the National Academy of Science and request
permission to do a more thorough study of this question.

Mr.: MCGRATH. Perhaps the GAO will report that the inerestiga-
tion that is going to take place of Unesco and their funds and how
they are distributed might glean some insight into your particular
problem.

Mr. BAKER. Well. I think it can give us some information on the
finances, but i think our concerns are broad .1- than just the finan-
cial question of hack -and -forth money. What &like to do is
assess the real impact on science, the scientific activities that have
been involved in the relationship.

Ali a matter of fact. if I may, I might note just what that what
thekoverning board authorized the foreign secretary to do, it au-
thorized him to firm a committee to first of all inventory the exist-
ing relationships; second, to analyze the extent to which they
depend critically on affiliation with linesco: third, to suggest possi-
ble intenm alternative arrangements utiliziixg, !Or example. organi-
zations'within the l(NU complex: and fourth, to develop some ini-
tial recommendations regarding future directions, both inside arid
outside of Iinesco. fOcusing on Unproved international arrange-
ments for global science cooperation.

Cl
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-So I believe that this effort is proceeding and perhaps in the near
future. if it is successful, can- provide better information than is
available right now.:

Mr. MCGRATH. Are there no other international fora in which we
could participate in order to get the same kind of benefit in your
particular area, MAB programs?

Mr. BAKER. In the particUlar area of MAR, at present, there is
not; it doesn't fit into any of the other U.N.-related agencies. It has
some particular parts that relate, to FAO and particular parts that
relate to WI-10, -but the basic program does not fit in the U.N.
agencies.

Within the non-U.N. agencies, as I cited, the only possibility is
the International Council of Scientific Unions, which has the
breadth, and there the difficulty is that this is a very small organi-
zation with only the staff membersthere are only three staff
members. It is based on countries which have national academies
of sciences, of which only about half of the countries in the world
do, so that while it might in the future be possible for, that organi-
zation to be builtup, developed in some way, develop a separate sec-
retariat for such a program, and so forth, this would obviously
entail a matter of several years work.

For example, when this organization supported the international
biological program, it took them about 7 years to build an appropri-
ate structure outside of the Secretariat and take over the functions.
It has been done, but it is a long process.

Mr. MeGRATa. It is my understanding that Gregory Newell, from
the State Department, has made, I believe to the scientific commu-
nity, some assertions that should we decide to pull out of Unesco
after this review, which is going to be coming up, that the State
DepartTent will work With the scientific community in the United
States to establish fora outside of the United States for specific scie
entificthe scientific purview of Utiesco.

Are you not aware of that?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, I have heard these statements, yes, sir.
Mr. MCGRATH. Thank you.
Mr. SCHF.UKR !presiding]. Congressman George Brown.
Mr. BROWN. I only wanted to explore one aspect of the Man and

the Biosphere Program with you. As Chairman Scheuer indicated,
viie have had a longstanding interest in this program and its prede-
cessor program and I was wondering what the relationship of the
current research and the biosphere reserve program might have to
the vastly increasing interest that we're developing in the ecologi-
cal impact of acid rain.

Do I understand that your reserve program might give you base-
line dath from which we would he able to make estimates of the
impart of acid precipitation or other man-made pollutants on natu-
ral ecosystems?

Mr.. BAKER. I have to answer that with a "perhaps." I am not.
completely informed, but I can --we have, just in the past year,
began'to explore monitoring programs using the biosphere reserve.
We are progressing with this. We have not, as of the moment. I
think and I would have to call on Dr. Gregg here, who is in
charge of our biosphere program, to answer it fully, but I think we

C2
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are not at the moment involved in acid rain measurement as part
of the biosphere program.

How valuableam I rightI have an answer. All right, all right.
The answer is, yes, we do have one group interested, in doing that
and a single proposal to start this. This is pretty much what [
nothing is actually underway, but in part, this could be done, yes.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
I have nono further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER. Congressman Skeen.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Baker, I appreciate the thrust of your arguments and so

forth and from where you are coming, but I am a little amazed at
some of the baseline figures thatre are dealing with in this queo.
tion that some 80 percent of the funding in Unesco goes to adminis-
tration. That leaves about 20 percent, the way I figure it, to scien-
tific work. Is this a misassumption?

Mr: BAKER. I really would hesitate to claim enough expertise on
how it operateshow the budget operates to give it a breakdown.
It is very difficult in an organizationor I can only give my im-
pressions from havingspent some time there as a bonsultantin
that it is difficult toto divide the actual funds spent andsay what
is administration and what is a functioning program.

In a sensefor example, in MAB, what the Secretariat and the
staff do is, in a sense, all administration in that they are stimulat-
ing the establishtnent of national programs, exchanging informa-
tion across it. trying to provide some guidance, so in a program like
that, if we actually talked about what perceitage went into, say,
inteenal administration, and what did useful science management,
I would think that the peicentage would not be anything like that,
but it is a very hard kind`of question to answer, really.

Mr. SKEEN. Well, I won't hold you to the budgetary things, but I
was just curious if thatiwas a primary awareness on your part, and
I didn't---I am not tryfing to nail you on any of that portion of the
thing.

I can understand how you feel about it. I was just curious just
what level of awareness you had about that kind of funding fig-
ures. Let me ask you this: You did mention in your testimony that
a lot of the deficiencies that Unesco has beenthat have been pub-
licized about Unesco are administrativeor that you have noticed
yourself- --have deem

Could you give me just some specific example?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, I suppose I could. In one sense, a real problem

in Unesco is that Unesco was organized in a very rigid format in
the early 19.10's and 1950's when it was established, a format that
resembles a French university. That is, it has divisions, of natural
science. social science. culture, and then under that are separate
little boxes which are like departments in a university, and Unesco
has-never been able to reorganize that in any way.

In other words, the big difficulty we have had with the MAR pro-
gram is that if the money for a particular program goes partially
in the natural science section of the science sector and another
piece goes over in the social 'science, in one of their divisions, there
is no -there is competition bet WPeri them; there is no agreement
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on how to spend it. An enormous amount of time wasted trying to
take these two little packages of money and make a program.

So one problem is a rigid structure that has been unable to
change. Another kind of rigid structure that has been a tremen-
dous problem is thatoh, as simple's thing as if you want to write
a letter, the letter has to go five levels of clearance before it can
get out. So, to make a program work, such as MAB, I must honest-

' ly say that what the staff members do is write the letters; take
them over to the French post office and pay the postage them-
selves. de

it is this sort of difficulty at all functional levels Olaf occurs in
the rigid structure and the difficulty of any modification ak

Mr. SKEEN. In this 'connection, I think that the contribn the
U.S. makes something like $50 million. Is that not correct?

Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Mr. SKEEN. I get the inference by what you said in your testimo-

ny, too, that very little of this contribution goes to support the
work of U.S. scientists.

Mr. BAKER. I don't mean to give that impressidn. I mean 'merely
to say that we don't know at this point. I can say that in relation
to the U.S. MAB program, yes, significant amounts of money have
come back into the United States directly through that program.
They havethey have supported numerous scientific endeavors,
state-of-knowledge reports by American scientists, working with
other countries, payment of per diem and travel. They have used
Americans as consultants working with projects, which not only
provides them with money, but also provides them with scientific
improvement and knowledge.

So Iwhetherwhat figure it.is would- be a very interesting one
to know. I feel doubtful that *e get back $50 million, but I don't
think it is minor. I think it is a significant portion, but I am just
guessing.

Mr. SKEEN. Let me move the question just another little facet
and ask you this: Is there a general reluctance, to your knowledge,'
for U.S. scientists to participate in Unesco projects or to be sup-
portive of the thing, and what would it take to improve the kind of
interest that U.S. scientists would deem necessary to invite their
participation?

Mr. BAKER. II don't think there is a reluctance in the ordinary
sense. I think Unescoor in the times I was associated with it and
I think they could turn to American scientists and say, "Would
you"--

Mr. SKEEN. Let me say, is there a reticence?
Mr. BAKER. Well, there is not a reticence, but there is a feeling of

this is not going to give me any prestige. My colleagues won't care
whether I do it or not. That, in fact,' the whole-- -

Mr. SKEEN. You mean prestige is very important to scientists?
[ Laughter.

Mr. }WM. Ah, yes--
Mr. SKEEN. Oh. I see.
Mr. BAKER. Oh, yes, I'm sorry. I failed to---
Mr SKEEN. Thank you, doctor, I am very well aware of that.

(Laughter.(
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One last question, and one of the other criticisms the prograni
and so forthof course, this is more political an ut of the science
line, but I am told that the Unesco program, or instance, in Ar-
gentina, is totally staffed by Russians. Is thisare you aware of
thisfor education, I mean? In the educational program? °

Mr. BAKER. No, I'm sorry, I really don't know much about staff-
ing in figld offices. Of giburse, there is a set percentage byor an
allotmenrWatuntry oremployees that goes on, andbut whether
or not there is any consideration of the relationship between the
country of the scientist and where they are sent to to work, I don't
know. .

Mr. SKEEN. Well, I want to strongly emphasize again, this was in
the educational program Unesco had there-

Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Mr. SKEEN [continuing]. I was just very curious about that. I

thank you very much, Dr. Baker, 4nd I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very -much, Dr. Baker. We very much

enjoyed your testimony. We are grateful to you for joining us.
Next, we will hear from Dr. William .A. Nierenberg, director of

the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, University of California at
San Diego in La Jolla. . ,

Dr. Nierenberg is chairman of the Committee on International
Science of the National Science Board and he was Assistant Secre-
tary General of NATO for Scientific Affairs. We are delighted to
have you, Dr. Nierenberg, and if you will simpty chat with us for 8
ora0 minutes, I am sure we will have some questions for you after
tIM.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM. A. NIERENBERG, DIRECTOR, SCRIPPS
INSTITUTION OF (X',EANOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR-
NIA. SAN DIEGO, LA JOLLA. CA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE, NATIONAL. SCIENCE BOARD,
MEMBER, VARIOUS PANELS OF THE PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE AD-
VISORY COMMITTEE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL OF
NATO FOR SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS. 1960-62

Mr. NIERENBERG. Mr. Chairman, Congressman--
-Mr. SCHEUER. And don't hesitate to refer not only to the high-

lights of your own prepared testimony, which, of course' will be.
printed in full in the record, but to anything that you have heard
transpire this afternoon that has_piqued your interest.

Mr. NIERENESERG. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown, it
is a real pleasure to be here and see -

Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe you can pull the mike up just a little closer.
Mr. NIERENVRG. Yes, sirand I--just like so many things I am

doing lately, I have to start off by apologizingI seem to be doing
that all the time latelyfor not having a written statement, but
my notification -my ability to appear here has been very short, ac-
tually inadequate. And the other .reason is, I started several
months ago on the matter actually and I have been studying it and
I have been taking lots of testimony on the questions that you have
asked me to talk about and I have fairly complete information
now, but it is not completely assimilated.
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I do, Mr. Chairman, ask your indulgence in addressing the re-
porter. I have some minor address corrections. It is the Scripps In-
stitution of Oceanography, not the Scripps Institute. We are slight-
ly sensitive about that, and I did remember suddenly that many
years ago, and for quite a while, I was a member of the U.S. Na-
tional Commission of Unesco also, although I have to admit that it
was so long ago that the experience memories I carry from that
time really bear very little on the Nestions that are before us
today and so everything I will talk about is really only from vec
recent knowledge and research.

I will, Mr. Chairman, try to be .responsive to the committee's re-
quest, which was, first, to discuss, evaluate the effetts on American
scientific and technical efforts and also on my views on alterna-
tives to Unesco for scientific and technological efforts, as well as
the impact of United States withdrawal on the flow ,of'internation-
al scientific information across national boundaries.

Now, before I do, I would like to make two general comments
and to point out that there is a tendency throughout discussio of
this nature to exagnrate the relative importance of direct Bove -
mental efforts in ,international science activities. Exchanges e
place outside of governmental framework to a far larger degree
than is normally recognized. Personnel exchanges, like sabbatical
leaves from universities, scientific journals, and international meet-
ings are powerful in this regard.

The second point I would like to makeone I generally do before
I begin almost any discussion of this kind, is that distinction must
be made between the experimen sciences, like laboratory phys-
ics, chemistry and biology on o d, and the observational sci-
ences, like oceanography and meteorology on the other. The former
play very little role as far as benefiting U.S. science by Unesco.
The latter,,bowever, can benefit U.S. science, and provide a geo-.
graphically cooperative nature of the associated activity.

This has been said somewhat differently before this committee
and other groups, but it carries the same meaning.

Now, before going into detail in the discussion, it may be useful
to offer you my overall summary in response to your questions.
The summary effect, as far as my investigations to date go, on the
U.S. scientific effort would be minimal, particularly because in
almost every case. there are adequate alternatives.-Now, like all
sweeping summaries, some precision is required. The activities in
question are certainly worthwhile, but are expensive compared to
results obtained.

This emphasizes the feasibility of using alternate routes, provid-
ed that the moneys now committed are carefully husbanded and
systematically reapplied using the new channels.

The moneys are currently allocated to many small activities, so
that it is difficult to examine alternatives on this fine scale. How-
ever, at the macro level. the statement about existing alternatives
seems correct. In particular, I have examined the State Depart-
ment's assessment of the scientific situation and I find it a com-
mendable and realistic evaluation.

Now, as an asideand as an answer to a different question, Mr.
ChairmanI point out that this time may be just the right time to
do a rethinking of our entire sweep of activities in international

4
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science: My remarks apply with some minimal reservations to all
the relevant Unesco programs, but I will choose just one to review
in slight detail, because it would seem to be most typical, and these
are the ocean-oriented actvities of the international governmental
oceanographic commission, the IOC, which is so often referenced in
these discussions.

There are many subprograms in this regard. They have, wonder-
ful acronyms. OneI can't pronounce. this oneis the WCRP,
world climate research program. One of the parts of it is 1GOSS,
the integrated global ocean science services (Cain;i, which is dime in
cooperation with the World Meteorological ization.

The second is IODE, which is the international ocean hic
data exchange, which is also carried out in conjunction with e
World Meteorological Organization, but also with SCOR, whi is
the scientific committee for ocean research, which is a branch f
ICSU, and I know I don't have to explain that acronym before
grouP.

I did not t a direct reference, but I am reasonably sure that a
third such program is OCE, the world oceanographic circulation
experiment, which I fight emphasize is an extremely important
experiment, which is I am sure it takes the attention of the IOC,
along with SCOR an other organizations, like the World Meteoro.
logical Organization the WMO.

I did mention I , which is a separate entity, separately froth
concern with rld climate. The international ocean science
surveyinternational ocean service systemwhich is, again, as I
said, in conjunction with the World Meteorological Organization, is
very important from the viewpoint of supplying services, and I
might say, also, with IODE, which I mentioned earlier in this dif-
ferent role. -

A third program is the NODC, the national ocean data centers,
which is a global network of national ocean data enters which are
coordinated by IOC.

Another oneI am perhaps going on too long, there are a
number of theseis the MEDI, the MEDI, the marine environmen-
tal data information referral systems, plus the OETB, the ASFIS,
which are for supporting aquatic and fisheries information systems
and their primary cooperator is the FAO, the Food and Agricultur-
al Organization, and Jnany others.

This is an impressive list, but in most cases, the IOC is not the
lead organization and its contribution could be assimilated by
either the World Meteorological Organization, the Food and Agri-
cultural Organization and the scientific committee for ocean re-
search. To try to say something nice, not be negative always, the
,SCOR is generally the operating organ of these programs. It is an
excellent organization and has a fine record for carrying out pro-
grams in a very positive way and has been very successful in the
past and will be in the future.
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Asa last comment, Mr. Chairman, before I make myself avail-
able to various questions, we must recall something that has prob-

e ably been said herd before, that the IOC is formally not a Unesco
organ itself, and membership in Unesco is not a requirement for
membership in the IOC, no more than it is for membership in the
FAO and SCOR.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The biographical sketch of Mr. Nierenberg follows:]
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Professor William A. Nierenberg
Director
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

December 1983
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Mr. SCHRUM. Thank you very much, Dr. Nierenberg.
Mr.7--Dr. Nierenberg, you say that there are good alternatives toU.S. participation in NATO if we take the trouble really to struc-tufe them ihtelligently.
Mr.. NIERSPERG. Well, it is kind of a sweeping generalikation;yes, sir, but that is essentially the case. It varies, you know, fromapplication to application. As 'an example, if you were to ask mewhich you didn tis there one poorer alternative than the others,the reviews I have from the geological survey on their science pro-

grams would indicate that it would be harder in, that case to findalternatives, although it is not impossible, whereas in the.case ofthe world.climate pprogram, I think it would be very, very . easy todeal via SCOR-an /or metereological organ' on, as an example.But taking it on the average, the answer wo d be yes, yeti, sir.
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes. Well, now, as I said fore, I am hopeftil that( 0 we willthat changes will take place nd reorganization andreform will take place that will make it latable and acceptablefor us to stay in NATOin Unesco, but let's assume that thhtdoesn't happen and that we stick to our decision. That is always apossibility. It may be a likelihood for all I know.

.It seems to me that we ought to have a fall -back position and itought to be a carefully structured, rational design. We ought to putthe bricks into place to form the structure of our alternate modusvivendi in the field of oceanography, weather; climate and what-not, to replace the Man and the Biosphere Program of Unesco's,which is the jewel in their diadem. We don't want it to seeto seeit gurgle down the tubes with no replacement, but it seems to methat we ought to look upon this 10-months window of opportunityas a two-stage rocket: First, to see if there isn't the leadership inUnesco to make the necessary changes and improvements that weare looking for, and alternatively, on a second level, you know, this
can be a'Shakespeare play. with five concurrent plot lines going onfor the next 10 months.

At le t on a second level, the plot line would be structuring acarefully esigned, integrated, holistic structure for carrying onthese.p ams outside of Unesco through bilateral and multilater-al programs.
Now, I do you know anyplace where that kind of thinking isgoing on?
Mr. NIERENRKR. The answer is yes, Mr. Chairman, but let me goback- I agree with both of your remarks very 'strongly. I hopethat --and I don't know if this is proper -I must compliment youon the initiatives you have taken that I have read about in thenewspapers in getting Unesco to take some action, and I wouldlike to think that the combination of the administration's actionand your initiative will end tip m the first result that you de-scribed.
If that doesn't happen. I agree with yoii that we should have

very concrete and specific alternatives outlined. Now
Mr Seta :M.:Ft Now, where does the Congress get that kind ofthinking from your profession?
Mr NiEst.:NtiFau:. Well. I I have just received indications justbefore I came they are informal and hot pinned down that theState Department is beginning to work on doing just exactly that. I
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am not clear that the administration and State Department yet ap-
preciate how much work is involved in doing all of this and the
limit, the time limit that is involved, which is very serious. Not
only because you have organizational questions that span a tre-
mendous variety Of disciplines and activities, even given the alter-
natives that I Mentioned, but also there is a money issue. It is so
easyit is so easy, Mr. Chairman, for $15 million and that is ap-
proximately, what we are talking about-7-with the fraction of the
$50 million 'that was discussed before, that is going to science- -and
that is what we are talking nowis about $15 million in these ac-
tivities.

If Unesco --if we don't rejoin Unesco, it is very vital that this $15
million be wisely used, and that was my reference in the deport to
end doing exactly what you described in building the structure and
seeing that these moneys are channeledare put info the channels
that I described that I think are genuinely available.

Well, I just received an indicationI can say very little more
than that, Mr. Chairmanthat the State Department is beginning
to work on this problem and apparently will discuss thewill in-
vo)ve the appropriate governmental organs and the National Acad-
emy of Sciences in this process.

I am concerned, as you areand I don't mean to be more precise
than you arebut it is not t months, it is 71/2 months that is avail-
able to us.

Mi. Snit:urn. Thank you very much, Dr. Nierenberg.
Congressman George Brown.
Mr. IlsowN.,I have no questions.
Mr. SCHEUER: Congressman Skeen.
Mr, SKEEN. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman.
Dr. Nierenberg, I was veryinterested in what you had to say to

an important question that I have that the chairman asked. If
and I don't--- I don't choose to use his words because I think that if
it is a 4egative thing like fall-back position and si) forth-olinesco
was initiated in 1946. right along with the institution of the United
Nations, and so it has been in existence for all this time and there
seems to have been, rather than an improvement. in the adminis-
trative programs and so forth, there has just been a steady deterio-
ration. This-is somewhat bothersome because if the idea, so far as
the scientific people are involved in this thing concerned with the
production, and some positive production in international science
an the communication.

We have had other problems in this area before. Some of them
with political involvements and so on, but.jt is bothersome to me
that if we gave up all of this position that we are supposedly enjoy-
ing under the aegis of operating with Itnesco, that it seems to nu'
that with the alternatives that you have outlined today, that we
probably would be jumping forward rather than falling back and
that you have given us some alternatives. but it isn't as you said,
it ain't gonna he easy.

So i appreciate the pixsition, but it was -I was most interested in
what kind of alternatives that you, as scientists, see in picking up
programs and I thrhk that along with the budgetary concerns that
we have already talked over and I know it is probably not a fair
position to put people in the scientific world in and say, you know.
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do you know what is happening with the budget and this is going
for administration and so on, but I do appreciate your stance.

I hope, too, that the administration enunciates very clearly thatthey do have a Program for a second position, if you want-to termit as that, and so I just wanted to tell you that I do appreciate yourcoming and I have no questions to ask.
Mr. NIEKENBERG. Mr. Chairman, could I make a comment onthat, at least part of it? I don't hesitate to talk about administra-

tion. I have never been able to separate taking money from the
Government and administrating it at the same timeor frym any-.body else.

Mr. SKEEN. That is a realistic viewpoint.
Mr. NIERENBERG. Well, it is true. I mean, it is a very big part ofit and I am going to drop a boast I have never had the chance to do

before. When I was the Assistant Secretary General of NATO,along with my successors, we administered programs that are verysimilar in NATO, scientific programs that are very widely ac-claimed: our summer schools, fellowship programs. Right naw, theyrun aboutI lose touch, hut about $11 or $12 million a year for afar lesser number of countries, and it. is done with a remarkablysmall staff. It has probably grown since my day, but all we had-
were about six professionals and four secretaries in the entireoffice. I want to tell you, the overhead was very, very low. I am
very sensitive to that and I think that there are real problems, it isadmitted, in that, but`you know, we can only comment, about thescientific part of the program and the administrative part, of
course, whichl think goes along with it.

There are other issues and in all fairness, you know, Mr. Chair-man, we do do international science for reasons other than benefit-ing American science. My testimony is restricted to that. I wasasked to talk about that and not talk about the other aspect and I
am sure that comes up in other hearings.

Unesco has been a vehicle, along with other international organi-
zations. in helping other countries, you see, develop themselves and
so that is another question that has to be looked into as to how .will they have performed in that regard. I can only say I amalways suspicious when an organization takes 90 percent of tht
money in overheadI think it is 90, rather than MO, incidentally-you see, as to how much they can carry out of their functions, sci-
entitle or otherwise.

But perhaps I shoo have made these comrnts, Mr. Chair-man, I am sorry.
Mr. WALGREN. No, that's
Mr. SKKEN. Well, I. for one. Doctor, appreciate the comment be-cause I think it is that kind of straightforward approach maybescientists should he concerned about what it takes to administer

these programs if we are going to have any programs at all, and I
think it is also time for the United States to say that our participa-tion is StltlPt king that ought to prove worthy of the kind of contri-bution that we make. Whether it. benefits us directly is or on anationalistic interest it still is of some interest to us in these
worldwide organizations that we are patsifid, and so I do appreciate
your response and I appreciate the response that Dr. Baker made
earlier about some of the problems that we have had and if they
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are still running a program where they can't even figure out a
more efficient way to get communications handled over there since
1946, we are in big trouble.

So I once again appreciate both of the commentaries that were
made. I think they were honestl done and honestly approached
and I appreciate it very much. It Ives me a better insight in what
the problem is.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair an.
Mr. WALGIUM. Thank you, Mr. Sk n.

. Dr. Nierenberg, I understand in your testimony, you indicated
that there certainly are a number of alternatives open to us. Do
you --do you give weight to the argument of Dr., Baker that the
other vehicles that are available areare so small that they would
be overwhelmed by a program of the size that we are presently
conducting through Unesco?

Mr. NIERENBERG. No. I think Unesco is often overwhelmed for
reasons you have heard, but I have to agree with Dr. Baker, they
do vary. Remember, my response was a generalization. You know,
we are talking about several dozen programswell, perhaps 20 pro-
gramsand I think the one he described iP the one that probably is
the most difficult to transfer to other organizations. It is probably
the most interdisciplinary single program the way it is, the way it
is organized, and it kr difficult to see how that program, you know,
would be transferrable to another organization.

I think the examples you gave are quite correct. I wouldn't be
surprised that the World-Health Organization, which is very excel-
lent, the WHO is an excellent outfit, couldn't take the whole thing,
in other words, expand where it had to and take over that pro-
gram, as he pointed out himself.

So it probably represents the one extreme of the generalization
that I was talking about. I mean, you know, it is a sweep and noth-
ing comes easy in this life, especially when you have to cover 20
different things.

For instance, I said the oceanography and the climate part of the
program, I think, would be the easiest thing in the world to trans-
fer. I think there is no problem there and then you go all.the way
over to his extremethe one he has describedand that would be
very difficult.

1-.as far 104 the size of the organization or the capabilities, you
know, the Unesco is so divided down into small projects that you
probably have the same difficulty in the administ.tation there as
you would in other organizations.

Mr. WAIA;REN. Do you have any personal exposure to t loss of
effectiveness of scientific dollars administered through 1 o in
your own area?

Mr. NtERENBERG. No, we we don't in oceanography. Not
really because there isn't that much that goes in. You see, that is
the peculiar nature my earlier remarks were very cryptic. They
were deliberate, not to take t(x) much of the committee s time, but
you see, we are involved internationally in the same sense, many,
many ways.

. Oceanography is naturally international. It is an observational
science. but in the rubric of the discussion that we are having now,
you have the 1( g' and you have S( OR. There are some other orga-
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nizations, too, but those are the ones that are close to Unesco.
Well, neither of those are realty Unesco organizations, you see, so
itI am not avoiding- your answer; we are simply not involved.

You see SCOR is pait of ICSU. ICSU gets some passthrough
money and the IOC is--I don't know how to describe it exactly. I
have it all written out here, but it is sort of a Unesco protegee, but
membership, as I said, in IOC is not contingent on membership "in
Unesco at all. It operates independently of Unesco in that sense.

So, no, we are hot affected by oceanography nor climatology,.
simply not affected by Unesco. The on,ly argument in favor of
Unesco in this regardI meanI should say in favor, but the only
argument showing some valutb Unesco in this regard is a very
general one in that access, you see, to operating in other countries'
waters or airspace or to their data and so on, is a most important
factor in all observational sciences, and to the extent that Unesco,
which is a universal'organization, can help in this regard, it does
have distinct value with or vitithout money.

Mr. WAIAMEN. I see, so you would .note the value of the access to
data from other countries through the network of Unesco, as op-
posed

Mr. NImmtviii.a.G. As an example, you know, I have mentioned
gosh,%l can't find it nowthe national oceanographic data centers.
Those are strictly national things. They are run by nations; as far
S t know, they are paid by the individual nations and they are

very important, these data exchanges. Just like they would be for
meteorology.

Unesco plays a roleor the I(X7, I shouldhere I go again. The
not Unesco, plays a very important role in coordinating the

work of these organizations, as an example, although I think the
standardization of the dataI would have.to be corrected orilhis,
do get confused --is done by a SCOR. It is very important to stand-
ardize the data, its format and everything else so it is transferra-
ble.

I think' that is done by SCOR rather than by the I()( % as an ex-
ample, although I am not too certain.

Mr. WAWIREN. Could you conceive of any backlash against the
linited States on the part of these nations that mightbe participat-
ing in the UK' if we, in their view, abandon an effort that they
value through Unesco?

Mr. NIERENBER(;. I don't personally, but I certainly agree, Mr.
Chairman, in the notes I have taken and the interviews I have.
made with very responsible, concerned people about all of this and
from my background, there is an expression of concern among seri-
us observers. participants, t hat that could happen.

I, thystII, don't have that, but that does exist, and it should be a
matter of record.

Mr WALGK N. Well, thank you very much for coming. We appre-
ciat your time particularly and know that you have a schedule
that is difficult to keep and the committee appreciates your help.

Mr NI H NFIVR6. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr WALGREN The last witness, Dr, Thomas Galvin, who is the

dean of the school of library and information science at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh. Dr. Galvin is a member of the National
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Commission for Unesco and has chaired the international relations
committee for the American Library Association.

Welcome to the committee, Dr. Galvin. We appreciate your being
here and please know that your written remarks and anything-that
you would like to submit will be made part of the record automati-
cally and please feel free to summarize or highlight or direct the
committee's attention in this part of the record 'to the points you
would like to makb in whatever way you feel is most effective.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. GALVIN, DEAN. SCHOOL OF LIBRARY
AND INFORMATION SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH,
PITINBURGIL PA. MEMBER, U.S. NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR
UNESCO, CHAIR. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE FOR

- THE AMERH7AN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Mr. GALVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chair Man.
I do appreciate this opportunity to testify today and'I speak here

in my capacity as the chair of the international relations commit-
tee of the American Library Association.

In January, 19$4, the American Library Association responded to
the announcement of the intention of the United States. to with-,
draw from Unesco. A copy of the American Library Association's
resolution on this subject, which urges that the United States pre-
serve the positive benefits of continued membership in Unesco is

appended to my written' statement and I would like to, if I may,
accept your invitation, Mr. Chairman, to take just a few minutes to
summarize some of the central elements in my written statement,
rather than take the subcommittee's time to present that fie in
oral testimony.

_Mr. WAI,GREN. We appreciate it.
Mr. GALvfN. I am here today because librarians and other infor-

mation professionals believe that scientists must have prompt, full
and easy access to all forms of scientific and technical data and in-
formation. I need not point out to these two subcommittees, be-
cause you are very well aware that science is cumulative. The work
of the-individual scientist builds on the work of his or her col-
lagues in the .discipline. Without ready access to the published
and unpublished results of ongoing research being done by other
scientists, U.S. science simply cannot progress.

Science, as I said, is cumulative and the members of this subcom-
mittee,,iire also aware that modern science is international. In that
respect, I would like to cite Dr. Joseph Catxmio, who is the Director
of the National Technical Information Service in the Department
of Commerce, the leading sou ce of research reports in science and
engineering worldwide. Who reported recently that between 75 and

-sn percent of all of the current research and development activity
worldwide is now being done outside the United States.
. I would like to make one further point, and that is that the com-
puter and modern electronic telecommunications have revolution-
ized worldwide patterns of scientific comMuniation. Print is still
an important medium of communication among scientists, but in
many disciplines, print has been largely _replaced todvy by the elk
tronic nexchange of digitized data across national boundaries.

6
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So my point, Mr. Chairman, is that the U.S. scientific communityneeds to be very sensitive to policies that govern the flow of elec-tronic data between the nations of the world.
ThrOughout its 38-year history, Unesco has work to improveaccess to all forms of information, especially access to entific in-formation. Because there has been so much recent cern aboutand so much criticism of Unesco's programs in the info ationandcommunications areas, I think i$ is also important to ke note ofUnesco's many major positive accomplishments in the informationfield.
Among these, I would include the Universal Copyright Conven-tion, which protects the rights of authors and publishers, and.which also facilitates the Row of technical information across na-tional boundaries. I would include as well the Beirut, Florence, andNairobi agreements. These, by eliminating import duties on a widevariety of published materials, make it easier for American scien-tists and also easier for the libraries that seek to serve and supportthe U.S,- scientific community, make it easier for them to haveaccess to foreign technical publications.
Incidentally, those agreements are also very significant to theAmerican publishing industry. Foreign sales of U.S. scientific, tech-nical. and professional books alone in 1982 amount to over $118million. iThe UNISIST and the Unesco ge ral information programs,which have been well managed, have ade tremendous progress instrengthening scientific communication throughout the world.These. Mr. Chairman, are just a few examples of Unesco's posi-

tive accomplishments in the information field, accomplishmentsthat I believe on balance greatly outweigh the negative impact ofsome of the - recent rhetoric on communications issues that hascaused tia so much concern with respect to Unesco.in allying at a balanced assessment of Unesco, I think thisrecord of positive achievement merits., your thotightful consider-ation. It was for this reason that, as a member of the U.S. National
Commission for Unesco, I joined last 'December with the over-whelming majority of my fellow commissioners in urging the De7part ment of State not to recommend U.S. withdrawal from Unesco.In making that judgment, I recognize that there are major prob-lems with Unesco that do have to be resolved, and they 81101114. beresolved in ways that are consistent with U.S. values and U.S. in-terests. But I submit. Mr. Chairman, that one does not Ziften solve
a problem by walking away from it.

In my judgment, we simply cannot abandon the Unesco forumwithout jeopardizing our own future access to vital scientific andtechnical information. The United States must, for example, con-tinue to influence international copyright policy. I do not know ofany viable alternative to multilateral negotiation or continuedand continued partkipati.im in the international copyrightinter-,
governmental copyright committee alone is simply not enough tosafeguard our interests.

Further, I think we must make certain by our continued pres-ence litat I Tnesco does riot adopt programs or international stand-ards that could jeopardize future American access to essential
international computerized data banks. United States withdrawal

sp,s
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from Unesco could, for example, lead to the adoption of norms and
protocols for transborder electronic data flow, norms and protocols
which the United States has no voice in formulating, and which
could jeopardize important American scientific and commercial in-
terests.

One final point as an educator, and one that I must make, I do
want to stress the importance of Unesco sponsorship of students
from other countries. Over 300 students from other countries were
supported last year alone by Unesco in U.S. universities. Among
the more than 20 Unesco-sponsored Fellows at the University of
Pittsburgh this year, is a doctoral student from Morocco in my own
school, the school of library and information science, whose re-
search promises to influence the whole patterno aining for in-
formation scientists throughout the North Afric region. These
Unesco programs form permanent linkages betw scientists and
researchers here and those in other countries, lin that are in-
valuable.

These are among the reasons that 2 months ago, e American
Libiry Association urged that the Department of Sta initiate ne-
gotiations with Unesco to resolve our differences and rged that
those negotations begin immediately. To date, there is
sign that any negotiating process has been initiated by the rt-
ment of State.

The stakes are enormously important to the U.S. research
munity, and time is running out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The biographical sketch and the prepared statement of Mr.

Galvin follow:4:1
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Thome J. Galvin has been Dean of the School of Library and Information Science
at the University of Pittsburgh since 1974.

During his tenure as Dean at Pittsburgh, enrollment in the School of Library
and%Information Science has grown Cram 324 to 710 students. Between 1974 and 1984,
financial support of the School by the University has increased from 5775,000 to a
current'level of $2,220,000. Since 1974, ten new degree and certificate programs
have been established, making SUS the largest and most diversified school in
field An North America.

Before Joining the Pittsburgh faculty. Dean Galvin was Associate Director and
Professor in the Graduate School of Library And information Science at Simmons ap
college in Roston, where he held faculty and administrative appointments from 1962through 1974. He was Assistant Director of Libraries at Simmons from 1959 to 1962;
Chief Librarian of the Abbot Public Library,

Marblehead, Massachusetts from 1956 to
L959; and Reference Librarian at Boston University, College of General Bduoation
from 1954 to 1956.

Dean Galvin holds the baccalaureate degree with distinction in English from
Columbia University, the Master of Science in Library Smience from Simmons College,

the degree of Dodtor of! Philosophy from Case Western Reserve University. He is
r of Phi Bets Kappa and Bete Phi Mu.

71., Dr. Galvin received the Isadore Gilbert Mudge Citation, presented bythe Reference and Adult Services Division of the American Libreryboltiation. In1478. he received the Alumni Achievement Award of the Graduate Sc f Library
and Information Selene. Silmns College. In 1979. he was named a Distinguished
Alumnus of the School of Library Science, Case Western Reserve University.

:reap is the author or editor of seventeen books. The most recent are
fr& rltiec For Academic Libraries (fig in the Jossey-Bess 'Pew Directions for
Higher Edo^ation'i'Neries), co-edited with Beverly P. Lynch and InformationtipoiLILLL Crittnal Choice, For Library Decision-Makers, co-edited with AllenKent. Moth were published in 1982.

Earltr f,,,oes include Excellence in School Media Progress (1980); The Structure
ani ';overnan,-e of Library *works (1979), named the Outstanding Information
"wierre Book of the yearby the American Society for Information Science; The
on-Line Revolution in Libraries (1978); Libra', ResourceoSharing (1977); the CaseMet:e?ljnLibeeee Edoostion and In-Service Training (1973); Current Problems in

:;ervt-e (1911); and Problems in Reference Service (1965), translated and
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ti
published imJapanese,by the Japan Library As ion in 1970. Current Problems

in Reference Service was the inaugural title in the e- volume Problem-Centered

Approaches to Librarianship series, of which Dr. Galvin was general editor. A

regular oontributor to professional journals, he is the author of more than 150
published articles, research papers and reviews on various aspects of library and

information science.

Dr. Galvin was elected President of the 39,000-member American Library Animate-

tion in 1979-80. Previous elective offices in that Association include the Presi-
dency of its Library Education Division and three terms as a member of the ALA

Council. He is past Chair of ALA's Wilson Indexes and Reference and Subscription

Books Review Committees. At the state level, he served three terms as Treasurer of

the Maseachitsetts Library Association. We was a member of the Pennsylvania State
Advisory Council for Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act from

1975 through 1979.

Currently, Dr. Galvin is Chair of the American Library Association's Interna-
tional Relations Committee and Vioe Chair of its Commission on Freedom and Equality

of Access to Information. He represents ALA on the 1985 IFLA Conference Organising

Committee.

Dr. Galvin was a delegate-at-large to the 1979 White Home. Conference on

Library and Information Services. He was a member of the Public-Private Sector
Task Force and the Blue Ribbon Task Force on Satellite Data Archiving of the
National Comaission on Librarkes and Information Science. He serves on The
National Advisory Board for the Center For the Book at the Library of Congress.
has appeared on several occasions as an expert witness before oommittees of the

United States Congress.

In 1980, Dr. Galvin was appointed by the Secretary of State to the, United

States Nationals Commission for UNESCO. During his term, he has served for three

years as an elected member of the Commission's Executive Committee and as meager

and Chair of its Nominating Committee.

He'

Current special appointments include membership op the Visiting Committees of
the Matthew A. Baxter School of Information and Library Science, Case Western
Reserve University and the School of Library Science, Texas Woman's University. He

has served on accrediting teams on behalf of the American Library Association and
the Middle State, Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools: He is * former

Trustee of the Meyer Public Library, Braintree, Massachusetts.

Active at the international level, Dr. Galvin delivered a keynote address at
the 1983 General Conference of the International Federation of Library Associations
in Munich. He was one of five U.S. experts participating in the 1982 World
Congress on Books in London at the invitation of the Director General of UNESCO.

Since 1977, Dean Galvin has been U.S. Principal Investigator for a multi-year
national library and information service development Project co-sponsored by the
Ministry of Culture of Spain and supported by the Spanish-North American Joint
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Comittee for Educational and Cultural Cooperation. From 1976 through 1978, he was
External Examiner in the Department of

Library Studies, University of Ibaden,
Nigeria. He has served on the fUlbright -Hays Selection Panel pf the Council for
the International Exchange of Scholars.

Dr. Calvin has been a consultant to a variety of international, national and
local organisations, government agencies, colleges and universities, publishers,public and special libraries. Among his current and recent consultant assignmentsare evaluations of library services at New York University, Brooklyn College,of theCity University of New York, and Buena Vista College, Iowa; curriculum and programdevelopment at King Abdulazim University, Departmentaof Library Science, SaudiArabia, the Graduate Library School of the University of Rhode Island, Rutgersa
Uaivcraity School of Communications,

Information and Library Studies, and
Millersville (PA/ State College; evaluation of the Illinois State Library
Interlibrary Cooperation Consultant Program. He serves as editorial advisor to
Encyclopaedia Britannica, ThorndikeBarnhardt

dictionaries, Pierian Press,
Neal-Schuman Publishers and Marcel Dekker, Inc. He is amember of the editorial
boards of The Reference Librarian, and Ask!

Drzopalvin's areas of teaching and
research interest include education f r thelibrary and information professions,

international library development, librarymanagement, reference and information services, library networking, information andpublic policy.

.Dr. Calvin is a member of the
Aeerican Library Association, the Special

Libraries Association, the American Society for Information Science, theAssociation for Library and Information
Science Education, Friends of

Libraries-UnA, the Freedom to Read foundation, PennaylvanisiCitimens for BetterLibraries, the Pennsylvania Library Association, and the Pennsylvania SchoolLibrarians Association.

Dean Galvin is listed in Who's Who in America, Who's Who in the East,Contemporar Authors, and Who's Who in Library and Information Services.
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Statement of

Thomas J. Galvin

Dean, School of Library and Information Science

University of Pittsburgh

Before the

House.Committee on Science and Technology

Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology

and

Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agriculture Research

and Environment

on

Impact of Proposed U.S. Withdrawal from UNESCO on

U.S. Scientific and Technological Cooperative Efforts

s March 15, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittees. My name it Thomas Galvin.

I thank you for this opportunity to testify today in my capacity Chair of

the International Relatfons.Coemdttee of the American Library- Association and

as a member of the United States National Commission for UNESCO.

The Aeerican Library Association, founded in 1876, is the oldest and

largest national library association in the world. It is the only non-

governmental organization at the national level representing all types of

library and information services. Almost 40,000 member libraries, librarians

and information specialists, library trustees, educators and communicators

share the common mission of promoting and improving library services and

libraries.

The American Library Association is committed -to encouraging the

unrestricted flow of library materials and df all forms of information in both

print and electronic media throughout the world. Library and inform:Nal

professionals share that commitment with both the U.S. and the international
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scientific ComMunities. Science is cumulative. The work of individUal

scientists builds on the work of colleagues in the sane discipline throdghout

the eorld. Ur. Joseph Caponio, Director of the National Technical Information

',ervice in the Department of Commerce, emqhasiled the inter?iational dimension

Cientific research Fri a January lt, 1984 report to the American library

iation's Commission on Freedom and Equality of Access to Information.

Or. Caponib said:

The single most important issue with regard to
'scientific and technical research is the inability of
U.S. scientists to utilize foreign technology because0 of language problems. United States R i. 0 represents
only twenty to twenty-friiTirceni of R & Dworld--wide.

Scientists and librarians agree diet in order for both basic and applied

research to flourish, U.S. scientists must havelt11, prompt dnd ready access

to both the published and the unpublished research results of thel-016unter-

parts, not

scientis

research

data banks.

in the United States but throughout the world. Today,

creastngly on electronic access to the results of ongoing

United .States through shared international bibliographic

COmputer and modern telecammonications have revolutionized

patterns" of scientific communication in marl disciplines. While books and

journals are still important sources nf scientific information for the research

community, print has, been augmented and, disciplines, largely replaced rr
by digitized data and informatinn.

It is this concern fur the- freq. information across national

boundaries that has leo the Ameri: in .!eary A..soelatinn ta ,apoort UNFSCO's4

1/40

science inforolpon programs since th0 toar,ding of that organization in 1946.

We are proud that the only Ameri:an ever to serve as Director-General of UNESCO
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! I 410' 'C3 dt 1p 'n p,Jad)lq many

nations tilf relax import duty oarrtrs to? ioks and other educational materials,

well as snow' scientific instroe/.:s, tnrou4h the birut, Florence and

hairotil Agreements. ',enator Rone,t Dole, ih reMdrkS pmearinal in the

Congressional Record for December 14, Pll, stated that the provisions of the

4hirobt Protocol benefit particulgly worthy groups, not only in this country,

but in all countries that become signatories to it." Tnrough its UN1SIST and

oeneral Intormat On Programs, UNESCO ha, systematically pursued the goals of

Universal itibliographic Control (UK) and Universal Availability of Publi

tions (UAP). The announced objective of the U410 program is
*4

The widest possible availability of published

material... to intending users, wherever and

whenever they need it, as an essential element in

economic, social, technolugira, educational and

personal development. rr

(Maurice Line and Stephen Vickers. Universal

Availability of' Publications SJAPj. MuniEK;

TORT p. Tgr 4

a

Time will not permit me to ~dq lostire to the many real oast and Current

positive achievements of ONEcCO rr trP4tinl a world climate that supports,

facilitates and encourages the
scientific hd technical data

across national boundarle,. 1 do wdnt to ware 'Ailatommittee members aware,

however, that even in the information .ector, where of late iltilfSCO has properly

been the object of both deepconr.ern and ,.art, wrII-Oes$wved harSh criticiser

from the U.S. and other western
nayons, there is also a substantial record of

OP
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positive accomplishment that is of critical importance to the U.C. information

and scientific communitiesas well as to the publishing industry- -a record in
5

which the U.S. can jdstifiably take meniine pride a,. a UNESCO member state.

Recognizing that UllifS10 is both A vital rcnaniim for world science

information flow and a critical arena tor tne tnrmulation of policies, norms,

standards and international agreements in the inforlition area, the American

Library Association on January II, 1984 exin:essed its concern at the prospect

of United States withdrawal from UNESCO. A copy of tnat resolution is

appended to my statement. In it, the Association calls on the Secretary of

State and the Director General of UNESCO to initiate discussions that will .

lead to resolution of outstanding
differences before December 31, 1984. Today

we remain deeply troubled that no prdEess yet ftivears to have been initiated

by the State Department to pursue such negotiations. And time is 'imit out

There are serious problems with UNESCO that need to be resolved. As a

member of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO, I am keenly aware of many

of those problems. But while there is conflict at the political level, the

fact remains that, even in the information sector, which has been the most

controversial, the Department of State in a report to'the Congress on February

24, 1983, certified, that UNESCO has debated pothas_not implemented policies

or procedures of an anti-free press nature." What UNESCO has done in the

information field, at the operational level, is to develop and implement

successful, non-politicized, oractic4i moogr4m; of cooperation and development

that are vital to U.S. interest.. And for which no workable alternatives exist.

Experience makes it abundantly clear, for example, that international

rOPyrIght Catirdhe effectively negotiated on a bilateral basis. At risk here

Is future access by the 0,5. library, scientitim and tekhnirai communities_to

ir
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nc tepT, ; T I (' ata base". of gruaminfl SigultIcance to the researto
o

A
*4.1..,+-C.t.) Al', thus it( . :iv 4in., kart author s. In

.oloA esu.o7t i4Ane .( leLt it f I t0( tqq114 1 and professional category alone.

,eprefi4tted dO4.11 y Ake of ovor $1 1 UNESCO is a critical forum
d:

f,tr :ow.% &twa. tolit +.Iii dtvtmirte ft.tar., int,criational copyright policy. We

d*e 1:1111eht..nurstilves from that foram.
4 t,

.

Tte (Is t''Ate even greater ith respect to policies that will increasingly

-14,2
.(tS VIVJ 1 ' it: 616 1..0N:re prntrt t I to to other COotttr (i t

govern Ow ,Ificw of scientific and technical data in electronic form across

national,i6andaries. Just as future scientif? progress in the United States

requires continued access to both primary data and research results compiled

in other countries. so too, important economic interests are threatened if the

U.S. computer and information industries .are restricted in their access to

foreign mar.ets. Again it seems' to me essential toot the U.S. voice continue

to be heard in UNESCO debates tnaL, under the rubric of a "New Norio

Information Order,' might, without our prewn( e. result in adoption of norms

and standards incompatible with computer and telecommunitittlons hardware

Ann software. it cant ini.ed effect ive part ir, i pat ion, for ex Ie, in the

!AT %CO fowler a I lot mit I (tit oqr whore s generally acknowledged to have

been highly sIgnif icaot in Atdiol di!orred natives to acquire and use

olter Plot" t rtnic inftorrnAtion let hoolo9y, o..motfal in this respect.

As an oducatut, I must Also emonasi/e the important contribution made
1
by

those UNESCO programs thif Pnahie students from less developed nations to

pan Sue 46:4:1C ell study research in Amer ican universities. At the

boiverity of :itfshurgb last alone, twenty students from Third World

(
t)
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tountrio, were supoold by UNkItO funds in alfpnrcepi studies in many

"
Among they is a doctorialstudent In my'bvimAiOtob) 04mt Morocco.

/

whose research profit,* to have a Indititiailkiat 0 Otutun4 training of
n .; r

or,Jimatioo scientistsriff tge entire Wirth Afriian region. These UNESCO

tel programs, wftich Supported more 'than three hOdred intvational

lhtuden9in *U.S. universities last year, create long-iermirelatfaiNips that

are vital in ;inking U.S. researchers to tneir counterparts overseas.

For all of these reasons, as the Ader.liwnLIfek4Siation's represents-
.

tive to tne U.S. National Commission for-11M4 el606j4, the overwhelming
ik;

majority of Commissioners who voted last December Widvise the Department of

State not to recommend. that the U.S. withdraw from MEMO. l urge the

Congress to recognize fully how much of importance to the American scientific,

Iihrary, publishing and information communities will be threatened if our

differences with UM4SLO are not speedily resolved. To implement our announced

intention to withdraw frnm UNESCO would isolate the U.S. scientific colmitinity,

would result' in a decline in the leadership position the U.S.-now holds in

International science and would encourage further politicization of UNESCi in

ways potentially very damaging to U.S. commercial, academic

interests.

o
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MEWS, the'United States was a founding mutter of the united

Educational, Scientific and CUltural Organization; and

WIliatEAS, uNKSOU'a programs are vital to thn It CULillkt lo mat flow oflpiibl cations
and information, to Univormal flibLiograolstimi Control, to in r-
national obpyriqht, to Lieu wurldwide lourar ALIW 1st of Woke, lair tom,
publimning and literacy; and

1818NEAS, the American Lihmary'Association has been a Igngstanding member of
the United -States National Commission Etas IMMO; and

latEAS has a strong and continuing concern for the leases of prose
freakier) which are &dreamed in the IMMO forums and

ritUACNS, the United States National Cassias:ion for UtIEOD, On the basis
of an extensive study of the views of the Pars rioan Library
Association and other U.S. nuo-goverrmantal organisations quali-
f fed to evaluate the Lomb program, affirnsxt on Doosebar 16, 19$3,
that continued tad State mesaarshio in UNESOU is in the
national

Iii; 1'1' 1411YILv14), that the American Library Association deeply tegrots
the dociaicin of the President of the United Stage, on reoamosniation
of the Socrettary of State, to issue nutiOo of the intention of
the United Sittig.% Inge muldittrahip UteNCO of footive
unctiaticr it, 1.984:

lIE ruffilikli HESOL1itli, that the Prira. is.);113 y &gm Je hit ion calls tom the
seeretury of State: wand ti." oirt.ewr-Cime.N4 or 1.11444(1) to initiate

fin ittft , Nor ham mi. product eve of-, lot tat ion? toad in; too thinly and
: trAc wry iektilui 1011 of C. ill-evolver in orator to preserve the nanny

isosa IVO bUnef at' f Pr iosit iecuitsi tt.14. participation in [MECO: and

lit IT PUR111131 RIMLVED, that'oupies of this resolution bn transmitted (Al the
efficient of tit, Lott& Slitter, the' Seer-Lary 0: ',taste an: the

Iiiincior-Ceneral of UNfiCti and other Ns" upr tate bOd106

ALIN ,U.1 lay it), Court:11 ul tilt
American Lihr.iry AnrAiat tun
Wastlitogirst, t'.
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Mr. WateatEN. Thank you very much. Dr. Galvin, for that direct
statement. I think that the weight that those factors deserve rings
clear.

Could I recognize Mr. Brown for any thoughts, comments?
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Galvin, I think that your testimony is of particular signifi-

cance' because the arena which seems tothe arena policy which
seems to have. caused this country the most difficulty and probably
was a precipitating factor in the decision to possibly withdraw from
Uhesco was not the cooperative scientific programs or probab'y
even the high ratio of overhead casts, but was the involvement of
Unesco in the New World 'information order debate and the whole

'question of policy involved in that debate, and you have spoken di-
rectly to that issue'.

I am very deeply concerned about this for a number of reasons,
incLUding our own economic role in world markets invohling infor-
mation products and another committee of this Congress, the Gov-
ernment Operations Committee,- has issued a number of reports
criticizing the' U.S. lack of an integrated policy for dealing in this
area, 'and in fact, legislation seeking to remedy this through the
creation of high-level, Cabinet-level task force has actually moved
forward in the Congress, although it is not yet passed.

And in that line, concerning ourselves with the economic impact
of this withdrawal, I wonder if you could comment as to, for exam-
ple, what would be the position of the United States in world mar-
kets- for things such as software', data bases, development of com-
puter networks and other things of that sort if we saw internation-
al standards being developed which favored foreign information in-
dust ries?

Mr. GALVIN. We'll, that is, as you well know, Mt. Brown, because
you have been idstrumental ill bringing the size of that sector of
the economy to the - attention of your colleagues in the Congress,
that is a very large and rapidly growing market. The most recent
data that come' to mind are a couple of years old, but the world
informatiou industry, in terms of computers and related technol-
agn's, has been characterized as a $flo billion annual industry, of
which the tilted States market share is'$19 billion. That is a very
substantial rea, indeed. -

And I hi that:you are we'll aware' that other nations are eager
to claim a I rger share of that marketplace; that we' face' increa-
ingly intense competition froM other nations in the hardware and
software fields: and that, indeed, not to have a strong presence in
any arena where normative standards are being formulated that
could result in tl.S information orodtos being uicopatible with
standards in place elsewhere in the world would, I think, constitute
a etave risk. nut only. by the way, to important commercial inter-
ests, but to the interits of worldwide science and scholarship be
cause it is simply essential that infiermatiein networks in the seve -_,
al nations ,o1 the world that arNwcorning increasingly important
iri rest at interconnectabletIvith information, networks and
data bases here in jou own count rv.

do I think there is,a I think there are very important consider,
at ions. hoth commercial and scholarly that are placed at risk and it



is for reason that I feel very -strongly that we must have a
strong continuing presence in those forums.

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Galvin, "Dr. Nierenberg, for whom I have veryhigh *respect, indicated, and I thi quite correctly, that for a.number of the different scientific p grams which are now under
the sponsorship of Unesco, there ere alternative institutional ar-rangements.

Now, I suspect there may be some also in the information field; I
am not at all acquainted with the details bf this, but isdo you feelthat thefre are international institutional arrangements for stand-
ard-setting and other types of cooperation in the information field
which could adequately replace the role which Unesco is playing
here'?

Mr. GALvtN. I would doubt that there are at the present time,
Mr. Brown. If so, I am not aware of them. I think that it is difficult
to identify another forum that has quite the breadth of Unesco inthese discussions.

Mr. BROWN. You mentioned that we are talking here in terms ofinternational commerce of ,a possible $60-billion-a-year market.
Would you indicate whether or not you feel that this country and
its industry involved in this field could conceivably face losses thatmight be the equivalent of our $50 million participation in Unesco?

Mr. GALVIN. I suspect quite easily so, yes, sir.
Mr. BROWN. Getting on to the field of
Mr. WALGREN. Would the gentleman yield just to clarifthe

numbers? We are talking about $50 million--
Mr. GALVIN, Yes.
Mr. WAI.GRKN 'continuing'. As compared to a market

,Mr. BROWN. $60 billiort
Mr. GAi.viN. $60 billion. Estimated world market in the info ma-t ion
Mr BROWN. Which the United States currently has the predomi-nant share-
Mr. GAL.vrN. Yes.
Mr. littowN (continuing!. Because of its, of course, its technicalsuperiority, as well as its participation in the standard-setting and

other things which opeii this market up to U.S. providers, U.S. pro-ducers.
Mr. WALGREN. And the French and other computi.r producers

are not exactly ready to leave Ittiesco. is that right?
Mr. BROWN I d0fl.t want to appear too biased in r y view, but Isuspect the French. the Japanese. the Germans ant a number of

others would leap into the breach here.
On the question of .of the 11.S. lihi-ary and archival communityin general. is there any other forum in which this community could("int to MI it'rly 'participate in international activities in the ab-sence of a I Ittvsc( frAinework?
Mr GALVIN Well. there are two other organizations that comeimmediately to mind. both of which, by the way,. receive substan-

tial financial support from Ilnesco, and they are the International
Federatioik 4,1' Literary Associations and Institutions and the Inter-
national Feder ation74O1 INcumentation. And tinesco, through itsgeneral itiformation pitwan). proVides support to very important
international infeermation de'velotIment activities of both of those
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organizations. and there is substantial U.S. participation in both of
those organizations.

However, theI would stress, the key role of the Unesco general
information program in coordinating these multinational and
international ventures. The United States has a very effective na-
tional committee..the U.S. national committee for the Unesco gen-
eral information program that is very closely linked to the develop-

," ment of priorities in the general information program and it is, of
course, that linkage that would be lost if we were no longer mem-
bers of Unesco. . .

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Galvin, moving on to another area briefly, you
haVe commented already, the vast difficulties with regard to devel.
()ping theor mainthining the international copyright structure if
we had to revert to bilateral negotiations and I assume this would
apply to certain other areas. One that comes to my mind is the
going debate over trans-border data flows and the impact that this
would have on the U.S. international networking systems in the
event that an international. legal fipmeWork was developed which
would put undue burdens in this area.

The impact of such burdens would fall primarily on the United
States at this time; would it not?

Mt. GALVIN. I would say so, yes, sir.
Mr. BROWN. You have also mentioned' that despite (he large

amount of rhetoric flowing out of the U.N. dealing With this sub-
ject and others under this general rubric of a new world interna-
tional order that that seems to be directed more at getting our at-
tention rather than any specific actions.

If I may coin a phrase, it is more bark than bite at this point, so
that we really haven't been seriously injured by the debate; we
have just been worried a little bit that they are getting out of our
control.

Mr. GAI.V1N. Well, I think there are very legitimate concerns be-
cause while the objective of achieving worldwide equality of access
to information is a very noble objective that I think all reasonable
people would support, some of the means proposed by the develop-
ing nations for achieving a different balance in the distribution of
information resources are means that would not be acceptable to
the United States and that are perceived as const ting potentially
serious challenges to American principles of pre.. freedom, for ex-
ample.

But I would point out for the record that nder the Beard
amendment, the Department of State was obliged to certify to the
Congress in February I9S3 that Unesco was not currently engaged
in any programs that were contrary to American principles of
press freedom or a threat to those principles, and the Ikpartment
of State did indeed so certify just 1 year ago. TO my...knowledge,
Itnesco has not initiated any new programs or activities in this
area during the intervening period of time.

So I think it is the prohlem of trying to balance on the one hand
a very disturbing outpouring of rhetoric which is of great and le-
gitimate concern against a series of programs at the operational
level like copyright that have, I think, proven themselves to be val-,
uable and tifieful and that is always a difficult kind of balance to
achieve. I think

ft
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Mr. Ilitowx Well, just as a sort of an alitorial comment, Dr.Galvin. it is from the beginning of his coVntry, we have alwaysperhaps deluded ourselves with the id fa that we had a message forthe rest of the world and that that m e needed to be communi-cated through all of the systems of information, including electron-ic means and bbpks and libraries and publishing and other thingsof that sort. It would seem to me that when we inhibit our opportu-nity to participate in the major .international institutional arrange-ments for enhancing that free flow of information, we are hurtingour own ability to influepce the rest of the world.i You may comment on that if you wish, It happens to be.my per-)..ional bias.
Mr. GALviN. Well, that is a perception that I find very much likemy own.
Mr. BRowN. Thank you. I 'have no further questions, Mr. Chair-man.
Mr. WAIRIREN-. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
I wanted to at least ask you to elaborate on the id, that aninternational copyright can't really be effectively negotiated in abilateral basis, or on .a bilateral basis. Can you ust xpand on thatalong with the thought that American pubrsh rs look for pro-tection of their
Mr. GALVIN. Indeed.
Mr. WALGREN (continuing(. Copyright through an internationalsystem and there is the possibility that if we are not participatingin the' international copyright, that countries around the worldcould simply ruin the value of American publications byby notrespecting copyright.
Mr. GALyiN. Well, that is athat is a very serious problem be-ause U.S. publications, particularly in scientific and technicalareas, are in very, high demand, especially. its the less-developedcountries. Piracy and unauthorized reprOduction of U.S. copyright-ed works is a growing problem worldwide and Unesco and the Uni-versal. Copyright Convention have been an extraordinarily impor-tant mechanism for our representing the views of the U.S. publish-ing community and the legitimate rights of U.S. authors and pro-prietors.
I think that experience has indicated, and indeed, I note that theItpartment of State in the tinesco policy review, on page 3S, the1 part ment of State characterizes bilateral arrangemonts in thecopyright field as impractical. It is simply not feasible to deal on aone-by-one basis with the 161 nations of the world that are mem-bers of IInso. attempting to negotiate and then administer a dif-frent kind of agreement with each and that is why it is-- expert-nf would indicate that the multilateral approach is the only1,1 at l one
I might sav the same is true with respect to the lorence', Beirut.and Nairobi protocols and the lowering of tariff barriers to the. tripoli of educational materials. Once again. the importance of aonsistsnt. pattern among all of the signatories to the protocols.

:e. oppo-t'1 to a!tctiipting to deal with a bewildering array of indi.rultialitil arragrntn. on a country by-count ry basis.I wild 'ay. aka,. tart I think there is some genuine value inhaying The nitial Inrce of I I no,co to Support I rnited State!. the el.
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forts of the United States and the other Western countries to con-
trol unauthorized reproduction of copyrighted materials for profit
in other countries.

I would not minimize the importance of Unesco's identifying
itself with that activity. I think it is helpful.

Mr. WAIA;REN. To the degree that you have been involved in this,
do you feet thatthat the judgments that have been made by the
Department of State about the value or the lack of loss in leaving
Unescodid they try to take into account what essentially is not
thethe direct loss, but the reverse side of the coin in a very indi-
rect fashion, but a very potentially damaging and possible fashion?

Mr. GALVIN. Well, it is my personal view that the weight of the
evidence gathered by the Department of State, as I have seen it re-
flected in the February 1984 policy review, would lead me to quite
a different conclusion than it led the Department of State. I realize
wethat the State Department approaches these matters from a
somewhat different point of view.

Mr. WAIA;REN. Would they have attempted to specifically deal
with with factors such as thesuch as increasing violation of
copyright and even computer loss on an international basis if
stan4ards were written against United States' equipment?

Mr. GALVIN. I think the policy review does sketch out rather
faithfully the economic implications-in the area of copyright. In the
case of trans-border data flow, I think that is an area that has not
been adequately addressed in the State Department review.

Mr. WALGREN. I see. Well, I cut you off from an answer you were
sort of midnight from or to, did you want to finish that thought?

Mr. GALVIN. No; I don't think you did.
Mr. WALGREN. I-I am t!torry; I thought I interrupted you.
Mr. GALVIN. No.
Mr. WALGREN. Well, we appreciate very much your testimony

andand should let it stand without lots of other congressional
comments because it stands very powerfully on its ownon the
corner of its own four pagesor four cornerson the strength of
the four corners of the page. So thank you very much for such
direct testimony. I think it is very helpful to theto the commit-
tee.

Mr. GALVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAIA;REN. I want to introduce in the recordtor the record,

statements from the American Association for the Advancement of
Science and testimony on behalf of Dr. A.K. Solomon, professor of
biophysics at Harvard Medical Student,-School. These presenta-
tions will be included in the. recordwithwt objection.

f The statements of t he American Avralc7arion fur the Advancement
of Science and of Dr. Solomon follow.l

14
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American Association
for the Athuncement of Sciena

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE. NW. WASHINOTON. 0 C . 201 31

.1.. 4400 C 201, dee et. g Oldle.1101 0 C

The Honorable James H. Schauer
Chairmap. Subcoemittee on Nat-
ural Resources. Agricultpre

.1 search and Environment
U.S. House of Represetativea
Washington, D.C. 20515

Much 13, lbfle

The Honorable Doug Walgren
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Science, Research and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. .20515

Dear Jim: Dear Doug:

I have received the press release announcing your joint hearing on the
potential impact on both international scientific cooperation, and American
science of a U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO. We have several comments to
offer, although this letter by no means constitutes a full AAAS examination...
of the withdrawal impact issup.

We have considered the matter in quite a general way, as you can see
from the attached correspondence. The AAAS was asked by The United States
National Commission for UNESCO to oontribute views to a reassessment of U.S.
participation in UNESCO. to our reply we noted areas of our own Internat-
ional involvement in scrence and technology topic!, and efforts relevant to
unsacia. Additionally:

(1) AAAShupported the conduct of the policy review of UNESCO partici-
pation by thy U.S. and urged the interagency task force to make specific
recommendations to strengthen the U.S. voice in UNESCO affairs.

(2) ,4 expressed my own view that the U.S. should continue and enhance
its actlke participation in UNESCO affairs.

In reviewing your witness list I note the presence of only one Admini-
stration witness. I would hope that Secretary Newell will be in a position
to respond to questions about how the impartiof a U.r.. withdrawalhas been
assessed by other federal agencies having international science and techno-
logy programs (e.g. NSF, the Department of Agriculture, NASA, etc.). More
specifically. it would seem to be quite important that a well-defined plan
be available as to 411at agencies would undertake efforts currently accom-
plished through U.S. pertiolpetion in UNESCO. Such a plan should embreee
both program and budget considerations.

The nylence and Technology Committee is to be commended for focusing
attention on this very important element of international science and
technology -- both in Ceram of the international nommuntty's interests
and tricee or the tinned States.

w« may t» of further assistance. please In 1.c MP know.

44te
William D. Carey
Executive Officer
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Arno-4-art Association
for the Advancement of &-ienee

7 76 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE. NW. WASHINGTON. 0 .0 . 20036
0110.1

Iwo... 40 ? 4400 !Lep., 444 C40.. Jahr. A4411446C. ^ 0 C

October t8. 1981

Cr. James B. Nolderman
h rm4n
the United States Nactonat

C vision for UNESCO
Department. of State

1015 20th Street. N.Y.. Suite'el0
Washington, D.C. 2003+5

Dear Dr. MOIderman:

Thank you for your letter of August 25, 1983 concerning an assessment
of U.S. parts, ipetlun in UNESCO. In response to your request, I should
like to comment on AAAS relations with UNESCO and our perceptions of the
importance of the work UNESCO is doing.

1
.AAAS is

1
eeply. rnconceed Wainternational affairs in the Western

Hemisphere.en throughout the world. -One AAAS tommEttee, that on Scientific

Freedom and Responsibility. concerns itself with the status and working
environment of scientists worldwide. It seeks to -maintain -freedom of travel,

open correspondence. easy exchange of scientific data and publications.

and the other requisites for the conduct of scientific 'h. Ties to

UNESCO projects and mechanisms are *specially, Amportant to this area of
concern. .

The Association conducts many symposia and conferences on science and
international affairs including those focussing on concerns over global
environmental issues and global climate change as impacted by human actieities.
A:..ss C, t!Nrszn channel; and people is of great value in'tbeSe inaciaelves.
wriLzn appir scholarly and scientific advances to consideration of policy
iS4'1.4. The pilearivrial goals of UNESCO are also closely parallel to those
of the AAA:, programs in public understanding of scloct. and affiliation
atth ::NESco enhances cow-curler's efforts by the two organizations.

.0clier areas of AAAS ....ttitctes relevant to UNESCO aclivitaes

1. The Consort.fum of Affilianes for International Frogramsi
4a.

2. Iro:yrc-len 14, a federation involving representatives.of nine Western

liemtspher oar:ns pbltshos a journal and arranges conferences
and syeosta for all kinds nt mutual.scientific concerns of the'
:esrern Heiispbre;

4o- 114 n A4 - 7
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J. United Nations conferences. The Association has bean active In
,many UN conferences in recent years involving such ireas as science
and technology for development, Pacific Basin studies, remote satellite
sensing. and international arid (Anil' research among otters.1.

OAS supports the conduct of the policy review of UNESCO participation bythe U.S. and urges the interagency cask force to Ake specific recommendationsco strengthen the U.S. voice in UNESCO affatrs.

My own view is that the U.S. should
cantfapue and enhance its active,

participation in UNESCO affairs. I should also mention that Walter OrrRoberts, forme dent of AAAS and the associating:ts
repres;ntative toUNESCO, is In ce with the views expreAoed in this letter..

Pleasi le! ifti I can be of further ama.istapte..

S61cetely'yours.

611,
William D. Carey
Executive Officer

p
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Euebieht4 try Act efCengreis fide 10. 1944

THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR UNESCO

bepatment pf Star. 1015 20th Street_ N . Suite 410
i1at4ungton. D. C. 20034

August 25, 1983

Mr. Wilfia* 0.Carey.
Executive Officer
American Association for the

Adliancement of Science (AAAS)
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington.. D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Carey:

AUG2919133

As part of an in-depth review, the State Department has '

asked the U.S, National Commission for UNESCO to. contribute to

a reassessment of U.S. participation in UNESCO.. Copies of

Assistant Secretary NeWell's request and our interim reply are

enclosed for your information.

To ensure that the State Department has at its disposal the

views of those organizations most cancerne with UNESCO, it would

be helpful if you could let us have your Organisation's con-.

sidared comments on the issues to be adOressed in the Administra-

tion's review. In Rarticular, where possible, we should like a

formal statement setting out the benefits from U.S. Participation

in UNESCO enjoyed by your organization, as well as the problems

and difficulties encountered
An dealing with UNESCO. Your sug-

gestions on how to improve the relationship will, of course, be

welcome.

The National Commission, a statutory advisory body appointed

by the Secretary of State, is conducting a separate study on its

own future, so where possible we shall try to take into account

your comments on UNESCO in our reorganization of the Commission.

If your organization is represented on the Commission, a

copy of this letter is being sent to your representative. I am

sure he or she will beglad to help*in preparing your reply. We

are writing direct to your headquarters, however, to facilitate

a considered reply from your organization as a whole. Each

Commissioner is being invited separately to submit personal

comments.

Your reply will be welcome as soon as possible and,

in any case, no later than October IS, 1983.

.

Your cooperation is much appreciated.

Sincerely,

James B. Holderman
Chairman

J 8
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TESTEMONY FOR THE JOINT HEARTHS OF THE iaBCOMMMTTEE ON SCODNUF, RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY AND, .THE SUBCOMMUTTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURAI,

RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT
March 15, 15434

given by Dr. A. K. Solomon, Professor Emeritus Of Biophysics
Harvard Medical School

I should like to express my thanks for the opportunity to testify

before the Jiiiint hearing and tQ express to these distinguished members el

Congress my views about United States participation in UNESCO sciatic,. My

interest in UNESCO steams from service as a ...Aber of the United States,

delegation to the General Conference andlonginvolvement with the pursuit

of American scientific poliCirs inUNE13CO. I have also had any yeark"

emperienca, working directly for MNESCO on projects of iipirest to tile
0

United States.

Lei start with some data taken from the rtrt which the State. 4
Department amair to Congreseon February 24, 1953 ims requested in Public

Law 97-244 sections 108 and 1091. Thds report points out that the oolluco-

tion And science sectors account for 672 of UNESUrs program operotRins

budget while commoecations and the Social sciences account 'for only 1154

The executive ammimeary of the report 'states seeplicitly that the "Mfg my

controversial activate,' relate to a mirmikty of UNESCO programme. Thus

the 112 tail has been waggly the 671 dog, I want to address primarily the

Wm of the total prograas budget which is spent on science, though my
comments will have some reievahce to the 392 devoted to education. In

dollars, for the 1901-03 trimmeduay 869 million was spent on science prog-
4

rows from the regular assessed program funds. In addition to the regular

fund*. 9112 all lion was obtained from extrabudgetary sources including 184P

I

4
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and UNEP together with dirket support for selected LINES& projects provided

by the Overnments of member states.

Another quotation from the seer State Dept. report can be used to put

the relationship' in or concrete term*. "UNESCO contributions which

benefit their United States amount to about 40% of the U.S.. contribu-

titan". In other words, the ancosiomic,benefit to. the United States is five

times greater than the Bt. coat of the controversial prate-eats. In prepare-

tion for its decision on withdrawal from UNESCO, the State Dept. requested

the Natuanal Science Foundation to report on the state of UNESCO science.

The Foundation solicited opinions from a broad groups'of Federal agencies,

as well ad the National Academy of Science and concluded that the scienti-

fic benefits to the United States from UNESCO participation outweighed the

costs. The Naltsiiiial Science, Foundation conclusion, which is supported by

the figures above,. indicOteis that United States withdrawal from UNESCO inn

not in the best/Entererto of the scientific community. ti

There has been general concern about etiministrftive costs of UNESCO

and I share. this concern. in order to make an accurate assessment of the

problem, I have obtained the following figures from the secretirtat Of the

*ciente sector. The science budget for the 1994-65 biennium is *56.A mil-
s

lion. !his is divided into $29.5 million in direct program expentilture/4

$8.4 million "for staff .costs in the field away from Paris and 1019.7 million

or 35X for headquarters costa including administration and alai. travel. If

tithe extrabudtpetary funding boars the same proportion 119110 to the budgeta-

ry funding in 1984 415 as it did in 1981-03, there would be an additional

COO million from these sources. of which the secretariat estimates that

90X will be spent directly in the fteld. thus bringing the total program
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money to *125 million. Slack the hew tetis staff bears some responsibi-
lity for soliciting the.extrahudgetary funds and theta, the 35X
figure is an overestieate of headquarters administra ve costa.

'Important intim/national aspects of interdisciplinary science can only
be carried out with multilateral support both free oovsrnigental and
governdental agencra. Ito fields such as actanog spfiy and the gaol
sciences, UNESCO is the agency reeponsible for the gov
tai interactions, which often serve United States interesttby giving us
access to data free nations with which the United States government does t
not enjoy close diplomatic ref tiaras. The amine- non-governmental interna-
tional scientific partner in those projects is the International Council of
Scientific: Unions (ICSUl which is an aultsciation of International Union* in
sciences such as mathematics, physics. .chirmistry, biology, the geological
sciences and a number of other basic and applied 'tic:fences. The not*
adhering bodies to IC:SU are notgoveramente, bu their, as in the United'
States, National Academies of Science. 4,0tlier lets till testify this
afternoon about UNESCO support of international programs in biology and
oceanography, but I Sheitald like to add some budgetary information. *bout
50X of the UNESCO direct program expenmee in the science sector are devoted
to the geosciencee, hydrology, thes.ecosciences and the marine scientirIo, TAX
major prograsits supported by these funds arms Man and the Biosphere `
the International frxdrological Program UHP, the biter-governmental beano_
cp-aphic Commission MO and the International Seophysical Correlation

-Program (MCP); the amount to be expended for the 1904-911 biennium inthese
Areas is about S14 million. The UNESCO secretariat eat tors that tide
UNESCO xpendsturse will generate approximately *500 aU lmi tt in direct

1.01
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. expenditures by member states for their e'en Activities in these programs

and that approximately 20,000 scientists frost all over the world will

participate.

ICSU, which Swims a large contriblitien to the weiwintial non-governmeer-

tat component of all.these program.* receive. about 30X 'of its financial

support from UNESCO. I MO concerned about the possible loss of 23% of the

ICSU subvention from UNESCO altJ2ough I hope that some alternative arrange-

merits for direct United States support of ICSU can be made. I ma also

concerned about the imbalance Sin the ICSU-UNESCO partners/pp after the

formal United Staters presence is removed free UNESCO. ICSU has direct

access to the most distinguished scientists, world-wide, and UNESCO has

relations with the governments of both the developed and the developing

nation. It as the coupling of these two approachee, governmental and non-
*

governmental, tb the solutign cef intarational, interdisciplinary scienti-

fic and5technolcegical problems that has led to the advalices in the meter

" 'programs discussed above. UNESCO's access to governments is particularly
4101/ 1

_ispertant in nations in width the scientific infraetructure is still an

underdeveloped that there is no natural access through the scientist-to-

scientist route. In these instances, the ICSU-UNESCO partnership Provides

a unique and effective mechanism to bring the talents of leading scientists

to bear on the problems of the developing nations.

The example of this cooperation with which..I am most familiar is the

Pr WV' am for the ICSLI UNESCO Oistinguisched Fellowships in Science. Thee*

0
fellowships are awarded to young scientists of exceptional promise who have

already carried out distinguished post-doctoral studios in their 'own coin-

tries. the fellowships are tenable for one year in a developed country and

)
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rothure assurances fret that fellow's home.inetitution that 'a Job" .411 'be
waiting on his return and a promise from the fellow. to return home after
his forllowthip is coaplete. The fellowships are awak=ded by an international
comesittea of scientists %of which I as chairman), chosen Jointly by ICSU
and In the first year of operation w had wore, than A00 applica-
tions flow or than 20.countries for the two piece* we,could award. The
coadoittaa hopes that we will be able to award as wary as 10 fellowships
year rd beltatves-that tAe graduates will form an wilt; body of scientists

"in the .less developed countries destined to hold position of leadership in
their respective countries. The advantage to the. United States is* that east
of these scientists will carry out !hair studies in Western nations and
will return home with a personal knowledge of life in a democratic society.
Direct expoeur' at to American values iJ a lasting benefit to the holders of
those felloorshipictudy it. the United States. One of the 90
ships alxwady awarded is held by 4,Zauobtan biotist who studying the
Zambian tick at the University of Tomas. Nat have`ave hopes that' the ;insults of
his' research will loat effective in controlling the Zambian tic* which
great for on agricultural productivity. Nor is writing a book which has
been accw for publication.by the University of Texas prams. On a broa
der scale,' UNESCO awande 300 or more fellowships. primarily to young'',
scientists at an earlier stage of their development. The Spate Dept. report
points out that well over half of these, fellows are sent to the United
State*. Franco and the United Kingdom. In 19D2, the report pot** out, 193
fellows :came to the United States and only went to the Soviet Unite*.

Another 4o/comply of on of factive UNESCO programa is afforded by training
courses, which last usually for a few weeks ^lore held in either devar-

_,..-
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loped or less developed countries. Typically, the staff cameo from the

developed natiorew primarily free' the Western nations and Scandinavia, and

the students come from the developing countries. In OEM, there. more 26/7

students in training courses in the basic sciences, of which about 63% come

from the developing mottoes.. UNESCO sponsors some BO of these courses each

year, generally giving each one a modest Annum) subvention of about

010,t0X As a rule the host country bears the bulk of the crises,' usually

more than 90X. As Mn the .fellowship prbgram, the importance of thesmcour-

ow* to the United State* lbws in the interactions between the student and

his mentors which lead to broad promulgation of Western values and' establi-

shment of close personal relations between United States scientists and

their colleagues in the developing world.

United States Oversight of UNESCO Science Prognpm

In 19E4, the LAESCO science budget should rum at a 0201;8 million rate,

' of which the United States contribUtion is 07.2 million. It i4 my understa-

nding that theroverssght of this expenditure lies primarily.in the hands of

a' Junior officer in the I/O bureau of the State Dept. 14** officer has not

had scientific training and can only devote half-tie, to &ciente, since he

is also responsible for education. In Parts. the U. S. Permanent Delegation

to UNESCO includes the Science Attache, Dr. Manfred Carmel., who has been

seconded hoe the National Science Foundation which supports the post. Dr.

Crmsla is a trained scientist and is the only individual with scientific

training who exercises immediate oversight of the 117.2 million annual

expenditure. Within the United Septes, the State Dept. can call upon .the U.

S. National Commission for UNESCO for advice. The Commission had several

scientists *among its members, including a repreldwitative of the National

Mb

41.
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Academy of SloWencm, but ii.weets infrequently and can not provide day-to-

day consultation. In previous years there has been National Academy of

Science subcommittee on "Science in masa'. which was funded by the Natio-

nal Science Foundation and provided advice to the State Dept. and the UL

National Commission when requested. However, funding has now been terse"

noted and the subcommittee has been disbanded.

At the general Conference of UNE'9 X1, sihdth moots biennially, the

United States is reeprebented by its delepetimh.appointed by the Presides!,

with the advice o4 the Senate. For over a decade, there has imema tradi-

tion that United States scientific interests were repreeented by a 'cleft-

tist member of the delegation, appointed from the private sector. The

delegations of other member states also rcontain scientific representatives

and much of the scientific busier:Is o4,tho Conference is transacted, for ma-

.lly and informly, between theme'representativelk in IVED, there was no

scientist on the United States delegation, so that the senior scientist

representing the United States was the Science Attaphe of the Permanent

Mission.

Now Can United States Participation Mm UNESCO We Stromegthened7

in the executive summary of the U. S. UNESCO policy reviles, time .State

Dept points out that it pad been directed by the Asksinistration tit

ressweart Amwritan Utollerohip in multilateral affairs*, and that failure

with UNESCO in this reseect was a contributory reason far the decision to
.11withdraw from UNESCO. It is desirable to examine, from a scientific

viewpoint, the reasons for this failure and then to Put forward specific

suggestions for strarvitawdng the United States paellas" should the'

a

1 0
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decision to withdraw be altered.

#

somfrusrd 8140, when I use a moWler of the u. S. National Commission

for UNESCO, the Soviet National Commission
hatted Lair to send a delegation

to Moecow to discuss mutual ineorsmite. I was the esierdIfic member of the

fora* man delmpleon that ant ts Moscow. In Moscow. the Soviet delegation

was led by the second in command of their Foreign Office. khan we discussed

education, the Minister of Education met with us and other high lewd

officers participated in other discueedene. It is emedely.pairceived that the.

USSR influence in the education sector of UNESCIllki greater than the

American influence. Oto experience in Moscow leads we to believe that the

explanation is that the Soviet goiNerreent cares and is prepared to work at

the problems. NM are fortunate that the United States -is still strong' in

she, , but we cannot expect to maintain our position in UNESCO unless the

State Dept. for swim other designated agency4 is prepared to mount an

effort commensurate with the United States Plitkin in world science.

In the course of our discussion Se Moscow it became apparent that the

Soviets were as concerned about the increases in the UNESCO budget as W.

worm suggested that one seams of controlling the expenditure% in the

science sector was to institute a pamr.reviow system, *Miler to that, used

by the National Institutes of Health and the NSF. Scientific neemireh

proposals are evaluated by a jury of fame* peers and financial support is

determined on the basis of excellence, as evaluated .by tide jury. It would

be more difficult to Amply such system to an international organisation

such as UNESCO since the Jury would be chosen internationally from repress.-

°Vienne scientists and critmla in different countries might vary. Furthe-

IP
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4

UNESCO projects are differept from scientific research projects and

standards would be difficult to determine. Nonetheless, it seems that the

obstacles could.be overcome; the Soviet delegation was generally in favgr

of such a asectsatussa.

About two years ago, UNESCO established an Advisory .Coemettee on

Science, Technology and Society, an international committee of scientists

4 to advise the UNESCO secretariat on scientific matters. The committee was

initially chaired by Dr. Abdup Selma, the Pakistani Nobel imamate whb is

Director of the International Center for Theoretical Physics at :Trieste.

Other members !yoleide Dr." FL G. K. Pleenbes, scientific adviser to the Boyer-

nment of Indio, Sir John Kendra's also a Nobel laureate, who 21, the Press-
.

dent of 'MI acid Academician Yuri Oveminnikov, Vice PrStsident of the USSR
A

Academy of Science. I was one of two United States representatives and put

forward again the suggestion of peer revues'. There was firm support from

.many members of the committee, inclgding Or. Ovchinnikov, and the propoemd

has now been incorporated in the 1994 UNESCO budget, albeit in a modest

forms. it shquld be strengthened and put into effect as soon as feasible.

Such a proposal has benefits for UNESCO sillce it would provilkan indepen-

dent appraisal that, if favorable, would provide convincing evidence about
4

the quality of project and, if unfavorable, would provide an internatio-.

natty arceptable'rkationale for discontinuance. In this case, "as in me6py.

others, American leadership is welcome and a broad consensus About sensible.

scientific proposals can often be attained.

The State Dept.'s Executive Summery of U. S. Policy Reviser speaks to

the problem of UNESCO's hiring of Americans. United States representation

in the science sector is reasgneble, in view of the fact that we had Seen

11) 7
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promised an additional high level position (D2) once a suitable candidate

could be found. In my view, the problems of recruitment in the science

sector rests more on the American inability to epunt .a suitable recruitment

'program rather than on UNESCO reluctance to provide sufficient posts.

Science in ,the United States .esntensely competitive and no first class

scientist of ey acquaintance 'would be 'prepariwl to leave his research to

gent' a, two year appointment at UNESCO. In general, preservation of a
.

ed position would not pose a problem since tin year leaves can often

anted. But two years away *Dm active research would provide a handl-

wOuld tie virtually impossible to overcome. If the candidate held a .

nor-tenured position, his possibilities of reappointment Would brvanishin-

-gly *small. This is not -the, case in the Soviet Union oohing-. the government

'can send a. scientist or a scientific administrator to UNESCO with the

proms; of it sarrur4e position on his return to the Soviet Union.

The prOblem is exacerbated in the United fitatle because the State

Dept:., %fifth is charred with recruitment, has no apriaratus for- the purpose.

The State Dept. does not appoint search committees for the se positions, as

Sniversities do oar does it, as far sip I know, advertise the positions in

scientific Journals. the job description dose not match that of

a research scientist but is Iated more to scientific administration and

4

r

science policy. One way to find suitable young people and to enlist thee

interest in international science would be to creole positiork as appren-.
tires, or aides, in UNESCO, similar to trairitng positions in Oho U. S.

C7 shess, on .irh this suggestion is modeled.

During the course 0; Pti-. fBow's visit ,to Harvard and PUT in July 13
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bare of the scientific coassedty.
whaftwar happens,. it is clear that

the role of sedan= in international affairs has basin sore closely room-

nixed in the United Stators. it is ey hope tilat those cernmehm, and the

initiative that Congressman lichuar hall taken in arranging for an indrawn-

dant review of the fiscal and managS:ont arctivitiaa of UNESCO, will c.a.

together. and lead to a renewal 04 United States participation. deaponed'and

broadened by the evierciee Novara now going throulei.

J
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MR. Wmaturs. Well, that concludes the hearing for today, dwant to again tlfank the witnesses for such enlightening testimo .[Whereupon, at 5 pan., the subcommittees were adjourned, to re-convene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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EXECUTIVE SMART

This report is limited in scope because it focuses exclusively on the
reactions of the.mcientific community to the U.S. decision to withdraw from
UNESCO. In addition, the information used to compile this report consists
primarily of the public reactions of scientists to the decision. The report
Is not meant to be comprehensive analysis of the Administration's decisloe
to withdrew, nor of the significant political issues Which prompted this
decision. The Adminfetratioe announced it will withdraw from UNESCO becaose the
agency has politicised most activities; it is anti-Mestere:4C has eftibited
unrestrained budgetary expansion; and it has serious management problems.

Although many governmental and moggovernmental scientists have crit-
icized UNESCO's science programs, those that have take* reactive positions
In print generally oppose the Administration's decision to withdraw on stated-
grounds that U.S. science mid international cooperative science will suffer. Cited
si especiallY worthwhile are four UNESCO international cooperative science projects..These are! the International Hydrological Program, the Nee in the Biosphere
Pregram, the International Geological Correlation Program, and the International
Oceanographic Commission. These programa, which are focused on issues of
global importance, promote and support the exchange of* scientists and informa-
tion, as well as joino research among most of the world's countries. UNESCO
also conducts a beset of activities designed to develop science infrastructure
in the developing countries. The following have been variously cited as
benefits of UNESCO)s science activities to the United States:

- 'cease to databases necessary for eoience and useful to Intelligence
agencies;

- access to research sites and personpel is other-cam trii with which
we amivain only United diplomatic relatihnsk

-a development of international research mod science networks and
cosse14catiossi links;

development of markets for U.S. technology;
- proviiion of "seed capital" for new international science organisations;
- cost-qharino of global projects; and

improvement of the quality of basic research.

'

The President said that the United' States night remain in UNESCO If the agencyovercame perceived shortcomings. These include: depoliticising its delibera-
tions, improving management, and meeting "sera growth" budget targets. A U.S.
decision to reconsider its wittzgrawal notice does not binge on improvements in
UNESCO'. science activities alone, but rather on broader issues of MEOW and
O.N. politics. Cenerally, the Department of State has acknowledged the quality
and benefits of UNESCO science. hoverer, suggestions have also been made fur
ways to improve UNESCO's science programs, perhaps to forestall withdrawal.
Many scientists agree that the problems the Administration identified affect
UNESCO science. But, at the same time, soma have charged that short-sighted
U.S. Covernsent attitudes and actions regarding UNESCO have, contributed
to its problems in the science area. They have suggested such additional
relonss es:

1 3
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- regulri the U.S. Government to clarify its doels for UNESCO and to

decide whether both basic research and science for development can be

'
served;

- giving more high-level attention to the development of policy for

UNESCO In the White House science office, and increasing funding for

mechanised in the Department of State, the U.S. Permanent Delegation to

UNESCO, the National Academy of Sciences (WAS), and the National Science

Foundation (NSF) to monitor UNESCO science. Other, have suggested shifting

the locus ot.policy guidance from the State Department to the NSF or HAS;

- improving the quality of UNESCO's, staff,. including its American .

personnel; and " .

- undertaking efforts to improve dissemination of information

about UNESCO.

Most of the scientists who have reacted publicly to the decision to with-

draw do not agree with the State Department's views that the United States

could conduct effective international science by expanding its bilateral

science agreements or increasing support for the International Council of

Scientific Unions (ICSU) or other multilateral agencies. The Congress may

wish to consider taking action to guide impiovenents in U.S. policy for UNESCO

science activities or to design acceptable programmatic alternatives to

UNESCO'. programs. Governmental and nongovernmental scientists have con-

vened groups to recommend and monitor improvements in UNESCO and to,advise

the Government on options for future U.S. international science activities,

shoukd the United States withdraw from UNESCO.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AP
This report is limited in scope because if focuses exclusively on the

published reactions of the scientific community to the U.S. decision to withdraw

from UNESCO. In addition, the infOrmation used to compile this report consists

primarily of the reactions of scientists who have taken public positions in

reaction to the decision. The report does not purport to be a survey of scientific

Opinion, nor is it meant to be'a comprehensive analysis of the Administration's

decision to withdraw, nor of the significant politicapissues which promoted this

decision. The report describes: the rationale for the U.S. decision to withdraw

from UNESCO; UNESCO'. octave and technology activities; scientists' reactions

to and criticises of the decision to withdraw; the pOlicy implications of

withdrawal for science; and issue; related to developing program alternatives to

UNESCO's science activities.

A. THE DECISION TO WITHDRAW

Secretary of State George Schulte notifiedAmedou-Kahtar H.low,

Director-general of the Uolte4 'Nations Educational, Cultural, and Scientific

Organisation (UNESCO) on December 29, 1983 that the United States would

withdraw from UNESCO on December 31, 1984. 1/ Secretary Schulte charged

in the letter that UNESCO had

4 1/ Letter, George F. Aults, Secretary of State to Ron. loadou -Mather
H'Bow, Dec. 29, 1983. See also: Cwertzman, Bernard. U.S., In Q tting UNESCO,

altrue Backing for U.N. New York Times, Dec. 30, 1983. p. Al,. 4; Pincus,
ter. U.S. Officially Gives Notice of Intention to Quit USES WashingtonPost, Dec. 29, 1983. p. A14; Scully, Malcolm C. U.S. Will Les UNESCO;

Cites Anti-Vest Bias. The Chronicle of Nigher Education, v. 27 Jan.4, 1981. p. 1, 27; and Scully, Malcolm C. U.S. Decision to Qu t UNESCO
Seen Reversible. The Chronicle of Higher Education. v. 27 glare 11, 1984.
p. 1, 30. For an exanple of press coverage concurrence with t U.S.
decision, see: Little Education, Science er Culture. New York Imes, Dec. 14,
1983: editorial. Ste also forthcoming CRS issue brief, anti lei "UNESCO-LS.
Withdrawal le Perspective," by Lois McHugh.

ive 5
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extraneously politicized virtually every subject it deals with;
exhibited hostility toward the basic institutioes,of a free society,
especially a free market and a free press; and demonstrated unrestrained

budgetary expansion. 1

The Department of State had reviewed six U.N._agencies and concluded that

they did not meet the Adsinistration(estandards, but that five 'of them

subsequently had aide significant changes in response to the President'.

demands: the Food and Agricultural Organization; the International Tele-

comehnicatione Union; the International 4tomic Energy Agency; the U.N.

Environmental Program; and the International Labor Organisation. The

sixth agency, UNESCO, did not attempt to make the policy shtfts sought

by the Administration. 2/ Inflict case of UNESCO, the Adednietratioh

9
objected especially to the pmliticalizstion of its deliberations; aati

Israel actions; growing Soviet dominated disarmament activism; anti-Western

.? tendencies, as refelecred in UNESCO's moves tb deny press freedom and

sp.
individual righmaq excessive overhead posts;imenagerial ineptitude;

nepotism in personnel practices, and the lack of an attempt to seek

7
_zero-grodth" in budigets. 3/

The- ONESD3uconstitution requires member statek to give a one-year ;settee

% before withdrawing. ThesDepartlent of State said that the withdrawal

.

, .

decisieh was firm. 4/ However, the President said he would reconsider it
__.

If UNESCO made clear \rogress in rectifying the pr4blesa affecting the

f

a

2/ Greenberger, Robert. U.S. Announces Plan to Leave UNESCO in 1884.

Wall Street Journal, Dec. 30, 1983. p. 4.

3/ lee, for additional details: D.S. Department of State. D.S./UNESCO

Policy Re imp, Feb. 27, 1984, 65 p.; and Testimonyof Ambassador Jean *toward

Shevlin Gerard, U.S. Permanent Representative to UNESCO before the Subcommittee

on Natural Resources, Agricultural Research and Environment of the Rouse
Casseitee on Science and Technology, Mar. 8, 1984, 8 p.

id Newell, Gregory J. Why the United States in Withdrawing From UNESCO.

Statement by Assistant Secretary for International Organization Affairs, at

P.M. Press ariefing, Dec. 29, 1963.

4
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agency. 5/ He asked Secretary Shultz to. create high-level ". . . panel

consisting of senior representatives of the academic community, the

media and the corporate world to advise us over the next year," and to

monitor progOess. 6/ The Administration alsoiaald it did not object to 1p

participating in dater progress which net the "original goals of UNESCO" and

that it would "continue to pursue international cooperation is education,

science, culture, and communication by shifting our contribution to other

appropriate bilateral, multilateral ok private ineiltutiOne. " 7/

The withdrawal from UNESCO science activities nay be viewed, for the

moat part, as a casualty of the larger political decision and the in-

adequacies in other areas of UNESCO since, according' to the State Department,

"UNESCO science activities generally satisfy U.S. objectives and Prioritir." 8/

A U.S. decision to reconsider its withdrawal notice does net hinge only on

improveoents in UNESCO's science activities, but rather on broader issues

of UNESCO AND U.N. politics.

5/ Memorandum for the Ron. George P. Shultz from Robert C. McFarlane,
Dec. 23, 1983, Subject: Withdrawal from UNESCO.

6/ /bid.

7/ Memo, McFarlane to Shultz, Dec. 23, 1983, op. cit.

8/ U.S. Department of State. U.S./UNESCO Policy Review. Feb. 27, 1984.
p. 12.
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II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP UNESCO

UNESCO was &Mated as a specialised United Nations (U.N.) agency in

.1946. It was founded for the purpose of advaaciug, through the edusation,

scientific, and cultural.relatioes of the peoples of the, world, the

objectives of international peace and the common welfare of mankind.' 9/

Public Lew 79-565, a joint resolution, authorized the President to join

UNESCO and to establish the U.S. National emanesion for UNESCO. UNESCO

promotes scholarly collaboration in education, =lance, and culture. It holds

conferences, conduct expert studies, prosaism .the exchange of personnel,

generates pubtications, and adopts non- binding guidelines regarding conserve-

tion, educetion, and culture, and attempts to advise governmeate an programs

to develop education, science, aid culture. The CoMmissioa advises the U.S.

Covernment on programs and policy for UNESCO;, It is composed of academics,

industrialists, media people, end other public-sad private individuals

interested in UNESCO. (the State Department has virtually abolished non -

governmental activities of the Commission since it withheld fiscal year 1964

funding for most of the Commission's activities, forcing obComsission Co

terminate its noegoveronents1 staff and close its offices outside of the States

Department. The Commission's secretariat now consists exclusively of State

Department staff.) 10/

9/ Preamble to the Constitution of/FNESCO.

10/ 'Interviews: Joboathan Davidson; University of South Carolina, and

Jeanne Serghaust, Department of State, Feb. 1964.

1`
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mass!) is headqUartered in Paris. One-hundred and sixty-one nation-
.

states are members. its senior staff else is about 900; its 1954-1985 bedget.is

$374ftillion. When it was founded it had 28 member nations and its budget was

$6.9 Billion. The United States contributes 25 percent of the UNESCO budget,

down from a high of 44 percent in 1946. The lilt aCnnal U.S. contribution

(for fiscal year 1984) was $50.7 million. The next largest contributor to

UNESCO is the Soviet Union, at INS percent. UNESCO also receives funds from

other U.N. agencies to implement programs in their areas. One major source

of income Is the World Sank. UNESCO also receives an Alimarlos from tfie

U.N. to administer the U.N. Yevelopeont Program (UMW). It also administers

what Is known as -Other Programa," whIch consist, for example, of techhical

liessistance projects funded on a voluntary basis by individual ember states.

9
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III. UNESCO'S PROGRAMS

UNESCO supports fourteen major programs, as well as various administrative

and program support activities. The fourteen major programs are organized

into 'lour major sectors:

Education
. Social Sciences and their Application
. Culture and Communication
. Natural Sciences and their Application
to Development

Twenty-eight percent of the budget is devoted to programs in the natural

sciences, those of partiocular relevance to this paper. The total amounts

budgeted for these programs for the calendar years 1981-83 are as follows:

11/

Dollars in Millions
111,

Percent

Education 280 39
Natural Sciences and Their

Application to Development 202 28
Social Sciences and

Their Application .42 6

Culture and Communications 82 11

Copyright, Information
Syste%s 4 Services, Statistics 29 4

Program Support Services 47 7

Co-operation for Development 34 S

Total 716

s .

11/ Finkelstein, Lawrence S. Conference Document: Is the Past Prologue?
In U.S. Dept. of State. A Critical Assessment of U.S. Participation is UNCECO.
Special Meeting of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO. Jame 1-3, 1982.

Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1983. P. 36.
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ONESCO'lthree non-scleace programs deal with education, 12/ Social

sciences and their application,, 13/ and culture and communications. 14/

e

12/ Education is the largest sectoral prograe supported by UNESCO. The
dominant program these, one which always has had'strong American support, is
education for development. IWIESCO has pioneered world wide literacy campaigns
and plays se important role in developing educational methods, and educational
planning.

13/ One of URE6CO's primary goals in this sector is to develop social
OCIONC, infrastructures in developing countries. Activities consist of
research, exchange, and publications about the normative themes emerging
from general conferences. U.S. initiatives 10 this settee focus on human
rights education and engendering respect for women across a fairly broad
spectrum of roles and problems.

14/ The cultural erograu was bee= in 1973. According to Lawrence
Finkelstein its objective was to 'speed the change in the role of culture,
from the activity of an elite in society to a necessity claimed by all."
for =ESC° this involves the training of specialists in cultural development,
arts edeintstration, and the organisation of cultural events. UNESCO's heat
known work in this arms, is its relatively successful work to preserve
great monuments.

In the area of communications such of the program involves studying
the role and effect of commumication on fevelopment, attempts to develop
internetlanal communications policies, tiainieg and-other forms of assistance.
Many of the programs in this sector focus on developing New World Infornetine
Order (NNW), which has been a source of controversy for the United State,.
(Finkelstein, Lawrence. S., op. cit.,W. 39.)
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IV. NATURAL SCIENCES PROGRAMS

V

The Department of State reported that the UNESCO science and technology

budget, for 1981 to. 1983, man about $202 million, of which $69 million were

regular assessed program funds and $132 sillies were from antra-budgetary

sources. This is about 28 percent of the total budget for program operations

.and services. 15/ UNESCO is the single largest intergbvernmental organisation

\ (IGO) recipient of U.S. Federal fonds for international science. 16/

The Natural Sciences.Settor of UNESCO, one of eight UNESCO sectors,

administers UNESCO's major science activities. These activities. *hick will

be described nest, are in Major Programs VI, IX, and I, of UNESCO's Program

Budget for 1984-1985. Another science-relatlEd program, Major Program VII,

Information §ysteme and Access to Knowledge; dresses science and technol-

ogyogy informatlon systems and techeologied.

The programs administered

am.

by UNESCO's' tural Sciences sector ire very

broad, spanning the gamut from seurobiologi to mapping of the ocean floor.

UNESCO serves as a facilitator and catalyst for many international

aceince programa. UNESCO does not conduct scientific research.

15/ U.S. Dept. of State. Reports to the Congress Requested is Sections
108 and 109 of P.L. 97-241. Typescript, Feb. 24, 19$3. p. 15.

16/ Other smeller IGO recipients area the Science Committee of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the science programs of the
gfrganixatioe for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the
science programs of the European Economic Commission (ECE). (Kovach, Eugene

G. U.S. Government Participation in the Science and Technology Presume
of Selected Multilateral Organisations. Washiestee, National Science
Foundation. May 1978. p. 10.)

46
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Priorities for scientific activities are developed in cooperation with

member states and Et consultation with the International Council of Scientific

Unions (ICS11), and other nongovernmental organisations. 17/ UNESCO's

international' cooperative science programs are unique since they permit

governments, nongovernmental organisations, and private ettisehe jeipt*

probe solutions to global problems. The Copts for some participants

such so some U.S. Government agencies, are'ofted horn* by the Participants
4.%

themselves, not only by UNESCO. UNESCO projects *too are interdisciplinary,

permitting a broad-based attat`k on majormiltinitional prohlame.

The goals of UNESCO's Natural Science problem ores A
a. 'to build on the spirit, of international cooperption'il:Mase7c44,

through the exchange of experience, shared 40talanka: . .and '
joint planning and execution of regional and interactional
projects;

TO lacriase the searenees and'andateXamding Of SAT amoncthi0
.

-

public . . . tend! . . . users . . . ; and
' 4:4

. . ., if.:,,

c. To issist developing countries in building the capabilities

human and institutional --they require to _pursue science and
.,and technolqgy policy. 18/

/

A. The Science% as Their Application to Dtvelopeent (Major Prnitrin VI)

.

This program is budgeted at $58.9 million for 1984-1985. Its privy,

purpose is toin:t.aaae the scientific and technologiclil capabilities

.
',

.

17/ ICSU is' he chief scientific advisory body to =SP.. It wee
formally created in 1931. Today ICSU is compriied of 20 member ;onions.
Working in,cooperation with intergovernmental organizations of the U.N. faulty,
such as UNESCO, VHO and others, ICSU's cosmittees and commisalonsplay at
important role in coordinating research projects which address global problems.
Membership is open to nations which have a minimum critical level of. scientific
expertise in various scientific areas. Consequently, most of its 72 members
are from the more developed countries.

18/ U.S. Dept. of State. Reports to the Congress Requested in Sections
108 and 109 of Public Law 97-241% Feb. 24, 1983. p. 16.
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of the developing ceuntriee. This program supports research, personeel

exchanges. and training in mathematics. experimental and applied physics,

physical and organic chemistry. molecular and cell biology, the social sciences

and their development as a science, energy, technology and the engineering

sciences and informatics. The informatics program is designed to encourage the

use of computer technology in helping to, solve development problems. All of

these programs involve the cooperation of international nongovernmental

organizations, including the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU),

and its unions; the Internatio0al Foundation for Science; the International

Organization for Chemistry Development (IOCD); the International Brain

Research Organization; and others. 19/

This program also provides subventions (a contribution of financial

support) 0 ICSU, to a ICSU-UNESCO fellowship program, and to the International

Sioscience Network. The National Science Foundation has judged that "UNESCO's

most important nonproject effort in the natural sciences is the eecouragement

of the . . . ICSU and its member Unions . . These are highly successful

vehicles for international cooperation by the private and academic sectors.

UNESCO provides an environment in which the independent and non-political

character of ICSU can be protected and respected." 20!

19/ The IOCD was foynded in 1981 to involve.chenista from Third World
Nations in cooperative searchObf solutions to urgent problem* of their countries.
Initial funding was provided by UNESCO, enabling the IOCD to sponsor programa
with such organizations as the World Health Orgaaizetion (WHO), the Walter
Reed Institute for Medical Research, and the National Institute of Health.

20! (National Selene* Foundation.' Natural,Sciences in UNESCO: A
U.S. Interagency Perspecefbe. typescript, 1983. p. 3.
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Another project involves cooperation bottoms' inatitutioms in developing

countries and the School of Hygiene and Public Health at Johns Hopkins

University. It uses biological research to Aolve such public health

problems as the diagnosis and prevention of viral and parasitic illness..

In developing countries.

II' Science. Technology and Society (Major Program IX)

This program, budgetodnt.88,989,600 for 1984-1985, *moorages the

formation of national science and technology policies to meet individual

masher needs. It also supports the training of scientific journalists and

science end technology moms personnel, Organikes technical educatiol

comers, and awards science prises.

Two motor conferences (one in the Arab stated and one in the Caribbean)

have been planned to miming science and technology policies and their

relation to dovolopmant. One of the morn controversial projects in this

program' will' examine the scientist's role in informing the public shout

the relationship between scientific research and the ar*s build-up. UNESCO

will allocate $55,700 to ills project. Ass* funds will be supplAmemted by

interested international nongovernmental organisations and national

associations.

C. The guman'Environment And Terrestrial And Marine Resources (isjOr
Program I)

The program on Rumen Environment and Terrestrial and Marion Resources

is budgeted at $49.9 million for the period 1984 to 1985. This program has

nine subprograms 'thou purpose is to promote the rational use and management

1.25
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of natural resources. 21/ Your special international, interdisciplinary,

cooperative programs are managed under the auspices of this program area.

They are the International Geological -Correlation Program (ICC?), the

International Hydrological Program (DIP), the Iatergovernmental Oceanographic

Commission (IOC), and the Han and the Siosphers Program (HAS). According to

UNESCO's Director-general, these programs share the following characteristics:

8. they are programs requiring international cooperation because
of the geographic extension and planetary nature of their problems;

b. they comers both the developing and ledustrialised countries . . .

the activities conducted under these progrmes are egried on and
defieed at international levels, but implemented, for the most
pert by the countries themselves . . . and

d. they'are characterized by . . . fruitful multilateral and
bilateral cooperation . . . . 22/

C.

Each hap a very different program design as described below. .

1. The International 8sological Correlation Program

The International Ceological Correlation Program (ICC?), nes created to

advance knowledge of-the geological history and structure of the Earth's crust,

especially with regard to rational use of mineral and 'moray resources.

program is budgeted at 3547,400 for 1984 to 1985. 23/ This program was

The

21/ These focus on: earth sciences, natural haserds, water resources,
ocean resources, management of coastal and inland regions, land-use planing,
nibabization, the natural heritage (conservattun),aind envirommentel education.

22/ United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
N'Dow, Amedow-Nahtar. Introduction to the Draft Programme end Budget 1884-1885.
Paris, 1983. p. 54 and 55.

23/ All program budget figures represent Regular Program funds only. ORM
or "Other PrograWbe" funds ere usually tentative. The figures do not inelwie
staff and Indirect costs. Finally, these amounts could change due to fluctuations
in the eachosge rates.

I
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conceived and is implemented by UNESCO and the non - governmental International

Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS), one of the 20 member unions of ICSU.

The IGCP supports 45-SO active projects. One of its major objectives

is to examine continental drift and the geography of the once contiguous

continents. Other programs relate to: helping developing countries acquire

and analyze geological data; assisting developing countries in assessing

their mineral and energy resources; studying factors involved in land use

pis:ening; collecting and diraisating earth sciences information; and

interpreting data acquired through remote sensing techniques. 'Reportedly,

one of the /GCP's most succettsful projects is en international study of

phosphorites (fertiliser) developed by the Australians. About 35 to 40'.

countries participate in this research aimed at better understanding the

development of phosphate deposits, while at the same time, helping lees

developed countries examine their future fertiliser needs.

The U.S. National Committee for the TGCP oversees U.S. participation

in the IMP. 'The U.S. Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.), at the request of the

State Department, coordinates the activities of the UPS. Comeittee.

If the United States were to withdraw from UNESCO, we could still

maintain our isvolveneut in the ICC? programs through membership in'the,

TUGS. However, the U.S. Government probably would have little influence

over program priorities or budgeting.

2. The_ International Hydrological Program

The International Hydrological Program (I/IP), in budgeted at $1,378,000

for 1984 to 1985. It is a successor to the UNESCO-sponsored International

Hydrological Decade (IHD), 1965-1974. The INP coordinates research,

development of knowledge and methodology, training, and information in
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surveying, conservation, and appropriate use of water reeources. The Ile

Is entering its third phase of activities (1984-1989), which is oriented

towards using scientific methods to manage 'Peter resources. Phase three

will support 75 projects in such fields as hydrological processes, the

influence of eon on the hydrological cycle and the development of hydrological

Information dissemination systems. 4

MP's 150 member Rations elect a 36-ammber International Covernnent Council

(of which the United States is a member), that establishes the project goals

and implementation procedures. U.S. geological Survey, at the request

of the State Department, has been the coordinating agency for the V.S.

°overflown. The U.S. National Committee for Ry4rology, made up of various

Covqrnment agencies, universities and members free the private sector,

forvuletee policy for W.S. participation-. 24/ U.S. interests feces on toxic

wastes, acid rain and problems associated withsurface eater run-off.

Because the INF is a UNESCO-sponsored progiam, ty United States

would not be eligible for membership if we were to withdrattfrms UNESCO.

However, individual U.S. scientists might might be able to continue to

Obtain data from some of the independent non-gtivernmesttal orgeelsettons

affiliated with INP, such as the International Association of Hydrological

Sciences and the International Association of Nydregeologists.

24/ Government agencies are: the U.S. Geological Survey, the
Departnent of Agriculture, the Corps of Engineers, the Rational Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Department'of Energy, the Department of
State, the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Science Foundation,
and the Tennessee Valley Authority. The University Council on Water &viewless,
represents the university community; private sector groups include the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Water Resources Association,
the National Academy of Sciences, the Geological Society of America, mod the

American Geophysical Union.

40 -124 fl- 04 - 128
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3. The Intergovermainal Oceanographic Commission

1
UNESCO has budgeted $1,282,200 for the Intergovernmental Oceanographic

Commission (IOC) for the period 1984 to 198S. LOCI, an autononourbody

established within UNESCO in 1960. IOC functions a* tim'cooEdinstieg body

within the U.N. for merles *ciente and, related activities, bet its secretariat

is located in the UNESCO secretariat. IOCes purpose is to promote international

research on the oceans to learn more about ocean resources end pr s.

"go:14
liMembership in the Commission is open to any state that is &ember

4

of the eejor U.N. organisations. Thus the United States nay remain a member

of rise IOC if this Nation withdraws from UNESCO.
A

The CommissiOn's me'* program activities are divided into three areas:

a. Oaests sciences, proneting and coordinating of investigations in
marine research, series pollution, the relationship beitween ocean

' dynamics and the ciliate, seafloor mappincend geblogy marine
ecosystems;

b. Ocean services, tbs organization of mosideecto the scientific
community and the public; (4ets eschangeosetvark of oceanographic
stations, oceanographic pro4ncts, e.g., analyses and forecast of
oceanic conditions, Tsunami marning.systen); and

c. Education, training, teaching and mutual assistance is the area
of marine sciences.

10C's International Oceanographic Data Exchange (IODIC) is important to

the United States. /00E ip a global data network that provides the United,

States with 60 percent of all foreign sources of marine data, tS/ an essential

part of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration's (N0A4:

U.S. Oceanographic Data Centhr resources systemethichdthe United States

uses for developing forecasts of long -range weather patterns.

p. 2.

o

25/ [National Science Foundation.' Natural Sciences is UNESCO, op.cit.,

1.29
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The 110-member IOC assembly meets every two years to review its various

programs and elect approsimatelmuone-quarter of its members to the Executive

Council. The Executive Council consists of a Chairman. four Vice chairmen

and the remaining delegates elected by the assembly. The United States

is a member of the Executive Council which establishes 10C,pplicy sad gives

final approval to the IOC programs.

U.S. participation in the IOC is coordinated at NOAA on the behalf

of the State Department. The U.S. Oceanographic Commission, establishes

policy for U.S. participation and consists of members from Government agencies,

universities mud the private sector. 26/

4. The Nan And The Biosphere

The Man and the Biosphere (NAB) program was established in 1970 with

goals of finding, through international cooperation, interdisciplinary solutions

to the problems of managing natural resources and land development and of

assessing man's effects on the biosphere. It is budgeted at $948,700,for the

perio4.1984 to 1985. NAB research programs are divided into 14 areas with

over 1,000 field projects implemented by 79 of the 100 countries that have

NAB committees. Seven program areas involve particular kinds of geography

(e.g. forest, grazing lands, coastal, and estuarine areas). Six irogram

areas focus on systems and processes (e.g. major enelneeting, demographic

changes, and urban ecosystems), and one program involves biosphere reserves

--------
26/ Besides NOAA, other Government agencies that participate sret the

National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the U.S. Navy, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

Nob

1 :31),
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(lamed shims especially designated and protected for*#esearch, monitoring, end

conservation).

The NAB International Coordinating Council (ICC) meets every two year.'

in Paris to confer with the Paris UNESCO staff to cogrdinate global activities.

Dr. Paul Baker, chairmen of the U.S, National MAE Committee, is one of the

four Vice Chairmen on the ICC.

The U.S. NAB program was established in 1972 by the State Department

as part of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO. The U.S. NAB program Nk

has three components. The first involves 133 scientists, university scholars,

administrators and private sector members who donate their tine to the NAB

program. The second component is a Secretariat composed of three gave

employees from the Department of State and the Forest Service, who administer

the program on a part -thee basis. The third component is the U.S. National

°Committee for NAB, which provides overall policy guidance. The U.S. MAD

program has three functiOns. It synthesises and interprets, basic scientific

research on ecologically-related problems, such as studio* of marginal leads,
t

the tundra, and tropical forest. Jt acts as a.catillynt for cooperation between

natural and social scientists. Aado it facilitates info tion +richness between"

scientists and decisionmakers, both in Government and 1 the private sector.47
One of NAB's most successful.programe is the Biosphere Reserve system,

1-

land areas protected for research, monitoring, and conservation. The interns- It

tional MAR program has helped to establ4sh 215 biosphere reserves in SO

countries. To date 40 areas have been mate in the United States, 27/

including Olympic National Park and the Crest Smokey Mountains National

Park. If the United States were to leave UNESCO, it would no longer be

27/ -(National Science Foundation., Natural Sciences in UNESCO, op. cit.,
p. 3.
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eligible to participate in the UNESCO NAB program an it is currently

operated. 28/ The United Stites may chose to continue U.S. NAB activities

domestically. Questions have been raised about whether the U.S.

LAB would be able to use the UNESCO program's name. In Iddition,

the U.S. MAD would probably have to rely on the willingness of other

countries to conduct international U.S. NAB activities. 28/

I

I

. -

28/ Information about the likely future of U.S. NAB activities came
from interviews with State Department officials. Coverneent agouties
that have been involved in the NAB program are: the Departoe*
of State, the U.S. Forest Service, the Department ofInterbor, the .

Agency for International Development, and the national Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

t
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V. ifILECTED OTHER UNESCWSCIENCE rsoblums

Besides these four programs, there are several other UNESCO science

programs is.which the U.S. Government and the scientific community are

involved. If the United Stites were to withdraw from UNESCO, it would

not be eligible to participate on an official basis in any of these programs.

However, it appears that U.S. scieniiets, as private citizens, not official

representatives of the U.S. goverment, could be hired to participate in any

of the particular research endeavors of the following prograns. 29/

The Natural Nezards_Proerse (ROP), has two subprograms: (1) develOpment

of knowledge fox better assessment and prediction of natural hazards (earthquake.,

floods, landslides, volcanic eruptions), and (2) design of techniques to reduce

loss of life and physical dosage from hazards. U.S. earthscientists pectic-

ipate in international groups that study earthquake pattesne:and frequently

, serve as individual consultants to other countriee.

The Engineering Information and Training Proves ( OM), is geared to the

needs of the developing countries. It promotes conferences and &miners on

engineering issues and, helps develop educational materials for engineers in

the developing countries. ?hero is some active 0.i: participation but the

overall benefit to the United States is said to be low. 298/

The International Brain Research Organization (TARO) fosters cooperative

research in neuroscience.. It sponsored its First World Brain Congress in

29/ Interviews; officials at Dept. of State end U.S. Geological Survey.

29a/ (National Science Foundation.) Natural Resources in UNESCO, op. cit.,
p. 2.
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Switeerland in 1982 and is lacreesingly active is neuroseience activities

of'interest to the United States. 30/

The International Center for ThIyetical Physics (ICTF) at Trieste,

Italy, Is the world's only focus for joint cooperative research and training

in physic., involving U.S. physicists and their counterparts from LUC, Communist,

and industrial-countries. In 19114, it wi t two international physics

conferences, planned.to have significant U.S. involvement.

The General Information Program (PCI) aims to increase national capabilities

in the mobillastion and tae of scientific information and assists in International

cooperative information ameba's.. This program keeps the United States ahreait

of LUC information needs and capabilities. 31/ According to wavers' observer*,

if the United States withdraws from UNESCO, some foreign buyers in developing

comstries will not become familiar with U.S. computer technology. Thus U.S.

manufacturers will lone computer sale. that eight have been generated by these

programs and foreign markets may be forfeited to French and Japanese suppliers. 326

7e Statistical Division (STAT), proyides the United States with the only

central source of K and D statistical information for the world'snon-OECD

countries.

UNESCO also implements a variety of science education programs, many of

which use NSF-developed curriculum materials.

30/ U.S./UNESCO FolNeview, op. cit., p. 10.

31/ Idem.

32/ Interviews: Department of State, UNESCO office; National Academy of

Sciences personnel, Feb. 1984.

10 4
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VI. SCIENTIST'S' REACTIONS TO THE U.S. DECISION TO WITHDRAW

It is generally acknowledged that UNESCO science activities. have

strengthened U.S. science and, to some limited extent, have served as a catalyst

for major, relatively extended international cooperative scientific projects aimed

at solving global problems. 0v observer pointed out the historical importance of

the U.N. to the scientific community when he noted that American and
.

Hritish scientists insisted, when was created, that the United Netions'

responsibilities extend to science since "governments would not accept . .

'the scientists'] . . . preferred alternative of a separate internationall

organisation for science." 33/ Americo* scientists ind.diplomets

originated UNESCO's major scientific'prograos, including the Man and

the Biosphere Program; the U.N. Science and Technology Information

Progra*; the International geological Correlation Program; the Inter

national Hydrological Decade and its eoccessor, the International

Hydrological Prpgresq and'tbe International Decade of Ocean Exploration.

and its successor, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. 34/

a

33/ Finkelstein, Conference Document: Is the Past Prologue? op. cit.,
p. 38.

34/ Interview with a staff member, National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, Yob. 1984. Also, see the comments of Hr. Arnold Kramisb.
In A Critical Assessment of U.S. Participation in UNESCO. Special Meeting
of the U.S. National Comddasion for UNESCO, op. cit., p. 14-15.

135



I No one has undertaken as in -depth analysis of the impact of withdrawal

on U.S. or international science, but both the goveremeetal and nongovernmental

scientific communities have reacted vigorously to the proposed withdrawal.

Ceaerally most scientists who have reacted publicly to the withdrawal anarance-

meet have disagreed with the U.S. move, even though they agree that UNESCO has

serious political and man/agent problems, even in the science sectors. The

reactions of governmental scientists and
administrators are contained in an

interagency analysis of."Naturel Sciences in UNESCO," prepared by Notional.

1(141

Science Foundation (NSF), at the equest of the Department of State, based on

the submissions of Federal techel agencies, 35/ as part of a broader State.

Department interagency review. The final version of the Department of State's

v

report did not include all parts of the4riginal NSF report. 36/ It cited many

of the positive aspects of
unscn Science, as in the NSF interagency report.

But it, omitted many of the details test were in the NSF report of the

benefits of UNESCO science to
international cooperation and of the negative'

implications of withdrawal. Also, the NSP interageicy report recommended

against, withdrawal from UNESCO; in contrast,to the State Department report.

Nongovernmental scientists' reactions take a varietykof forms, such

AS letters to the editors; articles; the written report of a special National

Academy of Sciences review; and written submissions to an inquiry sponsored

35/ (National Science Foundation.) Natural Science* in UNESCO: A U.S.

Interagency Perspective, Science
Foundation), typescript, 1983, 8 p.

36/ U.S.'Department of State. U.S./UNESCO Policy Review. Typescript,

Feb. 27, 1986, 65 p.

i.rj3 6
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by the U.S. Nations). Commission for UNESCO. 37/ The consensus of'thelle visas

is that science and technology ore prob.:I:LINA:mons UNESCO's.most outstanding

and goo-politicised activities, sad, clearly, are of benefit to U.S. science. 38/
4

Most said U.S.-science would suffer if this Nation withdrew and that the United

States should retain membership in UNESCO in order to rectify the problems

effecting UNISCO dpecribed by the U.S. Government and the scientists them-

selves. 39 The problems which specifically effect science will be discussed

in the meat action of this report. They result, according to aunty scientific

commentators, from mist by both tbej)epartmest of State and HMCO, and

unclear definition of U.S. seals and expectations for science in UNESCO. Some

scientist) have suggested reforms to impress UNESCO science activities.

The NSF interagency report to the Department of State contains copreben-

sive consents regarding the benefits Of UNESCO to U.S. science. For instance,

it coecluded: "The weight of tangible benefits over certain imp:Pane:its

clearly justifies continued U.S. participation in UNESCO. Many of the

science projects sponsored by UNESCO bring contributions and unique

benefits to the U.S. scientific research efforts and also promote selected

37/ Writing in response to the Commission's inquiry were leaders of
major scientific societies. See section VII of this piper.

38/ See especially: Summery Conference Report. In O.S. 'Department of
State. A Critical Assessment of U.S. Participation in UNESCO. Special Meeting
of the U.S. National Commission fsj UNESCO, op. cit., p. 1-2; [National Science
FoundAtionl. Natural Sciences in UNESCO: A U.S. Interagency Perspective,
1984, passim.; and Letter from Walter A. Roseublith, Foreign Secretary,
National Academy of Sciences to Gregory 3. Newell, Oct. 21, 1983.

39/ Different views were expressed by Paul T. Salter, Chairman of the
National Research Council'a Subcommittee on UNESCO Science Programs and
Chairman of the U.S. Man and the Biosphere Program. i Sm:rely limited
funds have prevented assessment of U.S. participation s UNESCO's S and
activities. Most participation, be reported, consists of private activities
of individual scientists. However, . . most U.S. scientists perceive a

lhoetility to UNESCO involvement and thus deemphasize any relationship."
This is especially relevant in congressional dealing, with the KAS program.
Sot he agreed that the United States should stay in UNESCO (Biker, Paul T.
Review of U.S. Participation in UNESCO. Attached to Letter from Paull'. Bakerto Di. Janes S. Boldermaa, U.S. National Commis:doe

for UNESCO, Oct. 5, 1983).

137
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U.S. foreign policy goals, including development assistance." 40/

Losses to U.S. science from withdrawal, according to the NSF interagency

report, would include:
k

significant reduction in the direct access the U.S. scientific
community now enjoys to Important data bases, localities, and

scientific je41Orcos throughout the world. Withdrawal from

UNESCO membership would result la s general decline in the
leadership position the U.S. now bolds in Intersect ,science

and also contribute to the further politicalixatlon of
in ways detrimental to U.S. national interests. 41/

The State Department, in its report, U.S./UNESCO Policy Review, described

the benefits of UNESCO science programs to scientifiC inquiry, butt ras more

circumspect than the NSF interagency report is disIng.fg the Consequences of

withdrawal on international harmony and scientific collaboration. It was far
4

more confident than the NSF report about the ability of the United States to

continue to conduct international science on a unilateral or bilateral bests and

about the possibility of developlag effective alternatives to UNESCO science

programs..

Reactions f other sources, which described thlmkogefits of UNESCO to

U.S. Science and an. the losses that would result from withdrawal are sun

marised next:

On the benefits to mUltIlateral cooplEntInns

UNESCO provides a unique mechanism to facilitate international
scientific activities; without the multilateral sanctions and
structures provided by UNESCO, each nation would have to enter
into costly and cumbersome bilateral-arrange:wet 14 order to

conduct international science. Some sciences indefkitical
global problems are international by nature and cannot be pursued

properly by one nation without access to tile data, resources
and cooperation of scientists in other countries, and legal
agreement by other nations. Essaples include the earth sciences, S

40/ [National Science Foundation.) NatnralSciences r; UNESCO: A U.S.

Interagency Perspective, typescript, 1984 p. 7. a.

41/ Ibid., p. S.

1,3 8
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oceanography (re:March within 200 -mile limit boundaries), and
climatology, the core disciplinme of UNESCO's large cooperative
programs, such sa NAB, and ICCP. 42/.

On the contributions of UNESCO to sharing r eh costs:

UNESCO projects also allow researchers and governments to
share costs of conducting rosearch that moat nations could not
afford by themselves. Per instance, U.S. Government officials
have reported that the IOC program boa saved the Governmeot
Amer $1 billion in ocean resoarch program costs over the last
ten years. 43/

On the special importance of UNESCO to the social sciences:

UNESCO's international role is also important in the social
=lances. Per instance, according to the response of the
Social Science Research Council to the survey by the U.S.

'National Commission for UNESCO: ". . . UNESCO plays a unique
role in tproviding opportunities for international contact
among social scientists ea methodological issues, and also
practical current problems in social, deo:wadi, and political
change. UNESCO, or its factional equivalent is seeded to
improve, the quality of our mu social analytic skills and our
knowledge of problems and events in other areas of/the world.
If UNESCO did not exist, we would have to layout it." 44/

On UNESCO's imports:sr:el to Informal communications networks:.

By withdrawing from UNESCO, the U.S. scientific coemunity
% would lose the benefits of access to a precarious coimuniem-

tides network among scientists established by UNESCO after
years of bard work. 45/

42/ Solomon, A. K. Stay in UNESCO. Nowtork l'imes, Jan. 2, 1984:
editorial; Weisbn;4, S. Science News, J* . 28, 1984: Letter from Walter A.
Rosenblith, !braise Secretary of the Nati Acadamy of Sciences to
Gregory J. Newell, Assistant Secretary of St e, Oct 21, 19831

Loti

a43/ Interview with a staff member of the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration, Feb. 23, 1984.

44/ Szonton, David L. Letter to Gregory J. Newell, Department of State,
Oct. 26, 1983.

45/ [Prof. Rano] Weller Criticises Planned U.S. Withdrawal From UNESCO.
Stanford University News Service, Jan. 27, 1984, p. 1; Solomon, op. cit.

SO
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Os the benefits of UNESCO to U.S. scientific inquiry:

UNESCO aids U.S. foreign relations by providing U.S. scientists
with access to scientists in countries with which this Nation
:maintains only limited diplomatic relations.

On UNESCO's contributions to science in less developed countries:

UNESCO aids international science by providing seed money to Third
World scientists to develop science infrastructure, and to attend
international scientific meetings, which enhances the knowledge
base of U.S. scientists, serves humanitarian purposes, and
eensititees third world scientists and governments to the global
implications of many of their technological development projects. 46/

.

On UNESCO's catalytic kole in developing new international scientific

organizations:

UNESCO facilitates the development of new international governmental
and nongovernmental projects initiated with UNESCO "seed" capital,
aid) as the international Center for Theoretical Physics at
Trieste, CERN, the European Nuclear Reseakch Organisation, 47/
and the newly foraulated International Organisation for Cheiical

Sciedkes in Development, created by the American Chemical Society
and other organisations. 48/

On how UNESCO's programs aid progress inn basic research:

Basic research would suffer overall if the United States with-

drew from UNESCO because . . 411he programs which approach
basic scientific problems of intekest to U.S. scientists would
probably be deemphasised and the programs designed to emphasize
technological imprdvement in the developing countries emphasised.
Such a move would also be likely to decrease the financial

support for . . ICSU and its constitutent unions." 49/

46/ [National Science Foundation.' Natural Scfeaces in UNESCO, op. cit.,

p. 4.

47/ Weisburd, S. Science Caught in U.S. UNESCO Crossfire. Science Neve,

Jan. 28, 1984.

48/ Seaborg, Glenn T. An International Effort in Chemical Science.

Science, v.223, Jan. 6, 1984: editorial.

49/ Review of U.S. Participation in UNESCO. Comments by Paul T. Baker

for the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO.- Attachment to Letter from Paul
T. Baker to Dr. James B. VoldermanoChalrman, U.S. National Cosuaission for

UNESCO. Oct. 5. 1983.
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On the I ctance of VSUSCOnueserated
data, *specially to U.S.Intel Isaacs meatless

If the United State. withdraw iron WOUND It night late accessto tapertaat research
data generated abroad, eopecially inoceanography and water rsooarcos, and scieece-related

statistics.This misfit he especially
harmful to V.S.

intelligence agencies. 50/

'4

50/ Interview, U.S.r Department of State, UNESCO office. See also:Soren, Ronald X. international Science, Letter to the Editor. Science,Feb. 24, 1984, p. 771.

1**)*
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on. sucossnoss To 1,1PROIS Toe oeumoodorr OF
UNESCO'S SCIENCE PROGRAMS AND MORD POLICY ammo

The Congress may agree with the Preelleat's decision to withdraw

from UXESCD, without taking additional action regarding thd science activities.

however, since withdrawal will net be effective eatil2December 31, 1,84,

and the President said he night reconsider hie eltbdrawk decision if UNESCO

rectifies some of the problems.parcelved by the Vatted States, the Congress,

may choose to play a roll.in shaping the future U.S., relationship to UNESCO

Ls general and to the ecisoce activities, is particular. There are two

g eneral policy options, regarding science, each involving subsidiary declaims.

The first option is to decorating if and how the Congress night lend

support to U.S. public and private efforts to. restructure UNESCO to meet the

major criticisms of the.hopertment of Stets sled the science community, mad if

so., in ithich arsaa. The second option is to determine if the United States should

try to continue to participate internationelly in programs spoisored by UNESCO:

or if it should develop program alternatives to the UNESCO science programi.

This section of the report deals with the first option, concerning

efforts to restructure UNESCO's. science activities. The second option, together

with criticises of UNESCO's science programs, are discussed in the sent section

of the report.

Many suggestions have been offered about ways to improve the formulation and

adsdnistratioe of UNESCO's science progress. For example, last Fall theCU.S.

National Commission for UNESCO voted 41 to 8 against the United States

withdrawing from UNESCO and said the United States should stay in UNESCO in

. order to make desired changes. Prior to the vote, the U.S. National Conalesbni
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for UNESCO surveyed its orgamisetional member to ascertain their views on

withdrawal. Writing in opposition to withdrewal and offering suggestions

for improvement were leader, of the Institute for Cancer Research, theAmericak

Association for the Advancement of Science, the National Wildlife Federation,

the Social Science Research Council, and the Consortium of Social Science
Nvf

Affectations, and also Use Feretge Secretary of the Rational Academy of

Sciences and the chairman of the U.S. Man in the ilosphere Program.

These reactions, coupled with ether criticisms, sees to haVe given

momentum to efforts aimed at revamping UNESCO and at improving U.S. policy

for UNESCO. In this connection, the Nationel'Academe of Sciences plans

to establish a subgroup within its ICSU review committee to mama

what can he done to improve UNESCO and to look at proviso alternatives. 51/

TheDepartment of State is mow selecting 15 members of a high-level

advisory easel, to be composed of ecadesice and other public amd

private sector experts to monitor changes mode in UNESCO, and to

advise if the United States should reverse its decision. 52/ The

Department of State has also comvesed,a public/private group to discuss

developing programmatic alternatives to some of the UNESCO programs. 53/

The first,meeting was held on March 5, 1984.
Nen

Problems, Juggeated reforms, and policy options in the science

sector are summarised next.

51/ Interview, a staff member of the National Academy of Sciences.
Feb. 1984.

52/ Interview with a staff member of the Dept. of State, Feb. 1984.
See also: Lewis, Paul. U.S. Says It May Not Quit if UNESCO Changes. New
York Times. Feb. 16, 1984, p. A6.

53/ Ibid.
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A. PROBLEM .1. WNOULD 313 U.S. COVINKENTEETTER srscitr AND DIPLENENT

ITS SCIENCE GOALS FOR =scat
a

1. The Issue

Om ,of the major criticisms made by scientists is that the United

States is unclear abut what it wants from the UNESCO science programs and

should clarify its goals. Specifically, critics'refor to the fact that

when UNESCO wes created, its science mission wee limited to promoting

intellectual exchange and communication at the highest levels. In practice,

UNESCO's science mission seems to have changed notably since then, with the

expansion of its membership to include over 100 developing countries, which are

interested primarily in technical assistance and applied science to enhance

development. According to some observers, American scientists generally are more

Interested in UNESCO supporting basic celeste. They say the United States is

umlautr about what UNESCO's role should be in promoting development, especially

.in using in science mad technology to achieve developmedt. 53/

According to some observers, this ambiguity cameo the United States

to misperceive the majtaty of UNESCO's members' views about the need

for UNESCO to dupport applied research and technology studies, as opposed

to 'international coeperttive science" and basic research. This often

causes the United States to criticize or neglect the UNESCO efforts

oriented toward deieloping science infrastructure in developing countries.

53/ Interviews, Deportment of State UNESCO officials ;' interview, a

staff member pf the National Academy of Sciences. See also, for instance,
Eugene. G. Kovach, U.S. Government Participation in the Scie:1401 and Technolegy

Programs of Selected Multilateral Organizations. Washington, D.C., Na-
tional Science Foundation, Feb. 1978, p. 32, 39.

40-124 0 - 84 'l0
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As a result, the United States loses Laflamme is UNESCO governing council'

or has low respect for the deliberations of UNESCO constituent bodies. 54/

Also, some critics say, the United States ignores the potential complementary

relationship between U.S. Agency for International kveslopeent Presides

and UNESCO programs,'ss wellse U.N. Developmeat Program grants, administered

by UNESCO. 55/. (As noted above, UNESCO administers UNUP programs, Oath

receive a separate congressional appropriation, which is shoot the same wise

se is the U.S. contribution to UNESCO. Sy withdrawing, the United States

would have no influence over the use of its fends for UNDP projects

N-"
within the UNESCO beresocrecy.)

This ambiguity in goal definition has resulted in some U.S. Government

scientists questioning whether UNESCO'. KAI and TAP programs should focus as

much as they do on applied, as apposed to basic, research. Some of these

goverommetal scientists have celled for withdrimal from these programs because

they neglect basic research. 56/

2. Polio Options

The fundamental policy issues area does the United States met to
use UNESCO for applied 'cisme activities and technical esistuncs-
related science it itilist that UNESCO emphasise y
basic science? as may choose, to articulate precise S. goals
for UNESCO. The Coagreas way mint to determine more precise policy
for U.S. multilateral technical assistance. For instance, if the
United States vents to promote basic science in UNESCO, and seclude
applied science, as an alternative, should it enlarge its support
for the U.N. Coseittee on Science and Technology for Development,
created following the U.N. Conference on Science and Technology
for Development?

54/ robe", John.E. U.S. and UNESCO: The Polly of !Copping Out." New
York Times, Jan. 1, 1984, Leters; Kovach, op. cit., passim.; and,(National
Science foundation.' Natural &fences in UNESCO, p. 6.

551 Kovach, op. sit., pp. 37-38g interview, Department of State, UNESCO
office.

56/ Interviews, Department of State and National Academy of Sciences.
NO
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B. BIOS= 2. =OLD THE U.S. GOVIRNMPINT GIVE NOSE FINANCIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL

ATTENTION INMUIATIONAL SCIENCE?

1. The Iasi**

Another criticise heard Is that U.S. hence in UNESCO is directly

related to the amount of high-level attenti the United States gives

to international science, and that, recently, the Government has neglected

this area, with the expected consequence. For instance, Arnold Kramish,

s former Science Attadhe to the U.S. Permanent Delegation to UNESCOi

attributed the inception of UNESCO's hydrology, biosphere, oceans, and

geological programs to U.S. initiatives supported at the highs levels

in the White Souse, during

. . a period where the White Souse. Science Office had two or three

invididoals dedicated to international programs, indiViduals who

Ok
provided the momentum for those programs and who interceded oa behalf
of those programs when they faltered. The mouentumw a lost when
the few individuals who supported the science progrs in the U.S.

Government vanished or found other priorities. 57/

Budgetary constraints have also contributed to the erosion of high-level

Government support for international science. For many years the National

Acedeer, of Sciences and National Research Council provided "outreach" and

advising functions for the U.S. National Committee for UNESCO by organising

specie? =85GO-related oversight committees. The last of these was

terminated in the Spring of 1983, as a result of funding cute. 58/ (Support

for the committee cams from funds to support ICSU that the Academy received f.

57/ Panel Commentary: Mr. Arnold Knelled. In A Critical Assessment of

U.S. Participation in UNESCO. Special Meeting of the U.S. National Commission

for UNESCO, op. cit., p. 15.

SO/ Interview, National Academy of Sciences staff ambers.

4
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frost NSF. The NSF support was cut back and the Academy decidedjo terminate

the committee.) For nany,leare, until recent budget cuts, the NSF also hid

senior staff member on the staff of the Permanentiksprosantative to UNESCO

in Paris. In addition, as noted- above, the State Department has reduced

funds and staff for the U.S. National commission for UNESCO.

2. Policy_ Options

INrstago Secretary of the Nationql Academy of Sciences suggested

Congress may wish to consider the following options. The

that the Government increase fondles for U.S. Government guidance
of UNESCO science program' sad shift the locus of official program
guidance for science from the Department of State to the National
Science Apra/ties, in Collaboration with the National Academy
of Sciences. $9/ The NSF report to the Department of State called
for more high-level leadership and U.S. financial support for
UNESCO. 60/ Others have suggested that the O.S. watablish a
mechanism to monitor UNESCO science activities better. Along
these lines, Eugene [mach, a former science official at NATO,
suggested that the Department of State Jaycee,ve the quality of
its science office at the Department of State and the caliber
of the science attache attached to the)U.S. Perwseest Delegate

kto UNESCO. 61/

C. ?BOHLEN 3. CAN
U.S. STAFF AT

I. The Issue

we ma= ITS STAFF? CAN THE QUALITY OF
EDT

A critical issue to many scientists is improvement of the caliber of

the UNESCO science bureaucracy and reduction of overhead expenses. The charges

are that third and fourth world nationals dominate the UNESCO secretariat,

59/ !Atte from Walter A. Rosenblith, Foreign Secretary, National Academy
of Sciences, to ory J. Newell, Oct. 21, 1983, p. 2.

60/ (National Science Foundation.) Nature) Sciences in UNESCO, op. cit.,
p. 7.

61/ Kovach. op. cit., p. 37. 38.

d
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making it difficult for the United States to implement many of its ideas.

Scientists have charged that the UNESCO buremicracy focuses on applied

science, or in attemptine to satisfy too many members, creates too many progress,

which are superficial and ineffective because of 4,isited support. 62/ There

are also allegations that 80 percent of.the total D budget is spent in

Paris, leaving little money for field operations. The NSF intersitucy report

summarised this issue and its implicatioes as follows:

UNESCO is as Imperfect organisation. U.S. dissatisfaction is
mainly directed at UNESCO's organisational shortcomings, which may
include higS administrative costs, quality of staff receuitil,frma

LOCe, insufficient &valuation of projects, and difficulties its ter-

minating projects. Dissatisfaction directed at failures to achieve one

or sore of the short-range priorities . . often does not allow for

adequate consideration of long-rangeftOtiorities. 04ESCO's support of

science projects is diffuse and. underfunded. 63/

To rectify these problems, UNESCO voul4 have to adopt revised personnel

allocation regulations. This may be difficult to implement since

it appears that political lectors often guide selection of personnel.

UNESCO recently announced new regulations reserving about 700 of its

900 senior staff member slots for non-Westerners. Rovever, there also

are repiwts that U.S. staff quotas at UNESCO remain unfilled. 64/ The Congress,

via oversight and authorizatio4, may seek to deal with this issue.

2. Policy Options

The Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences recommended

the creation of an international visiting committee of distinguished

scientists and science administrators to help design a review mechanism

62/ Weisbrud, op. cit., pepsin.

63/ [National Science Foundation.) Natural Sciences in UNESCO, op. cit.

p. S.

64/ Gerrymandering the Market Place of Ideas. Chronicle of international

Communication, v. 4, Dec. 1983. p. 1, Kovach, op. cit., passim.
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to evaluate the merit sad assessment of UNESCO attests prowess. ,

Others recoemeed emadatory and Segular turnover of the professimmil
staff. 66/

There is also criticism about U.S. personnel combatted with
mug° staff. 67/ Some have susgested that the U.S..Geyeriment
make more effort to isoprene the quality ad caliber of U.S.
nationals on the UNESCO staff and that more efforts be made
to fill Solarium representatiou up to established
quota levels. 65/

1. The Issas t

Seggestioes ham; been wads to increase public knowledge of

UNESCO to the United States. The U.S. National Comaisaion for UNESCO

used to provide some outreach and publicity for ONESCOas programs and

activities. Since the sougovernmeetal activities of the Cormissioa have

been sharply curtailed, this is no looser aallikely as before.

2. Policy Options

The suggestion has beemeade that the Government award feed/ to U.S.
scientific professimmeociaties to help thee identify and disseminate
information about umethwhile UNESCO science and technology projects
to their members. 69/

Another option is to restore all the activities of the U.S. National
Commission for UNESCO.

65/ Reseohlith to Newell, op. cit., p. 2.

66/ Weiler, op. cit., p. 2. See also Letter from David L. Stanton.
SociarSciesce Research Council to Gregory J. Newell, Oct. 26, 19$3.-

67/ Kovach, op. cit., p. i4, 35.

68/ Weiler, op. cit., p. 2; [National Science Foundation.) Natural Sciences
in UNESCO, op. cit., p. 6.

69/ Interview, State Department Staff, Feb. 1984.
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VII. ALIEREATIVES TO UNESCO'S SCIENCE PEOGRAMS

As noted above, each UNESCO splasee program is governed by a complex web of

relationships and administrative structures. The continuafioa of U.S. participation

in each program after U.S. withdrawal, thereforeedepeade on tbe degrei of

°MCC involvement in proven management. Indications are that if the United

States withdraws frog UUESQ) it would forfeit .membership in theNAN and the

M. It probably would be Mowed to coating, in soot IOC actAvities, but

might not be allowed by CEBU'p to have any influence on IOC budgetary decisions.

It would be allowed to participate in sous ICCP programs via intergovernmental

union membership. UNESCO sight rdquire the United States to use participating

in other UNESCO leer* progransig

Some have stile that WIES03 staff may sea to continua to n;low as

such non-official .S. scientific participation as possible, to benefit from

the excellence of . science. BIM seen. en, MAILS. Coverammet would not

be able to infl program and budget decisions formally.

In discussing U.S. notification of withdrawal from UNESCO, State

Department officials indicated that if the United States withdraws, the

President would use fUnds that would have gone to UNESCO to support inter-

national cooperative programs of the Ogee nature. But they acknowledge it

will be more difficult and more expensive to maintain U.S. participation in

such prograas. Congress way steak to shape priorities for allocation of these

funds by determining which, if any, of the UNtSCO international cooperative

150
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prOgrans or other projects merit reconstruction as bilateral programs, or

onXinuation in other multilateral organizations. Any changes would have to

be negotiated with other governments participating in the programs.

The Department of State and the NSF interagency report have come to opposing

concleeions about this issue. According(to the Department of State:

Other multilateral, intergovernmental and nongovernmental scientific
organisations, for example, the (World. Meteorological Organisation)
WhO and the ICSU, are often more successful in certain futon:attune'
activities than UNESCO. The U.S. could increase its support of these
orgsnisa LOOS 70/

The National Science Foundation report, in'tostrast, concluded:

[Other organisations]'. . . would not replaae.the contributions
and unique benefits the United States obtains ftca membership
in UNESCO. 71/

Most scientists agree that ICSU is not A viable alternative in which

to conduct the kinds of programs sponsored by UNESCO since most third and

fouth world countries are not members of zip and ICSt is oriested primarily

to basic sciencl. Furthermore, it is widely believed that ICSU does not have

the resources or operational capabilities to implement-soot global programs.

Trope resources probably will be cut even more if the U.S. withdraws from

UNESCO Vince UNESCO provides staff for an ICSU secretariat. 72/ Workiog

through ICSU would also be more expensive than corking vie UNESCO according

to one commentator, Paul Raker, who said:

To obtain the funds for ICSU to do the necessary job, a sum equal
to our UNESCO dues could be required; while bilateral international
cooperative program of the scale demanded through ICSU would require
such massive U.S. financing and influence that luny participating

70/ Department of State. U.S./UNESCO Policy Relitew, op. cit., f. 15.

71/ [National Science Foundation.] Natural Sciences in UNESCO, op. cit.,

72/ Walsh, John. Administration Announces intent to Leave UNESCO,
Science, v. 223, Jan 13, 1984, p. 150.

p. 7.
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centuries would refuse to ceepetate. Even if most countries represented
in ICSU did participate, easy programs would suffer, since . . . only a
limited somber of countries are members. 73/

\The Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences recoememded a

strengthening of the relatiousUip between UNESCO and ICSU to improve the

fueitions of both orsanisetAgms. 74/

Among the loaves which would warrant attention in determination

of future policy in this arm?' fes

- en assessment, with the assistance of the science community, to
determine which UNESCO cooperative projects are most assent/el, from
the point of view of both politics and science, and should be continmed.
Apparently U.S. agencies said the Natives' Academe of Sciences have
plans to assess how the United States might continue to participate
in, or develop alternatives for, specifit UNESCO programs. Several
other related issues warrant attention. What level of appropriations
would be reguired to support these programs during the transition
to unilateral or bilateral U.S. leadership? .What kind of international
coordination network would be required for menages these activities
internationally? Would the costs of a new "secretariat" exceed
UNESCO's management costs? Will other countries cooperate in
global science efforts spearheaded by the United States or will
they seek to coati UNESCO-sponsored activities? What kinds of
new bilateral arrang s would the United States need to conclude
to sanction the propos research activities?

- an assessamet of the feasiblity and costs of entering into necessary
bilateral arrangements with other countries to pervert research to be
conducted. The National Science Foundation report concluded that
bilateral cooperasion cannot substitute for projects requiring con-
certed multilateral action. 75/ Others have said bilateral arrange-
meets would prove to be far more costly than the UNESCO activity.

In conclusion, the U.S. Congress may seek to shape future international

science policy in UNESCO or in other agencies. This report has described

benefits and problems with UNESCO's science activities and alternatives

that might warrant congressional attention.

P

73/ Baker, op. cit., p. 4.

74/ Letter, Rosenblith to Newell, op. cit.

75/ [National Science Foundation.) fatural Sciences in UNESCO, op. cit.,
b.
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NOTICie The project that is the subject oe this report was approved
by the Governing Board of the astional Research Council, whose members
are drawn from the councils of the National Aceatemy of Sciences, the
National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine.

This report has been reviewed by a group other than the authors
according to-procedures approved by the Report N6View Committee con-
sisting of members of the National Academy of Sciences, the National
Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was established by the Natictnal Academy
of Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad community of science and
technology with the Academys purposes of furthering knowledge and of

ci
advisi the federal government. The Council operates in accordance
with

U
ral policiekdatormined by the Academe under the authority of

_its animal charter of 1663, which establishes the Academy as a,
private, nonprofit, self-governing membership corporation. The Council
has become the principal operating agency of both the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering inthe conduct of
their services to the government, the public, and the scientific and
engineerincoemunities. It is administered jointly bye both Academies
and the Institute of Medicine. The National Academy of leeinuring and
the Institute of Medicine were. established in 1964 and 1970, respec-
tively, under the charter of the National Academy of Sciences.

This report has been prepared by the Office ofigroternational Affairs,
Researchsearch Council, for the Office of nicationa and ONSSOD

Affa

el

s, Bureau of International Ovganisaticne, U.S. Department of
Stet under Contract DOS 1021-410172.
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In reply to a letter from the Chairman of the Souse Committee on
Porsign Affairs requesting views on the aww--ott---. U.S. withdrawal from
OISISCO (scheduled to take place on December 31,'1984)4 the President of

the National Academy of Sciencedstated that "the Governing Ward of

the National Research Council and the Council%of the national Mademy
of Sciences are deeply concerned about the potential impacts on science
of a withdrawal by the United States from ORIDICO." Withdrawal will

have significant implicatioarbfor gipbel swame programs in which 0.8..

scientists are deeply involved, often in a leadership role. Therefore,

the Academy, through the Office of International Affairs (OM of the
n etional Semearch Council (1111C), agreed to respond to an invitation to
provide the 0.8. Department of State with air assessment of potential j

impacts and to suggest possible alternativevrrangements in order to
maintain essential U.N. scientific contacts with UMMOCOmponsored
programs in case the U.S. were no longer a weber of OMISCO on
January 1, 1985.

The strategic considerations that provide the basis for the study,
including significant caveats and limitations that pertain to the
findings, are discussed in Chapter 2. M inportent summary of general
preliminary findings will be found in Chapter 3. assessments and

proposed interim arrangements for epecific progra and subprograms

within the three major science program sections of the CRISCO Angroved

,ftogramme and indent for 1084-85 are further de led in Chapter 4.

Constraints of time and money, in addition limited analytical
background material, seriously influenced the scope of the study.
Normal nnq procedures, which typically include a specially appointed
study committee, proved impossible iiMJ is instance. We did, however,

avail ourselves of a well-balanced ad group, and the present report

has been reviewed by several distinguished members of the scientific
community. The detailed analysis of the CROWD program and budget was
conducted by a consultant. Dr. Philip Really, and the OIA staff. This

examination was augmented by interviews with U.S. scientists engaged
in, or familiar with the science activities of UMW.

Iii
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U.S. budgetary cycles make it imperative to convey some preliminary
findings now since preparation of funding recommendations is under way.
It is clear, however, that a much more detailed and critical analysis
of the science programs of UMW and of other intergovernmental organ-
isations is badly needed. The present study is dedicated to the hope
that such a broad-gauged review will be implemented.

Walter A. Roeenblith
Poreign Secretary
National Academy of Sciences

iv
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Chipter 1

I81111001RCTICS

-The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organisation (MECO) was founded in 1946
"for the purpose of advancing, through the educa-
tional and scienting and cultural relations of the
peoples of the world, the objectives of international
peace and of the common welfare of mankind. .

The announced U.S. intention to withdraw from membership in UNESCO
at the end of 1984 has prompted concern within the scientific community,
both national and international, about the consequences for global

40/4Lonna cooperation. Problems of the earth, oceans, atmosphere, earl-
ocreeent and the cosmos require the collaboration of scientists on a
worldwide scale. Although science represents only a part of the total
UNESCO mandate, and about one-third of the budget, it is a significant
element that historically has facilitated important contributions to

health*of the scientific enterprise. UNESCO is one 0 interne-

the spirit of international cooperation and to the adv2fent and

tional ins tutions for science cooperation that have developed in the
poet-Mori an II era and is unique in the breadth of its concerns,
giving tee imony to the important linkages between education, science
and culture. Although official U.S. withdrawal from this forum has
implication for all the programs of UNESCO, this, report focuses only
on the science program*. The prospect of U.S. nonmembership in UISISCO
raises questions about the immediate implications for ongoing collabora-
tive programs in which the United States is an active participant as
well as for the long-tern future of U.S. involvement in international
science activities.

As a private institution, the National Academy Of Scieneig is not a
formal participant in UNESC0, an intergovernmental organization. Bow-
ever, becaupe of the involvement of the U.S. scientific community in
many utiESCO-sponsored science activities, the Council of the NAB And
tne Governing Board of the National Research Council have expressed
concerniregarding the impacts on science of a U.S. withdrawal from ...-

UNES00.1 in March, the Academy, through its National Research
Council, offered to assist the Department of Stein assessing the
impacts on some of the major science programs a to suggest possible

1
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alternative arrangements whereby essential. U.S. scientific collabora-
tions could be maintained. It is important to note that the issue
posed wee not whether the United States should or should not withdraw
from UNESCO. The Academy bad already expressed the View that, on
balance, U.S. science gains more than it loses from participation in
UNESCO science programs. This report, therefore, makes no statement on
the fundamental question of withdrawal. The present approach is one of
helping to minimise the'costs of decision that was made, not on the
basis of scientific considerations, but on a range of other, largely
political, factors. Also, although it is recognised that UNESCO as an
institution could benefit from some reform, particularly at the manage-
ment level, this report flOes not, to any significant degree, deal with
that issue.

The, growth and diversificatinn of science and the rapid expansion
in the number of participants in international activities has created
a tremendously complex situation that is straining the capabilities of
international institutions for cooperation. In the soience drea there .
is 0 vagt array of organisations, intergovernmental and nongovernmental,
dedicated to the promotion of international cooperation . In large
part, this stens from the Bniversality of the scientific enterprise
itself and, the need to share and confirm research findings warAllorader
an inherent feature of scientific progress and global cooperation. The
develepment of the US system of specialised agencies has been an impor-
tant complement to the many nongovernmental organisations that have
emerged within individual professional communities. UNESCO, in parti-

cular, has fostered contacts and interactions with such organisations,
most notably in the science area, with the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU) and its individual disciplinary unions.2
It is possible, therefore, to begin to identify a number of potential
alternative organisations based largely on existing patterns of coop-
eration with as a partial response to the problem. However, as

will be ampl=n the following chapter on strategic considerations,
there has not :Oen either time or resources in this stisdy to consult'

thesetbe org nizations to determine their- capability end/or-willing-
nese to serve/in this capacity. This has to be a major concern, in
terms of the friability of the proposed alternatives. Since the time
frame of present report relates primarily to FT-86, other alterna-
tive opti that are outlined feature support to UNESCO for specific
activities, particularly for the major intergovernmental programs, and
increased, resources to national agencies to be utilized for facilitating

U.S. participation in UNESCO programs within their areas of competence,

The sent study emphasises the need to inquire more deeply into
the objectives, consequences, and benefits of U.S. participation in
intergtmernmental science programs and relationships between inter -
goverAmental and nongovernmental organizations. The absence of an
overell strategic policy framework for U.S. participation in interna-
tional science is a severe handicap. There is a need to clarify the
various means of intergovernmgntal scientific and technological coop-
eration and to reach common understandings on the most imaginative,
productive days of utilizing our intellectual and financial resources.
This is an important issue not only for the United States, but also for

40-124 0 - H4 - 11 159
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other countries which will be affected by U.S. withdrawal. The U.S.
inclination.to utilize alternative forums also h4s implications for the
overall funding of international science that need to be viewed in a
larger policy context than just UNESCO. New models for international
science cooperatibn may be required to meet contemporary needs both for
advancing science and for strengthening infrastructures in developing
countries.

. Questions are being posed with regard to the value of specific
areas of WIESCO-sponsored programs to the p.s. scientific community:
Sow well does UNESCO carry out these programs? Are the programs that
are directed primarily toward the needs loping countries
adequately designed and implemented? Is the most effective
orgnnization for carrying out these progr If so,' is there
sufficient guidance and participation from the'worldwide science and
technology community to ensure effective and efficient program imple-
mentation? What measures might be taken to improve the performance of
UNESCO? What might be the loss to our scientific community, as well as
to those of other countries, if the United States withdraws fan UNESCO
on December 31, 19847 Coupled with this last question is the Signi-
ficance of'the contributions of the American scientific community to
UNESCO. It is same of these questions that the following assessment
attempts to address'.

REPERRICKS

1. Letter from Dr. Prank Press to Congresamen Dante Famcell, April 17,
1984.

2. The International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) represents the
principal nongovernmental mechanism created by scientists to advance
scientific interests on an international basis. The structure of
ICSU is beard on dial membership, encompapaing 20 disciplinary sci-
entific unions and 70 national members. The national members are
usually academies or national research councils. In the United_
States, the Netional Academy of Sciences is the adhering body to
ICSU as well as individually to 17 of the unions. ;OM and
the unions, with combined annual budgetary level of $S million,
provide an important framework for the orderly handling of inter-
national, nongovernmental scientific cooperation.
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Chapter 2

STRAIRGIC CONSIDERATIONS

THE U.S. musics TO WITTMAN PION mac°

The Secretary of State notified the Director General of UNESCO on
December 29, 1983, that the United States would withdraw from UNESCO
on December 31, 1984. This letter of notification charged that UNESCO
had 'extraneously politicises virtually every 'subject it deals with;

exhibits hostility toward the basic institutions ofa fiee socfbty,

especially a. free market e4 a free press; and demonstrated unres-
trained budgetary expensiont`l

Assistant to the President for National Security Dobert C. McFarlane
noted, in a. memorandum of December 23, 1983, to the Secretary of State,

the President's approval of notification of withdrawal, but also his
desire to promote meaningful changes in UNESCO during 1984.2 A,oecond
memorandum of February II, 1984, from M0Farlane proposed a strategy
including an action plan and thelpilleatice of international support
to assist the effort to promote ngas in UNESCO during 1,04.2

A U.S. Monitoring Fanel, comprising 15 eminent citizens knowledge-

able in UNESCO's varioes areas of activity was established An March

1984. It was instructed to report to the Cetary of State near the

Ai end of 1984 on the degree and kinds of that might have Occurred

in oNESCO in the interim, with a view to assisting the Secretary in

determining whether to recommend revision of the decision to with-

draw.4
Nonetheless, the State Department has stressed the fact that its

decision to withdraw is kills. Barring unforeseen changes and develop-

ments, it is assumed that the United States will no longer be a member ,

of MASCO as of January 1, 1985. The' Administration has also stressed

that the United States would continue to participate in programs that

meet the original goals of UNESCO and thereby pursue international

c000eration in education, science: culture, and communications by

shifting our contribution to other appropriate bilateral, multilateral,

or private inatitutions.'5 It should be noted, with reference to

pursuing UNESCO t'pes of international cooperative activities through

other channels, that the current level of tqpal U.S. mandatory contri-

butions to UNESCO is on the order of $50 million per year,with science

activities funded at about 814 million per year.
During the period preceding the December 1983 announcement of the

decision to withdraw, a wide-ranging review of UNESCO activities was

carried out under the auspices of the Department of State. This review

drew on the views of a number of U.S. public and prIvate institutions

I 6 I
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which benefited from, participated in, or contributed to UMW activi-
ties in education, science, culture, and communications. The objective
was to produce, in light of the information gathered, an analysis of
overall political and management trends in the Organisation.6 Some
12 U.S. government agencies contributed to this uspintsco Pdliay Reviewfrom their speciarapeotives, as did the U.S. National Commission
for UNESCO and the tional Academy of Sciences. The organisations
concerned with science programs reached the cenciallion that the (hilted
States should continue its participation in USESC1f.7

owever, the State Departmentp own analysis of political and
management trends provided the bells inter alia for the decision to
recommend U.S. withdrawal.

At the same time, the Department's US/UNESCO Policy Review stated
that °UNESCO science activities generally satisfy U.S. objectives and
priorities." It went on to note five consequences of withdrawal:

U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO science activities, if not compen-
sated by alternative forms of cooperation, could lead to a significant
reduction in the direct access of the U.S. scientific community to
important data bases, localities, and scientific resources worldwide.

The decrease in income from dues would liamage UNESCO's ability
to meet the U.S. objective of assistance to 1.0Cs (less developed
countries) in developing scientific capabilities and infrastructure,
and to perform the successful international scientific projects which
UNESCO bah sponsored.

The United States would lose its present access to an important
international framework for scientific cooperation and data gathering.

UNESCO provides the possibility of scientific exchange with
certain countries with whom we maintain limited contact.* Withdrawal
would make such cooperation more difficult.

s The United States would no longer be eligible for meebership on
the International Coordinating Council of the Program on Nan and the
Biosphere, the Coordinating Council of the International Hydrological
Program, and the Intergovernmental Council for the General Information
Program.6

Given these consequences, it is necessary to explore alternative
ways of pursuing U.S. objectives of international cooperation and
collaboration in the science area. As a partiel contribution to the
effort, this report presents assessments of the impact on U.S. science
of a withdrawal from UNESCO and suggests possible alternative arrange-
ments for assuring continued U.S. association with selected UNESCO
programs.
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STRATEGY FOR TS SCIENCE ASSESSMENT

'The genesis of the task of assessment undertaken by the National
Research Council can be briefly summarised. In October 1983, when

consultations were in progress on contributions to the OS/ UNESCO Policy

Review., noted above, the Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of

Sciences provided the Assistant Secretary of State for International

Organisational Affairs (at his request) with some initial views per-

taining to the quality and management of UNESCO science activities.

In particular, be noteds

Science-related programs represent, in many ways, 'a most

succeisful effort and fulfill an important function for the U . in

terms of international science cooperation and science educati .

4 criticiseThere is much critici leveled at IMMO programa, str ure

and resent, but, in the area of tO6 sciences at least, there s no

real alternative to UNXSCO at the present time.

With respect be the management of UNESCO science programs, re

is certainly room for improvement.

The mechanisms necessary to ensure effective U.S. participotiob
in UNESCO are not currently available.8

Following the announcement of the intention to withdraw from UNESCO,
a number of bodies of the Academy complex considered the implications

of withdrawal with respect to U.S. science interests and its impatt on

science in general. 'This process resulted in the letter of floras 13,
1984, from the Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences
to the Assistant Secretary of State for International Organisational
Affairs offering assistance in assessing the impacts of the U.S. with-

drawal in the science area and in identifying possible alternative
arrangements for U.S. participation.9`° This initiative provided] the
basis for the contract between the DOpertment of State and the National
Academy of Sciences to prepare the followings

An inventory of existing UNESCO- sponsored programs and arrange-

ments for U.S. scientific cooperation (provided in a Supplement to this

report);

An analysih of the extent to which these arrangements depend oti

do not depend critically on affiliation with UNESCO;

Suggestions for alternative interim arrangements for facilitating-
essential U.S. scientific interactions with UNESCO-sponsored programs;

Initial recommendations of future U.S. directions in multilate
and global scientific cooperation (both within and outside UNESCO).

4
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Significant Sources

The assessment presented in this report drew on two particularly
valuable recent reviews of UNESCO science activities that had been
prepared in the light of the UN CO problems .(1) °natural Sciences in
UNESCO; A U.S. Interagency Perepctive, the October 1983 interagency
report coordinated by the National Science 'foundation (Nw) as a contri-
bution to the US/UNESCO Policy Review, and (2) - Science and Technology
Programs in UNESODdIrthe March 1984 report on the policy implications
of U.S. withdrawal from UNSSCO prepared by the Congressional Research
Service for the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology of the
House Committee on Science and Technology. The present assessment,
based on a broad range of consultations with professional colleagues
who have participated in UNESCO- sponsored science activities, adds to
the information provided in the above-mentioned reviews. The Approved
Programie and, Budget for 1984-198511 has been used as a basic UNESCO
reference document.

Caveats

Limitations and constraints in carrying out this assessment must be
emphasised. They were as follows*

401

Time Frame. This assessment was prepared in tour months. le
reviewing such a comprehensive set of programs in such a short time, it
has not been possible to contact the full range of science interests
involved. A thorough critical` review of all science programs has not
been possible; the focus of the present study has been on measures to
prevent disruptions in the firit year or two of U.S. =membership in
UNESCO.

Community of Interests. The time constraints have ruled out any
detailed evaluation of UNESCO-sponsored science activities, particularly
in the area of developing country interests. An in-depth assessment
would require, by definition, consultations with scientific peer groups
abroad. This has neither been possible nor attempted. it should also
be noted that no real attempt has been macle to evaluate the field pro-
grams of UNESCO. Furthermore, a comprehensive assessment would need to
include a carefUl evaluation of grieves programs of other intergovern-
mental organizations and particularly those of the UN system as a whole
to better understand interactions and opportunities for promoting more
effective international scientific cooperation.

information Base. As noted, UNESCO's Approved Pglograwme and
Budget for 1984 -1985 has been used as a basis for assesetng U.S. inter-

s este and participation. Like many budget program statements, the UNE#O
document does not always convey a clear sense of substantive endeavor.
Koreoveri the United states lacks an institutional memory and a focal
point tor monitoring U.S. scientific interactions, both with respect to
UNESCO in particular and to multilateral scientific relationships in
general.
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Contecte with the U.S. icientific Community

me preeent assessment has concentrated on bringing into play the

Parsonal 'irieWs of American scientists and engineers who have partici-

pbted directly, often in leadership roles, in the science activities

of imIpco« The following means were used to do so:

`Contact was initiated in Apci1.1984 with American scientists
serving as officers of international scientific unions pr serving on

cotresponding U.S. national coassittoes.

'Officers of U.S. scientific societies and associations were
invited to query their members on the value of participation in UNESCO

activities.12

in cooperation with the Consortium of Affiliates for Interne

'tional Programs of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, a query was sent to Members requesting information on WW1 -
ftic experiences and judgments of UNESCO science activities.

A letter to the editor, Science, April 13, 1984, invited comments

from the U.S. scientific community on their participation in UNESCO sci-

entific activities.

.
A The potential impact of withdrawal' on particular science inter-

ests was discussed at meetings of U.S. national committees affiliated

with international organisations and unions.13

Personal contact was mode thrOugh interviews (including phone
communications) with U.S. scientists and engineers in academia, govern -
,sent, and industry involved in UNESCO science activities, particietizZ

the maor observational programs.

71d

This approach has re lied in several hundred communications with

American scientists a engineers

FRAMEWORK FOR THE ASSESSMENT

.
In preparing the inventory of UNESCO science programs, assessing

their dependence on affiliation with UNESCO, and suggesting alternative

interim arrangements, the following areas of UNESCO-funded activities

appearing in the Approved Programme and Budget for 1984-198511 were

examined:

Major program Vii The sciences and Their Application to

Development

Major vogram IX: sciene, Technology and Society

lr r9x1 ei-?eram X: The Human Environment and Terrestrial and

Matins. Ronikircen
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To a considerably lesser extent, poor Prone** V.2 (Teaching ofScience and Technology), ylz (with reSpect to Scientific and Techno-logical InformatiOn), and General Activities (statistics on mcienceand technology) were reviewed. This material is included in theSupplement.

In order to-put the science
activities in. perspective within theoverall UNESCO program, a summary of thetmerall biennial budget ofUNESCO is presented in Annex A. The activities considered in thisreview eccourefor approximately 30 percent of budgetary resourcesdevoted to regular UNESCO programs. There are also significant con--trioutions to UNESCO science

and training activities from other
sourcesparticularly the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)opunited Nations Environment

Program (UUEP), the UN Financing System forScience and Technology
for Development (UNIESTD), and non-UN sources--which are of the same order of magnitude

as those pt6vided to regularUNESCO programs.. Summary'budgetary
information on the individual

program activities considered in this review (Major Programs VI, IX, X)is provided in Annex B. "
In cirrying out the

assessment' particular attention has been givento budgetary matters In.orekt to be,"aware of the current U.S. oontri-buttons and to sake it possible to suggest options for alternativechannels'of suppOrt in the future. includiAg proposals for augmentingselected high-quality activities.
A certain numb4r oequestions and fectors have beenitaken intoaccount in proposing alternative channels:

what are the means and limitations of maintaining U.S. partici-pation and leadership?

%Frow the viewpoint of the United States, what are the most
efficient.and simple administrative procedures?

Alternative channels suggested in this preliminary stage aremoat likely to be useful only on ad interim basis.

Account must be taken of the need for staff and overhead costs.

There are special needs for Project oversight by a U.S. scien-
tific Organization.

Major consideration has been given to contributions to UNESCO tosupport specific programs and projects (e.g., Funds-in-Trust, does-time, etc.). This approach may provide a simple means of support at
a modest overhead charge.

p
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William G. /Jerrold (Institute of ElaBtrical and Electronics
Engineers)

Joan K. Jordan (Americas Meteorological Society)
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Chapter 3

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

The present chapter summarises preliminary conclulions of a general

nature drawn from the assessments of specific program activities in

,Chapter 4 and retries a number of issues requiring further analysis.

The information ie presented is three sections; Aseeltamertte of UNESCO

Programs, Impepts of,U.B. Withdrawal, and Alternative Interim Arrange-

ments. Two tables at tive.end provide a capsule summary of the assess-

ments, preferred altekhatives, and suggested funding levels for each of

the principal areas of science activity.

It is important to emphasise that fhe present study is preliminary

in nature. A much more comprehensive study is needed, one which will

draw on the knowledge and experience of an even brooder mpectroll of th4

U.S. scientific community, as well as colleagues abroad.

AOSSSSIONT OF UNESCO PROGRAMS

1. Bey Program Areas. This report has attempted to deal with a

JIG=
de range of scientific and technological activities mandated by

. mot surprisingly, these
activities vary in sire, complexity,

quality, and importance. Activities of major interest to the U.S.

scientific community are in the following areas:

earth Sciences and Resourcesr Matual Hazards; the International

Geological4Correlation Program

Water Resources; the International Hydrological Program

oceans and Resources; Coastal Regions; the Intergovernmental

Oceanographic Commission

Man and the Biosphere Program

Natural Sciences; support of ICSU and activities sponsored by

MOOS in the fields of biology, chemistry, physics

V
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Measures used to be taken to plan and facilitate U.S. participation in
these program areas if withdrawal from UNESCO becomes effective.

UNESCO work n engineering sciences, Mocial sciences, and science
policy appear to of lesser interest to the concerned U.S. profes-
sional communitie with only small numbers of U.S. scientists parti-
cipating. Neverthe ems, thews are important areas, ones in which there
is a potentially i aim! role for American scientists to play.

2. Advancement of Scien00--$4,10000for Development. Although
UNESCO science objectives include the pursuit of new knowledge, parti-
cularly in observational scientific fields, increasing attention is
being directed toward the science, science education, and advanced
training needs of the developing world. The juxtaposition of science
at the frontier and octanes for development highlights the multiple
objectives of UNESCO and of nongovernmental scientific organisation*.
There is need to enhance understanding of the complementary end inter-
active nature of both these objectives.

3. UNESCO's Intergomernmental Sole. As an intergovernmental
organisation, UNESCO is anmportant instrument in carrying out global
observational programs (e.g., the Geological Correlation Program, ocean-
ographic components of the World Climate Research Program, and the Nan
in the Biosphere Program). The authority and financial support of
governments is often critical to field operations which involve the
sovereignty of nations. On their awn, nongovernmental organisations
cannot substitute for intergovernmental ones in these areas of respon-
sibility.

UNESCO is a critical intergovernmental link to the developing world
for the implementation of projects involving advanced training and
infrastructure building. These latter projects depend very much on
substantive contributions from the advanced countries, primarily
through nongovernmental scientific organisations such as tCSU and its
constituent bodies.

4. other Intergovernmental Organisations. Other intergovernmental
organizations (e.g., UNOP, UMW, NNO, PAC, and NHO) participate sub-
stantively and financially in many uNRSCO-directod science programs.

.'those that make financial contributions often provide funds of the same
order of nagfiitude as ONRSCO's regular program. The UNESCO staff plays
an important role in planning, advising, and managing many of these
programs.

5. UNESCO and the Scientific Cohmunity. One cannot help but be
impressed with the large number of UNESCO activities involving signi-
ficant numbers of scientists who parti to either directly or through
nongovernmental organisations (1100.). lay an important role in
many aspects of UNESCO's programs, particular in engaging the.parti
cipation of scientists in advanced training p is (IBRO, /CPO,
NIRCENs) and in guiding/managing certain aspects f observational
programs (e.g., IUGS, LUGS, SCUM, SCOPE). UNESCO's programs
would profit num even greater participation and association with the
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NO0s. However, their capabilities to provide guidance and assistance
in activities to meet the needs of the developing world could be
improved.

6. U.S. Organization. The lack of responsible and sc entifically
competent oversight of U.S. interests in UNESCO science rams has '

been and dontinues to be a serious and chronic problem. governmental
focal point, having the requisite technical capability well as signi-
ficant international policy responsibilities, would provide much-needed
support for American participation in the Science programs of UNESCO.
However, such a unit cannot be truly effective in the absence of an
integral link to the scientific community and to their organisations.
The continuing agenda of this joint enterprise would includes

Assistance in the planning and implementation of scientific
programs at world levels

Concern for enhancing the participation of developing nations in
programs thataficontribote to the common scientific goods

Action plans hacked by human and financial resources to
encourage and support multilateral scientific initiatives.

IMPACTS OP U.S. WITHDRAWAL

1. Scientific Relations. in the short term (through 19116), it
will he hard to lodge the true impacts of withdrawal on U.S. science
interests and on the quality of UNESCO science programs. Even if they
appear to he only modest, early provision of resources to ensure con-
tinutel 4T.S:'.participation suet be made. In order to maintain confi-
dence botb here and abroad in U.S. participation in international
science programs, withdrawal dust he accompanied by a serious commit-
sent, expressed in police, institutional, and budgetary terms to a
scontineed and strengthened American role.

Z. U.S. Participation in Governance. With the possible exception
of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and, to a less
certain degree, the International Geological Correlation Program (i(X P).
the United States will forfeit the right to participate in the gover-
nance of senior ONRS('O-eponsorsei cooperative international programs upon

withdrawal. Only limited influence can he exerted on the direction of
them* programs through U.S. participation in the conperating 1100e. It

is important to note again the role played by UNESCO staff in planning,
advising, and implementing major programs supported from other sources
(e.g., Urine. UNEP, Hounds-in-Trust). Withdrawal may seriously affect
poesihilitien for American participation in program management roles as
umrsro eta,' semhere.

I. Discontinuities in 19,11UXY) Planning/Implementation. in the

event of II. +. eithirae41 9t thn nrw, of 1984, it will he neceenaty to
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prepare for disruptions in project planning and implelleadtation at
UNESCO beginning in early 1985 in ow of expected budgetary cutbacks.
Although U.S. contributions to UN are not normally due until the
beginning of the neat fiscal year ( r 1, 1985, for FY -86), the
lack of assurance of interim support til later'in 1985 could contri-
bute to an environment of uncertainty t will hamper UNXSCO opera-
tions. Different forma of congresai 1 appropriations will have to be
found to respond to this extraocdine ituation. There is an urgent
need to move ahead in the United Stat with establishment of a joint
governmental and nongomernMehtal Mom to cope with the situation
both in the short and longer term.

4. Disruptions in U.S. Scientific Participation. Uncertainties
regarding funding will be disruptive to the many U.S. grange partici-
pating in ongoing UNESCO science activities. reprogramming of
nationally available resources will be necessary. ith regard to pos-
sible losses in access to data and research localit s it is difficult
at this stage to make definitive jUdgments. The sit ion will depend,
in pact, on the degree to which U.S. scientists in r persdhal capa-
city would continue to be invited to participate in ivities directly
under the purview of UNESCO. A decrease in the n r cj such invite,

Ittkons will have an advert* impact on the quality of science .

1projects and consequently also on tfie benefit of such projects to the
U.S. scientific community.

5. Disruptions in the International Research System. A period of
uncertainty stemming from withdrawal will be disruptive to international
cooperation to science and may strain U.S. scientific relations with
peer groups in other countries. U.S. participation in multilateral
activities and in the planning of new projects may be affected. Some
xeadjustment and reappraisal of U.S. participation and leadership in
international. scientific cooperation may occur.

6. Capabilities of NO-Oe. once alternative interim arrangements
have been put into place, they will need to be evaluated and assessed
in terms of how effectively NOOs are able to handle the new and more
subseanttal responsibilities they may have assumed. It is clear that
some MOOG as currently structured will have serious difficulties in
carrying out greatly expanded roles. Thus, there will prevail, even
in the second half of the decade, considerable uncertainty about how
proposed new responsibilities can be matched to the capabilities of
existing institutions.

7: Need for Enhanced U.S. Scientific Cos unity Involvement. Those
science programs that involve direct linkages with the concerned pro-
fessional communities tend 4o be the most effective. During the coming
months, it will be especially Important to maintain and strengthen
governmental and nongovernmental interactions, not only in the conduct
of present programs, but especially in terms of planning and implemen-
tation of future international multilateral science activities.
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ALTERNATIVE INTERIM ARMWG

The alternative arrangements proposed in this report are aimed at

ensuring meaningful U.S. Involvement in important Irmo science

activities it the united States withdraws from membership in

the organization at the WM of 1984. This report s not address the

wider ranging issue of an overall ilternative approach to the d6.s. role

in multilateral science cooperation for the rest of this century. There

is clearly an urgent need to do so.
For the major intergovernmental research programa and for other

selected science activities in which the United States is involved,
utilization of a grant to UNESCO is suggested. For other important
science areas of UNESCO activity, support of cooperating organisations
is proposed, usually as may be recommended by an appropriate U.S.

agent. Thus, it is suggested that a significant portion of the avail-

able resources be earmarked for relevant U.S. institutions (govern-

mental and in some cases nongovernmental), which would have important

oversight and managerial responsibilities for U.S. participation in

UNESCO programs in their particular areas of competence.
The consideration of alternative interim arrangements leads to

number of conclusions, poses a number of unknowns, and raises several

issues that require further policy analysis

1. No Viable Overall Alternative. There is et present no viable

overall alternative for UNESCO's science programs. Furthermore, there

is no simple set of alternative interim arrangements that will ensure

future U.S. collaboration-with current or future UNESCO projects. In

fact, withdrawal will undoubtedly lead to a multiplicity of channels

that may be more or less effective. Nhatever'elternative mechanic ms are

implemented, it is extremely important to ensure continuity of funding.

Otherwise, irreversible damage to valuable current programs is inevi-

table. Proposing alternative mechanisms is also complicated by the

40
possibility that the United States may rejoin UNESCO at a later date

if appropriate reforms are achieved.

2. Danger of Fragmentation. Putting in place a variety of interim

alternative arrangements for future funding and participation will

result in a fragmentation of scientific and administratiave relations.

Moreover, there will be serious substantive, managerial, and financial

costs that cannot be underestimated. However, the fact that UNESCO's

activities include both development assistance programs and programs

aimed at the advancement of scientific research makes the search for a

single altetnative extremely difficult, if not immesaible.f

Program 94port to UNESCO. In madV cases, the most

ttrective and admiai vely simple Alternative might be specific

support to rough the mechanism of Funds-in-Trust or

d atione. This typed button would be appropriate for large

10CP, and the IHP. It suffers, however, fromportions of the IOC,
the fact that there may be a lack of direct oversight (except for the

tue where the united Staten plans to retain membership). Perhaps some
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form of periodic
accountability could be required. At the very least,a strong focal point in the U.S. government will be extremely important.Mechanisms for program support to UNESCO will

require clarification ofthe possibilities. and limitations involved, particularly in terms ofthe U.S. role in program planning and implemdntation.

4. Cooperetinq Organisations. Subject to acceptance by cooper-ating organisations, it is relatively simple to propose alternativeinterim arrangements for those activities sad programa for which well-established mechanisms of collaboration ate in place, as isIthe casewith ICSU, ISRO, ICROv etc. One special situation is the Dtergovern-mental Oceanographic Commission (.104, in which the United States canretain full membership even in the event of withdrawal from UNESCO.Other arrangements are primarily based on the current active advisoryand managerial roles played by international
nongovernmental scientificorganisations (tacos) in UMSCO-mponsored activities. nowever, theremay be serious problems

in planning new global observational programsthat require
intergovernmental cooperation and oversight.

S. Need for Consultations.
The suggestion or designation ofanother intergovernmental or nongovernmental organisation to act inthe Interim, on behalf of U.S. scientific

interests requires carefulnegotiations and understandings
that are agreed to by all sidesinvolved. This will be a complex
process in which the issues willneed to be clarified over time. Also, there is as yet ng way to judgehaw colleagues from °that countries will react to U.S. propoeals foralternative mechanisms of support for UPS= science program*.

6. Role of ICpU. With respect to 16000, the International C4unci1of Scientific Uniong (ICSU) might be considered the most logical candi-date to facilitate U.S. participation in some well-established programs.ICSU could, for instance, be asked to oversee some 111.5 million of U.S.funds in order to ensure continuing U.S. participation and support ofcurrent tialiSCO-sponsered activities in Major Program Vi (Natural Sci-ences). There are possibilities of doubling this level if ICSU wereto assume additional
responsibilities with respect to the InternationalHydrological Program, the Men and the }nowhere Program, and certainaspects of the earth sciences activities. ICSU's willingness and

capacity, structural and administrative, to assume this level ofresponsibility, however, will need to be thoroughly considered anddiscussed oy all parties. In the longer term, ICSU represents animportant. existing potential for enhancing international sciencecooperation.

7. U.S. management Responsibilities. LO is tempting to try toidentify a single U.S. government agency to provide oversight, manage-ment, and funding for U.S.
participation in the science activities ofUNESCO. The National Science Foundation (MI is one obvious possi-bility, although the NSF has not.been especially active in the area ofmultilateral science cooperation. Also, some adjustments in existingNSF procedures would have to be made. In addition, there are some
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agencies, such as the U.S. Geological Survey (OGS), which have active
and direct roles in current UNESCO programs. Nonetheless, given the
uncertainties of using other international organisations, an enhanced
role by U.S. agencies as inevitable, particularly at this first
stage of nonmembership in UNESCO.

Clearly, there must be a nongovernmental focus as well. A comple-
mentary, working relationship between a governmental entity, such as
the NSF, and a nongovernmental one, such as the National Research
°council, would provide a mutually beneficial, solid foundation for
expanded and strengthened American participation in international
science. Moreover, such a relationship might reinforce a parallel
one at the international level between UNESCO and ICSU.

S. ,Next Step. The NBC assessment has profited from several hundred
communications from American scientists and engineers who have partici-
pated directly, often in leadership roles, in the science activities of
UNIMSCO. The resulting information base presents a useful starting point
for a deeper analysis, an, analysis which will require considerably more
time and the involvement of a much broader segment of the international,
scientific community. In order that such an analysis be qf value, it 1

tmust necessarily relate UNESCO programs to those of otherliultilateral
institutions having science as a significant partof their mandate.

9. The Future of International Institutions for Science Cooperatioq.
This review strongly suggests that considerable thought needs to be
given to the kinds of multilateral entities that might be established
to deal with the contempgrary requirements of international science
cooperation. Before making premature judgments on selecting or formu-
lating sodh entities, it is essential to consult with colleagues here 1

and abroad regarding theii concerns, interests, and aspirations. The
time may have come to begin discussions of new models for facilitating
international cooperation both for the adVanOnent of scientific know,-
ledge and for strengthening infrastructures in developing countries.
Lagoons can be learned from an examination of current practicies (e.g.,
IOC, ICSU/UNKS00, MAII) directed toward enhancing the complementary
capabilities of nongovernmental and governmental organisations.

Science and technology are no longer secondary interests of govern-
ments; they have become primary influences on health, econpmic develop- -

ment, environmental conditions, and all other aspects of modern society.
In view of this complex and pervasive state of science in the world
today, it may be necessary in the longer term to consider radical insti-
tutional changes ranging from establishment of a separate entity for
international science to a complete reorganization and restructuring of
()resent institutions. v r
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CAPSULE SUMMARY OP UNESCO SCIENCE PROGRAM:
ASSESSMENTS, INTERIM ARRANGIMSNIE, AND PROPOSED FUNDING LEVELS

Program: Preliminary Assessment
It\

Interim Arrangement*
Proposed
Funding**

Earth Sciences
and Resources:
Natural 'Regards

Water Resources

The Ocean and
Its Resources

High quality program that includes 80-
nation IGCP, a progree of keen interest
to U.S. earth scientists. as well as
important projects related to inter-
disciplinary studies of the earth's
crust and data/mapping work. Activi-
ties related to hazard assessment and
risk mitigation are also useful.

U.S. scientists prominent in planning
and implementation of 100+ nation 16P,
which is concerned with water resource
management, particularly in arid and
semi-arid regions, and humid tropical
regions. U.S. scientists make sig-
nificant technical contributions and
value UNESCO's facilitative role in
fostering interactions with foreign
colleagues.

UNESCO is an important mechanise for
international cooperative marine sci-
ence activities. U.S. interest high
in oceanographic components of the
:CRP, MOSS, and IOOR activities of
the IOC. U.S. scientists also in-
volved in studio of marine environ-
ment and the continental margin, as
well as work on coastal island eye-
teas under MAR.

4,

Specific program support to UNSSOO to
continue O.S. participation in IGCP
($200,000), and other activities
(6650,000). Additional resources to
cooperating international organize-%
tions, governmental and nongovern-
mental, on'recommendation of a U.S.
agency such as USGS ($1,156,0001.

Specific program support to UNESCO to
cover U.S. share of costs ($750,000)
plus support to a U.S. agency such as
UPS (Committee on Scientific Hydro-
logy) for additional related activi-
ties ($250,000).

Specific program support to UNESCO
for the U.S. share of the current
costs ($1,400,000), with additional
resources for U.S. oversight and
international research activities
administered by U.S.agencies (such as
NSF and/or PIPICO and USMAS) that
would emphasize utilization of coop-

zations ($1, 160,000) .

$2,000,000

$1,000,000

$2,500,000

,



Man and the
SiosphlGe
Program

Natural Sciences:
support of ICSU
and other MGOw
\

Informatics,
Applied Micro-
biology, and
kenowatIe EnerdY

U.S. scientists active in 105-nation
MAD, which is concerned with inte-
grated approaches to natural resource
management in 4 areas' humid tropics,

arid and semi-arlitzones, urban sys-
tems, and conservation. UNESCO has
facilitated global interstices in this
interdisciplinary program. UNESCO has
recently responded to pleas to,improve
ranagessent structure. MIRAN funding

problems require resolution.

Important support to research, train-

ing, and international cOnperatiop
in physical.and life sciences. an-

cluden support for NOOs working at
the frontiers of science plus devel-
opment of national infrastructures.
Many U.S. scientists active through
N.
All three areas are important, but
except for applied microbiology and
certain training aspects in the in-
formatics area, the most appropriate
forum may not be UNESCO.

Specific program support to UNESCO
($900,000) plus support of USNA9-
'managed activities, including
secondment of a U.S. science
administrator to the UNESCO
Secretariet and increased utili-
sation of NO00 ($1,100,000).

O
Direct support to MOOR, via ICSU, for
UNESCO-related science activities
($1,500,000) and s rough a

U.S. agency, such :714:'llur addi-

tional related activities (t.300,000).

I

$2,000,000

$1,800,000

Informatics: Funding through a U.S. $1,000,000

agency, such as NSF, With possible
use of UN agencies such as UNIDO or
tamp on advice of U.S. professional
organisations (0500,000).
Applied Microbiology: Direct contri-
bution to UNESCO for MINCENS
($125,000), plus additional support
for related activities via a U.S.
agency, such as NSF ($125,000).
Renewable Energy: Support activities
vicUNDP ($250,000).

*The consideration of UNESCO subprograms in Chapter 4 proposes more than one alternative interim

arrangement. Only the preferred alternative is included in thin summary presentation.

**The proposed figures includelNverheed costs.
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Pr 04r as Preliminary Assessment Interim Arrangement
Proposed
Planding

Engineering empbaais is on training and develop-
Sciences

' meat of englbeering curricula;
program management by UNESCO, but
mostly financed by UNDP. Limited
involvement by U.S. engineers in
these UNESCO-directed activities.

Social Sciences International social science medban-
loan are weak and underfunded.
uNENCOs program needs significant
reform'in content and management.
U.S. social scientists have,had limi-
ted involvement in UN4220 projects.

SciencePolicy A minor program with little, if any,
U.S. participation, subject is of
gpmeral interest (SAT plapning and
topect of SAT on society), but ONRSCO
program not particularly productive.

A

1 1 8

Pbnding through a U.S. agency, such
as NSF, to 0.8. engineering societies
and universities for work with inter
national and regional professional
organizations.

f

Punding through a U.S. agency, such
as NSF, to support international

cooperative social science research
and training activities. 0.8. share
of subventions to ISSC should be
maintained.

Funding through a U.S. agency (e.g.,
NSF) to support international science
policy activities through,U.S. insti-
tutions, possibly utilizing such
organizations as OECD, OAS, ASEAN.

OVERALL U.S. MANAGEMENT
Or SCIENCE PROGRAM

GRAND TOTAL

$700,000

$1,000,000

o

8750,000

$12,750,000

$1,250,000

$14,000,000
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177,

UNESCO SCION= P0DGMAN0

SIOINART OF SUGGESTED FUNDING LEVELS ($44S)
AI ALTRINNATIVE 'imam 411111111CNNENTE

CURRENT
USUAL U.S.

PROGRAM SMARR ALTINNATIVIV,

PROPOSED

U.S.
FUNDING

VI. THE 8CIIENCES ASID THEIR

AFFLICalos TO DSTEILIFTISWI

VI.1 Natural Sciences 6,000 1,700 Maas (e.g., 1C00, IC*O)
mr/mpic/Ato

1,500
300

VI.? gnqineer(nq Sciences 4,600 NSF/SAC/AID 700

VI.) Key Areas--Inforgptics, 6,000 1.500 NSF/NW/AID 625

Microbiology FIT** 12S

Renewable bier* ODs 250

V1.4-5 Social and Rumen Science 7,600 1,950 / 14SF/NRC 1,000

BURTuTAL VI (25,200) (6,3001 (4.500)

IX. SCIENCE, Twamown
AND SOCIETY 6,200 ISP/MRC/A10 750

(6,200)

,,550

(1,550) (750)
SURTIITAL IX

. .

TINS WOMAN ENVIRONMENT A TIMES-
. TRIAL 6 MAIMS ASSOURCES

9.1 Earth's Crust 3,500 875 FIT ' 600

USGS/14GaW (e.g., tuaS) 900

8.2 Natural Rassrds 1,s99 375 IT 250

agaS/PKID0 1()2$),

IGO. (e.g., UND1101

250

9.1 Neter Resources 4,400 1,100 FIT 750

USGS 250

1.4-5 Marine Sciences 9,000 2,250 FIT 1,400
NSF/PIPICO/USMAR 1,100

9,61 ItcoInsical Sciences, MAR 1,850 FIT 90007,480
gisComaPRWT 1S0

(ISSA0 940

SUBTOTAL X (25,1100) (6.4501 (7,500)

TOYAL VT: IX, i X e 57,200 14,500 12.750

U.S. OVERSIGHT
1.250

iNrrAL t 14.000

*Thep conmlawrafioo of (=Esc° subprograms In chapter 4 proposer more than nog,

alternative interim arramesent. The preferred alternative is included in

this gumsary presentation.

'Funds -in Trost diraet grant to (matsro flAw *pwrific activities.
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Chapter 4

ASSESSMENTS AND INTRRIN ARRANGEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses the following..DNESCO Najaf Programs and sub -programs:

VI. The Sciences and Their Application to Development

Natural Sciences (VIA); Technology and Engineering (VI.2),
Key Areas (VI.3)

Social and Human Sciences (VI.4): Key Areas 1.5)

1%. Science Tec of and Society
Olk

Relations (IX Ill SAT Policies (IX.2)

X. The Human environment and Terrestrial and MerineeResoorces

earth Sciences and Resources'(X.1); Natural Nasards (X.2)
Water Resources (X.-1)

Oceans and Resources (X.4), Coastal and Island Regions MS)
flo EnvironMental Sciences: Man are the Biosphere (X.6-X.9)

SrComment% on each of the above areas of activity are presented in three
parts: (l) a prng em assessment, including potential impacts of a U.S.withdraDal, (2) s Bested alternatives, and (3) a summary of preliminary
findings.

Budgetary in or:nation is provided to give an order of magnitude of
eaourroe (even in the variouelactiviiies (including particularly
the current U.S. contribution of 25 percent). frequently there is a
significant multiplier effect in UNEBC151-supported activities due to the
contributions from national and other sources.

with respect to budgetary considerations it is important to note
the following:

Budgetary amomets for,the various UNESCO activities include
three elementn: protect costs, staff costs, and overhead. In UNESCO
u sage. program costs are the total of protect and staff costs.

V

tik S
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One cannot ptedift how UNESCO will redistribute its budgetary
resources given a 25 percent reduction due.to the U.S. withdrawal. It

is likely that certain areas may be affected More than others; however,
for this analysis, a 25 percent cut across the bard has been assumed.

it is assumed that the funds available to s t U.S. scien-

tific collaboration in current UNESCO-sponsored science programa will
be in the range of the present U.S. contributions to UNESCO for science,
that is, about $14 million per veal,

Preliminary budgetary proposals have been included in program
assessments as part of the process of understanding_ the implications of
alternative interim arrangements. These proposals are intended to be
helpful in planning and preparing budgets for future U.S. participation.

Several factors have been taken into consideration in suggesting
alternatives to permit continued .S. participation in UNESCO programs
once the United States ceases to be a member (see Chapter 2). For

certain activities of particularly high quality, augmented levels of

resources are recommended. In other instances, reductions are proposed.

In a few areas, questions are raised regarding UNESCO's involvement.
Considerable attention is given to U.S. oversight requirements to
properly plan, guide, and eeeluate U.S. participation in multilateral
scientific activities whatever the U.S. relation to UNESCO..

As noted, the current annual level of U.S. support of UNESCO science

is abd.st $14 million. The present review of UNESCO science programs
results in a suggested support level Of $12 to $13 million per year.

It is important to underscore that oversight/managerial3responsibili-
ties on the U.S. side will require signiffcant additional funding and
possible adjustment' in personnel policies within government agencies to
administer these programs. It is.proposed that $2 to $3 million per

year be budgeted for the support of (ai U.S. oversight responsibilities,
(b) new initiatives on development of globe'. observational programs, and
(c) resources for increased opportunities for U.S. scientists to parti-

cipate in multilateral science program, including scientific meetings

sponaored.by the international scientific unions and other nongovern-
mental scientific organizations. These budgetary amounts are, at best,

first approximations that willtneed to be considerably refined.

MAJOR PROGRAM Vf:
THE SCIENCES AND THEIR APPLICATION To nRVELOPMENT

A ii.letteetIi Technology and Engineerktri Rey.Areas
(VI.), VI.2, VI.!)

Map.4 Program 4 includes UNPStli-sponnosed Ae tivl-

ties in the natorai (phymi,a1 and life) sciences and engineering. The

fiat sty 41` f f .4f I .i't's the 1,11r f vary ("(4114141Pf ably IffIH11 the

tit .1f.usis osi t Its within the Aficetin

mehtq !pt :otv vamm Vi.i, Vi./, 4twl VI. The .utret0 orliNial tAkiNet
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"lDr pet am costs (projects And staff) plus overhead is approximately
$14134illion--the U.S. share (25 percent) would be $4.3 million.
,ftetricUng attent.tipt4tponli program costs ($10.5 million), the U.S.
1;011101:40 pePhOnt) vouielbe about $2.6 million per year. Other
4.*botstael' sources of support total more than $17.0 million per year.

It isiproposed that support be provided UNESCO-related program
vities through a variety of alternative interim arrangements at

tlndicative annual budget of $3.5 million per year.

, Neeearch, Tripining, and International
`'Cooperation in the Natural Sciences (VI.I)

.y-fixsessment/Potential Impacts

This program area, involving international cooperative activities
directed toward the advancement of knowledge and the strengthening of
national research and tratning capabilities, is important to the health
of world science. Program activities include a variety of advanced
' research and training courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology either on a regional basis pr at international centers; univer-
sity curricula development projects in the sciences; and support of
regional and international scientific cooperation through subventions
and grants to NGOs and universities. The long-standing collaborative

'arrangement between UNESCO and nongovernmental science organizations
'permits the building of more effective global networks of researchers
at the frontiers of science; this leads, in turn, to fostering the
development of infrastructures in the Third World. At the same time,
increasing attention is being given to supporting activities in the
regular UNESCO science programs to meet the specific needs of diveloping
countries.

The current annual UNESCO budget for prograkcosts (projects and
ff) plus overhead is approximately $6.5 million; of this, the U.S.

1166ire would be $1.7 million. considering program costs only ($4.1
million), the U.S. share would be about $1 million per year. Other
'outside' sources of support, primarily uNUP, contribute more than
$4.9 million per year, or somewhat more than the total for the regular
UNESCU.program.

This program area contains a large number of training and support
activities involving the scientific unions and internstiohal centers
such as the Trieste international Center for Theoretical Physics (1CTP),
and the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. Specialized
organizations such as the International Cell Research Organirat on
(ICRO), the ternatiunal Brain Research Organization (!SRO), ar the
newly foraed ternat Organization for.Shemistry for Desielopment

provide ed research training aM' services in support of
the needs of the developing world. A large number of U.S. scientists
are involved as teachers in an environment that encourages learning on
the part of all part icipants.

GtVen the ,./t the International vuuncil qvientific Unions
ticnio sn th. 40werivoimpnt Of hRstr sr7fenttflr research and in fitinglng

a
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.., 1414
togetbe8 tithe leading scientists of tot ht, lop40 and developing coun-

tries, any UNESCO aaii ties critic dePes0 'On ICSU. Therefore,

the UNOSCO subvention .20.0 yem$) to ICSU and the support
of spo4altzed activities hg*T142Wili titu8nt bodies are of particular
import4nce.

The above-named activities and organizations depend to varying
degrees'on UNESCO support, but such sutsport (largely catalytic) is
particularly important for trainingiictivitleelln the developing world
since UNESCO provides the intergovernmgetal link to countries and
regions haking 'Jetted affiliation with nongovernmental scientific
associations. It true that these C011aborating organisations can
receive funds from a,irtriety of c a and do so. It is also true
that limited adachistraefite ithin 1100s proscribe their

capacity to greatly atgpo Rx l nsibilities were they to
choose to do so. However, the nong0Weirsmental scientific organizations
and associations could provide a greet deal more advice and assistance
to UNESCO projects, thus increasing their quality and efficiency.
Therefore, staff and administrative costs for Ws need to be included
in consideration of alternative interim arrangempnts. Furthermore,
there woukd be significant U.S. oversight costs to be borne by an
appropriate organization sensitive to U.S. interests (NSF and/of NEC)
in channeling support to a variety of organizations and project
activities.

Alternatives

A preferred interim arrangement is to provide the current level of
U.S. contributions to UNESCO program costs in this area (51.1 million
per year) to the relevant nongovernmental organisptiona through ICSU.
In fact, support of NOO-adelniatered activities should be augmented to
a level of 51.5 million per year. This level might include the
seconding of a science administrator to ICSU. An additional provision .
of 8S00,000 for bilateral programs involving U.S. professional groups
and universities is suggested, raising 111141 total to 81.8 million per
year. All of these arrangements would require agreements with the
organizations concerned; support levels would have to include appro-
prAate managerial, oversight, and overhead costs, which could be
significant. Nit

A second option for.alternative support of hese program activities

would be an annual contribution to UNESCO (Funds-in-Trust, donations,
ritr.) for the U.S. share (15 percent) of regular program costs in this
area, plus an estimated 10 percent overheadicpar4e, or a total of

81.1 million. In addition, it. is recommended that about $700,000 be

provtded. to selected mulltilateral science activities through grants to
the relevant nongovermientai scientific organizations. Such augmented
support would raise the total level of support of V1.1 activities to
SI.N million per year, or about the safe as the present U.S. contri-
trot 1rn.

'AV 1 83
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Preliminary Findings

1. UNESCO provides significant support to4eesearC4, training, and
international cooperation in the natural sciencee. Beyond the subven-
tion to ICSU, of importance to all countries, this pfogram provides
valuable advanced training through regional and international projects
directed toward the needs of developing countries.

2. UNESCOtprovides a critical intergovernmental liok to these
developing countries. But these UNESCO-sponsored projects alto depend
on substantive contributions from the advanced countries primarily
through the nongovernmental scientific organizations, particularly I6SU
and its bodies. U.S. support of UNESCO-related bcientific projects
could be provided to nongovernmental organisations through ICSU. U.S.
scientists would probably he able to maintain their currant level of
participation in these programs* through the nongovernmental organisa-
tions.

- i. 'these, international cooperative activities could be comple-
mented through grants to U.S. universities and professional htoups.

4. It is Important to establish and..support an oversight` caRa-
bility eithin A body sensitive to U.S. interests, such as NSF and/or
PM'. Certain aspects of these programs ate relevant to tht interests
of the Agency eor International Development (AID). Administrative
overhead costs will be significant.

5. The overall record of VI.1 activities is reasonably good; the
program has been of service to UNESCO Member States and to'fiCOs. With
improved management, even further contributions can be foreseen and ' ."
therefore this area is a candidate for increased funding.

Research, Train m ar International Cooperation
in Technology_And the ngineeripg Scie

Assessment/Potential Impacts

. .

This prgram area is directed toward the improvement of insti-
tutional infrastructures in developing countries in the fields bf
engineering sciences and technolOgy with particular emptasis given
to meteorology, materials testing, quality control, data processing,
standardization, and technical information services. The major thrust
of the program is training, the development of engineering curricula
through,a variety of activities in the advanced countries, regional
cooperation, and strengthening of national research and training
Infrastructures. The current annual UNESCO budget for program coats
(projects and staff) plus overhead I approximately $4.6 million- -
the U.S. sharp is $1.2 motion. Coni/dering program costa
($1.N milli -,ti. the H.S. sh,l;ro i4 at.flot $700,000 per year. other
"outside" wrurces of support in this area, primarily MOP and
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Funds-in-Trust, provide more than $11.6 million per year or about four
times the magnitude of the regular UNESCO program.

This program area includes a large number of support activities
involving international engineering societies and organizations, as

well as national centers in the advanced countries providing special
training to meet the needs of the developing world. There are impor-
tant interactions with UN -financed.programs in support of strengthening
technical and engineering training linked to specific development pro-
jects in the nations concerned. AS far as UNESCO-direbted activities
are involved, there has been apparently limited participation from the
U.S. technical/engineering community (no U.S. universities are involved
in the provision of training needs). Considerably more analysts is
required to understand the reasons for this situation. Presumably the

U.S. engineering professions could contribute on a multilaterai'besis,
particularly in the area of strengthening engineering curricula develop-

. went and training of faculty. Significant levels of support for engi-
neering sciences are provided from other sources, particularly UNDP.
UNESCO plays a major role in the management of these funds, and with a
U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO, there would be even less opportunity to
influence their utilization of these funds.

Certain the program dealing with industrial policy and
the provision of rting technical services might be more appropri-
ately managed by other UN bodies, such as the United Nations Industrial
Development organization (UNIDO). The WHES00 role should be directed
more toward providing guidance in the development of engineering curri-
cula and training of facplty. --

e

Alternatives

U.S. suppook.40fLUNESCO program costs in this important area Of the
promotion of ensineiving sciences is $700,000"Pet year. Instead of

contributing funds directly to UNESCO, it is proposed that this, level
of resources, under monitoring by an appropriate body sensitive to U.S.
interests (NSF and/or NRC). be provided through grants to U.S. engi-
neering societies and universities working cpsely with international
and regi at professional organizations such as the World Federation of

Engineer Organizations (NFE0). The objective would be to strengthen

the involve of the U.S. engineering community in UNESCO and in
other UN engin ing training and curriculum development activities.

A second4 opt in would involve direct support at a level of $350,000
per year for tar eted activities within UN, agencies such as UMW, UNIDO,
and the the UN Financing System for Science and Technology for Develop-

ment. support of engineering education activities to reinforce UNESCO
projects oald be provided at a level of $150,000 per year to U.S. pro-
fessional societies and universities.

It is owortant to note that proposed levels of resources to be
devoted to these activities would have to include appropriate mana-
gerial. ovetniqht, and overhead coats.
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Preliminary Findings'

1. There has been only limited interaction with U.S. engineering
societies and universities in this area of UNESCO interests. UNESCO
has broadened its engineering interests to intersect with responsi-
bilities of other UN tgganizations such ap UNIDO. UN ID3C0 should con-
centrate its efforts on engineering education.

2. As an alternative interim arrangement, U.S. engineering.
societies and universities could provide significant oontributions to
UNESCO-related educatioffal activities through regional and international
professional organizations such as thelforld Federation of Engineering
organizations (woo). A second alternative for supporting these activ-
ities would involve other UN organizations such as DPW, UNIDO, and the
UN Financing 'system.

3: It is important to establish an oversight capability within a
body sensitive to U.S. interests, such as NSF and/or NBC, working with
U.S. professional societies and engineering institutions.

Rehearchi Training, and International aloperation
in Key Areas in Science and Technology (VI.3)

Assessment/Potential Impacts

This program area-is directed t9ward the dissemination of techno-
bbgies in inforrantics (infonmationirocessing, systems development),
applied microbitiftLy (inclpdinq biotechnology), and use of renewable
energy sources. The current annual UNESCO budget for program costs
(projects and staff) plus overhead is approximately $6 million - -the
U.S.share it $1.5 million. Restricting.attention to program costs.
($3.6 million), the U.S. share is about $900,000 per year. Other
"outside" sources of program support provide a total $1.2% million
pet year.

Special attention has been devoted to these three rapidly devel-
oping fields because of.their significance to the economic and social
development of all countries. snd particularly because of the need to
help developing countries master and effectively exploit such technolc,
glee for their national and regional-benefit. UNESCO sponsors and
supports islikrtant training activities, provides advisory services to
'assist the development of research policies and their infrastructures,
and proxioles the-establishment of regional and global networks of

research training and 'exchange of science and technology (S6T) data and
information.' Since there are other UN organizations charg4A with pro-
aJting applicatibns and industrial development in some of these areas,
one might guettion the wisdom of UNESCO's assuming responsibilities in
many aspects pi informttics and the renewable energy resource sector.
International collaboration in all of these sectors merits strong
encomagemant; oNKS(1.1 may not be the most nuittle or effective
instrument.
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With respect to informatics, UNESCO-related activities should be
concentrated in work pertaining to training and much more limited
advisory services for the development of strategies and definition of
acquisition needs. A number of options are available to forward these
latter interests outside UNESCO.

The UNESCO-sponsored activities in the area of applied microbiology
and biotechnology are of particular quality--they.are cost-effective
and worthy of encouragement. It is recommended that serious attention
be given to supporting the further development and strengthening of
Microbiological Resources Centers (MIRCENB)* and their interactions in
support of global and particularly of developing country interests.
A modest increase.in support of this work is propelled.

The renewable energy program should be examined in light of the
suitability of other intergovernmental agencies concerned with energy
RED, as well as in the light of leadership that could be provided by
U.S. institutions. It is proposed that modest support be provided for
renewable energy activities /through other multilateral institutions or
through U.S. nationally managed programs designed to meet the needs of
developing countries.

In the short term, the impact on U.S. interests of a U.S. with-
drawal from UNESCO in these areas would be minimal--it is likely that
U.S. scientists and engineerd"would continue to be (invited on a per-
sonal basis to participate in activities pertaining to these three
fields, particularly informatics and microbiology. In the long term,
both U.S. interests and UNESCO capabilitiet would be harmed --the United
States from diminished access to the global microbiological community,
UNESCO programs from the lose of the Considerable U.S. technological
"'know how* that has been developed in these three areas of concern.

411

Alternatives

In proposing alternatives, the considerations are different in each
of the three areas. With respect to informatics, support is suggested
to U.S. institutions via NSF ($500,000). In the microbiology area,
support is also proposed to U.S. institutions' via NSF ($125,000) in
combination with direct support to MIRCENe via Funds-in-Trust
($125,000). Support of work on renewable energy sources could be
provided directly to other UN agencies such as UNDP or UNIDO ($250,000).
The total proposed level of support for all three areas is $1 million
per year.

Another option is to provide support of informatics via Funds-in-
Trust; MIRCENs via ICSU or ICRO and U.S. institutions) and renewable
energy via U.S. institutions.

There are centers throughout the world; three are in the United States.
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Preliminiry Findings

1. UNESCO provides valuable support of the Microbiological
-Resources Centers (MIRCENs). The United States should consider
increasing support of these high -- quality activities.

2. Support of inform tics projects should be limited to training
and some advisory services for the development of strategies and defi-
nition of acquisition needs. Future U.S. support should be provided
through U.S. instittitiOns which may wish to utilise UN agencies (e.g.,
UNIDO or UNDP) and the International Federation of Information Pro-
ceasing (xriP). Oversight by a U.S. body such as the Association for
Computing machinery (ACM) should be considered.

3. Modest support of work on renewable energy sources should be
channeled to other UN agencies (e.g., MOP) with close oversight by an
appropriate U.S, body 'Sensitive to U.S. intihests.

4. The proposed alternative interim arrangements suggested above
probably provide more direct oversight of substantive activities than
is currently the case; however, the administrative overhead costs
cannot be ignored.

MAJOR PROGRAM V1:'

THE SCIENCES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO DEVELOPMENT

Social and Human Sciences; Rey Aieas
(VI.4 and VI.5)

Assessment/Potential Impacts

The purpose of VI.4 activities is to develop the social and human
sciences by strengthening national potential for university and post-
graduate training and research, regional cooperation, and international
cooperation--the last through support to MOOS and subventions to the
International Social Science Council (ISSC) and the International
CoSisittee.for Social Science Information and Documentation (ICSSO).

Program VI.S activities are directed toward improving education and
advanced training in selected key areas such as history, geography,
linguistics, anthropology, and the administrative and management
sciences--with special attention to work and leisure activities, inter-
disciplinary cooperation for the study of man, and studies on the status
of women. The current annual UNESCO budget for VI.4 and VI.5 program
costs (pro)ects and staff) plus overhead is approximately $7.8 million- -
the U.S. share is about $1.9 million. Restricting attention to program
costs ($4.7 million per year)., the U.S. share is abort $1.2 trillion per
year. Other sources of support in this area total $263,000 per year
which Are insignificant with respect to regular program support.

There is no way to Know with certainty the actual extent to which
the U.S. social science community benefits from participation in UNESCO.
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on the level of the individual researcher, a number of U.S. social sci-
entists interviewed indicated that the level of, U.S. participation was
"embarrassingly low.' Among the reasons suggeited weres (1) insistence
within UNESCO upon country-specific "microprojects" as defiged by the
social science community within the country in question, (2) resistance
to the global project approach, (3) inability of the U.S. National Com-
stadion for uNS60.0 to involve U.S. researchers, and (4) inability of
official "U.S. representatives in Paris to communicate with the U.S.
social science community. On the other hand, there are issues under
debate within the UNESCO context that are of major concern to the U.S.
social science community.

Perhaps the most frequently cited example is the methodological
debate shat has been ongoing since the mid-1970s about the 'indigent-
station" of.social science, which is the contention of some developing
countries that social science as it has developed in the West has,pre-
dominantly served the interests of Western countries. It is argued on
this basis that social science research in a eveloping country should
be undertaken only by nationals of that coun (or only with limited
access by foreign researchers) and from a po t of view that promotes
chefs national interest. Sere, according to some, lies the danger,
because they believ
value free and 've
United States is abe
to do very little'to

that such,a met

Idangerouaiy toms
ht from thi
prevent this v

ological prescription is not
ideology.' Clearly, if the
withfh UNESCO, it will be able

from prevailing, with all of its
implications for the direCtion, vitality, and legitimacy of interna-
tional research in sech fields as anthropology, sociology, and political
science.

While U.S. researchers do not participate in UNESCO programs in a
major way, withdrawal would cause the United.States, as the single
largest country contributor, to lose its ability to influence the sub-
stantive content of the organisation's programs. U.S. social scientists
undoubtedly would still be able t6 obtain UNESCO publications and possi-
bly might even be able+-to participate in research projects, colloquia,
and symposia on an individual basis. But, given the fact that the U.S.
social science community is the lakgest and one of the most highly
developed in the world, there would be no direct means of representing
Its interests in the design or development of programs. Similarly, the

United States. would lose even fts present limited ability to influence
the direction of ongoing UNESCO programs, particularly those in current
"sensitive' areas, such as arms control and human rights.

Most of the social scientists interviewed were in agteement that
withdrawal would have a negligitle impact on current research ptojects
ongoing within the U.S. acadeilli: community. However, there was also a ti

good deal of speculation that future access by U.S. researchers to
field sites in some Third World countries might well be constrained,
either in direct retribution for the U.S. withdrawal or because the
work was being conducted under UNESCO auspices. Some also suggested
that U.S. researchers might find it more difficult to gain access to
social science networks in the East- European countries, since UNESCO is
the principal forum for much contacts.
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It was pointed out chat many of the nongovernmental organisations
dealing with social science depend in some measure on UNESCO subvention
for their survival. Thus,- organisations such as the International POli-
tical Science Associlition (IPSA) and others might become financially
vulnerable and more limited in their substantive activities if their
UNESCO support is reduced. But perhaps the most severe financial
impact would be felt among the Third WOrld countries (particularly in
Africa) wheree-DIIESCO support for social science research accounts for a
major portion of the work ongoing in those fields. Concerns about
"indigenization" not withstanding, the United States would suffer,
along with the remainder of the global social science community, if
work in these countries were to be diminished through lack of support
or if international communication of results were to be reduced.

-.The benefits to the U.S. social science community* of membership in
UNESCO are both direct and indirect. Direct benefits accrue from the
limited number of research projects and cedeaech colloquia and symposia
in which U.S. scholars participate. Access is gained through these
activities both to data and to collegial networks, i:e., *invisible
colleges," throughout the world. Through UNESCO colloquia and sympo-
sia, scholars are able to exchange ideas, concepts, and theories that
ultimately promote the advancement of their disciplines.

The Social Science Committee of the U.S. National Commission-for
UNESCO has urged repeatedly that UNESCO develop a more vigorous research
program, similar to that which existed dhortly after its creation when
it sponsored research on international tensions and on racism. The

committee has suggested that UNESCO inaugurate a major program on
migration, which has important implications both 'for social science
theory and for policy. Expansion or development of such substantive
research foci would add directly to the benefits derived by the U.S.
social science community.

U.S. social scientists also derive benefit from several UNESCO pub-
lications, including the World List of Social Science Periodicals and

the World Directory of Social Science Institutions. It is reported
that scholars make use of UNESCO publications in substantive areas such
as the impact of new communication technologies on education, communi-
cations in developing countries, and the status of women. Some scholars

apparently also find useful some issues of the UNESCO-edited Journal of
International Social Science,*" although there are questions about its
overall quality and the cost of its subvention.

"Thinking in this section benefitted from the ideas of Harold R.
Jacobson presented in a statement before the Subcommittee on Human
Rights and International Organizations and International Operations
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives,
April 26, 1984.

"it should ire not
Social Science,
constraints imp°

ger-
that'th* editor of the Journal of International

ter Gengyel, resigned recently due to unacceptable
d by the UNESCO Secretariat.
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Indirect benefits of U.S. participation relate to the importance of
promoting the worldwide development of the state of the art in global
social science research, particularly with respect to theThird World.
The argument here rests on the importance of gaining access to data and
on the ability to exchange and/or test new ideas, concepts, and theo-
ries. it has also been suggested that another indirect benefit of a
vigorous social science community within a country is the contribution
that many of the disciplines can make on the quality,of policy debiltp.

Alternatives

Prospects appear poor for making alternative arrangements for the
United States to continue to play a role in UNESCO social science acti-
vities while not actually being a part of the organization. Given the
limited involvement of the U.S. scholarly community in these programs
and the serious methodological questions that have arisen with regard
to the *indigenixation" of social science research in the Third World,
there would appear to be little incentive or justification for utilising
the Funds-in-Trust arsangement. it is conceivable that other UN organ-
[rations, such as United Nations Institute for Training and Research
(UNITAR), United Nations University ([WWI), United Rations Research
Institute /or Social Development (UNRISD), the International Labor
Organization et D), the World Bank, or the various UN regional economic
commisisions (e.g., the Economic Coomission for Latin America (ECLA))
might be able to pursue in a very limited way some of the social sci4-
ence activities of UNESCO.* however, this would require that other
countries besides the United States also agree to channel funds through
these alternative channels, and it raises the real prospect of serious
duplication of effort within the UN Oirstem. Many of those interviewed
far this study 'apron skepticism about this approach.

Outside of the system, the opportunities for cooperation and
collaboration in the social sciences are somewhat limited. While
virtually all of the disciplines involved have active professional

/ societies, the, international arms of these nongovernmental organize-

, tions are generally weak and underfunded. In fact, most depend in same
measure on UNESCO for subvention. The U.S. social science Research
Council does maintain active working relationships around the world,
and this mechanism could well provide a basis for bilateral research
projects under some circumstances. There is also the International
Social Science Council and the Inter-University Consortium for Poli-
tiChl and Social Research, both of which historically have been
primarily west -west in their orientation but could conceivably be
strengthened and expanded to include a Third World component.
Ne°

It in worthy of note that economics is not found under subprogram
Mconomics cores into the work of UNESCO uncle Major Program

VIII, which is entitled, "Principles, Methods and Str tegies of Action
for Development...
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In the,final
analysis, the best alternative

funding strategy it the
United States

follows through on its intention
to withdraw from UNESCO

would be to make the bulk of the funds
available either directly to

researchers or through the
disciplinary

professional
organizations.

Some portion of the funds might be reserved for the International
Social Science

Council to make up any loss in
subvention due to U.S.

withdrawal from UNESCO and also to undertake
truly multilateral

activities.
A logical

new institutional
focal point for funding

international
social science

research to be carried out by U.S.
investigatory would

bathe
Directorate of

Biological,
Behavioral, and

Social Sciences (BBB)

of the National
Science Foundation. While it is

possible that BBS.might

wish to evaluat a
applications and

administer such
additional funds

directly, ther may al be some
substantive and

symbolic value in
establishing close coil rative

relationships with the 'octal Science
Research Council

(SSRC) or the
Commission on

Rehavioraliind Social
Sciences and Education (CBASSE) of the National Research Council. The
substantive benefit to the

program of
this4approsch would be somas to

sons of the
leading U.S.

social science
scholareand the substantive

input they could provide in determining
priorities. and direction. They

could also provide assistance in
strongthening

social.sofence research
capabilities in developing Countries.

Moreover, as
nongovernmental

organizations, both institutions
are probably

better equipped to arrange
Site iccess and other types

of scholarly
activities

7.-particularly with
pocialist

anaertainThird World
CountriesAbet might be difficuit'if

initiated by an agency of-the
federal government. Some portion of the

social science
fends would need to be applied to staffing and overhead

if the SSRC or CBASSE
were charged with these new

administrative
responsibilities.

Preliminary Findings

1. Social science
research needs

UNESCO because Of the links it
providel to

reaearchere and facilities world-wide and because most
other international

mechaniaMs are weak and
underfunded. Et the same

41% time, there is need for
signIftcant reforms in the

focus, direction,
and management of UNESCO

social science
activities. If the U.S. with-

drawal is'carried
out, it will

be particularly
important to earmark

sufficient
resources, about it mAlion, through the

National Science
'Foundation- -and possibly

to channel them h the National
arch

Council, the
Social Scienise

Research CounnfInd
the Consorti

Social Science
Associations in support of

international cooperative
social science

research and training activities. Failure to do so
would represent a serious

setback for en already
precarious interna-

tional social
science research

environment.V4
.2. There has been minimal

involvement of the U:S. social science
community in

UNESCO projects. If the United
States withdraws, inter-

ested scholars would still be able to
obtain'UNESCO publications and

attend meetings on an individual
basis.
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3. There would be negligible impact on current. U.S. research

interests, but perhaps potential problems with future access to field

sites in certain countries. Furthermore, a U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO

would result in the absence of a U.S. voice in determining the

substantive content and future directions of UNESCO social science

actiefties.

4. Although projects are a unique and important amerce of

support to devel ntry interests, thirg are meeervatiOns about

the quality of re and training activitims,.pmrticularly the

m0Phasis on Odic; tone which veers toward Ideology. The UNESCO

program in support of Third World social science research would be

harmed by the loss of

S.
funding.

S. It is important to ensure that the full subvention currently

provided by UNESCO to.the International SOcial Science Council is

maintained.
V

a

6. There are poor possibilities for alternative interim arrange-

ments for supporting these UNWO-related projects through multilateral

channels. On the other hand, enhanced bilateral funding may facilitate

new and better opportunities for collaborative research, particularly

in the developing world,

4 -

MAJOR PROGRAM IX`}_.

SCIENCE, TRCHNOLOGY AND SOC

Relitioma, Si} Policies
(TX.l and IX.2)'

Assessment/Potential Impacts

Subprogram areas IX.I and IX.2 provide support for a variety of

activities directed toward the development of science an technolpgy

policy structures and instruments for po4ipy analysis of particular

tb developing countries. There has been concern with respect

Ato the value of some of )these efforts. The current annual umesco

budget for Major Program IX (projects and staff costs) plus overhead is

'approximately $6.2 millionthe U.S. share would be *1.6 million.

Restricting attention to program costs*($3.8 million), the U.S. share

would be about $960,00ii per year. Other sources of sopport'in this

area provide a total of *1.7 million r year, or somewhat less than

one half of the regular UNESCO program

The level of visibility of the Pr am on Science, Technology and

society, and the extent of U.S. pectic pation in it, are pqrhaps the

lowest of any of .the programs supported within the UNESCO science

budget. A number of U.S. academicians and science policy administra-

tors contacted in connection wt1th this evaluation either had never

heard of the program or were only vaguely aware of some of its compo-

nents.. In general, the activities undertaken through this program
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would appear to be marginal to the interests of both the U.S. govern-
ment amd academic community.

Part of the reason far this low level of interest and involvement
is that, unlike moat of the other major elements of the UNESCO program,
which are mostly disciplinary- based, there is only a very limited con-
stituency for this activity. The subject is of some general interest
to governments of developing countries and to the limited academic
community concerned either with the planning of science and technology
(SST) policy or with the impact of SAT on society and: particularly An
economic development. Por this reason, the United States derives
litt4164Arect advantage from participation, except to the extent that
it- findi\it useful to promote better SAT planning and sklication in
the Third' World.

tdeftscience, technology, and society program was among the earliest
-initiated by UNESCO, and it is closely associated with those Aiericans
who were involved in the creation of the UN organisation at theend of
World War II. More recently, the science policy development theme has
been'criticized as too theoretical and not applied enough to the needs
of the Third World. There is also some competition between UNESCO's
science policy effort and the work of other multilateral bodies such
as the Organisation. for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
Committee for Science and Technology Policy.

Because the work undertaken within this program is comparatively
marginal to U.S. interests, there Will be few substantial negative
consequence, from withdrawal. One negative outcome may be the loss
of cross- national knowledge about the science policies of other,
governments outside the OECD framewOrk. Moreover, to the extent that
the United States wishes to ireluence other governments to adopt its a

approaches to the development of SAT infrastructure and science. policy,
an avenue of contact would be closed off.

As a nation at the leading edge of SAT innovation, the United States
is at least as concerned about the impact of science and technology on
society as any other developed country. To the extent that this concern
involves the need to enter into global dialogue with other technologi-
cally advanced countries and concerned developing countries, the U.S.
withdrawal would drive this country of one of the international
'forums available for analysis and discussion of these matters.

Although the Science, Technology, and Society program is of rela-
tively minor consequence in comparison With other UNESCO activities,
there are both symbolic and functional benefits to be derived by the
United States from remaining a part of this program. At the symbolic
level, there is the fact that the United States has had a historical
commitment to the activity since bhe earlilet days of UNESCO. More-
over, improving the Si? capabilities of developing countries has been
(and remains) a pridary development goal of the current administration.
A U.S. withdrawal, if uncompensated with other initiatives, could appear
to send a mixed message to developing country governments.

The other symtmlic value of continuingsuppork for this program has
to do with its potential foreign policy benefits. IMMO offers an
opportunity to interact with scientists from countries where contacts
with the West are limited only to official channels, and where informal

*6
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contacts and bilateral relations with the United States are not a
current possibility.

U

cOo another level, the U.S. museum world has derived benefit frOM
he advisory and consultative function that UNESCO has performed. The

. academic community also has benefited from some of the reabarch
projects supported under this UNESCO program, incOding an effort to
develop a cross-national typology of sCienCe.policy issues.

Alternatives

There are certain other UN organizations that could engage in
enhanced science policy activities. These include the UN Center for
Science and Technology for Development ((RCM), which has already
focused on some of these issues, and the UN Development Program (UNDO.

The United States could also enhance its participation in multi-
lateral and bilateral associations outside the UnitOd Nations. For

^sample, OECD already is engaged in some of the same type of science
policy. work of concern to.UNESCO, although it focuses primarily on
policies of idts member states. The UN Economic Commission for Europe
(ECE) carried out similar work, and other regional organizations such
as the Organization of American States CORSI or the Association of
Southitrist Asian Nations (ASEAN) could alsotexpand their efforts in

this area.
The United States, primarily on a bilateral basis, is already

Involved in cooperative research or action projects related to science
policy'and the impact of science and technology on society. Projects

on the former are supported or conducted by the Agency for International
Development and the National Institutes of Health, and on the atter by,
the Natiorial Science Foundation. These programs could he expanded.

Another possibility would be working with developing country associa-
tions. such as ASEAN, which are involored in technical cooperation.

Finoilly, there are possibilities that MOO channels might be utilized
to promote further work on the development of science and technology
infrastructure. For examp, the role of the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU) could be expanded to include a greater foAus

on the problem of building scientific infrastructure and coherent
science Pt/Hetes in developing countries. In a similar fashion.
intellectual attention to the impacts of science and technology on
sorioti could he promoted through formal or informal networks that
include private foundations and academic centers of excellence with
an interest in the problems both here and abroad.

Future funding of theme potentially valuable activities will

involve new Institutional arrangements. With respect to those protects

having to do with science policy and/or S&T infrastructure in developing
coontrieg, the U.S. AgenCy for Inttrnational Development- -which already
has similar work ongoimi- would represent the appropriate venue with
iwwgihie ,-(s1 ',throat ive arrangements with the National Research Council;
Particularly its Hoard on Selene's. and Technology for international

nevolopeent (RoSTTD). In the case of the science, technology, and
qtiety p.100,tg, the professional oversight responsibility is loss
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°berms, but it may be possible for the NSF Directorate on Scientific,
Technological and International Affairs (STIA) to assume responsibility
for grantmakidg and oversight in this area in collaboration with non-
governmental organisations, for example, prOfessional societies and the
American Association for.the Advancement of Science (AAAS).

In consideration of the resources currently provided these activ-
.. ities and drawing on results in the present review, it is recommended

that funding on the orier of $750,000 per year be provided overall for
Program IX - -Science, Technology, and Society activities under the over-
sight of a U:S. body sensitive to U.S. interests.

Preiminary Findings,

1. It is difficult to make a convincing case that the UNESCO pro-.

gram on Science, Technology, and'Society occupies a central role either
in the operation of UNESCO itself or in the scientific and technologf-
cal affairs within or between countries. Some of the activities are
undoubtedly worth preserving, since they are also a part of the ongoing
agenda of other organisations.

2. The current progfam must be judged relatively marginal to U.S.
concerns and therefore deserving of support only insofar as it can be
focusedefticiently and appropriately on science policy directions and
on the development of infrastructures responsive to the needs of devel
oping countries.

3. With respect to a U.S. withdrawal from UNRSCO, there might bet.-

some loss in liarning about scientific policy trends in the developing
world, as well as in the opportunity to influence developments. There
has been emsetbeitefit from UNESCO work on developing a cross-national
typology of science policy issues. On the other hand, there has been
criticism that much of the UNESCO science policy 'work is too theoreti-
cal.

4. Regional science meetings at the ministerial level can be use -
ful to developing countries by enhancing the prospects for a follow -up
and by providing a forum for interaction with the global scientific
community. However.. such meetings at the EuropeanlMorth American level
are of marginal value.

.

5. Alternative interim arrangements for supporting science policy
projects through multilatetal channels are feasible (e.g., OECD, NCB,
OAS, ASEAN). It is proposed that funding be provided to an appropriate
U.S. organization sensitive to U.S. interests (e.g., NSF, AID, NRC)
that could support international science policy activities through
professional societies and universities.
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A
'MAJOR PROGRAM X:

THE ADMAN ENVIR01NNEe409.TERRESTRIAL AND MARINE SOURCES

The Earth SCiences Program
(X.l and X.2)

Assessment/Potential. Impacts

yhe earth sciences progiam of UNESCO is of reasonably high quality.

The program is organized into a manageable number of discrete, focused

projects, which are pursued in en essedtially nonpolitical and scien-
tifically competent manner. Program X.1 (The Earth's Crust and its
Mineral and Energy Resources) and X.2 (Natural Niggards) are administered

by the UNESCO Division of Earth Sciences with an annue combined project

coat of $1.4 million; total annual coot of the program, including staff

and overhead, is slightly over $5 million. These funds are supplemented

by funds from sources outside of UNESCO that total annually about $2.3

million. The U.S. portion of support of the program is about $1.3

million. A significant number of programs in this area are of direct

interest and concern to the American scierktfic community.

The major activity under subprogram X.1 is the International Geolo-

gical Correlation Program (IGCP), which is unique in its joint sponsor-

ship since 1973 by UNESIN)111.the International Union of Geological
Sciences (JUGS), a nongoWiTilimental organioation. About 80 countries

now actively partiCipate in A IGCP. As ocuntinuation of a program

initiated by the IUGS in 1969 largely due to the efforts of U.S. earth
scientists, the IGCP was established to provide a means to formulate
worldwide correlations among geological strata. Since that time, the

program has been broadened include other kinds of geological

research. Participation by U.S. geologists remains prominent.
More than 300 u.S,'scieptists are involved in bh, roughly SO IGCP

working groups that exist at any given time; U.S. mcientists have

si&rved as leaders of about a.dozen projects,.with another 30 or so

projects having U.S. members serving on international steering commit-

tees. U.S. scientists have served continuously on th8'IGCP Board and

its Scientific Committee. U.S. participation has three principal

aspects: (1) project activity including scientific research, symposia,

field conferences, and the preparation and production of geological

maps and reports; (2) Scientific Committee and Board activity,

includinn the provision of expert advice in program development and

planning; and (3) support for conferences on earth science topics that

might Lead to IGCP projects. U.S. participation reflects a combination

of governmental /nongovernmental representation, which stems fromyboint

sponsorship and the fact that access to foreign lands requires and

involves government agencies and personnel.
While it is anticipated that U.S. repreSentatioin will continue on

both the IGCP Board and tile Scientific Committee. this is by no me

"U.S. Department of State Memorandum of haw. December 16. 1983.
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totally assured. Appointments to the 15-member Board are made by UNESCO

in consultation with the president of the TUGS; the Union apparently

does have the final say in the appointments to the Scientific Committee.

At the end of 1984, the term of the U.S. representative on the IGCP

rd,r,W. expire. It is assumed that the United States will be asked

nominate a replgcement. In fact, the entire leadership of the Board

bairman and the two vice-chairman) will be changing. It will be

rtamt for the future direction of the program that qualified

potions be appointed.
There is some question as to how well U.S. scientists will be

received in UNESCO earth sciences project* following withdrawal. Will

U.S. ideas for new projects be approved? Will non-U.S. project leaders

continue to seek the involvement of U.S. geologists? These questions

cannot be answered at this time, but they are sources of concern among

U.S. earth scientists. Even if the short-term answer was positive, is

the long term, U.S. witheirgwel from official membership in UNESCO could

gradpally reduce U.S. involvement in IGCP and other components of Pro:1-

gram 1.1 (e.g., data/mapping activities). Loss of U.S. scientific con-

trialtions to the program will inevitably reduce its quality and could

have an adverse

4effect

on interactions with Third World colleagues in

1141
particular. Ove past 10 years, the.IWP has provided a significant

vehicle whereby sc ntifically valid global research projects are

initiated, organised, and supported. Particularly helpful has been the

possibility of engaging the cooperation of science communities and

governments in Third World countries under the UNESCO flag. The IOCP

projects provide useful international contacts for U.S. scientist) that

may not be available on a bilateral basis or through purely nongovern-

mental forums.
0

There are other elements to the UNESCO earth sciences program as .

well as the IGCP. For example, U.S. scientists have been active in

developing new initiatives in the areas of mineral deposit modeling and

remote sensing. Without official membership in UNESCO, U.S. associa-

tion with these activities
will have to be via the IUGS route, insofar

as UNESCO utilizes the Union in program planning and devolvement. The

land-use planning activity is potentially an important one; the IUGS

research and Development Board has developed some specific suggestions

for projects in this area. The work of the Lithosphere Commissiom (ICL)

is of hi4h interest to U.S.
scientists, and the recent maw° General

Conference action to increase support of the lithosphere proftm was

warmly received. Publication of data and maps is another area of high

interest to U.S. geologists and yne in which U.S. participation is

important. Finally, in the area of training, the U.S. geological

community could be much mare
actively involved than it has been. U.S.

expertise in map production and resource assessment are just two areas

in which U.S. input is sought by colleagues in other parts of the -

world. Thus, there are several non-IGCP areas of the UNESCO earth

sciences program in which U.S.
geologists either are or could be

usefully involved.
The natural hazards proves (subprogram X.2) is a technically ,

competent activity from which the U.S. scientific eommuntty benefits.

U.S.scientists have participated actively in the work of the UNESCO
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International Advisory Committee on Earthquake Risk and its .regional
subcommittees. The UNESCO program provides an.opportunity for,U.S.
earth pcientists to visit hazard-prone areas,. study and evaluate
disaster patterns and risks, and aid in the development of mitigation.
techniquet, which could have a potentially beneficial domesticvse. In/

the absence of formal U.S.* membership in UNESCO, U.S. involvement in
the natural hazards program is bound to dedline, particularly since the.
program is exclusively under UNESCO management. U.S. ability to observe
hazards assessment and mitigation activities under UNESCO auspices in
other countries and to participate in information exchange programs
mignt aVo prove to be more difficult.

In terms of prograi management, the rth sciences activities are
not immune to thlebureaucratic cumbersomeness that characterisesUNESCO
activities in gdFiral. There is frustration at the comparatively small
amounts of money that are available for actual project work as opposed
to administration. Moreover, there is evidence that those programs
with a strong scientific advisory mechanism, such as Icip, tenc to be
of higher scientific quality than those solely directed at the staff
level. a

Alternatives
%

It is difficult, if not impossible, to identify a single alter:
native organization, either intergovernmental or nongoverniental,.
through which to channel resources to permit continued U.S. association
with UNESCO earth abiences programs. There are many organizations
doing important work in international geology and natural hazards. '

This report, however, has focused on identifying channels that provide
association with present UNESCO activities. Three intergovernmeaal
organizations involved in various aspects of the UNESCO etzth science
programthe United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the Interne- .

tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). and the. United NWOns Disaster
Relief Organization tUNDROlare specifically mentfon4d in the program
and budget document. About a dozen nongovernmentalbodies are also
mentioned, the majorilty of which have some formal or informal linkages
to organizations associated with tCSU.

Since it is expected that the United States will retain sibs formal
mel9bershtp in the IGCP, it may be possible to utilize the fiends -in -Trust

arrangement to continue U.S. support for this program. On the ?Jiver

hand, the funds could be provided directly to IUGS. Perhaps the Union

would also tie willing to serve as an alternative channel for supporting
other earth science activities. Earmarking fu for international

n4rorganizations, whether intergovernmental or overnbental, would
require a U.S. management mechanism such aw-fbe U.S. Geologic/1k Sulo)ey
(uscisi of the Department ofthe Intericir. This would be particutarjy
iMportant in the first year of nonmembership in UNESCO to facilitate
the toansition to a ditferent support system.

In summary, a preferred .nption would involve a combinfd approach of
direct support to UNEsCo to compensate for loss in program support
(Including overhead at a level presumably to be negotiated), plus..
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support of the piincipal cooperating intergovernmental or nongovern-
mental bodies on the recommendation of a U.S. agent. Another approach
is to invite one or more of the cooperating bodies, such as LUGS, to
serve as the channel for the totality of funds involved. Details of
program management and accountability would have to be worked out, as
well as procedures fo=dinating work with UNESCO. In both of the
options, a strong U.S. 1 point is ry to provide guidance and
oversight. A further option is to provi he totality of funds
involved directly to a U.S. agent as, for example, USGS, for disburse-
ment to these international programs, or in'general support of the
objectives of the programs, through whatever vehicle-- multilateral or
bilateral--is considered most appropriate. If this route is chosen,
card must be taken not to dwarf the contributions of other countries.
A total U.S. contribution of $2 million per year is suggested for the
earth sciences area.

Preliminary Findings

. 1. The earth sciences programs are of reasonably high quality, and
some mechanige phould be found to contime to support them during this
interim period. Those programs such es the IGCP, which are focused
more on the advancement of science, tend to have higher U.S. partici-
pation thanithose concerned with training and education.

2. There is no single intergovernmental organiiation that can bi
identified as an appropriate alternative for the totality of the earth
sciences program. As far as the IGCP is concerned, it is anticipated
that the United States will retain its membership; therefore, a direct
contribution to UNESCO through a trust fund arrangement-is suggested.
However.. in the UNESCO budget the IGCP program represents only about 30
percent of the total program within subprogram X.1 and, in addition,
there is the natural hazards program to consider (X.2). The cooper-
atingorganization with the broadest range of compatible interests is
the nongovernmental ICSU union, the International Union of Geological
Sciences (LUGS). The Union may be willing to serve'as a channel for
U.S. funding, kiut this will require a period of negotiation to deter-
mine their interest in such a role and to identify any constraints that
may exist.

3. Programs such as the IGCP, interdisciplinary research on the
earth's crust, data/mapping, and earthquake risk are considered espe-
cially successful. One of the reasons for this is the involvement of
the concerned professional communities through nongovernmental organi-
zations. Programs that have an active, expert advisory mechanism tend
to be of higher quality than those that do not.

4.. Earmarking a portion of the funds to enhance U.S. backstopping
is absolutely essential. Increased management responsibilities can be
anticipated no matter which alternative is utilized.
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MAJOR PROM)! XI

THE HUMAN DIVIROMMENT,AND TERRESTRIAL,AND MARI= RESOURCES

Assessment/Potential Impacts

Water Nosources
(X.3)

Subprogram X.3, Water Resources, covers implementation of the third

phase of the International Hydrological Program (1NP-III). It.is con-

cerned with establishing the scientific bases for the rational manage-

ment of water resources. Particular attention is being devoted to the

problems of arid and semiarid regions and of humid tropical regions.

This'progran is closely related to subprograms i.2 (Natural Nesards),

X.S (Coasts and Imilands), and Xr6-9 (MAR activities). The`annual bud-

get for the Water NA:sources Progress (projects and stiff coots) plus

overhead is about $4.4 million-7the U.S. share would be $1.1 million.
Restricting attention only to program costs ($2.7 million per year),

the U.S. share is about $700,000 tier year. Support for program acti

vities from other sources, primarily UMW, total $2.9 million per year,

or somewhat larger than the regular UNESCO program.
U.S. scientists have played leading roles in the establishment,

implementation, and planning of the International Hydrological Program.
The prograi is structured around four major headings: (1) Hydrological

Processes and Parameters for Water Projects! (2) Influence of Man on the

Hydrological Cycle: (3) Rational Water Resources Assessment and Manage-

ment: and (4) Education and Training, Public Information,, and Scientific

Information Systems. Eighteen themes and a multitude of projects and

subprojects engage scientists, technicians, and decision makers in coop-

erative national, regional, and multilateral activities directed toward

the rational management of water resources. The current phase, IHP-III,

is directed toward pragmatic application of water resource management

information by users through pilot /demonstration projects. Considerable

emphasis is now being devoted to technician-level training to complement

university and postgradauate training proJjrams.
The IHP Program is guided by a 30- member Intergovernmental Council

charged with establishing the program, evaluating it, recOmmending

scientific projects, atd coordinating international cooperation among

member states, inter alia. A bureau of the Council works with the

UNESCO Secretariat in ensuring the execution of its program in accor-

dance with decisions of the CoUnril. The United States has bead

represented on the Council and bureau since their formation. National

committees in participating member countries fora the network for pro-

gram coordination and cooperation among projects - -it is expected there

will be 130 participating national committees in INP-III by 1985. This

shows the extensive multilateral collaboration at the base of the Inter-
s national Hydrological Program. There is considerable and necessary

interaction with the scientific interests of other intergovernmental

and nongovernmental organisations, UN specialised agencies involved

include FAO. WHO, IAEA, the regional economic commissions and parti-

cularly HMO. The scientific content and significance of InP program
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definition, implementation, and achievement are essentially linked to-
nongovernmental organisations, particularly the International Associa-
tion of Hydrological Sciences (TAUS), the International Association of
Hydrogeologists (IAH), and the Scientific Committee on Water Research
(COWAR) of ICSU. It is through these nongovernmental professional
associations that tpe IHP Council is provided scientific and technical
advice and guidance in. undertaking complex studies and demonstration,

4i projects. They also provide important guidance on training and infra- ?
structure.development.

One should keep in mind that the IHP has been conceived as a long-
term program with results potentially beneficial to all countries,
particularly those in regions of the world experiencing grave water
resource problems. The United States has benefited from this LNIESCO-
sponsored program through enhanced technical interactions with many
countries and regions of the world where such contacts would have been
difficult on a bilateral basis. UNESCO,as an intergovernmental
.organization, has facilitated these contacts among scientists. These
interactions, including the significant technical contributions of U.S.
scientists to the solution of problems elsewhere, may be increasingly
restricted as a result of-the U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO. In the
short term, withdrawal may have only limited impacts on U.S. partici-
pation in IHP,.sAnce,it is ptely that many U.S. scientists will con-
tinue to be associated with this program in their personal capacityt
In the longer term, however, the lack of official associationmith this
intergovernmental program invoiving more Than 100 nations could have
serious consequences on both 6.S.4ecientific'relatiodships.abroad, as
well as on the quality of the Overall UNESCO program.

With nonmembership An UNESCO, the United mates loses its place on
the 'HP IntergOvernmental Council and on the bureau of the Council where
the United States has played a critical planning and leadership role.
ft will be possible to providelsome leadership through participation in
nongovernmental organizations closely associated with /HP. Scientific
bodies in certain other countries are also expected to prOVide useful
liaison with scientific groups, projects, and program developments
elsewhere.

Alternatives

In view of the importance of the IHP to the U.S. scientific commu-
nity, support for this programiat e level of 01 million per year (at a
minimum) is suggested. This funding is based on the current level of
U.S. contributions to the UNESCO --IHP. However, there are opportunities
to enrich and significantly expand collaborative work in this; program.
Such possibilities are being considered by.the U.S. National Committee
on Scientific Hydrology housed at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
In any case, the alternatives consicred here with respect to current
multilateral IHP activities will require strengthened national V4nage-
ment structures (including dealing with personnel ceilings). and funds
to support the participation of U.S. scientists in IHP and other multi
lateralwater resource program activities.
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The IHP is an intergovernmental program involving over 100 nations,
and UNESCO's role as an intergovernmental focal point is important.
Interim alternative arrangements area

Alternative Option 1: SpsFific prograe support to UNESCO (Funds -in -

Trust, donations, etc.) to cover 25 percent of the regular annual
budget plus.10 percent overhead ($750,000 per year). An additional

$250,000 should be provided to the U.S. National Committee on Scien-
tific Hydrology; to permit program oversight and to support partici-
pation of U.S. scientists in IHP programs.

Alternative Option 2s Provide the same level of financial support
($750,000) through ICSU and /or one of its associated bodies. This

option would also require support for the US National ComMittee on
Scientific Hydrology as noted above.

Alternative Option 3: Provide the same level of financial support
($750,000) through the U.S. National Committee on.Scientific Hydrology
to guide contributions to specific IHP multilateral' activities through
other governmental and nongovernmental organixAtions. An additional

$250,000 would be required to support oversight as noted above. '

Preliminary Findings Or

1. The International Hydrological Program (IMP), an important %f
global activity involving nearly 00 countries, is conceited with the
rational management of water resources. In the current third (5-year)

phase, particular attention is being devoted to problems of arid and
Semiarid regions, and humid tropical regions. The U.S. has played a
leading role in program planning and implementation.

2. The !HP is guided by a 30-member Intergovernmental Council on
which the Unitea States is represented. Withdrawal will result in a
loss in memberdhip on the Council and on the bureau of the Council. In

thg short term, they may be only modest impacts on U.S. interests and
on UNESCO programs a ter U.S. withdrawal, since it is expected that
U.S. scientists will continue to be associated with the /MP in their
personal capacity, assuming that funding is available to ensure such
participation. the_longer term, the lack of official association

could have serious consequences.

). There have been important benefits as a result of United States

participation such as enhanced opportunities for technical interaction
and participation in global otservational projects. UNESCO as an

intergovernmental organisation has played a critical role in making

this possible. /

4. It is important that the United States maintain a strong manage-
ment structure in support of U.S. participation. The U.S. National

Committee on Scientific Hydrology of the U.S. Geological 'Survey, backed
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advisory'services from the nongovernmental community of bydrolo -. .

gists, ore this function.

5. Because of the nature of the IRP and the role played by ONE9C94,
the simplest, most efficient idtqrim alternative arrangement is to make IP
maximum use of Funds in -/tust, donations, etc., coupled with a strong
nationally managed effort_to enhance U.S. participation.

MAJOR PROGRAM X:
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT AWD TERRESTRIAL AND MARINE =SOURCES

4

A
The Marine Sciences Program:
The Ocean and Its. Resources;

Management of Coastal and Island Regions
(X.4 and X.5)

Assessment/Potential Impacts

UNIIBM marine science activities cover a vide range of interests,
including prmnotion of collaborative research; strengthening of national
infrastructures concerned with ocean circulation, climate, fisheries,
and marine pollution; and environmental management of islands and .

coastal zones. There are three major units of.UMBSCO involved in these
activities: (1) the Intergovernmental Ocestfographic COmmisaion (IOC);
(2) the Divibion of Marine SCiences; and (3) the Man and the Biosphere
Program (NAB). Taken together, subprograms X.4 and X.5 have an annual
budget (project, staff and overhead) of about U.S million, of Which .

the U.S. share is about $2.2 million. Restricting attention to program
costs (project, plus staff), the total annual expenditure is about
$5.5 million, of which the U.S. share is about $1.4 million: Support
for program activities from other sources, such as UNDP and UMW,
totals slightly less than $4 million annually, which is a significant
contribution to the overall UNESCO effort devoted to marine sciences.
About half the project costs are associated w(16 activitles that are
primarily scientific in character and are of particular interest to
U.S. research interests. The United States is interested in all UNESCO
efforts devoted to the effective strengthening of national and global
capabilities concerned with the topics cowered by X.4 and X.5 program
activities.

dkAbout half of the resources available for X.4 and X.5..aCtivities
are administered by the rOC secretariat. The overall pu of the
IOC, an autonomous body established within UNESCO 1 0, is to pro-
mote the development of marine sciences through international collabor-
ation. The 10C facilitates scientific planning and program coordina-
tion,,assists scientists in member states to participate in inter-
national marine science programs, promotes exchange of oceanographic
data, and sponsors education and training activities in marine science
and technology to enhance the national capabilitips of the developing
countries. In recent years, the interests of tardeveloping world have
received increased attention in the work of IOC. In the view of some
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U.S. marine scientists, this has resulted inclose attention to issues

of science and more to political/orgenleational topics. There is also

some question pertaining to the management capabilities of the IO,

whirl) are =der more complex by the overall UNESCO bureaucracy.
About one third of ten resources of X.4 and X.5 programs are admin-

istered by the Division of Macias Sciences, which has interests closely

linked to the me. The Division has done e, good job invprovidini

training and specialised advisory servicns or developing countries=
increased attentV4 needs to be.devoted to thili area to enable the
developinglporldleparticipate moresproduhtively in international

observationWremearch. U.S. scientists have'played important rolesrin
assisting the division.to carry out its responsibilities.

Finally, a significant portion of resources is top X.5 area are

devotad to work on coastal island systems. These activities are managed
by UNXSCD components concerned lath epological and enVironmental pro- .

blew coming largely =civic the purview of the1Nen and the Biosphere
Pcogram. .The U.S. plays a strong leadership role in all these aspects
of the mar,ine, science program through a combination of govermsental and
nongovernmental participation.

U.S. vithdtawal from UNESCO may of these three areas of concernr

in different ways. The United States plans to retain its membership in
the IOC, an intergovernmehtal'or4anisation, even if the United States

withdraws from UNXSCD. This will preserve official U.S. participation
x, in the only, intergovernmental organisation concerned solely with inter-

, national oceanographic problems, broadly speaking. It will be neces-

sary to work out the details of channeling financial contributions and
professiong staff support to the IOC, but no serious difficulties are

foreseen. The support of and part4cipation in the activities of the
Division of Marine Sciences and ofNAB are more complex.

TheUnited States has an important agenda for international coop

erati ractions in the marine sciences area. UNBSCO provides one',

of important escheats for facilitating and promoting such
All three areas (IOC, Division of Marian Sciences, and

WAS) to be considered in assessing current activities, including

the impact of a U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO, and proposing interim

alternatives for enabling U.S.. scientists to continue to participate in

these ectivities.

lhe Intergoveenmental Oceanographic Commission'(I0C). Three of

the IOC activities are of particular concern to the United States:

(I) the oceanic components of the World Climate Research Program

(WCRP), (2) the Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS),

end (3) the international Oceanographic Data Exchange (PDOB).

The oceanographic aspects of the =rid Climate Research Program

(ecRP) are of fundahental interest to the United States. The wCRP 'has

asits objective the prediction on climate over periods of a few months

to several decades. It is potentially one of'the most economically

important scientific programs being pursued by the United States.

The United States..is playing a leadership role. in the NOM, but active

international cooperation among many countries is essential for its

success. The oceanographic aspects of the WCRP are being planned

=1.
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cooperatively by the Joint Scientific Committee of the International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICS)) and the World Meteorological
Organization CM) and by the ttee dm climatic Changes and the
Ocean (CCC01 of the IOC and the ScliIntific COmmittee on Oceanic-
Research (MDR) of ICSU. The activities of the CCCO are governed by an
agreement between ICSU and UNESCO and a memorandum of understanding
between IOC and SODS.

The International OceenogragOhic
Data Exchange Program is the only

mechanise, for example, bp which some oceanographic data are accessible
to the many agencies in the United' States that need these data. Data
on subsurface ocean temperatures and salt content obtained by merchantand research ships of many nations are collected and transmittedthrough ICOSS. Many other IOC activities are also important'to U.S.
interests, although not at the same level as those highlighted above.If the United States yelp to withdraw from IOC, it is conceivablethat, over the course of time, alternative arrangements could befor data exchange and planiling for MCRP, IGOSS, and other programs
But this development of nal brrangements would be costly in time aresources. The cooperation-of many developing coastal states is
essential for the world coverage demanded by the globefnature ofclimate and ocean circulation.

Without our continued semberehip.ih
IOC,- such cgoperatioe would-be difficult to enlist.

Division of Marine Sciences. The complementary activities of the
Division of,Marine Sciences provide considerable investment of
resources through UNESCO regicanal offices for strengthening national
infrastructures and training of scientific and technical personnel for
enhancing marine sciedte research progress and the study of ocean
resources. Other important activities pf this division are directed
toward the rational management of marine systems and particularly
studies on the,marine environment

and thecontinental.margin involeing
close collaboration with ICSU and its associated bodies as well as
several specialized agencies of the UN system. The division also
disseminates research results and scientific information in the marine
sciences through docueenfe, reports, and a newsletter. With reppect to

.coastal and island systems, the division supports a number of inter-
disciplinary research projects on the productivity of coastal regions
and studies pertaining to rational and integrated management of such
zones.

Man and the Biosphere (NAB) Program. The major UNESCO support of NAB
activities falls in subprograms X.6-1.9. There are also important
contributions within subprogram X.5 pertaining to the management of
coastal and island regions es they fall within theme 5 of the MM
program. This is particularly true of the activities'related to

4 integrated management of islands and coastal zones. Considerable
attention is directed to the training of.specialists.
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Ail of the marine science areas could benefit from more efficient
overall management and increased reliance on the competencies of other
bodies such as 1110 and particularly ICSU and its associated bodies for

leubstantive input. Furthermore, the *brine area has became increasingly
preoccupied wi,Xb development issues that are important in their own
right but divert the focus from scientific objectives. International
'marine science would benefit morn trip being housed in a division or
organization whose mission was purely or predominantly bcientific than
the current UNESCO institutional mix.

rh the short term, there wool, probably be limited impact on U.S. .

and UNESCO science interests of a U.S. withdraial from UNSCO provided
there is continuity in funding to enable U.S. scientists to continue to
participate in the Ottivities discussed above. The United States would
maintain its membership in IOC and pay its dues through the IOC Trust'
rim. Other marine science and NAB interests can perhaps be maintained
though U.S. associations with N006 and the participation of individual
scientists in UNESCO- sponsored activites. However, ilOthe longer term,
depending on the effectiveness of. interim alternative mechanisms, these
programs might be harmed. .;

Alter 'la t Ve

The most effivent and effective mechanism for interim alernative
support is to make maximum use of direct contributions to UNESCO
(Funds-in-Trust, donations) for the current level of program (projects
and staff) costs, Additional resources are recommended for oversight
and international research activities to be administered by an organi-
zation that is sensitive to U.S. interests, e.g., NSF, with the assis-
tance/advice of the interagency Panel on International Programs and
International Cooperation in Oceans Affairs (PIPIC0), and the NBC Hoard
on Ocean Sciences and Policy (HASP). In the augmented IOC program that
PIPICO has propose", it is hoped that consideration will be.given to
much greater participation of ICSU and its bodies as well as other
governmental organizations. In any case, it is important to maintain
the current level of Division of Marine Sciences and NAB activities
contained in subprograms X.4. and X.S. USNAB is proposer-as a body to
oversee some of these activities.

A U.S.-supported international marine sciences program related to
subprograms X.4 and 1.5 is proposed at a level of $2.5 million- -
$1.4 million as a contribution to UNESCO (Funds-in-Trust, ddhations,
etc.) and $1.1 million to be administered by U.S. organizations sensi-
tive to U.S. interests (e.g., NSF/PIPICO and BOSP, and USNAB). Alter-
natively, the totality of available resources could be adminiAtereCbr
NSP/PIPIOD and USNAB, making full use of the capabilities of nongovern-
mental orgenizations and their U.S. advisory mechanisms.

NW.
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Preliminary Findings

1. UNESCO provides one of the moat important mechanisms for faci-
litating and promoting international cooperative interactions in the
marine sciences. Current activities gamer a wide rangeof interests of
importance to the U.S. marine science community. About half of these
activities are piimarily scientific in character, while the remaining
pertain to strengthening infrastructures through advanced training and
advisory services to meet the needs of the developing world. Some
concern has been expressed about the wisdom of merging these two
program objectives. .

as

2. Marine science activities contained in subprograms X.4 and X.S
are administered under three functional compcnentas about one half by
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Comosiesion (IOC), one third by the
Division of Marine Sciences, and the remaining portion, pertaining to
coastal island systems as part of the Man and the Biosphere' Program
(MM). A U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO will affect these three func-
tional areas, all-of importance to the United States, in different ways.

1. The United States intends to maintain its membership in the IOC
and will be able to profit from the unique collaborative interactions
provided by that organisation. It is important that the current level
of U.S. support of IOC programg be maintained through contributions to
the IOC Trust Fund, augmented by a nationally-managed pro9r4e.

4. It is eaually important to maintain the current level of Divi-
sion of.Marine Scifnces and MAX activities contained in subprogriaas X.4
and'X.S. On withdrawal from UNESCO, the United States would only be
able to provide subatintive guidance to these activities indirectly
through its participation in MGOs associated with these programs.
Financial contributions could be provided to UNESCO (Funds-in-Trust,

.

donations, etc nd to NCOs via a U.S. agency sensitive to U.S.
Interests, as NSF (including the advice of PIPICO and BOSP) and
USMAR.

MAJOR PROGRAM Xi
TRE ENVIRONMENT AND TERRESTRIAL AND MARINE RABOURCES

ironmental Sciencest Man and the Biosphere Program (MAR)
(X.6-X.9)

Asepameent tent ial Impacts

This nor focuses on the subprogram areas, (X.6-9) largely having
to do with practical problems of natural resources management, which is
the thrust of the NAB program. As noted above, portions of X.5 dealing
with management of coastal and island regions are closely linked to the
NAB program and objectives. The annual budget for programs X.6-9 (prdR-
iocts and staff costs) plus overhead is about $7.4 million--the U.S.
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share is about $1.85 million. If one considers program costs only

($4.5 million), the U.S. contribution would be $1.2S million per

year: Support for program activities from other sources is about
S4.25 millioh per year, which is of the same order of magnitude as
regular program costs. .

Subprograms X.6-9 are being considered together since they form the
core of the NAB program, which was extensively assessed on its tenth
anniversary in 1982. The objectives of this program are (1) the general
study of the structure and function of the biosphere and'its ecological
regions to provide an improved environmental information base for
decision makings (2) systematic observation of changes brought about by
man in the biosphere in order td provide new tools for .environmental
planning and resource management; (3) the study of the effects of these
changes upon human populations to improve our ability to predict these
effects and to develop new strategies to ameliorate the disruption of
human lives; and (4) education of4the public and the dissemination of
information needed by decision makers and scientists. The initial NAB
program is divided into 14 'project areas to focus research efforts and
lfacilitate coordination; half deal with particular .kinds of geographic
izreas or ecosystems, the other half with impacts and procesies such as
conservation, demographic change, environmental perception, and pollu-
tion.

.

?
U.S. scien

i

rite have played leading roles in the planning, estab-
lishment, and Implementation of the NAB program as well aa of its pre-
decessor, the ICSU-sponsored International Biological Program (1814.
This has been at both the governmental and nongovernmental levels.
Since the creation of NAB, the United States has limn represented on
the 30-member International CoOrdinating Council, which guides the
scientific content of. the overall program, and has also held one of the
four vice-presiden s of the NAB Bureau at all times. In addition,
U.S. science &ain trators have been seconded to the UNESCO NABch

secretariat. until 1982/e ken U.S: agency cutbacks made this no longer
feasible. There have been many hundreds of U.S. researchers'actively
engaged in NAB sponsored activities--national, bilateral, and multi-
lateral projects. A small, yet effective, USNAB secretariat, currently
located in the OCS Bureau of the State Department, facilitates U.S.
participation in NAB activities and serves the U.S. National Committee
for NAB, which is charged with guiding and overseeing U.S. interests in
national and international NAB projects. The U.S. Forest Servioe-of
the Department of Agriculture and the Park Service of the Department of
the Interior have been particularly supportive of USNAB.

The UNESCO NAB secretariat and UNESCO as an intergovernmental
organization have played vital roles in coordinating and facilitating
the development of national projects and cooperative international
interactisins among research groups having common interests and pro-

biome! Participating nations have formed national committees to
estetblish priorities and promote funding in support of projects.
ONEfaN) has been instrumental in assisting the formation of these
national committees and national programs as well as international
cooperative arrangements; there are now some 105 functioning national
committees. With the successful advent of integrated approaches to

0
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natural resource management needs, the International Coordinating Coun-
cil agreed to concentrate on four areas: (1) the humid tropics,
(2) the arid and semiarid tones, (3) urban systems, and (4) conserva-
tion. 'These developments and the leadership of the secretariat have
been appreciated by governmerks and were especially underscored at the'
fall 1983 session of the UNESCO Geperal Conference.

Because of the integrated, interdisciplinary nature of the NAB pro-
gram and the broad range of interests of UNESCO, UNESCO has been able
to foster the active collaboration of natural and social scientists and
has facilitated contact among researchers. There is fruitful exchange
pith the USSR in the area of assessing long-term effects to the environ-
ment irttke context of the Biosphere Reserve Program. Important work
is moving ahead on44ssessing problems in the arctic region. Serious
problems of desertification and resource managehent in the Sahel and
simitar regions elsewhere in the world have received increased atten-
tion, The NAB program and framework are of considerable value td the
United States as well as other countries in defining problems. and
facilitating integrated cooperative approaches to solutions. UNESCO
provides an intergovernmental mechanism to structure collaborative
arrangements designing future complex global observational programs ,

idOolving ecological, geological, and behavioral processes.. A proposed
activity related to enhanced understanding of changes in the global
environment is currently being considered by ICSU and aftilLated
nongovernmental scientific unions for possible implementation during
the 1990s) a cooperative role with'UNRSCO and other U.N. agencies is
envisaged.

There have been serious problems, on the other hand, with UNESCO
program management - -not so much of a political nature but rather of
bureaucratic sluggishness and ineptness in defining and delegkting
authority. There are signs that some of the difficulties are moving
toward correction through a recent reorganisation of staff responsibil-
ities. Still, there is a need to streamline administrative procedures
and to clarify and strengthen the role of the NAB Bureau An serving the
scientific objectives of the program. This situation will require
monitoring.

There have been problems on the U.S. side with respect to staffing
and funding USNAB needs. Previously, the USNAB secretariat was housed
in the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO and was reinforced by staff
detailed from several federal agencies. Contributions, also from
different agencies, provided a common fund from which MINAS activities
were supported. However, a budgetary crisis developed ip early 1983
which adversely affected USNAB funding and secretariat support. There
are currently (Rummer 1984) signs that some of these difficulties may
be in the process bf being overcome with increasing interagency
involvement in NAB activities and the intention of the Department of
State to put funding and staff support on a more permanent basis
through budgetary action. Identification of (ISMAR program activities
budgeted nt a level of $2 million per year plus supporting secretariat
staff costs are basic nerds. Consideration of the impacts of a U.S.
withdrawal from UNERX) and the exmeiZtion of interim alternative

sarrangements for NaR'are rather aces questions if the USMA8 situa-
tion la not resolved satisfactorily and on a longer-term basin.
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The impacts of a U.S.. withdrawal from UNESCO can be examined on a
shOrt;- and long-term basis. In the short term there would probably be
minimal disturbance or effect on NAB activities--many of these are
national'projects or are being carried out through bilateral strange-
Ments. The serious problem in this case is securing national support
and funding continuity. In the long term, however, the problems are
pdtentially serious. First, the United States would lose its ability
to provide a vice-president on the international NAB Bureau as,well as
its position on the Coordinating COuncil. This means that the United
Stapes loses its leadership role in guiding and overseeing the inter-
national NAB program. Second, the United States would lose its
official ability to interact with other NAB Rational committees
although the UNESCO NAB secretariat might well contisee to facilitate
Informal collaborative efforts. Even so, the extensive U.S. efforts,
which have otten involved substantial cooperation with other countries
and significant direct support from UNESCO, could be endangered. Third,
the official designation by NESCO of biosphere" eserves (there are some
40 reserves in the United States) could be compromised in the long term.
It isg, possible that the extensive state and local, as well as national,

resources'currently provided these activities could be put in competi-
tion with other needs and that the commitment to maintain these reserves
for long-term research purposes would be diminished. Certainly, coop-
erative interactions with other countries would become more complicated.
Fourth, the United States would lose the international NAB mechanise to
examine, promote, and assist the implementation of new observational
programs. It would be hoped that the UNIFSCO NAB secretariat would
facilitate USMAB involvement in longer-arm programs. Finally,'there
is the reverse question concerning the effect on the UNESCO MAS program
of a U.S. withdrawal; In the short ter*, U.S. scientists might-be
invited in their personal capacity to continue to provide leadership
and guidance to specific NAB projects by tote UNESCO secretariat. Now-

eyer, in the long term, the lack of official U.S. participation and
provision of scientific leadership could seriously cripple interna
tional MAH unless suitable alternative weans are found to involve the
U.S. 9vtentilic community.

Alternatives

Taking. into account the current level of U.S. contributions to
UNESCO programs and the nature of multinational activities, an overall
international program on the order of $2 million per year provides the
basis fox considering alternatives. This international program is
distinct and above support requirements for a U.S. naetonal program
that has been proposed at about the same order of magnitude.

For the reasons noted above, there is no real altesnatiye to UNESCO
for administering the MAIl program in the sense of designating another
governmental or nongovernmental organizelm. There are over 100
natvms partictpotsnq in intetnational MAB Activitien through UNESCO;
the locution of charging UNEP or An ICS° body to administer MAD would
have hail to he agfircuued at the time d establishing NAB. Therefore,

tf
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interid alternatives are proposed, the most efficient and effective one
being maximum use of direct contributions to UNESCO (Funds-in-Trust,
donations, etc.) backed up 4y. USNAB-managed activities.

A second alternative would emphasis* considerable project manage- #
'..--ement by, USMAS or.some other body sensitive to U.S. interests. In both

teases, there would be active involvement of nongovernmental organiza-
tions such as ICSU, including thec,International Union of Biological
Sciences (IUDS) and the ICSU Scientific Committee on Problems of the
Environment (SCOPE), and the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCP). Roth alternatives include
seconding a top-level U.S. science administrator to the UNESCO
secretariat to provide substantive-input and links to peer partici-

, potion assuming agreement by UNESCO. .Both alternatives also include

certainly
managerial and overhead costs, although the second would

be higher. Funds must be earmarked in both alternatives to
encourage innovative pfojects by U.S. investigators for multilateral
exploratory work in fields related to MA8 interests, such as the longer
term elaboration of program on global change. For example, it is
fecvmmended that consideration be given to supporting the further
development of the International Satellite Land-Surface Climatology
Project cosponsored by the Committeeon SpOce Research (COSTAR) of I
and the International Association of meteorology and Abmospheric Physics
(IAMAP). In all cases, a particularly sensitive matter pertains to
ensuring the continuity of funding for scientific work over time - -an
"on/off" situation would be detrimental to all parties concerned.

In summary. interim alternatives for this overall MAN-related
program area are as follows:

Alternatives Option 11

(1) Funds-in-Trust, contribution (including overhead)
for selected X.6-1(.9 activities

(2) Secondment of U.S. science administrator, plus
support services, to UNESCO staff

(3) uSMAB -administered X.6 -X.9 activities, new
initiatives, oversight/management costa

TOTAL ,

Alternative Option 2:

(1) USMAj-administered program directly related
to ongoing internatioiRle NAB, new initiatives,
oversight/management to

12/ Spcondment of a U.S. Science administrator, plus
support services, to UNESCO staff

TOTA L.

8 2.12

$ 900,000/yr.

150,000 /yr.

950,000/yr.

$2,000,000/yr.

$1,850,000/yr.

150,000 /yr.

02,000,000/yr.

tr
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. Preliminary Findings

1. the Nan and the Biosphere Program and related pro,ects in Major
program 8, concerned with integrated approaches to natural resource
management, ieclude activities that are valuable to the U.S. scientific,
community. The International Coordinating Council provides scientilic,
guidance to the _overall program, which is currently concentrated in
four areas: the humid tropics; arid and semiarid zones; urban systems;
and conservation.

2. The United States, which has provided leadership throughout the
existence.of NAB, will lose its official capacity to be a member of the
Coordinating Council and Bureau of Officers. There may be limited
infect on NAB activities in the short term assuming funds are provided
%o both UNESCO and USMAB in support of ongoing projects. However,

(here could be serious consequences in the longer to to both the
United Skates and international NAB programs if suitablele interim
alternative mechanisms cannot be worked out to ensure active U.S.
participation and associatilbn.

3. Because of the integrated, interdisciplinary nature of the NAB
progrem and UNESCO's broad range of scientific interests, UNESCO has
played a unique role of fostering collaboration of natural-lnd social
scientists, and coordinating the interactions of scientific groups in
105 participating countries. There is no real alternative to UNESCO in
carrying out these responsibilities. There have been, on the other
hand, serious management problems in UNESCO that may be in process oft
improvement - -a situation that needs to be monitored.

4. It is'of fundamenthl importance to put the USMAB program on a
sound footing in terms of continuity of funding and staff support.
Consideration of the iMpacts of U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO and this
examination of interim alternative arrangements are academic questions
if the current crisis facing USMAB is not resolved satisfactorily.

S. Because of the nature of the NAB program and the ro eyed
by UNESCO. the simplest and most efficient interim alternati a to
make maximum use pf direct contributions to UNESCO (Funds-in- rust,.
donations, etc.) backed up by a significant level of USMAB-managed
international activities. There should be increasing involvement of
nongovernmental or#anixations such as IUCN and ICSU.

213
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UNESCO APPROVED INNINIAL FROMM Aim pupatrs 1984-85

Malor Prowl* 119221

T. Reflection on World Problems and Future Oriented Studies. $ 2,729

II. Education for All 31,131

III. Cceounicatlon in the Service of Mag 16,157

IV. Moreulation and Application of Education Policies 35,546
414

V. Education, Training and Society/ 17,106

VI. TNII SCINICBS AND TWIN APPLICATION TO DEVKLONUINT 30,483

VII. -Information Systems and Awes. to Knowledge 12,194

VIII. Principles, Methods and Strategieeiof Action for Development 11,052

IX. SCIENCE, ?MONOLOG! AND SOCIETY 7,586

X.' HUNAN ENVIRONMENT, TBMISTRIAL AND MARINE RESOURCES 31,177

'XI. Culture and the Future 25,554

XII. Elimination of Prejudiae, Intolerance, Ralsm and Apartheid 1,630

XIII. Peace, International Understanding, Amman Rights and the
Rights. of PeOple 5040

SUBTOTAL: Major Program $227,8851

Generll Policy and Direction 25,780

Gene:111 Activities and Services 143,141

SUBTOTAL: Direction and Services $16 8,9 21

TOTAL PROGRAM $196,806

Less others Balance of Currency Fluctuations, Absorption - 22,396
of Reductions, etc.

.AgRABb 1984 -85 PROGRAM $374,410

TOTAL FROM OTHER SOURCES $233,937

GRAND TOTAL $608,347

Adjustment*, including the absorption of reductions among various activities
have not been distributed since they were not known at the time of preparing
this tble.

A-1
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,UNE9C0 APPROVED PROGRAM AND DOOM (1984-155)
OF MEOW SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

The following tables provide an overview in gross'terms of the
1984-85 UNESCO biennial program and budget,fOr science activities.
Adjustments including the absorption of reductions among 'the various
program activities leading to the final approved biennial budfift have
not been distributed but rathes taken out,of overhead plus general
policy and direction- --this leads to a somewhat larger available program
budgets and lower overhead charges than is actually the case. These
tables have been prepared to provide orders of magnitude for major
science progral categories.

Explanation of table hseding "Overhead, etc." and "Other" are
given below.

OVERWEADJLetc. - Genet* activities; support, administration,
communication services; general policy and direction, less
amount (2.8 percent of original proposed budget), which will
bejaboorbed during °puree of execution of program.

OM ER - Additional resources provided in support of related
activities with oversight by DME80.01 e.g., OEM, DEEP, UN
Financing System, Funds-in-Trust, etc.

M'

8-1
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11111010010CISMCII!ACTIVTI118 (1984-85)

Summary of Major Programpla._ I1, & X

($000)

Project Staff
Coats Indirect

pork Regular
Years Program

9

Nagglar
Program
0,erhead, etc
(64.381 her

VI The Sciences & Theit Appli- 8 0
cation to Development 16,063 14,419 336.5 30,482 50,085 36,203

IX

X

Science, Technology & Society

The Rumen qpvironment Terree-

3,265 4.321 102,
4
7,586 12,464 3,330

tclel Marl* Sciences 13,834 17,342 407 31,766 51,223 26,461.

TOTAL 33,162 36,082 845.5 69,244 113,770 65,994

216 a
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UNESCO SCIENCE ACTIVITIES (1984-85)

Nailer Program VI:

The Sciences and Their APOlcation to Development"

(90OO)

Project
Costs

Staff i
Indirect

Work
Tears

Regular
Program.,

Regular
Program *
Overhead, etc,
(64.31) Other

VI.1 Natural Sciences s;bes 3,155 8,240 13,540 9,873

VI.2 Technology i Engineering 2,068 3,482
0

5.550

-
9,120 23,305 ,tro

h2

Gn
t.-A

VI.3 Key Areas in S&T 3,844 3,399 80 7,243 11,900 2,500

VI.1 -3 Subtotal 110,997) (10,036) (232) (21,033) 134,560) 135,678)

VI.4

11.5

Social s Rumen Sciences

key Areas in Social

4,320 3,711 88.5 8,031 13,195 525

i Susan Sciences 746 672 16 1,418 2,330

VI.4 -5 Subtotal 15,066) 14,3831 1104.51 19,4491 115,525) 15231

VI TOTAL 16,063 14,419 336.5 30,482 50,085 36,203
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UNEIMM SCIENCE ACTIVITIES (1984-85)

Major Program IX'

'Science, Technology

($000)

and Society"

Projet 0 gaff
Costs

St Mork
Indirect Tears

\

IX.1 Science, Tech. 6 Society 1,249 1,379 32
40

IX.2 Science, Tech. Policies 2,016 2,942 '70

IX TOTAL 3,265 4,321 102

Regular

Regular
Program

ram;
rhead, etc.

( .30) Other

.0

11.5
1; al.

2,628

4,958

.

7,586

4,319

8,145

12,464

e

360

2,970

3,330

I
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unascoliciriscsAcrivings (1984-85)..

Mk j'Atigraajle
......Aem_._izemtiaime__.tzts,svLtdj"guisrimjkjswaae

V

%,

Project
Costa-

($000)

Staff 6
Indirect

Rr

Mork ' legular
Timms:- Program

Regular
Program
Overhead,
(64.3%)

etc.
Other

X.I Xarth's Crust, Mineral /

and Inergy Rosoorces \ 2,202 2,041 47 4,243 6,971 3,960

X.2 natural Hazards 612 1,281 ' 90,5 1,893 3,110 668 st

X.I-2 Subtotal .
12,814) (3,332) i%7.5) [6,136) [10,9811 14,628]

...

X.3 Water Resources 2,411 2,891 9,302 8,710 -5,822

ft12L2t91 (2,411) [2,89111 [681 (5,3021 19,710) [5,8221

. .

X.4A " Oman a Resources . 3,714 '4,170 102 , ,044 13,281 6,490

X.S coasts a Islagds ..8.62 1,849
. . .

44.5 ,651 4,355 999

X.4-S Subtotal (4,516( [6,219] 1146.5) (10,735) (17,636) 17,4991 \
.4

X.6 + Land U. a Terrestrial
r 1t.:-

Resources 1,932 1,875 43.5 3,807 6,254' 4,3b6

X.7 Urban System . 851' 995 23.5 1,846 3,033 708

X.$ Natural Heritage 904 . 641 15 1,145 1,881 2,221

.2.9 Env. Md. a ilifo. 807 1,401 33 2,208 3,627 1',280

x.6-9 Subtotal (4,0941 (400121 (115) 1 . (9,006) (14,7951 10.5221

TOTAL 13,035 17,344 407 31,179 52,222 26,461
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Dffi'e of the tr i :'.e't

Se retary of State
t partment of State
Mashi[gton, 0. C. 2OSZ0

Pear P. Newell:

t

October 21, 1983

s

In reeponse to the OepartadMt of State letter of A«ust 12; 1983 and inkecpinn .rith the ar :et ie-+t rea :hed rt :tie first ceei ir. f th UftSZO studygroin on August 2, +a are'su.>:ttin9 thu draft report m the tf.iSCONatural Seicnces Sector activities. tilS$ has co,rdlnaLei he efrorts of aninters;vncy .3rkin2 group iddch include tPe Rstianwl 4a earch Council, theNltitw+sl 3ne'titute of (d.r_at_ion, ttit D:;ar.nent of State, the Y-, :y fc:l .T ^'y'L7 C'. +Ci .1t, (i.e t.k. C:;:1 S_c ) , t e f : :st i:ti. :C,orr! t)nchttioal pas, :: Service.

Na will be hap ,rtd assist in further refining the report either based onthe ce i ants of the DOS coordinated review or editionsi comsentO receivedfrn this Natural Selene eT Sector woPking group.

B ecsuae of the tight scfedyle this draft is siaultanecusiv suaittad to the.Pepsrtee sf State and the Natural Sciencsna Sector iorkinp group.sldharanes to the schedule mould not have been possible without the
excellent contributions and spirited interactions among the agency
rapresentat.ives. fie belle that a substantive cor.tribution based onthorough discussion has bean achieved.

Us hope to have been of assistance to the overall Dporteent of Stateeffort and stand ready to as.iat in the firai phase of this review,

p

Cnc? us :: r

s

Sincerely,

v
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NATURAL SCIENCES III UNESCO

A U.S. Interagency Perspective

I. Introduction

The benefits of science to humanity are widely recognized and the
necessity for international cooperation in all scientific fields has been
understood for many years. UNESCO is designed to.proyide,a multilateral,
politically responsible 'organization, in which large or small cooperative

science activities can b anized and carried out for the benefit of the
re-.Ser states. NiStoriCall UNESCO has been a forum for discussion of

emecginS ideas end a seedbed erminatidg major international cooperative

research networks. The Science Se of UNESCO includes Divisions of Science
and Technology Policies, Scientific Research and Higher Education,
Technological Research and Higher Education, Ecological Sciences, forth

Sciences. Vats,. S:ienzes. r!rine Scier:es, t%s .ie
Meanographic Commission. Outside of its Paris headquarters, it maintains
five regional offices to facilitate projects and other activities.

Examination of Programs

(a) A brief overview of program objectives in the natural science sector

and U.S. attiiirdiitowaallifen. UnESCO7sscience programs aF/7-diTiViecrto
provide access to important research localities, expertise, facilities, and
other resources; prompt access to research data generated abroad free

international projects; sharing of costs and expensive instruments needed for
largo-scale, international, scientific efforts; and scientific and

te:r-:1:;ical tD:'s.

United States attitudes toward UNESCO science programs are generally
oriented to the need to: (I) obtain access tt, data about tht scientific and
technological capabilitieof IOC's; (2) strengthen scientific infrastructure'
in developing countries; (3) facilitate future U.S. access to special
resources abroad by fostering personal ties between U.S. scientists and those

of foreign (especially developing and communist) countries; (n) facilitate
research cooperation on global problems; (S) assist the establishment of
foreign markets for U.S. instruments and tiEhnologies; and (6) promote
selected U.S. foreign policy interests.

(b) Specific identification of program activities of value, marginal

value, no valise, harm to U.S. interests.

UNESCO's Natural Science Sector activities generally satisfy U.S.
objectives and priorities. Activities reported to be distinctly beneficial tb

the United States include IBRO, ICU, IGCP, IMP, 10C, MAO, and the
Environmental Education Program (not described below,. Some projects (EN74.

PGi) are potentially beneficial to the United States. No projects harmful to

U.S. interests are reported.
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AdascAptive analysis of UNISCWts major science programs is presentedbelow:

The Engineering Information and Training Programmes (ENGG) are geared tothe needs of developing countries.
There is some active 0.5.

participaiion by individual U.S. engineers. The direct benefit to theUnited States is said to be low because of insufficient availability ofinformation about the activity.

The International Wain Research
Orgenisatfon (111e01 which, after five

years of planning, sponsored the First'llorld
Brain Congress in

Switzerland in 1982, is increasingly active in international
neuroscience.

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) at Trieste,Italy, is the world's only
effective focus for cooperative research andtraining with broad invcIse-crt of LOC, ineust-ialcountries. and in which U.S. Oysicists cooperate. It also facilitatesdiscussions of future international

cooperation and will host two major
international physics conferences in 1984, with significant U.S.involvement.

The International Geological Correlation
Programme (IGCP), cosponsored byUNESCO and the nongovernmental

International Union of Geological
Sciences, promotes research on the geological structure and history, ofthe Earth. It is productive and widely respected as a scientific
activity.

The purpose of UNESCO's International
Rydrological Prograurne (IMP) is todeelo; scientific and.te:hnzlqical basis fcr the. rational

management of water resources, an area of haTan concern that clearly
transcends national boundaries.

A principal component of the progrep isto assist countries to develop and manes' the1r water resources programsof research, technology transfer, and educatfcz. The major technical
areas are hydrological processes and

parameters for water projects,
influence of man on the hydrologic

cycle, rational water- resourcesassessment and management, and education and training, public
information, and scientific information systems. The 01.S. National
Committee formulates policy for U.S. participation, which includes theprivate sector, universities, and government.

The Programme in Informatics (IWO) encourages research and training forimproved understanding of Lomputers and computer-based systems in
science, technology, and economic development.

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC) promotes research oethe oceans which requires international

cooperation, keeping in mind theneeds of less developed countries (LOC's). One of its programs, the
Oceanographic Data Exchange. provides U.S. access to the 60 percent ofits data which are froo foreign sources. Some programs of IOC are highly
successful; Others are unsuccessful.

(me of MESCO's best known science
projects, ran in the Biosphere (1-71.?),

involves 191 actively participating nations. 'up aims to foster and
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provide-an integrated research basis for understanding and managing the
world's ecosystems. The United States holds one of four
vice-presidencies of the International. Coordinating Council sod, in the
United Stites, has a National NAB Committee with government and
private-sector representatives, 12 active project directorates, and a
mall secretariat in the Department of State. - Research topics of world
emphasis include tropical forests, mountain's and tundra, marginal lends,
island and urban ecosystems, pollution, md develotmenfof an
international network of Biosphere Reserves (now including 40 Re serve
units in the United States). Certain MAN programs in the Division of
Karim Sciences:(WS) foster international research on coastal and
estuarine resources, including mangrove ecology. These are important
U.S. research topics; most U.S. coastal and estuarine ecologists work in
the nonfederal (academic and state) sectors.

The Natural Hazards Program* (NHP), administered by the Division of
Earth Sciences, hes do sibrova-s% develepnint of research
knowledge for better assessment and prediction of natural hazards
(earthquakes, floods, landslides, volcanic eruptions), and (2) mitigation
by designing programs to reduce loss of life and physical damage from
hazards. United States earth scientists participate in international
groups that study earthquake patterns and frequencies and, as individual
consultants, assist other countries to develop programs to reduce risks
from volcanic eruptions.

The General Information Program (PGI) aims to increase national
capabilities in the mobilization and use of scientific information and
assist international cooperation in information exchange. It is the only
viable international program working with LOC's on this subject and
is this of potential use to thebUnited States in ktt;Iri ertast of tfiZ
information needs and capabilities.

The:Statistical Division (STAY), outside of the Science Sector, provides
the United States with the Only central source of statistical information
(for non-OECD countries) about R I D in most countries of the world.
United States specialists have participated in efforts to improve the
usefulness of the data.

UNESCO's most important nonproject effort in-the natural sciences is the
encouragement of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and its
member Onions, all nongovernmental. These are highly successful vehicles for
international cooperation by the private and academic sectors. UNESCO
provides an environment in which the independent and nonpolitical character of
ICSU can be protected and respected.

(c) Specific benefits to the United States from the Natural Science
Programs.

The scientific benefits and contributions the United States obtains from
participation in UNESCO include, but are not limited to;

o A multilateral. gcerrrc-tel aegis to study and attack p-ctles of
global significance and impact, such as the cOnserweticn and
manacieuent of the world's ecosystems throul:h MA5's netwwk of

40-124 0 - 84 IS
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biosphere reserves, IfiElos global scale research oa the geological
structure and history of the earth, and NOP's interaetional research
on earthquake phenomena.

o Access to lot otherwise available important research localities,
expertise, facilities, and other foreign resources, particularly
through such programs as IGCP, IMP, IOC, MP, and MAB.

o Access to and exchange of research data generated abroad by
international projects, such as the 100E, which provides the U.S. with
60t of all foreign source marine data, and the IHP, a major world
forum for the exchange of water resources information.

o Assistance to LOC's to Develop scieptific capabilities and strengthen

infrastructure through such programl as IHP, IOC, and MAB. whose
prejetts prcvide training c',41-tunitieS and also sensitize tOC
governments to the global implications of water resource management,
ocean resource exploitation, and environmental conservation, and the
EKG. IWO, PSI, whose projects are more specifically tailored to LOC
needs.

o Sharing of access to and costs of international research facilities,
such as the International Centre for Theoretical Physics at Trieste,
and the large expenses of global scale research as pursued through the
ISCP. ICC, and MAB programs.

o Opportunities for scientists to work with colleagues front other
countries with whew they have no direct contacts for political or
historical reas:ns, such as the Trieste Physics Centre, lN:SCO
scientific meetings, and the-NHP's Balkan Regional Seismic hazards ,

Network, which enabled scientists from Bulia, Greece, and Turkey to
cooperate together on a regional basis.

o Future U.S. access to special resources a...road, the promotion of U.S.
models for scientific research. and the establishment of foreign
markets for U.S. technologies. achieved through the personal and
professional ties U.S. scientists build through UNESCO's natural
science programs.

(dl An analysis of the extent, nature, and impactof the respective
American prafessianal communities on these activities.

Very high-level professional participation is rgported for MAR, ICTP,
IMP. and IGCP. At least eight U.S. Government agencies participate in MAB
projects. The U.S. private sector participates in several activities (IsP,
MAB, EKG, 100, but the extent is less well documented. U.S. scientists and
engineers are or recently have been active as individuals in all the .

activities described above.

le) Conclusions a5cat the pluses al..Lirses of U.t. peeticlotipLif

The opportunities offered by LAME, for U.S. technical participatic,n,
representation, and influenLe in the Neutral Science Pro;rews are often
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underesploited leading no any cases to insufficient influence in scientific
matters abroad, and to consequent frustration.

A main impediment is the lack of a well defined constituency in the
United States for UNESCO as a whole, as-the multilateral umbrella that makes
possible the activities which, taken together, are agreed to be beneficial.
The public impression is often that of a bewildering proliferation of.
disparate 'activities, all of seemingly marginal value_

Some UNESCO gatherings are politicized. But when the political posturing
is completed, good technical work usually gets done, for the caliAkreof
partiCipating scientists from other countries is also high. Unfortunately for
general U.S. impressions of UNESCO, the politicization makes better news copy
and attracts more attention in the foreign-policy coz-.:nity than does
technical progress.

UNESCO is an imperfect organization. United States dissatisfaction is
mainly directed at UNESCO's organizational shortcomings, which may include
high administrative costs, quality of staff recruited from LDCs, insufficient
evaluation of projects, and difficulties in terminating projects.
Dissatisfaction directed at failures to achieve one or more of the short-range
priorities listed above often does not allow for adequate consideration of
long-range priorities. UNESCO's support of science projects is diffuse and
underfunded.

ey committing U.S. resourcesto getting the best out of technical
participation, the United States can exploit the opportunities offered by
Uhf SCO, make it easier to work with other me-,ber-natics ad-inistrative
reforms that are needed, an.; provide the U.S. scientific and allineering
community with information about these opportunities.

If) Consequences of U.S. jionparticipation in the work of the Natural
Science Sector.

The withdrawal of United States from UNESCO science activities would
lead to a significant reduction in the direct access the U.S. scientific
community now enjoys to important data bases, localities, and scientific
resources throughout the world. Withdrawal fro UNESCO membership would
result in a general decline in the leadership position the U.S. now holds in
international science and also contribute to the further politicization of
UNESCO in ways detrimental to U.S. national interests.

19) Alternatives foriromoting cooperation on matters of concern to the
United States.

There are no organizations comparable to UNESCO in its global and
multilateral aspects.

40
Other mul tilate ral intfr9Overnc:pntal and nongob ern-er.tal scientific

organizations. for eacmr.le ;ha 4113 and KW, are ofte r.-e successful with
some interritticrel projr:ts then UNESCO. 'Such or9enizetions have der-oristretecI
competcaces in sorclal areas in boh.ich they and UstS:0 share ccri;_lenenta-.)
interests and os-oettives. Po.rever, many of the LOC courtries are not etc-!:,.
ol KS": and prTif to oral esclusiiely wij Emig() brceuse of its recore of
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achievements in these countries and, most importantly, its governmental aegis.
The acceptability of ICSU to LDC's as an alternative method of international
participation might increase if U.S. science and technology were not available
through UNESCO programs.

Bilateral scientific cooperation has proved to be a successful mode for
achieving most U.S. objectives with developing and communist as well as
industrial countries, for kinds of projects not requiring concerted,
multilateral action. For political reasons, some countries are unable to
become U.S. bilateral partners.

For IOC, it was noted that modes of international cooperation other than
UNESCO might or might not be free or problems which beset the Ccrmission, but
the cost to the United States would be significantly higher.

ExvIration of Other Aspects of U.S. Participation in UNESCO

The UNESCO framework presents certain problems inherent to any
multinationaldrganization. There are major deficiencies in three broad areas
of (1) the eferall United States' participation in UNESCO. (2) general
management. and (3) program development. To varying degrees, these
deficiencies pose impediments to achieving the United States' scientific
objectives and linked foreign policy goals within UNESCO.

within these three areas, specific impediments are:

U.S. Participation

o The United States lacks a central zw.hanism to COz.rdinate and r anne
all aspects, private and governmental, of U.S. participation in
UNESCO.

o The United States' negative attitude to its commitments,
retponsibilfties, and participation within UNESCO hinders the
achievement of U.S. national objectives,

o The United,States' scientific representatives in UNESCO's activities
do not always include leading members of the nation's scientific
establishment.

o Information about UNESCO's activities and opportunities for
cooperation are not disseminated within the UniteStates. There it
no public outreach program to stimulate and encourage U.S.' involvement
in UWtSCO.

a The effectiveness of U.S. reprwntation at the U.S. Mission toUNT.SCO
is increasingly hampered by threllrainage of resources and severe
per sonnel limitations.

o The United States dces ricst actively rezrui: 0telified
personnel to serve in Se:retartat or field pc sitions ani dces n:t r 4f
available information about potential staff oper.ings ..!
scientific coetunity
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General Management

o Neither nations often impose new programs and projects on the UNESCOSecretariat without first ensuring that adequate financial resourcesand staff support is available for implementation.

o The Secretariat's manpower resources are severely overtaxed andfinancial limftitions are compounded by the protiferation of projects.
Proiram Development

o The UNESCO ez-5ership aneSeoretariat frecpently concentrate onpolitical and organizational issues rather than on scientific
objectives and action-oriented results. Many L.DC's use UNESCO'sgo.er=ental farm for overt political posturing.

o U.S scientific research priorities are often caked or out-votal byother member nations. Criteria for program selection and projectdesign are not always adequately developed before implementation.

o The proposed reorganization of the MAB Management structure mayheighten organizational sectoralism and adversely affect thescientific integrity and U.S. interest in MAB.

IV: Conclusi s

The weight of tangible benefits over certain impediments clearlyjustifies cant', ued U.S. participation in UNESCO.
t

many of the science projects sponsored by UNESCO bring contributions andunique benefits, to the U.S. scientific research effort and also promoteselected U.S. foreign policy goals, including development assistance.

Nonetheless, achievement of U.S. objectives is often impeded by (I)insufficient resources to encourage participation of U.S. technical exports,(2) inadequate dissemirsatioa in the United States of information about
opportunities in UNESCO. and (4) inadequate sharing within the United States -of information about the extent and priorities of U.S. participation.

Nongovernmental, multilateral organizations and bilateral arrangementsexist in other international fora and do offer vehicles for internationalscientific cooperation. However, such organizations would not replace the.contributions and unique benefits the United States obtains from 'membership inUNESCO.

k stronger leadership role in the United States is necessary to obtainmaximal benefits from scientific participation in untsco. A high levelcommitment to the central management and ccordinatior of all U.S.partici;ation, coupled with increased resources to support prograMs of U.S.priority ano interest, are essetial stars to br to en to ach:eve natipajl
Objectives within usILSCO.
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V. Retools/Motions

The scientific benefits the United States derives from participation in:0 clearly warrant our continued participation. However, the significant
impediments enumerated above should be corrected.

Consequently, to achieve national objectives and goals within UNESCO, theUnited States should implement the foilowing recommendations:

o The .United States shoutd take a strong leadership role and
coeisit additional resources to specific programs of interestand benefit to the U.S.

o The United States should endorse, at the highest levels, acentral mechanism to coordinate and manage U.S. participation
in UNESCO.

I

o The United States should maintain, not reduce, t fullcomplement of U.S.. mission staff and further exps their roleas the key liaison between UNESCO and the U.S. ernment andprivate sector. Science reporting should be given higherpriority.

o The United States should pursue an active, not a passive role,
in the recruitment of qualified Airier can personnel to serve in
key technical staff positions in the Secretariat and thefield.

o The United States should estet1 ish a p..b1 is outreach p-cGraz
to actively disseminate information about opportunities for
participation in UNESCO's science programs among the'N.S.
community, both in government and the-private sector.

o The United States should recruit and support the most
qualified fanericin scientists to participate in UNESCO
activities to represent the.,U.S. scientific enterprise.

o The United States should exert influence within UNESCO toensure that the proposed reorganization of the NAB managementstructure does not disrupt the integrity and operation of I4AB.
o The United States should continue its ?forts within UNESCO to

ensure that adequate program planning
?forts

design precede
actual project implementation.
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U.S. MAN AND THE ?IOSPHERE PROGRAM
Of$ ENKMAB
Department of State
Wash onivon D C 2052d

Tel c2021 632 7616 or 6326527

address of Chairman:
Department of Anthropology
409,Carpenter Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
tel: (814) 865-2509 March 21, 1984

Thy Honorable James R. Scheuer
Chainnan, House Committee on Science add: Technology
Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agriculture Research and Envirannent
Docse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20S1S

. .

Dear Chairman Scheuer:

In reconsidering your moments at the Hearing on March IS, concerning the
impact on U.S. scientific research of a potential American withdrawal from UNESED,
I realized that it might he useful to you if I wrote you concerning the very immediate
Trebles faced by the U.S. MAR program. :As I testified, the National Cdnmittee does
not see at this time any way the program can be continued beyond September 30 of this
ybear irrespective of what transpires in relation to our proposed withdrawal from MEMO.
Frankly, we had hoped, based on last year's hearing and the State Department's
assurances that international science would be supported, that the State Departamnt
would itself recomnend a budgetary amendment providing the necessary $2,000,000 in
Duals required to keen the WtB program functional during fiscal 1985. Mr. James F.
%blow, the Assistant Secretary for the Bureau of Oceans, Environment and Science,
ha indeed timed that such an action he takehut was informed that the urging of

- at least two assistant secretaries was necessary td Maculate State Department
action on the matter. Despite extremely persistent attempts by Dr. Malone and others
in OlIS to obtain an endorsement from Assistant Secretary Negory J. Newell, Mr. Newell
ha's refused to respond either positively or negatively. Thus, the sittaitidn for the
qi0.0 program is becoming critical and terminal.

a

RECEIVED
11104

WAS911" 44 nhVI
A Cfrif.1.1 E,(44-4411.1116E1)STATES NATION/UV:CW.115510N FOR UNESCO

. I stritAisheel tIf Art .rtt 1941>
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It, therefore, appears that U.S. MAB survival is dependent upon a budget
item to be inserted by the House Committee on Foreign Affairs and the House Committqp
on Appropriations, particularly the Subcommittee on Comnerce, Justice, State apd
Jdiciary. In the hopes of stimulating budgetary action on the parts of these
committees, several organizations and numerous individuals from the private sector
have already made their wishes known to Chairman Dante Fascell and Chairman Neat

Smith. Oil hehalt of U.S. MB I hope to stimulate further letters from the private
sector. .Since I realize that you are a strong believer in the value of the U.S.
MAR program, anv help you can provide would he greatly appreciated and I as sure

would be in the very best interest of solving this country's environmental
problems.

I would be very pleased to provide any additional information the U.S. MB
program and problems if it would be of assistance to you.

Sincerely,

fect.-/T-Am4

Paul T.. Baker
Chairman, U.S. NAB
and Head, Department of Anthropology

The Pennsylvania State University

cc. Doug Walgren, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology
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Iowa State Universit SCI rlitY and Tetiowlag

February 23. 1984

The Honorable Don'Tuqua, Chairman
House Subcommittee on Science and Technology
Suite 2321, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 205I5

RECEIVED
H3 ^ (! 1984

Amer, lawctemITTEE ON SCIENCE
AND TECKNOLOGY

taremermatai sags
141 Dewy Hill
Ames, kies i01111
lIdepbsoac 31:4-244-7:52
'Mo. ISU Ise Antes.910201131

Dear Representative Fuqua,

The impending withdrawal of the United States from the United Nations
Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organization threatens the involvement that
the American government and many of its citizens have in one of UNESCO's more
popular and productive en afore, the Nan and the Biosphere, Programme (NAB).

The basic underlying princi e f NAB is that the Biosphere; a thin, highly
complex.'but frightenitigly fr ile layer of soll,'wster, and air; is the life

support system of. our planet. Not only does a healthy, intact Biosphere support

a diversity of animal and plant pecies, it supports Nan dnd all of his
activities - social, bultural, and economic. Economists tell us that production

depends on the input of "land," "labor," "capital," "resources," and what they
call "free things.° We pay for land, labor, capital, and resources and can,
therefore, determine their worth and-Use than accordingly. But, things that are

considered to be free do not carry any valuakin our economic thinking. Things

that carry no value are not conserved. So.'what are these "free things" that
appear in econometric formulae but are given no value? They are clean air,
clean water, unpolluted land, and the regenerative cappoity of biological
resources. They are the goods and services that are supplied day in and day out

by a healthy, functional Biosphere.

If we are to continue to enjoy the fruits, the "free things," that the
Biosphere Provides, we must learn how to provide a quality life for the citizens
of all nations without damaging or destroying the life support system of the
planet. We must place a value on the goods and services that the Biosphere
provides. To do this we need to learn as much as possible about the structure
and function of the various ecosystems that make up the Biosphere and we must
develop educational materials and programmes for citizens and decision makers in
business, industry, and government who will determine the short-term fate of the
Biosphere, and for children and young adults who are the next generation who
will inherit the stewardship responhibility and hopefully do a better job of it

than we have. The Nan and the Biosphere Programme is designed to do all of
these things.
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Because the Biosphere is not divided into 150 odd subunits that correspond
to national boundaries, international communication. cooperation, and
collaboration is required to address and resolve bioapheric issues and concerns.
The MAB Programme has provided an organizational structure end a stimulus for
such an international effort. More than a thousand scientists and educators
from nations on every coetinent are involved in NAB programmes and projects.
Numerous nations have established biosphere reserves that can be used by

1;

scientists to study intact ecolog cal systems. But, the NAB Programme goes
beyond the rarefied atmosphere of in relational science and the ivory towers of
academe. In also addresses the pr gmatic issues that are faced by decision
makers in the "real world* of national and international business and politics.
As a matter of fact, the bringing togeiher of natural and social scientists,
educators, and decision makers is one of the most important and promising
achievements of the MAB Programme.

We cannot allow the United States to terminate its involvement in the Man
and the Biosphere Programme when we finally withdraw from UNESCO at the end of
this year. The U.S. MAB Programme is alive and well in its own right and should
be supported by the American government just is strongly.as it' is supported by
the'American people. I understand that on March 1 the House Subcommittee on
Science, Research,' and Technology (of the House Committee on Science and
Technology) is scheduled to begin hearings on the implications of the American
Withdrawal from UNESCO. I expect that MAB will be discussed thoroughly during
these hearings. ,efforts are underway to support the American MAB Programme by
obtaining authorization of a $2 million line item appropriation for the FY 1985
State Department Budget. I strongly urge You to suppprt this attempt to salvage
a prodUctivie and vital programme. The amount being sought is small in
comparison to the likely benefits that will accrue from the continuation of the
Programme.'

I would be glad to speak with you or embers of your staff about any of
thee matters. Unfortunately, I am leaving for India on 25 February and will
not be back in Ames until t3 March (I am involved with a research project in a
biosphere reserve in northcentrel India). But, please feel free to contact me
after that time.

Sincerely,

Craig B. Delis. PhD
Professor of Botany
Coordinator of Environmental Studies
Secretary General, World Council for the Biosphere
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runicAND SCIENTIFIC ASVAIRS WASP
AMERICAN SOCIETY WOE IIICILOE1OLOGY

No. Carryc Faye Brown
Subcommittee e, Research
and Tee
Committee Science and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Wsehingtoe, D.C. 20515

Dear Me. Brown:

.

on I Msgr. N.W.
WarsonaK IX C. NSW
Tatamona: Caw At 1110.96N1

March 27, 1984'

As a follow-up to our telephone conversation, I an sending you a copy of
the mailgrams concerning Inportsmt microbiological programs developed under
the United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
which were forwarded on March 14 to Representatives James Scheuer and Doug '
Vaigren from Dr. RAbort Williams, the current President of the American
Society for Microbiology.(ASK). In addition, I would like to refer you to
an article in the enclosed issue of the Februa`ry 1983 issue of the A( Nowt,
pages 72-71. entitled "A World Network for Environmental. AppAled and
Biotechnological Research." Written by Dr. Rita Colwell, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Professor of Microbiology, University of Maryland,

. College Park, and President Elect of the ASK. the article describes the UNESCO
program to environmental, applied microbiology and biotechnological research.

As we discussed. would you please make this information a part of the sub-
committees' record on the "Impact on Scientific Research of the Proposal to
Withdraw from UNESCO."

Please contact me or Mr. Robert Watkins. Director of Public Affairs. ASK, at
any time should you require additional information. Our telephone number is

822-9229.

15/fgp

enAosurea

Sincerely,

Si a &ft

Janet Shoemaker
Assistant Director
Public Affairs Office
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MAILGRAM sfRvICE CENTER
mIDDLETONN, VA. 2264s
:SAN

Weuinte

iornn Mailgram '11

1.0192195076002 01/16/116 ICS IPNHTZZ tSP WMOO
10?8229??9 MGM TONT wASNINOTO% DC 03.44 0405P EST

AMERICA'! SOCIETY FOR
1113 I sT.Nw
WASHINGTON OC 20006

NicRORIOLOGY J SOMENNER
REcErrA

ID, WATKINS

THIS IS. A CONFIRMATION COPT OP THE FbLLONING NESSAGEi

2021226226 Ng,. TONY wASW/NOTON DC 113 03014 040OF EST
ZIP

.

HOO DOUG wALGREN
NOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.WASHINGTON DC MIS
RECENTLIE 10,000 MICROBIOLOGISTS FROM THE UNITED STATES AND MANY
FOREIGN COUNTRIES GATHERED IN ST LOUIS FOR THE Wm ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY roe miesostsimsr (os) WHERE THE roLowth6
STATEMENT OF (MEAN HAS ADOPTED Sr THE COUNCIL OP THE A5N1 THERE
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NAVE pry.; u UL AND IMPORTANT MICROBIOLOGICAL POMPOM DEVELOPEDUNDER Ise IS OP THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCAT/OeSCHMTIFIC AND
CULTURAL A.A.:STATION (UNESCO) AND OTHER 643410 NATIONS
ORGANIZATIONP-IlUEN AS THE MICROBIOLOGICAL stsouscr CENTEWIAND THE
GLOAAL IMPACTS OFHICROSIOLOGY CONFERENCES. THE ASH CONSIDERS THAT
THESE GLOPAL ACTIVITIES SHOULD CONTINUE WITH THE FULL SUPPORT OF ALLMEMBER NATIONS

SINCERELY:
ADREAT HILLIANS 000 PRESIDENT AIN
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A Woild Netwo.t tot an bane. kwtrnng the develuipmen hwsi tecJpq, playing a pivotal
En*ogvne,*eg, Ai.d. and new and eatemuer tevhnobigira role in the cnniurt ot reansrch and
Blotoctwioog4cM native to zpocthc regions. pruffiotangtraining eunter flu rg Rhuznhiam

the applications o4 minthiolney to hnldinjs in the rreion and douwin.
Thu. t'nittd tuui..n, Education

at. tIeUtItk, arl tulturt Orgasu
Laiiufl lI'NI*i(U, pnajrsni in Onvi
nnmrntal md iqit4u'd niurnibaulogy
and h..chi,obwmual rriwsrvh teat-re
lEa i'ti,fli haik to 1946, when
LfNSC() ruppurted rerrazch that
was geared to the cureacvetum and

tire a( row wgrnswns The
international ('cli kraean,h Orgnni.
Ration I(ROi wan founded in I92.
with muppurt (nan UNtX? Since
that time. UNESCO activity in (lie
mwn,hsokgical field has been done

..mn cuuçieratjon with ICKO and with
the International Organization for

Dshnology and Suiengineeruig
tONI and the World Fu.derati
for Ciijture ('ollectiona (WFC(.
both of which werE' founded in the
early llhM with UNE,S('t sutcuift
and i'ncm*inigynwnt

After ttw I nited '4jitwiia I 'noire.
ence ui, Ihe human' Envwu,nment.
which was held in Stockholm, San'
den, in I971. the t'nitd Naiina
Environment Pr.gram (INEP
punrd the internisimmnal enentific
tminununuty eta (l((l in wttrng kr
ward a worldwide program (or pie'
w.rving nucnibial gene sniIa and
making thive mst,rlala acnswitjiu'
to developing countries Additwni
rupport has been guyed by such
foiled Nt&ons agencies an the loud

and Agriculture Organization
I"Ati the World ifralth Organiza
tion WHO the United Nations in
due*rial [hvt4npmcnt (hganszation
I NUh)i. and I nmt.'d Nations him
trout! (7NU

A major develupnient 4 thr
I 1N11' (NES('(? point venture war
the magahhtmhmrnt of a world net
wick of micrutuotugiral resow're
.-e,ili'rv tMffi('P4r The p'mtiv-'m

it the MIRrFNa were ectidththi.d at
powiding in urifradrurtur,' For ii
world twtwtvk wl&h would u,wmap,
rate Wgecmal and interregnituil nap
eruting Inbmunmtuu-w,m gi'aru.ul Eu, the
niana,g'nu-nt 1,!t Ia! on arid U.,,

.1 the n,wrtluuml gene pur+t. n'inflirt
ru .!f ala ,,l.ut tog tu I 1*' t..Ii' ta

11.10 01 mirnulrganuanI, with emit
ph.4miv tat Ri,i,odau,e iteew puuuutm ii
d.vel.4ang ihirI, auth an ligiari

r(rengtlwu world economies; and inatamn of ulturvend untonnatton
wevuig an lucid rrntrrv the (ha' train .,-tgining to thew' avi frain
ing. 04 manpower and dithisiun of uru cuwars have breti ii poizusj and
mu'mbmm4ngicnl knowledge 'mympousa have bent held on agnn

The (trat development ot the .imy, plant biending. phy,miotug%.

airjcJ network wan to establath the ci, pnitection (or tuurnnng syiterna
World t)ata Center tWiX fur and mtrogenfi*at,un $flntlarly. the
micniia'genislna at (hi' tlmveiiaty of MUICEN at the Ingututo do Perquu
(lurenai.nd. Bnabane. Aizatrimlia am Agrunumicaa. iii collaboration
The WI)C was èaspisled a MAt. with the timveniimLidr I'etfrralr do
CEN. and at the WIICa master copy Rio (.rande do Sul. has emphamuerd
u(the World tkrectom'y ofCollectionk nitrogen fixation in l.stm America.
of Cultures of Micniuigatusniu is with the oiitivr of prnniuting Rhi
itord The Wile serves an a puvotid zobaain technology A large culture
point for kaiterhig deekipmt'nt of collection ma being maintainiol. with
culture collections in deelnping cultures disinbuta'd to reiw'ercti lab
countnes and in rtn.ngtheaung in- oratories and ines'ulgne (actorwui
temctioqma with activities concerning Training of resetmrvhm'uu. ezietwon
culture culk'ctuins in developing workers, and industrial technical
countries and developed areas iitaff alas ma earned out

Other MIRCENm which have The Bangkok MUtt EN Is very
been ratsblihed include a regmaisi active in culture coilivinsi activitiem
MIRCEN In B*ngkok, Thsilnd. at and is reimponaible to, the mirnubial
the Thailand Institute tI$cientaflc culture culkvt,on deveiuipment in
and Technological Research. which that region. which includes Thai
serves the micnuluologwal emummun!- lend, lndnqwasa. Malavaiii. tli Phil
ty u(&utlwaat Asia via eadwige of ippaws, the Rpuhltc .4 Eon's, and
economically important micmbtsl SingepOn'
shams. training and leikiwuihip par The MIRCEN it Am Sharna
grsnma and promotion of nawarith on Untvpraitv, ('aim, Egypt. poilnotem
organisms in secant of nucruilnohogy activities mn'the fields of btijtrchnolu-
apprugnate to Southwssh Avis A gy and culture i-utikct uons Moo'
MIR('EN at the Kwmhinaés Insti- than 1,0(N) cultures are tivaulabhi' in
tute in Stockholm, Sweden, ie(ves the various Iabijratariptm in that or
an a collaborating facility with the gain with fonnal links the MIR'
Wile in mapping potential matabtil' ('EN Trinmng couraeu no nsmaprva-
it' strategies in fingerprinting of Lion of microbial cultures and
mwna*ganmanw

Especially active MlRt'EN an
lnra**'d at the tfnivertsmty cut Nairobi.
Nairobi, Kenya, and in Pnmln Ale
gte, flrtil, at the Instituti, tie Pea
ulumaima Agrorsanwas, and ksu on
nitrogen fixation The latter bilk
('EN rolI**airatais dowdy with the
t'niversmd*tir lederak' mb RumiCrar,
tie do Sul in Pislo Ak'gi-e A MItt
('EN also hs been ricshhisheml at
the ('entral American ke,wsrdt In
atifuti. for Industry in (',uatemala.
wtudt serves I 'entraP Amm'cwa in the
field .4 lantechnologv

(her the yrsr'm, the MIR('l'N, In
duffen'nt annie ot the wield have
f.rui.wtl on specific "tc'm lur etan,
pie. in tb. region-ti East 1frita. the
Nauru,bs MUtt EN h. us- ,au
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ttevetupnwnt ut cultuti' Oilkctitmnu
have been held at the faint facility

The MIRCENs ii the (irihibean
regasi are coordinated thmug* the
(uatetnsla facility Ki'im'ntiv, u wni
irise. 'I'unls and (herrmaals true,,
Riomsius through Ertnentst ion.
was held In San Jo,,,, (llama Rica.
with the .ihy'm't,yu. tul Iruenohing cc

rhangra hetwiefi latin Ameriu-au.
arientaits and .'munest North fruumwi
Iran 'irie'ntista in the field of energy
frien hiomass Stihsr,jtently. train
ung cnuetea in hmuengiuwi'ring hat.-
beer, held, ath pmu1rtmaints tout,
(oiitm Rica. Nurarngua, ilieslura.'
l".quadur. I uawnuiha. the lotted
,Stat.ea ttroguay, I'.eu, Vetw,,wla
I"l Salvador. l'argj(u v and the I,
nuinican Ki'pmiiutw
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The leek under way at the MUt-
CEN at the Katelinslia Issitituw has
centered on devekspment d mitre-
biological techniques for applying
pattern recognition maln. rda for
identification of inionerganisms. as
i r11 other rapid methods fur 'dew
uficaten, including micratiter plate
methods Environmental studies are
alai under way. as well i$ prudu c-

. nun of ethanol in liquid two-phseie
systems.

Several rewerch protects are un-
der way in the area of beelegical
nitrogen fixatton at the MIRCEN
located it the University allwan

Pripecti The International
Network d Legume Inoculation 71v-
ale ainlemies at the Hawaiian forth
ty in the NdTAL Prcliect and 1111R-
CEN. carrying out three-step
program. with the first experiment
being development of inoculation
recommendationg based on strain
selection informsnan. The focus of
the Hawaiian MIRCEN is nitingen
fixation by trammel agricultural le-
genies. with arm budget support ole
tamed thruugh contract with the
U S. Amery for International De-
velopnient and ganef finals also
provided by several organisation",
including UNESCO In carganction
with the NiPTAL PrMect. a MIR-
CEN at the Cell Culture and Nitro-
gen Malian Laboratory at Belts-
rill.. Md., also is carrying' out
studies on collection. dipracteriss-
tam. documentation. and preserva-
tion of Rhisolnaas. on distribution of
coheres of Reharbison for research
and nisculuni prelictioa in dowel.
reed and developing causerie*. and
or microbial germ Peen of useful
niteagen-ating organisms. The et
Owl in Rhaarbsain biotechnology is a
re:wryest theme among the several
MIRCENs around the world.

The WDC MIRCEN at the Uni-
versity of Queensland is of obvious
benefit to world necreleokigaita

Asa [toquel in a regiment Fran the
Japusene Federation a/Tatum Col-
lections. a group of specialists met in
Pans. France, m July 1986. to
the suspees of UNESCO, to coma
er problem; relating to culture
Iceman. and at that ume it was
nrernmendel that a survey of cul-
ture collections Is carried out The
Iniernatusnal Amencsatson of Micro-

biological Socteties thaw the Inter-
national Union of Microbiological
Societies+ section an culture. collet.
noes agreed to survey the world
culture collections, with the result
mg 'publication by Wiley Inters. 1
ewe, New York. in 1971, of the
World Dint-to ry Cuihrreons

of Micenerganssine A fec-
und edition of the directory el funded

-iy RINECO. FAO. WHO. UM+,
UNIDO. UNEP, and the European
Economic Commission The MIR.
CEN is now assembling the second
edition a the World Ralsobtatn Cat

A very important part of the
MDLCENs are the training courses,
such as a 6-week training course in
legume-Rkrzobrune technology,
which was held from 1 November to
10 December 1982 in Bangkok.

_the tinLairtance applied
anaelnalagi roe &relaying na-
tions is significant, with benefits to
be derived in fields as diverse as
agiindture, the Ibrrienfalion undue
try. public health. water and
ganitatien, enviromneMarconserva-
ESC and reeenere_iiiiiptiiinia. and
Oradea/Ms d footAiliWilifitt

nowApplieif now
marching under the newer 'bendy
term braecknology. is strongly in-
terdisciplinary. interfacing engi-
neering, applied mathematics,
medicine. agriculture, the veteri-
nary sciences, food science, toxerolo-
gy, a relaa

The
nd ted me

*emW of biotechnology
bee been realised through the for-
mation of the UNEP-UNESCO-
ICRO panel on microbiology. The
panel includes the U S.-representa-
tives Martin Alexander. Depart-
ment of kiliceibsology, Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, N.Y and flayed
Framer. Wakeman Institute of Me
crebielegy. Rutgers University, Pis-
cataway. N4 Under the auspices of
the panel. "Global Impost. a Ap-
plied MinnbilAnor LGIVA) codet
ettcea have been lied in urger nose
of the world over the years, encha-
ins Stockholm. 1063; Aticlis Ababa.
Ethiopia, 1967; Bombay, India,
19ra Ski Paulo, Brazil. 1973; Bang
leak. 1977. and Lags, Nigeria, 1960
The conferences bring together
shme Ion microbiologists; frorn de-
mitered countries, with an equal
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member of colleagues from develop-
ing minims. where the conferences
ant held

In addition to the SIAM knfor.
ences, about 60 training courses.
baited on a traditional ICRO pattern,
twee been held in developing cuun
tries on nitrogen fixation, fermems
than technology; sonar treatment
and recycling. fermented fowls; ter-
logical pest control, veterinary nu-
anbsokiese environinental microbi-
ology. Including Names and btofuel
prockietien; culture collection main-
teneusar. and related subsists The
anuses lad about 3 weeks and en-
chide IS to 30 precipitate. with not
more than one tbird originating in
the ban country. At leen half of the
confinenoe eis spent. m bench work,
weth the faculty consisting of es-
parto keel the region supplemented
with prolamine than ahead selected
in consulbation with the panel

tateweibe networks and MIK
MI hart _mode a dif-

in the way neattioisse is
practiced in developing countries.
Was pragram has served to tole-
grate microbiology infrastructures
of developed and developing coma
bile by promoting the bolding of
international conferences in &et
oping countries and helping to
intaseterce problems of developing
countries into the pm:gains of con-
ferences held in developed countries
The Hume= of these activities lo clue
largely to a policy of cormeration at
the. :making level, with many go v-
ernmental. intergovernmental. and
nongovernmental organizations
participating. all of which provide. a
constalletion of activities, with care
funding from UNEP shed UNESCO
seal with additional funding from
FAO and UNIDO providing a high
multiplier factor

The MIRCENa network publish-
es newsletters. including MIRCEN
News. Information shout which can
be ohtamd by contacting 1k E .1
De &lye, Deese of Seieribfic Re-
seerclf. and Higher Education,
UNESCO, Place de Enter/my, Pere
7, France, or Protestor T Rusewall.
Secretary of the Panel. Dept of MI-
crobiangy. Swedish University a
Agricultural Sciences. 4-7511 u7
Uppsala, Sweden

Rita R. Colwell
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The *Wearable Don Fuqua
Chairmen, Hog.* Committee ou

Stioace end Technology
Suite 2321, Rayburn Souse office bldg.
Vashingtee. D.C.

Dear Reprtmentative Piques

The Beard of QUicters of the Deiced Rations AseecietioniUSA, Snail
Division. cogs/aunt. of the great leportence of multilateral scientific
and technological cooperation, as exemplified by continuing programs
st the University of Ransil and The last-West Center, teeny in enemata -

rad with =NCO. is distreeeed by the President's decision to with-
draw from the United eatioaa Sdecetimeal, Scientific and Cultural

Organisation.

We are Aware of deficiencies to the administration and financing of
CO sad the unfortunate politicisation of sone program. Sommer.

we canon accept that withdrawal from membership is the bast way to
solve these problem,. We are gratified that Katipnal Security Advisor,
Mohave *Feriae., has reported to the Secretary Of State that Presiding.

Ranges is prepared to review the declaim to withdraw if concrete

reforms can be smoemplished. to calling for aa upgrading of U.S.

repressetacion at UMISCO MaPariame identifies an important reason why

American prefisermee have bean gives so little respect to Paris. Poc

maple. so distingetehei American imiestists have been sent to
participate in the review of URRSCO'M science programs at its general

canfartacee.

Since O.R. uenbership in UNESCO one euthorired by joiatmepolation of

the Reese and Senate, yew new a special reeponsibility te follow up

on what specific condition 'meld be acceptable to our remands' in

the organisation.

cc: Jepreeemeative Daelel Abeam
Rapreeeatetive Cecil Mattel

Master Daniel Tempe
Senator Spark Ilermerengs

2.37

De lei S. Seeders, Preeldemt
betty M. Jacob"
Philip R. isceb
Fred V. USW
Diaries Bauman*
(for the loud of Directors


